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RELEASED
iif a two-part novel of power—the victory of

mankind—then retreat

by JACK WILLIAMSON

HIJELLO, unrr

The newn
L carried oat

crackled mb

xukm Irak w»a,
t oa the byperrhren

nltiaffinity Iran ten

ffti piTWwi

“I speak to you from the Hil ot

Worlds, oa Ifekbonor. capital planet

of the G. U. L R. (GaUftir Union of

lasrrswhr gipuMin ). For the Galoc-

tic Coaodi a mrailfan to-morrow, io

tltfintxaicoofitm new year, 104.293

C. S (Conquest of Space). And a bat-

tle of giants is « prorase r
The crop words were emphatired by

the animated play of the announcer's

of tea bdboo byperchrorioorrpea
“The firs item oa the nlrnrtar is the

tamoas Gyroc Experiment. This pro-

padd research, which has bees body
debated m soentihc and legislative cir-

des (or many years, a coming op lor

£sal anion.

“Sera Gyroc himself—discoverer of

the Gsep Effect and the Gyroc
Tensors, the basis of the proposed ex-

periment—is going to speak in dnense
of his trcmtpdocs plan to pre sent the

unrverse from running down.

“Sera Gyroc is already acknowledged

the frealnt bno{ Kxatia of the

galaxy, with nearly two hundred years

of brtDzant achievement to hit credit.

Ansmg the latest of his triumphs b a

modmcaiicn of the old triteriazs-water

longev ity treatment, which b expected

to add another foil two centuries to the

useful span of Soman Lie.

you. Sena, a pant of

ler bowed, an biDinsn of

“But if he arias again, unnerve, it

won't be an easy victory ! For opposed
to boa b another pant ! .The famous
space cruiser SUrrr Br4 b now phmg-
me toward lfekhonor. Aboard, racing

to reach the Hall of Worlds io tone for

to-morrow's debate, b Ron Gcneen. pap-
tsin general of the Galactic Patrol, and
late commander of the Andromeda Ex-

“We salute you. Captain Goocen, a
goat of exploration!

"A battle of giants indeed, universe 1

Of grants who once were friends! For
Ran Gcneen. m the Galactic Academy,
{ot his best scientific tniring under Sera
Gyroc. Now he b returning to join

battle with hb old professor.

"Ron Goners bolds that the Omega
Experiment, if performed, will result in

immediate, universal cataclysm. He b
making thb desperate race, in hb faith-

ful old ship—so he. believes—to save

the galaxyr
The dean- featured face of the news-

caster, in the bilboes of glowing screens,

looked briefly down as he caught bis

breath and warmed hb notes.

“Now. universe!” he cried. “Our
next surprise!

“We bring you a dramatic incident

from the Andromeda Expedition, en-

acted in our own studios under the su-

pervision of a group of the surv iv ing
ofher rs.
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“Go m, Roa~ the girl
• r n .l /. i—

tlicM oat something "

"In the three rein since ks return,
the fujtory ot the expedkm his been
told imajr times. AJB huntsny knows
bow Ciftiin Gooeen planned the Stkwv
Bir4—the {ratal u>d the swiftest ^tcc
vessel ever designed ! How his intrepid

courage found support and volunteers

far the undated voyage I* the Androm-
eda Galaxy.! How the great new ves-

sel left the yards of the Galactic Patrol,

here oa Mekhooor. over one hundred

years ago! How it reached that distant

island universe after a perilous voyage

of more than thirty years!

"A thousand volumes have been writ-

ten of Ron Genera's adventures during

forty years of exploration among the

planets of Andromeda. His discoveries

there have already created a dozen new
sciences , His tdc was in danger tot

ENTROPY





19 ASTOUNDING STORIES

“BUT NOW w depict far you tbe

list Muring episode of that forty yean,

before the 5ihw Bird returned.”

The animated face vanished from the

grtmt la ks Mead appeared tbe ta-

pered. *Setry bull of a Bale-long kappa-

held space cruiser, driving across a
Mack sky whose brdhant stars were

ranged in strange configurations.

“There you see the 5durr Bird' the

brisk voice resumed its narrative,
"
phasging ahead on the final tour of

exploration, no the Gamma Quadrant
of the new galaxy. There Captain

Goneen encountered a rw bifh type of

Soddcnhr, wi the uyriid icrunt, the

space about the fang ship was aswam
with firing objects. They were intricate

nine pointed crystals, each many yards

(
in diameter. Their pofrihrd planes

Every point earned a rlmging globe of

colored himine scence that sps* and

changed as the crystal moved.

These beings were gigantic crystals

of eternal metal. Their intelligence life.

Captain Goneen believed, was a fane-

{jqq of tOsCTTSolcCTaiU (i(ClTOfC2t)C

tensions: vital energy probably being

derived from controlled radioactive db-
istegratioo.

“Abie to cross ioterstefiar space with-

out the aid of machinery, they had

spread over ten thousand planets n a

great globular star duster. Once—so

(^Sprain Goneen believed from the co-

Hssal ruuu he saw—their dnh ration

bad been high; but their culture had

long since fallen into a vscaocs de-

cadence."

The screens showed the .Sifter Bird

landing upon the surface of a planet.

H.H attended by that glittering. crystal-

line host. On a high, age-carred pla-

teau. against a greenish sky. loomed a

weird, colossal city of enmson cones

that were shattered and truncated with

immemorial time.

The metal Andrumrdans displayed

great cleverness m their efforts to es-

tablish communication. This was soon

accomplished through a radio hook-up,

the crystals being sensajve to ultra-short

waves and able to generate them.

“But here you tee Ron Goneen him-

self. in couvcrsatioo with a leader of

the Afldwnrfm ***

A broad-shouldered, powerful Baa.

darkly tanned by many tuns, the space

captain stood on tbe barren giuund be-

side his ship. Oxygen apparatus was

thmg about hit shoulders, but his big.

fugged bead was bare, red hair tangled.

He was speaking into a microphone.

And before him. Boating ia a many-col-

ored. karanom mist that clung moat

densely about its pooh, mirronng ss its

facets the greenish sky, was a mon-

strous nine-pointed star.

“At first the Andromedans pretended

friendship," the staccato voice fattened
on. They brought amazing gifts, re-

vealed the secrets of their haU-ioat sci-

ence. and urged Captain Goneen to come
with an expedition to the underground

city of their rulers."

THE silvery crystals were shown

bearing to tbe ship shining jewels, ms-

familiar implement! of metal, and fan-

tastic works of art. Then, with a lonely

bttle band in the trim green of the

Galactic Patrol. Ron Goneen eras seen

marching away from the ship.

“It was all a treacherous plot against

tbe explorers V barked the newscaster.

“For a simultaneous attack was made on

the cruiser and the party lost beneath

the surface!"

Thousands of the crystals, flying flat-

wise. dived slantingly at the unwarned

SthvT Bird. Jets of colored flame

spurted from their pcxnts—arrowed an-

nihilating rays that consumed scores of

the backless crew, who were caught out-

side the veueL The sunIvors took off
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hastily. in the great mid ia aa effort

Co defend theuudm
Deep ia the plioet. then, (he screens

showed the attack upon the other patty.

The Androcnedaas shone io the dark-

ness

—

Kara of mirrors, floating in cloud-

lets of many-colored flame! MuJtihord

rays, lancing from (heir points, ruth-

lessly cot down the 31-armed. helplesa

men as they stumbled toward the dicker

of boulders and cm ices.

"The few jamroes,” the aanotmeer
went oo. “were carefully taken tint, and
carried by the Androcnedaas mao a tre-

mendous. rock-hewn temple, many miles

beneath the surface, which was the cen-

ter of their degene rate worship.'

The screens showed aa immense dim
place, with colored stars floating amid
east columns that towered mto bound-

less darkness. Ron Goners aad a few

other men. haggard and bloodstained,

*tn kneeing in chiiBi bdblt &

pendous ihutikf itnscluft. Bdort
than, set on the iprx of & bbek cone,

was a small orb of brilliant white, shim-

mering like some wondfous pearl.

rTtrrsng mat enry nao lapsea bxo
superstitious barbarism.

-
the newacatter

rushed on. “the Androcaedani chained

their captircs as an offering before their

most holy object—a singular small round

stone, which shone with a steady pale

glow.

“However. they underestimated Cap-

tain Gooecnr
Slowly, the swarming crystals de-

parted. tearing the temple dark and

empty. Only the pale reflection of the

jewel showed the mighty arm of Ron
Goneen. as k wrenched a massive block

from the altar, shattered the fetters of

his companions and himself. Then the

announcer continued:

“Their escape was discorered imme-
diately.' the announcer hurried on.

“But Ron Goneen led the lew left w*h
turn O'* of the temple, into a labyrinth
of narrow ing caverns. where the crys-

tals were able to follow only by Wasting

ofatarlcs out of the way.

Time is brlring to detail their hard-

ships aad cscaprt Flight and biding

from the pursuing crystals! Incredible
prrratsool Desperate struggle far food

aad water. Respiratory diffxnhir* from

aa irritating atmosphere!

“Lost far many days in the dark cav-

erns. they safe torches from a seepage

of crude petroleum. Ron Goneen ks-

gnuomfy contrived a mrnpats sad a

barometer to guide them—from a frag-

ment of* iron oee aad the hollow shell

of a dead organism 1 When, at last,

they reached the open air. he used sheets

of mica to make a hebagraph with which
t6 signal the Stirrr Birdf

The screens, again, showed the great

cruiser landing beside a narrow, dark

rdt in the planet Swarms of the bright

crystals, wheeling high in the greeabh

sky. were now puzxhngty fearful of at-

tack. The refugees, piked, weary,

bruised, staggered triumphantly aboard.

Aad the space captain proudly held,

ia fats great, scarred pafaa. a smafl white

The Jewel of Dawar* cried the

newscaster. That b what Captain

Goneen called the holy scone, became
its pale radiance had helped guide hb
men through the caverns. For he had

takes k from the sacred place of their

captors!

“It b said that be carries k still, in

a pouch under hb tsmic. as a nxnxnto
of that most desperate adventure. Upon
the expedition's return, all the ocher

specimens aad data accijtunhtrd were

given to the Cahrtic Museum. But. al-

though cessous savants clamored foe k.

Captain Goneen refused to give up the

stone from Aadromeda!'

A great ^herr. shimmering like an

illurnaMtcd pearl, vanished from tea U-
lioa hyperchroooscope screens. The
newscaster's face appeared again.

~ 1 hat, universe, hb voice crackled.
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*% the hutary of the Jewel of Dawn.

To-morrow we wiO take yew to the Hal
of World*, where Seru Gyroc u to speak

for his propooed experiment, and Cap-

tain fiiisin if hi* nans ship *i ri*n

in time!—tfutit it.

-What wdl be the outcome. ament?
WiO the Galactic Council hstesi to the

promises of incredible wooden to be

done with the Omega Ray? Or wdl

they fire heed to thin intrepid spoce

roarkrvandrr and hi* warning of galactic

doom?

Tffl to-morrow, xmrrmeT"

Aod the ten bilboo screens wesst

briefly dark.

IL

-MY OPPONENTS have said that

tbit thing i* dangerous. I grant them
that onguesaed perils may Inrk in the

iwlmrrwn realms of natnre which we
prnpoae to explore, bat 1 subsse that

the prise justifies the risk. Man did not

conquer the galaxy ihroafb fenr of new
ducoscry f"

When the white-robed speaker gra vely
pained. silence hong for a long sitfinl

in the vast, green-colarcned Hal of

Worlds. Then a tremendous sea of ap-

plause rolled upward from the repre-

sentatives of many interstellar dranin-.

Seru Gyroc eras a slight, straight man.
with brilliant dark eyes and very black

hair. With thin hands folded in hi*

severely simple robe, he stood with

bowed bead upon the speaker's dais un-

til silence was restored

Quietly then, ret with a dignity sup-

ported by his supreme achievements, he

resumed. “Besides that possible danger

inherent in any attempt to master the

very creative force of nature, the Onega
Experiment wiO involve vast expense
and will requi re the best efforts of our

most brilliant minds perhaps lor sev-

eral centuries!

“My opponents argue that it is sheer

(ally to undertake a project so costly in

both materials and brains, so fraught

with tmlmown peril, and—from their

point of view so needless.

“Yet. to me”—the whue-robed sci-

entist paused; his dark eyes kfted sol-

emnly above the green colonnades, to

the vast faloe dome above, pricked with

golden stars
—

“it it worth aS that corf

and risk to win the goal we seek—to

save the universe V~

Once more wild applause rolled

against the cohmms; and. before the

thousands had resumed their scats, a

powerful figure came striding through

the portals: a tall man in the green of

the Gabrtir Patrol, with stern objec-

tion written on his ragged fact

Sera Gyroc looked down with a brief

male of recognition.

-Entering is my greatest opponent.

face was i brawl mrdonie—"that the

fearless captain general of the Gahcric
Patrol rimeId be afraid of a mere labo-

ratory experiment! But it seems that

he is. And you shall bear his reasons

—and you shall judge.”

RON GOSEEN found a seat and sat

listening, with a grim expression on his

dark, weather-beaten visage.

”1 respect the opinion of Captain

Goneen." Seru Gyroc continued. "It

was at his request, transmitted over the

hyperchroa beam from mtergalactac

space, that I ceased my prehramary ex
;

perniitnts with the Omega Effect, thirty

years ago.

~I have waited patiently for the formal

approval and support of the council, be-

cause the matter is very grave.

"It is true, as Captain Goneen pointed

out in kb request to me. that the fate

from which I seek lo save our tmivene

is very remote. Yet I venture to my
that every one of you has left the pass-
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ful pressure of k! For k is Twwty
tragic to aay thinking being to know
that all his most die,

even if his own life is not immediately

affected.

“Our omvenc is running down.
Eventually k most stop—die! My op-
ponents can point out that the entffcy

of disintegrating matter still feeds the

smu. whose radiation still w arms the

planets with the rays that sustain all

bfc. But they rarmnt deny that e very
phase of that vital process, being sub-

ject to the second law of thenaodymamV
ics. must at last cease to be.

“In the end. they most admit, all mat-
ter-even to the last barren fragment

mto free energy. And that energy. *de-

caying' into the feeblest dark vibr ations,
of longest wave length, most at bat be

fdorudy dktributed through an in-

finitely expanded apace.

“Picture that ultimate end of the mu-
verse! A void of utter darkness, of

cold almost absolute, in aB of which
there is do posnblc chts^t, do poptijp,

no tdr. no thought! Even time itself

must cease to be—for time is mathe-

matically determinable only by the direc-

tion of entropy increase.

“Doesn't that rbioaof utter and 3-

hmkahfr death fill you with abiding

horror even if the teahty does not

loach your own lives?

“Can mankind ever be truly trium-

phant, living in a downed universeT
Sent Gyroc swept his listeners with

kern, dark eyes, in which burned a

pressing challenge. “I feel that we can-

not! .

“I feel that the conquest of entropy
is the supreme task of the human race,

worth any coat, any risk short of sure

disaster
!“

When he paused, an awed and breath-

less silence filled the cohwnoed hafl. His

solemn eyes lifted slowly to the star-

flung dome, and an uncertain patter of

apphntc swept the floor. He waked.
It swelled sloirfy to a tremendous ocean

of sound, beating against the green

Only Ron Goneen kept fats seat, with

the same grim expression behind the

red beard on his unshaven face.

At last, when Sens Gyroc held up his

arms for silence, the tqxoor Subsided

reluctantly.

Only one donbrinl question rang from
the floor: “Can k be done?"

III.

“IT CAN be done.” said the white-

robed scientist gravely. “Entropy can

His dark eyes caught the stem, for-

bidding look an the face of Ron Genera,
below. He pouted as if disconcerted,
then caught his breath sad abruptly re-

sumed: “The fine bw of thermo-

dynamics is our smirwicv that the dis-

sipated energy of a rtm-down universe
stJrikt For, although energy may he
exprt soed in many forms, from the com-
plex atoms in the core of a young asm
to toe ictor. (Zinc nennop ot a ocm
universe, its sum total is always the

“It is the second so-caBed bw of

thermodynamics which informs ns that

any oaiverse wiB no down. Yet that

bw has long been recognised to be

merely statistical, not abaofatt It so

merely a statement of probability.

“Consequently, its ctmnmntioo has

been the moot tantalising dream of hu-

man science . Inventors since the dawn
of knowledge, vaguely sensing the hid-

den troth, have labored vainly to per-

fect machines of perpetual motion.

“There is a tradition moreover, that

a theoretical solution was imagined by
an investigator whose name b now loot,

at the very beginning of the Era of Sci-

ence. before the race had ever left the

pbnet
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"Conside ring the problem of a (U ia

a partibooed chamber, this early pnhu*
conceiitd the idea of an entity he aSed
a fnwt, who should be able to operate

aa ukranricroscopic door in the parti-

tion. in such a manner as to allow only

the swifter-morinj molecules to pus
through ia eoe direction, and only the

slower-snoring ones to enter the other

end of the chamber.

"That this entity, so extraordinary of

sense and agility, would be able, with*

out doing any physical work, to accu-

mulate fast molecules an one side of the

partition, and- slow ones an the other.

In other words—since molecular mo-
tion is aa expression of heat, of energy—the irtmon begins srkh a uniform or

most probable dotlibation of energy,

and he accumulates it. against the ther-

modynamic gradient, in one end of the

chamber.

This remarkable being, that is, re-

duces the entropy of this system of gase-

oos molecules. Without doing aay
work, be collects heat ia a part of the

system, and coob the test. He reveres

* T*J» -ml/ atIUiwS
a wsuoi ii li

i
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the normal flow of energy, to increase

the oeganiration of his system, and to

make its energy ooce more available for

useful tie rmodynamic interchange.

“How this unknown investigator pic-

tured his rfesaos," continued the white-

robed speaker, “it is now impossible to

say. foe any other meaning of the word
is lost.

“And for a hundred thousand years

this elemental problem has baffled ail

science. The present very highly or-

ganised—and hence, statistically, ex-

tremely improbable—state of our uni-

verse has been tantalising proof of the

existence, somewhere, at scene time, of

this drmc*. It is evident that there must

have been a winding up of the umstrse.

a building, a creative process, in which

the toouu of as entropy was reduced.

Yet the search for h always faded.

“The first doe. I think, is to be found

in the tensors I evolved less than a hun-

dred years ago. They constitute a com-
plete mathematical description of that

dtmen. They apply. I am convinced, to

a real phenomenon possible in the ma-
terial world, which I have termed the

Omega Effect.

“New forces are involved, which I

have termed, again using that ultimate

symbol from an ancient alphabet, the

Omega Radiation. I have not yet dared

to release them. That waits for your

approval And their nature, therefore.

or the system of laws they will follow,

is yet unknown.

“Only this much is certain : the

Omega Effect will alter the conditions

of real probability, in whatever port of

the universe in which it occurs, in such

a manner that the second law of thermo-

dynamics will no longer apply. What
was formerly a state of maximum proba-

bility will become one of minimum
probability, and thermodynamic proc-

esses win be altered in conformity to the

new sta tistical situation.

“But that is enough to show the tech-

nical possibility of the experiment.
-
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SERU GYROC paused K>k His
burning fj» losatd the thousands of

his burnerv, beneath (be {oldeHamd
dome. Ringing eagerly now. his low
voice resumed: "And think what soc-

tru would mean! Freedom from the

old bnwtabon of entropy: that taap
must always be lost, waited! Our had

and poser problems solved forever!

“A man could draw heat from a mass
of ice to cook his dinner! He could

coded energy from the air to run his

planes and vehicles—the very same en-

ergy that they had dissipated through
friction and travel foceTtr without any
cost in fuel!

“Our children if yoJf' courage al-

lows me to perform this experiment

—

can gather dark waste radiation from
the void, and condense it into matter

again. They can build themselves new
worlds and new shining Ms--forever !"

Once again the white-robed scientist

waited while tremendous applause

reverberated against the green columns
“That is my plea.

-
be finished

quietly. “This thing can be done. I

grant that it will be cmdy : I grant some
e lement of danger. But I am eager for

your permission and your aid to do it.

It is a grave matter: consider it wefl.

Please listen now to my opponents.

Then—the dmnon is yours !“

He went slowly to his seat.

And Ron Gooccn. recognised by the

presiding officer, stalked grimfv forward.

The mighty, red-bearded explorer of

space stood for a moment silent on the

dais.

“I am sorry that 1 most oppose this

pU-of my friend and teacher.
-

his deep

voice roiled against the dome. “I am
sorry to oppose any brave effort to in-

crease the greatness of man. Perhaps

it seems strange that 1 do. But I base

been long array from the sheltered

planets of the galaxy, and I have fdt

the blind, terrific might of the cosmic

forces with which Sera proposes to

tamper."

Sober ly , his deep-set, narrowed bine

eyes scanned the multilode.

"I am proud of mankind.
-

he said.

•"For a hundred thousand yean the hu-
man race has marched steadily upward.

We have conquered aB the galaxy. From
a 'minor phenomenon of planerary de-

cay," as one andent cynic put k. man
has become the dominating intelligence

of an entire galactic system. He has

won a freedom, a power, a longevity, a
perfected happiness, that would amaac
rat leu fortunate progenitors.

-

His great scarred hands knotted

earnestly at his rides.

“Are we then to risk all this advance

—everything that our race has ever ac-

complished since the first terrestrial

beast robbed two pieces of wood to-

gether and discovered fire? Are we to

gamble all that upon one turn of an un-
known wheel ?

"And for what?-

The deep voice was husky with des-

perate urgency.

“To prepare against a doom that wfll

not be imminent for a million uuffiou

years? Isn't that sheer fofly T"

His ragged. stem face looked to the

white-robed soentut in hts seat, and
bade to the ihourands . “Or to gain

needless, fantastic powers? What is the

need to cook on stoves of ice. or to col-

lect the waste energy of friction, when
we have reservoirs of atoenic power to

last a biSfon years?*

His voice rambled deeper. "What is

the need to build new worlds, when An-
dromeda and a million mi&oo other is-

land universes he waiting for the ex-

plorer and the pioneer? Is there no
room for triumphant adventure, with-

out tampering with the very fosmdatioaa

of the universe T"

His solemn face lifted to the vault of

stars. “Since the dawn of terrestrial his-

tory, man has tfrugglcd through super-

stition and religion and science to solve

this ultimate problem : the riddle of era-
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' weU tfm*be
"For oar own Ihres are among the

fJewioB of iwrrasing entropy 1 Let

in not seek to overrun the bafanre of

<be universe. and act tune itxV to Sow*

of backward—lest we perish with oar

Ron r^iw» ii stepped a bole back-

ward : bn mice sank lower.

“That is all i hare to nr. It shoold

be enough. Think weD before poo ad.

For the future of humanity—the my
hfe of the universe—it in your hands

~

Fie sat down abruptly. grwo-faced at

THE pfcsidib| cfictf ifiin fftcf*

nbrd Sera Gyroc. who resumed the dam
to tajz -Yes. the We of the universe

is indeed is your hsndi ! For. if year

decision is against the experiment. I

shall destroy my notes.

"And let me pay that it was but a

(pkr chance of reasoning that led

toe to diseases the Gyroc Tensors. They
are an anomaly in this uniTerse of in-

creasing entropy. No phenomenon
* guides the mind to them. It is safe

to say. on grounds of mathematical prob-

abihfy. that my tensors wiD not be dis-

covered again in this universe.

His mice was suddenly load and

clear. ,

“The supreme privilege is roars! To
rote for eternal hfe. for the power of

creation itself, for the. uknrolr victory

of mankind— or for retreat, failure,

and mrvitabfe. everlasting, changeless
death 5”

The presiding officer again looked in-

quiring at Ron Gooren. But the

weather-beaten space captain sat rigid

and impulsive in his chair, with mighty

arms folded and narrowed steel-blue

ryes Mating bleakly ahead, as if at some

Seeing that the president was about

i eaU for thr rote. Sens Gyroc rose

hastily In sake a final plea: “Per-

sonally. 1 believe that the danger of

the Omega Experiment ha* bees very

much exaggerated. I would act wiO-

mgfy endanger ocher bvea than my own.

"And let me assure you that if the

council approve* the experiment, it wiB
be performed with every precaution for

safety. AD my fellow workers wiD be

carefully protected. And the actual re-

search wiD be done at some point far

outside the galaxy."

The presiding officer looked again, a
little anxiously, at the space ciplain But
Ron Gooren sull sat mute, staring—as

if he already perceived the horror of the

disaster of which he had spoken warn-

Scmtwhat reluctantly, the president

called for the vote. Each member
pressed a button on hi* desk. Tabulated

automatically, the result was instant ly
hashed on a huge screen at the end of

the chamber.

"The Galactic Council." the sooorous

and somewhat regretful mice of the offi-

cial reverberated agakast the green col-

umns. "has declared its approval of the

plan
!"

A* his mice echoed and died away,

a hushed restraint filled the Hall of

Worlds, as if the thousands felt a

stricken apprehension at what they had

done.

Ron Goncen rose quietly in the si-

lence. made his way to Sens Gyroc He
bowed, look the hand of his old master.

“You have won." he said. “It is to be
I hope my fears prove to have been with-

out foundation. And let me be the first

to mfucterr my aid—for. come surer**

or disaster, this wiD be the greatest ad-

venture of man's history."

Sent Gyroc was trembling, with tears

of emotion m his ryes.

"Thank you. Roo." he gasped. "I

am gbd to have you wxh me again,

and your aid vnO be priceless. And I

hope"—his voice was very grave
—

“I

hope man never rtgms this day!"
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Suddenly. tin. a wild and tremos- lion. It bes two hundred thousand light

dous ware of cheers broke through the jurj from the limits of the galaxy. We
suent Hall of World*.

IV.

THAT SANE DAY’, the odnatsdc
Cmwfj passed the necessary

measures to authorize sad finanrr the

Ctroc Research F ipel itwn. "Despatched

for the purpose of discovering a method
for the controlled decrease of entropy.”

And Roc Gooccn offered the use of

the veteran Stirrr Bird. Stained with

the torrosjoc of many atmewphetes. bat-

tered with the accidents of two miHirai

l«ght years of space, scarred from the

attack of the Andromedans. it eras sbB
the most powerful raining ship.

In the busy yards of the Galartir

Patrol, beneath the red-and-blue binary

soa of Mefchonoc. it was completely re-

fitted. and provtueoed with supplie s to

last the expedition, if need be. ior bah
the fifteen centuries of a normal life-

time.

Vastly elaborate machine shops and
laboratories „were set up aboard,

equipped with many pieces of apparatus
designed by Sent Gytoc that were com-
pletely new to science.

Ten rears bad passed when the prepa-

rations were complete, and the twelve

hundred selected members of the ex-

pedition gathered on the dock betide

the -SVrer Bird.

Before any came aboard. Sent Gyroc
appeared in the entrance valve, lock ing
frail and thin in his severe white robe,

yet animated with indomitable purpose.

“One" word, before we depart,"* be
said. "You are mostly young men and
women. You represent the galaxy’s'

best. You were selected from msBioes

who volunteered You have much IS

lose: youth, vigor, genius! Are you
prepared for great sacrifice?

"I must tefl you that our destination

is the tiny, siatlest planet of Pyralocne.

discovered by the Andromeda expedi-

AST—2 .

have selected it to minimire the danger
of the experiment.

"Yen must all realize that our re-

search may be fatal to scene or aQ of

you. Even otherwise, you must be

prepared to spend several centuries upon
dark, frozen Pyraloeme. toiling in a grim
exile of science. There will be ’no later

opportunity to return. Let any who
wish now withdraw. The rest wiB
please come aboard.”

The twelve hundred pressed eagerly

forward, cheering. Ron Geneen strode
' forward silently from among them. His
tamed, rugged face very grim. He
strode up the gangway, clasped the thin

hand of Seru Gyroc. and entered the

vesad without a word. The chosen hun-

dreds followed, marching out of the

purple twrihght.

The long bull was sealed at lasL Ron
Gcneen. standing beneath the transpar-

ent dome of hb bridge, gave the order

to rise. Gigantic atomic generators fed

power to the kappafield cods, and the

YWcrr Brrd was off!

The red sun and then the blue rose

again, u the globe of Mefchooor id
behind- They dwindled to tiny daks

—

to a ruby point and one of sapphire.

The two pomes merged into one. tod
that was last in the silver clouds of the

galaxy.

YET. swift as was the Sivrr Bird.

plunging through nuQjoos of miles in

a second, drawn into a tiny subspace
of her own by the field warp of the

Lappa cods, seven rears had passed be-

fore she approached her destination.

Little larger than the ancient Moon
of the mother planet. Pyralocne,had been

dung by some unguessed early cata-

clysm from the gravitational embrace

of its own parent sun. .

Adrift among the stars, k had ac-

quired. through tmlliona of years, by the

rule of eqtnpankioa of energy, the ter-

V
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rific velocity appropriate to its own tiny

nut. Until * lut^i frnicuh “run-

away” world, it had taunt free to p
plunging forever into the dark guli be-

yond its mother unnerve
Overtaking •*. the SJtrr Bird slanted

down across crvgjed. barren ranges that

had not changed in a rralboo trelbon

years, to land upoa a plans. Once that

bleak plateau may hare known the brief

ftash of Me. But since before the birth

of Earth it had been sunless, change-

leas. the silent abode of (rigid and eter-

nal night.

Armored against the complete vacuum
and cold nearly absolute, men eme rged
beneath a sky utterly black, sunless, star-

less. In one quarter was the vague, sil-

very spindle of the galaxy—s ruble with

light that had left it two thousand cen-

turies hrfore. Oppootr was the dim
tiny spiral of the Andromeda Galaxy,
(our timrs more distant.

Undismayed, however, the explorers

art to work at once.
.

*

With stone quarried from that bleak

plant, using tools and materials from
the ship, they at once began erection of

the laboratory : a great solitary tower,

enmopd with aa immense flat dome.

The ship itsrli. connected wxh the

tower through a long tunnel, served as

auxiliary workshop and bring quarters

lor most of the expedition

FOUR MORE YEARS had passed

before the actual research could be be-,

gun. with Ron .Gonren tn command of

personnel and Seru Gyroc in charge of

the laboratory. - »•

Already many members of the party,

oppressed Er the weight of cold and
darkness, and recalling Ron Gonren‘s

dire predictsons, were beginning to ’re-

gret their early courage. .

- For. as the slender scientist had (ore-

seen. the conquest of the Omega Effect

proved a .long and arduous task. As
the years grew into decades. Seru Gyroc

himself sometimes admitted discourage-

BUBt
Even on Pyralonne. however, exist-

ence was not absolutely cheerless. Some-
times. under favorable coodaions. the

hyperchron beam brought news from
home; and the great ship provided fa-

oboes for rest and recreation

• The expedition included a few hardy

and daring women. Among the trust

brilliant and the most beautiful of them
was tall, regal Karanora Quatse. who
had been for many years Seru Gyroc's

assistant in his biological research.

The members of the expedition spared

little time for lore, and few cared to

bring forth children who would know
only this gnm world. But Seru Gyroc
and hit lovely assistant were married

before the first century had passed, and
a daughter was presently born to them
The child was named Lrthara. Many

were grateful for her golden-haired

presence among them, for the ditficuhirs

of the research had begun to seem in-

superable. The smiles, the laughter and
the songs of Lrthara enlivened many
weary decades.

• Discontent grew bitter, as the second

century slipped away, until a company
of mutineers attempted to seize the 5sf-

rrr Bird. They blocked the tunnri lead-

ing to the laboratory toWer. and welded

the bulkhead doors upon those aboard

who 'refused to jap fflem.

Ron Goneen; however. was on the

brtdgq He held it. single-handed. foe

twenty hours, until Lrthara. now a
grown and beautiful woman, came ta a

space suit from the tower to tefl the

mutineers that her father had made a
hopeful new discovery. She joenrd Ron
Goneen. and together they induced the

rebels to surrender. .

MORE YEARS PASSED, however,

and the second century had -Turned be-

fore the supreme day of the actual

experiment. The tower had been care-

fully insulated against the Omega Radi-
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Ition. and the apparatus was set up
undrr the dome. Ren Gcoeen and Sent
Gyroc aJooe remaned with k, xsdsf
all the rest aboard the ship.

Karanora Quane. and her lardy

daughter were the last to lease the

tower.

And tears {listened suddenly in the

sled-blue eyes of Ron Gcoeen. speak-

me to Lethara—m the eyes of Capfaai

General Gcoeen. who had stalked a
thousand planets and two {abases, with

never a second {lance at any woman!
1-rthara eking to his bronzed form

suddenly, her nokt eyes dark and bi{.

“There u danfer. Ron?” she cried.

“So much diaper f“

“So 1 said, two handred year* sgo,"

said Roc Gooccs. “And so 1 sti3 be-

lieve."

“Then why—why do yoo {o oo?“ she

demanded. "When there b so much to

fare for in the world that it! 1 wish

to much to tee the thing* 1 hare nevef

urn mnsfaine and bloc skies and {teen

thm{s growmg. eieryrhing back there
!“

“I wish. Lethara." Reo Gcoeen said

softly, “that 1 could show you d the

worlds that I hare seen. Lethara
“

Softhr. she whispered. "What it it,

RooT
“Lethara.

-
he said spam, “if I am

airre airrr this experiment is done.' I

shall hare scmelhmp to teQ you. But

now you must go!"

Her eyes were suddenly wide and

drep with dread. She dung to the great

arms that pushed her away.

"Airre Ob. RooT she gasped.

Her father took her arm. drew her

toward her queenly mother.

"Don't be alarmed, my dear." he

urged her. “We hare taken every pre-

caution. The only nsk is the uniore-

The girl's frightened eye* looked

away from him. back to the ragged,

bronzed face of Ron Gcoeen. grim

with his forebodings.

"Smile. Ron!” she begged him. "And
promise you will live—to teB me that !*

The ragged, weather-beaten feature*

of the space captain creased into a slow,

tiff smile, cren while sudden unwanted

tears shone in ha deep-set eyes. His

voice came, at the second effort, a deep

hoarse croaking. “I promise—Lethara
thsl "

And she to gone.

Having kicked and sealed the tunnel

door. Sera Gyroc turned to cry exah-

antly. "Now we conque r entropy!”
-w f

V.

ALONE in the tower, the two men
chmbed back to the door beneath the

dome, where the apparatus had been

erected. In the center of the room was
a small metal pier. Bearing upon U.

arranged in an nmwsms-loofang circlr.

were the gigantic barrels of the seven

ray projector* whose interfering fre-

quencies were expected to generate the

Omega Radiation.

Web thin finger* trembhng a bide.

Sera Gyroc set a glass beaker of water

on the pier. From a glass rod across

its lop hr suspended a bole globe of

silver, so that k hung in the water.

One by one. be began to locus the

great barrels upon the tiny argent but-

Ron Gcoeen had gone to one of the

little armored ports. He shaded his

rye* from the Ught 'within, looked out

across the frigid, dark plateau. In the

distance, beneath the slanted, silvery

disk of the galaxy, he could see the red-

and -green beacons at the landing field,

and the dying hgbts of the SOrrr B*4.

_ The latter rose, as be watched, like

colored stars in the black sky. dkran-

ished. then vanished at hst above a bleak

mountain range The ship was gone,

with Lethara He closed the in-

sulating shutters.

"Well give them two hours." he told

.Sera Gyroc. "I ordered them to stand
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off lea billion dales, ia cue of any

—

He *ood bleak -faced. watching. as

Sera Gytuc finished his last (assy ad-

yatnescs, and stepped bach at last to

look with a oersous npotimre at the

tidy nlitr bead suspended id the water.

"It's ready." Gyroc sighed "The
heterodyning beams should set \q> [he

Onega Effect ia the silver ball. The
normal coadkioas of esiergy probabil-

ities should be rtw tsuL* The s3ver

should absorb beat aad freeze the water

to ice.

-r» going »o dose the key !"

"Wait." said Ron Gooren. "The taro

boor*
"

The bole amn looked at him sharply.

"You aren't still afraid. Roo—of so

small a thief?"

"1C* bi| ehoufh." the space captain

said solemnly, "to threaten the equilib-

nun of the tanverse 1
I had meant to

'say nothing more. Sera . but. saying

fuod-by to Lethara. I suddenly saw all

the glory of hie. It is far too wonder-
ful to put into jeopardy

~

HIS GREAT HAND case* the

shouldrr of the scientist.

"Sera. I beg you." he said urg-

ently. "for the take of oar old friend-

ship. for the lore of Karanora. for the

youth and happiness of your daughter

—

gier up th» thing ! Even now

!

"We are risking to much—so need-

lessly ' lei us simply dest roy the ap-

paratus, and report that the experiment
failed?"

"No?" The hard power of Seru

Gyroc't soice was suddenly like the

Wbration of a great dynamo "We shall

not turn back If you are afraid, cap-

tain. you should have gone with your

ship"

"It is not for myvff." said Ron
Gonrra. "but for the others, lor the

imi verse. foe lethus' I brg you
"

The dark eyes of the scientist flashed

to a chronometer. "The two hours hare

gone. Ron." he said quietly. "We be-

gin ! Stand by the safety controls, if,

you like
"

The tall space captain stepped sud-

denly forward, hu great hands grajped

abruptly lor the other's shouUer.

"I am sorry to do this. Sens." his

derp soice began, "after you hare

worked so bog But I am going to

stop you! The risk is too great
"

Web a surprising agility, hoarser,

the black-haired bole scientist stepped

swiftly back. A thm hand flashed into

his while mantle, came out with the

deadly bttlr pointed rod of a pMatron

“No. you won't stop me. Ron?" His

dark eye* were flaming, his narrow lace

wiki inch a fanatic rialmu. “Mankind

must perish, in the end. or rule the-

tide of entropy And to-day—by my-

seM—is the tsaue decided?"

-Stop!" gasped Ron Gonren. "You

"Stand back 1" the cold soice rasped

"Or I shall report that you perished in

the experiment

"Go ahead." boomed Ron Gcneen.

"That would be your smallest crimes

For. you are about to murder mankind

—about to wreck the very uni sene?"
His oarrosred eye* fell to the tiny,

bright needle m Seru Gyroc’t unwasee-

ing hand. He knew that its beam of

^ure posatise electric flame could tear

and destroy a human body in an Di-

stant. Foe some distractmg ruse
‘

His long, tanned body suddenly tense,

he peered at a tiny port above Scni's

brad. "A ship ?" he cried. "It mint be

the SJrrr Bird, returned—and it is

ramming the tower ? I knew they would

find a way? Look oat?"

The bleak eye* flickered briefly aside,

as he leaped. But they came bock to

him. cold and dark as the sky of Pyra-

lonor. flammg with a mad drtrnnma-

tun. merolrss

At that moment, for the mere st ter-
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rillr inual—and thr lhaf was to bf-

cuw a itmuic rrugma. to haunt all

his tatter Ut with its ntd dikiwa—
hr thought that thr ramming ship was
no nut. A cold, silvery projectile in-

deed was «nuluB( into thr lower

!

Bui golden fire, jettmg (root thr cruei.

Beady credit, struck him with an

avalanche of agony. That brief insanr

impcnsoe was burned away. In a last

frantic effort to reach Sent, hr lurched
forward against the merciless Same,

crumpled

VL
RON GONEEK was iwhmning

through a void of terrible darkness. Far
ahead of him. somewhe re, were flicker-

ing gleams that werred to mean warmth,

hie itself Swimrrung. vraBong. flying,

crawlmg. he struggled away* toward

them. But they fled away, like mirages.

A cold cloud of darkness faflowed after

him. implacable in its aben sentience.

At last, however, pursuing one gleam

of mocking flame, he came op to it. He
thrust his stiff arms about it. tried So

warm himself. But the flame turned

black before him. And somehow it

drained the warmth from his body, so

that he was fearfully cold.

StiQ. he somehow knew, the black
flame was hoc But its heat was selfish,

useless. It radiated no warm rays, but

seared him instead with bitter ecld and
then danced away like a malicious, mock-
ing being.

lie groped toward another. But the .

pursuing darkness was becomscg

thicker ; it began to press upon him kke

some heavy, visod liquid. The numb-
ing ache probed deeper into has bones.

He was freeling The flame was there

before ham. but it gave no warmth.

The tag space captain woke. then. ,

He was lying, shivering, on the floor of

thr laboratory. Hts left shoulder was
biastrred. Thr cloth of his green tunac

was still smoldering around the edges

of a mail hole, where' the positron ray

had struck. *

But what was this cold in has braes?

A shadow passed over hts face. He
cftntd his eyes, sat up with a painful

effort. Then he saw Seru Gyroc—and

he shuddered to a cold shock of bewil-

dered dread, as panful as the ray!

Thu was no longer the confident,

black-hatred. still -vigorous experi-

menter . It was an old. old man

!

For Seru Gyroc was ttonped and

ahnmkcn His pair hands trembled

weakly. His white face was a lax.

shriveled mask, drep-imed with some
unutterable horror. Hu dark eyes,

strangely hollowed and sunken and

gtaxed. were the -ryes of one who has

looked oto a forbidden, searing hefl.

And his long hair, so dark before, was

now completely white.

His qui vering hands tried vainly to

help the injured nun to stand.

“I'm sorry. Ron—«o terribly sorry!"

Hts gaspmg voice was that, quavering,

cracked. It was the vuicr of an old.

a fearful, a shattered man. "I have bees

utterly, crimmafly wrong ' Please—oh.

please try to forgive me! I shot you

down in utter madness !" And the

dreadfully aged man dropped on bis

knees, sobbing.

THE SPACE CAPTAIN got itdiy

and slowly to has feet, drew the haggard

scientist up beside turn. He looked fear-

fully at has own huge, scarred hands,

saw with relief that they looked as yotmg

and powerful as ever.

“No. you escaped the main forte of

it." that broken quaver assured him.

“You were tymg brhmd the shields, and

I thmk the positron shock partially im-

munised you.

“What happened?"

Bevnideredly. Ron's blur eyes swept

the broken, twisted apparatus about the

shattered metal pier. There was no

trace of the silver bead or the beaker

of water n which k had been suspended.
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Stfl sofafaa*. the experimenter M
Mna(d; shattered and oid was pee ring
mwtely . Uaakly. at his broken apparatus.

“The experiment !" urged Ron
Conceal "Did you try it?"

"I did." said that aged voice. "I

finally got the projectors synchronised

to generate the Omega Radiation io the

sOrer ball. I stood here, watching
"

"And what happened?"

"At first." gasped the old man. "I

thought it was successful. The ball

turned black, as radiation arfl reSection

ceased. The thermometer showed that

the temperature of the water was fall-

ing. as its heat was absorbed."

Hb tangled white head shook sadly.

"Yes. lor a moment I thought I had

won the power of that oid insestigator's

drmaw. I could make brat Sow from

the cold water into the hot globe, and

refuse to let it return! But then
"

Hb mice stopped, with a shudder of

hb emaciated frame.

"Then?"
"Then I teh it !" whispered Srru

Gyroc. "The black globe became sud-

denly a cold and deadly eye. I iek the

dull of it all through me—a horrible

cold something, the deadly enemy of life

itseff

!

"I was suddenly stricken, numb. all

but helpless. Sweat of horror was on

my face, and I feh suddenly that it

would frrere—that that horrible globe

was sucking the heat out of everything

n the room. And then. Ron "

THE THIN MAN ‘flung hinueff

against the space cafcam's shoulder,

sobbmg bitterly.

"Then I did it! I don’t know why.

I didn't know what I was doing. The
globe had brgun to shrink. Normally,

it should hare brrocnr larger, expanded

with hrat. Hut it was cootractmg—the
inter reversal of nature!

"And still it was lie an eye—a dead -

black, hypnotic eye! There was We qi

k. Not the Human tort of We. nor the

•art we hare found on any planet—but

an ahen. hostile ocher bfe.

"And that other life commanded me!
"I was trying to reach the switch.

The thing that I did seemed as vague

as a dream. I hardly knew that I had
done k. The water in the beaker was
now frotets to ice. Thick, white frost

was crusting over the glass. The room
was trusty with particles of congealing

ice. My fingers were so numb that I

could hardly feel the key.

"But at last, with a frightful effort

—

stiH fighting the terrible pressure of that

eye— I shut off the projectors. There

was an explosion, a flash of binding

flame. The. apparatus was smashed, as

you see it. 1 was knocked sen>eless."

"An explosion. I see." said Ron
Goneen. "But how?"
"The silver roust hare reached a tem-

perature of many thousands of degrees."

explained Sena "It had drawn heat

out of the water, out tf all the room

—

out of our bodies, rrm That concen-

trated energy was suddenly released, as

the thermodynamic interchange resumed

the direction of increasing entropy
"

Eagerly, then Ron Goneen seited hb
arm. shook him. "So it’s all over?"

Ran cried. "Fuiished? And no harm

done, exerpt the smashed equipment.

and " The voice stuck in hb throat.

as he Wked at the bleached and shriv-

eled form of the little scientist.

"I know that I am changed." whis-

pered Srru. "I saw my reflection on the

nstrummta."
"Bat you stopped it?" Ron Goneen

went. "And the SHtrr fltri will he

ewwing back ! And we can takr Lrthara

hark, to see all the' worlds at home
"

Hb mice choked again, at the m-

creasmg honor that glared the sunken

eyes of Sens Gyroc.

"What's the matter?" he gasped.

"Didn't it—Mop?"
The dreadful hnflow eyes of the shat-

tered man flickered toward a port. And
Ron Goneen saw with a start of horror
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that the inner. msettling shutter had
been slid aside, tearing only the trans-

parent window.

The old mas shook his strange)/

white head.

“That is what I did." he mumbled. "I

opened the shutter—because that other

hie commanded it! I hard)/ remember
doing it. Honestly. Ron— I was help-

less. hypnotized! That strange, dead-

black. freezing eye •"

Quivering to a cold shock. Ran
Gcneen opened his mouth and tried in

vain to speak. Hts nerveless hand dosed
weak}/ on Sera's thin shoulder.

“So. Ron. it didn't slop." the old man

qua sertd at last. “At first I didn't un-

derstand. But I think I see it now.

When I broke the circuit, the accumu-

lated Omega force poured out through

that open shutter. It must hare gone

out in a spherical ware—its velocity al-

most infiniteV
Ron Gcneen swallowed, wet his dr/

lips. “Then what—what win happen ?"

Sera's dreadful eyes went back to the

port. “Look outsider he gasped.

VII.

WALKING UNSTEADILY to the

vtshuttertd port, the big space captain

peered apprehensively out—upon a

thing madder than his dream of horror.

The stark, immemorial mountains of

P/ralonne were no longer utterly black.

An eldritch, bluish radiation flickered

about every jagged summit. And
across the lifeless, frozen plains swept

lantasttejhapes hkr the phantoms of Ids

dreanv\l:£eSsr wraiths of black flame

that had seared him with their cold.

He shuddered ; their dread cold

pierced him. even m the insulated

tower.

"Do you see them T" the hollow, sepul-

chral voice of Sera Gyroc. behind him.

vis demanding. “The creatures of de-

struction. born already ! The hordes of

doom—cold spawn of the Omega Radi-

ation!

“Can you fed their eyes of darkness,

staring through tout body—like the eye

that commanded me? Can you fed

their fingers reaching to destroy os?

Fingers of cold flame
!“

“Yes." Ron Gcneen whispered

hoarsely.
, “TVs. 1 fed them. But what

are they?”

“They are life—the new hie !“ spoke

the hollow voice behind him. “With
your warning. I should have foreseen

—

had I not been blind with egotism!

“For our kind of life is a phenomenon
of entropy increase. These beings arc

an alien part of the opposite process.

We have set energy to flowing up the

hall—and they were born to ride the

current! They suck up radiation, sim-

ple atoms, all forms of energy. They
exist through integration: the budding

of complex atoms.

"They are vampires! They take;

they give nothing. They are actually

vortices of intense beat. But they only

absorb: they radiate nothing, so that

they seem black and a)|d to us They
drink up the precious force of life- it-

self
“

“Look!" cut in the deep voice of Ron
Gooeen. "There's a ship—a strange,

bartered ship!"

His horror-widened eyes followed it.

dropping out of the black sky athwart

the weirdly blue -crowned crags of Pyra-

lonne Its hull was rusty, corroded,

scarred as if by ten thousand meteoric

And k brought a disturbing memory.
‘tourer he muttered. “But I

thought—in the last instant before you

shot—I thought there was a real ship

ramming the tower!"

“And you fooled me !~ the old man ad-

mitted. “For just an instant of help-

less panic." And. bitterly, he added. “I

wish something kid struck us, to stop

my madness
"

"But—tkrrr.r" Ron Gooeen’» nar-
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fwitJ ejw were still upon the indent

if»rr cruiser approaching. "It’s out of

control T" he gasped. "Falling
"

THE VESSEL sagged drunkmly. It

veered unexpectedly toward the tower,

so that Ron Goneen cia{ht hb breath

for fear that singular feeling should

prove to have been a premotutiotL But

its irughty prow crashed >{uut the

weirdly [Vimmj ptat aau. two miles

away. It rolled half over, very delib-

erately. and lay stdl.

Ron Goneen’s breath went out in

a kmg ^asp of pain. “That—that's the

5iJespr\ flirfr" he breathed hoarsely.

“But look at it—battered as if it had

been drifting ten thousand years. And
it left here, three hours ago. shining

like new
Behind him, the hoQow voice croaked.

“I have done this, also! For time has

gpoe mad. along with entropy—because

the one is the child of the other."

Stdl watching from the port. Ron
Gonecn's rugged face was grim and
drawn with horror. For a valve of the

fallen ship had opened. Hb eve caught

the motion of tiny figures.

Could one of them he—hb heart

leaped with hope and fear—Lethara?

He groped* for a pair of binoculars

hanging beside the port, lifted them.

The harsh landscape seemed to leap at

him: naked, black rocks, every jagged

point limned with pale-blue fire.

It was as if some electrical energy

were being drawn out of the planet, he

briefly thought, and sucked away into

space

He found the running figures. They
were only a score in number—of the

great ship’s twelve hundred. Their

leaping bodies were bulky in the space

armor, heads risible m egg-shaped,

transparent helmets. Every face was
haggard, drawn, horror -twisted.

They were fleeing across that weirdly

shining desert. And behind them, pur-

suing. came the shapes he had seen

—

the phantoms of black, freezing flame.

He saw one straggler fall behind. The
spinning phantoms overtook him of

her. for Ron had failed to see. The
figure stiffened, fell Blue flame played

briefly over X. It left the rocks, lifted

into a whirling column of darkness. It

was gone consumed
“The other hfc devours them." said

the hollow voice of Sent Gyroc. "It

absorbs their heat, consumes their lives.

integrates their atoms
"

Ron Gooeen was suddenly rigid with

hope and horror. For hb staring eyes

had found one familiar face, and then

another—familiar still, although ter-

rible with agonized dread. .

"Lethara?" he gasped. “IseeLrthara

and her mother?"

The taller form of Karanoea seemed

weak, stumbling. The girl vras aiding

her. They were falling to the rear of

the fugitive group.

Ron Gooeen dropped the binoculars,

ran toward the stair.

The lean, quivering fingers of Sera

Gyroc chitched hb tunic. “Wait?" the

old voice quavered. "What are you do-

"I’m going to help them." gasped Ron
Goneen. "let me go. lethara needs

me?"
The thin fingers closed hard oo hb

arm. "You can’t live outside." warned

Sena. "Your body heat will draw the

other Idc
"

"I mast." said Ron Gooeen. "Foe

L-cShara
"

He broke free, stumbled down the

steps toward the air lock. Swiftly, he

flung hunsefi into a suit of insulated

pressure armor, slipped the transparent

helmet over his head, let himself out

of the valve into an expk*sive puff of

freezing air.

THE dark, rocky waste stretched be-

fore him. every ragged point sttH shin-

ing with eerie and ominous blue. Far
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in ihe distance he saw lNr Mr group,

each frantic figure octhned in a ttmMe

\Jaara.

Hr came shuddering against a Snap
wall of cold Despste thr msnhtirin of

the suit. Nr frit as if chilling hpn Nad
rrachrd through to prefer his body

This was tNr samr (itrdtf cold he

frit in thr dream.

Fighting it. hr ran toward the distant

group. They still fied before thr black

phantoms. One and another, as be

watched, stiffened and fell—and the

things swept down upon them, bftrd and

consumed their bodies.

Not half the original score were left

when he plunged into a depression that

was a rale of shining horror, a cap of

cold, blur dread.

Panting, breathless, sweat -drenched
and yet shin ring , he mounted the burn-

ing slope beyond. Cold (ear smote han.

Onhr three of the figstives w ere left.

And one of them, as Jw locked, grew

stiff and fdl

For a moment it by still, the core of

a blue shimmer. Then a tentacle of

spinning blackness touched it : it w hirled

upward lie a leaf in thr wind: it sras

gone. <
- Ron Gonrra stumbled onward, toward

the two

They saw him. One of than beckoned
* m wild appeal for aid. The other made
a frantic gesture as if to warn hnn to

go back.

Then he could see their faces, through

thr Uur glow surroundmg their helmets.

They were Karanora and Lethara. The
girl was Rill aiding her mother. It was
she who bad beckoned him hack

The mother suddenly stiffened, as the

others had done, and fell With an-

teher frantic, warning gesture at Ron
Gcnren. the girl bent oser her. tried

in rain to Uft her.

Staggering , his body stiff and leaden

with penetrating cold. Ron Goorra came
up to them. The core las t ly form of

Karanora Quint by stiff upon the shin-

ing rocks. Her face was already blue

and hfeless. a froren mask of horror

unutterable.

Anxiously, the younger woman
touched the arm of his suit. “Oh. Row P*

she cried. “Mr mother ? Help my
mother?" Her own faf*r was pinched
and white with cold, her rioiet eyes

wide and strange with uncomprehending
dread.

"It's too bte.” Ron Cooeeji gasped

into the tiny microphone before his

hah-froren lips. "Karanora is dead

—

and there's just the barest chance for

But she tried with her feeble strength

to push him away. "Then go bock.**

she begged. "Sase yourself. Ron ! I'm

too weak to go any farther—too cold?*

He held her unwilling arm. pulled her

toward the tower at a stumbling run.

BUT his Miff body ran Idee an ift-

eiled machine. Every step took an age

of effort. He ached wkh fatigue, with

the queer, manbmg pun of this pat-

trating cold. The blue Same sras denser .

about him.

He fastened his dimming eyes upon

the black tower. Squat and immense, k
seemed an infinke distance across the

shining waste.

"Go on. Ron." the girl was sobbing.

"Leare me. It was brare of sco to

come. But k sras no use. Death is in

me. already. The black, freccing
ftames They sucked out tomrtkmf.
Leare me. Ron. Just remember that

—

I loved you!
-

Her hand srent rigid in the insublrd

glove She fell.

Roc Goneen bent, picked her up >
his great, numb arms and ran on. AI
his body was dead now. It seemed that

k sras not he who moved, but scene life-

less machine—that he merely watched.

The machine stumbled and frfl- It

picked itself up. lifted the girl, stagge red

on
Behind came whirling black pdbrs of
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dvfaxu '; ramptrrj hungry lor the bttle

heat left a the machine, for the atoms

that formed it.

Again the machine toppled forward.

This tone it could not rise. It pushed

sittlr forward on hands and knees,

dragging the stiffened body of the girt

The black bate of the tower was near,

the square entrance of the air lock out-

hncd with glowing bine. Warmth ! And
a harm from the destroying phantoms!

Struggling grimly for mastery of the

dead machine. Ron Gooren fcfc suddenly
the tiny pressure of a little round ob-

ject. under his tunic—the singular

bubble of light that he called the Jewel

of Dawn : the haiunctcent holy tlooe of

the Andromrdans. that he had taken for

a torch, had earned since as a badge

of triumph. No. carrying the jewel, be

couldn't glee up!

The leaden limbs moetd stdffy. The
machide inched forward, dragging the

girt And at last they were mside the

Mack, square chamber. Darkness came
again, as bis fingers closed over the con-

trol wheel

VIII.

WHEN Ron Gooren awoke—or came
slowly back to a drugged half wakeness

—he lay m the dark cubscal space of

the air lock. And Lethara was still inert

beside him. scry quiet in her bulky

armor.

The inner raise lead hern opened,

howerer. The air about them was not

bitterly cold And their transparent

liefmets had been remored so that they

could breathe it.

Wandering how long he had Lain t»-

conscious. the space captain sat up pain-

fully. Hu Mg Uafy was still cold and
stiff, and a kadm depression filled his

mtnd. He shook his shaggy head, tried

to rouse lethara.

The girl would not completely wake,

howeser. although she stnred uneasily

and called his name in a low. half-eager,

half-anguished tone.

He got awkwardly out of his own
space armor, remored hers, and carried

her in his arms up to the bring quarters

on the second floor of the tower. Still

she slept, as he bid her in a bunk. Her
oral face looked thin and pale.

He returned to puQ the covers up
about her shoulders, touched her pale-

golden hair, and then hurried away to

find her father, his bewildered mind full

of this dread enigma.

Sent Gyroc was wearily pacing the

wrecked laboratory abore. running sbrr-

cring fingers through his strangely

bleached hair. His shriveled, haggard

face, his flared and sunken eyes, made
a bring mask of horror and despair. He
started nerrously.

“Ron. this is you?”

“It is!” The deep roice tried to

sound cheerful. “I carried m Lethara.

She is sleeping. I think she's all right.

But Ktranoo ” Ron spoke gently.

“1 couldn't help her”.
The white head shook wearily.

“It makes no difference, about any-

body." whispered Sent. "Doesn't mat-

ter-dead or abie
"

"But it does matter!" boomed Ron
Goeieen “Well keep alrre—somehow.

We're got to keep her abre. The ship

is wrecked, of course. But there’s a

life tube here in the lower. Well man-

age to get back to the galaxy. We cats

do it—somehow'"

A ghastly, stricken figure. Seru Gyroc
came unsteadily to stand in front of him

and peer into his face with terrible hol-

low erei.

. "Don't you realire. Ron? When I

opened that shutter and stopped the ap-

paratus. I turned something out—some-

thing that hasn't stopped."

Ron Goneen gripped Gyroc’s thin

shoulder with huge, anxious fingers.

"There's no way to stop it?"

“None. The Omega Ray went out

faster than light ! Falter than time

—

because it destroyed the mratung of
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timer The white bead shook. "There
is nothing we can do. although the insu-

lation of the tower will probably pre-

serve our lilts for a while—a hale

while."

Ron Gooera searched his' terrible

face.

"How far will ft go?"
"To the bounds of the universe

—

growing ever stronger! Because, like

the force of cuimical repulsion, its effect

varies directly with distance."

Ron Gonecn dropped has big hand and
staggered back. "Then al." he whis-

pered. "all the galaxy—all humanity

Great tears shone in the hollow eyes

of Sens Gyroc. "AD humanity." his dry
voice rasped, “all our cities, all our

planets * His salver head bowed.
"What happened to the Sdurr flwd and
those aboard has happened every-

"Has happened?" gasped the space

"What is ftT he gasped breathlessly.

"What is happening?"

That terrible voice behind him croaked

again. "Look at Andromeda! Look at

the rest! Our galaxy, being nearest,

was the last to change
"

Ron Gonecn staggered across the

wrecked laboratory, pushed aside the

shutter from another port. He saw
that the Andromeda Galaxy was also

visible in its motion, and turning back-

ward.

And ft was shrunken!

The spiral arms were drawing in.

And ks silvery glow had darkened to an

eerie, bluish hue. Idee the luminescence

that covered the frozen rocks of this

stark wocii

"Beyondr quavered Sent Gyroc.

"The rest!"

He thrust a pair of powerful binoc-

ulars into Ron's stiff hahds Peering

through them into the dark chasm of

the empty sky. the space captain aw
* J- • : Lt _u

captain.

The stricken scientist nodded.

"Sooner, probably, m the most 'distant

galaxies than in our own." he whis-

pered. "Probably"—he swallowed with

an effort, and went on in a dry. leaden

tone
—

"there is not a human being left

alive, save us in this tower!"

Trembling, his thin hand pointed at

an unshuttered port.

"Lock!" he quavered. "Look at the

sky ! You can see—already
"

RON’ GOSEEN swayed to the tiny

port, put his face to fts heavy lens.

Against the darkness above a ragged

wall of blue -crowned sammks, he could

see the galaxy, a long spindle of silver

spanning many degrees.

But ft had changed ! It was changing,

incredibly, as be looked ! The spuming
rotation of ks spiral arms was visible.

In a second he taw the normal motion

of a thousand centuries ! And ft was
reversed, turning backward t

toward him. all

growing dark as they came.

"What is ft. Sent?" be demanded
again. "I knew that there was some

danger—but I can hardly understand

"Space itself is contracting." echoed

that doomed voice. ".Ml stellar and

galactic motions have been it versed.

The nebulae are contracting in the direc-

tion of their original condensations.
Their radiation is being drawn bade,

absorbed, reintegrated into heavy

"But how can we see h?” Ron
Gonecn demanded. "This light by

which we see them was emanated a mil-

boa or a hundred milboci years before

the experiment was begun!"

The scientist shook his haggard white

head. .

"Time and the words 'before' and

'after* no longer have a meaning—ex-
cept for events that take place in this

insulated tower. For time is only our
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of the i

of canopy, a
down of

•except in ben

Ron Gooeen Bared
fNoe flow, he tboagbt. was
•the pocks ; the bloc.

•doomed galaxies were fainter m
»ky.

"It will soon be dick." Roa
(paw aovKijr. Lvtryiruo^ font

" He doted the shatter apoa the
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stared at Sent Gyroc. His hoarse voice

asked iaindy, "And what vil be—the

<«dr

THE andea scientist had reward
his weary, aimless pacing His thin,

tpmtriag reply came m disjointed frag*

rents. "We set the catTent of entropy
to Sowing backward. No stopping

AS matter wiB be condensed

no a single superatom. Even
' this in the toner, after the insolation

fads. Our bodies

"No energy is ever created, ever de-

ntrored- But we have undone afl the

work of hoc. Perhaps.' eventually. the

halance will be turned again—although

not. I think, without the mumention of

inttBigtnce. The other Ide may do

B

And the superatocn wiB disintegrate

once more expanding, in galaxies.

mo, planets. The riser of entropy wiB
flow down the hifl again

"

mo udoccp rercnca ncvira protest-

mgfy. t

"So nkn many be bora agamT
be muttered biuerty. "If the word
‘again’ has any meaning when time has

been destroyed ! He may again conquer
the galaxy, and again attempt to master

entropy, and again destroy

His narrowed blue eyes, savage and
brooding, itared at Sent Gyroc. "Tefl

me. my old teacher 5" he demanded
hoarsely. "Is that cycle of birth and

struggle and doom, of birth and struggle

and doom, of winding up and running

down, of eternal, senseless repetition
is that leas horrible than the smgV. in-

evitable death that might not have come

tor a briboo faflfan years?"

The thin man Bopped his restless

pacing, oowpa nth dckTco ncaa. u
it more horriUc. tic whispered. ” It

infintelj note horrible. You
right. Ron. from

I was a fool. a

words were the truth,

mankind f~

His stricken voice n
dered the universe f~



SPECIALIZATION
by R. R. Winterbotham

~Something beyond the poorer el imagination—man as be will be a
million jean in the futureT

A STRANGE ttprd *u in the Nor was Riker intrigued by Kathryn
kouii'i m*. It was aim- Von Shuler. Shem a* ruthless in her

nboo, undoubtedly, for Ted manner ns a hidden red. just aj hard in

R ilcer was young, handsome and ^csdc* her anahtxaJ composure and in that

retted. But the {lance was not aH that note of pity in her fiance was a hist oi

which a you woman bestows upon an danger.

rw>r resting eoonj naan who b a guest “Your father said nothing about yea
is her father's borne. It was somethmg in his invitation to visit bb laboratory."

aluo to pity. said Riker, politely. "It b a surprise IB
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iciii at bm i oaufTnrr.

“A* agrrcaWe one. I hope?" She
wailed. “More ^reeahle than the gen-

ml wnwiap. at ktuT
Riker nodded. “It b rather weird

here, with afl these Muffed animal* and
fossils."

She nodded. “Wert bobted from

town. There are no near neighbor*.

Father pctier* that we kve in thb wtjr.

Kb experiments are never understood

bf hymen.”
"Vet," agreed Riker. Karl Von

SbuVr't reparation a* a choleric bi-

ologist would explain. perhaps, why the

scientist was always at odds with every

one but bsmsetf.

The young woman led Riker into a

large room, apparently the ballroom of

the old house. Now it was transformed.

"Father nil be ready to meet you in

a few moments." die explained. "Per-

haps you'd like to look aroundT
"It's a regular museum!" gasped

Riker.

"It b qurtr an extensive collection of

specialized vertebrate types," said the

young woman modestly. "Father's a

bigwig in the held, you know. But then,

you're one. too!"

Illy specialty b reptiles. I'm work-

ing on an antidote for snake and gih
pobona"

“Father goes into all lines—birds, for

i>Mftancr. bring and dead. He's peoud

oi that ten-foot faswl moo. hb dodo
tfafeton and other rarities. He prefers

spectacular types."

“Birds in the bush, eh? I fake mys-
tery. lao."

*

"Personify. I prefer mammals to

bird*." she went on "They're more in-

telligent—closer to the ultimate perfec-

tion. Father has some diisrctual studies

here of the aard-vark. See? That case.

He's appended a diagramatic study of

the cimMruction of its muxale and tuba-

hr mouth. He's always off the beaten

trade. Look—kmfii. wombat* tad

manupiain moles from Australia!"

"And not a smgfe garter snake from
Indiana?" <

“No. But if you re so interested in

reptiles, here's a ryhwWw from New
Zealand. It's the only reptile of its or-

der extant and it's nearly extinct. It

h*t_a third eye. Sec the diagram. The
eye b an inrertabrate heirloom, resem-

bling the inv ertebrate eye more than the

paired eyes of chordates. In men. what's

left of the eye forms the pineal ghnd
and causes migrane headaches."

Mbs Von Sholrr led the visitor to a

section displaying types of extinct,

primiti ve Ungnhta.
"It’s a Noah s ark of freaks." ex-

chimed Riker involuntarily. "It s a

scientific hodge-podge of side-tracked

bfe!" He gated, fascinated, at the

downwardly directed tusk* of a fain I

fiwtlmsw yigtntrmm. "Hb cofccboB

b focused on the bknd alleys like has

tra illed in its coarse toward did yon

say ‘ultimate perfection’ ?"

"If you think man b perfection, get

the idea out of your headV
It was almost an ominou* voice that

echoed in the haS Ted whirled,

startled. In an able betw een near-by

specimen cases stood a figure, slender

to the point of skinniness. hump-shoul-
dered and shrouded in a Made laboratory

gown, which hakrd short of hu knees.

The man had something of a ludicrous
appearance. He was not more than

fatty, but a beard, accrnmariug hb stun

face, made Mm look older, the grand-

father rather than the father of the

eighteen-year-old girt standing by

Riker. The man could be only one per-

son—Dr. Von Shuler.

"Mr. Riker. I faeheve?" He smiled

sourly and extended his hand. "I'm
glad you came."

Ted took the hand. It was soft.

ciamnrv. .

"My education would not be com-
plete without viewing your cofcctioa.
doctor," said Riker. "You sec. I. ike

you. am interested in speeiabeation I
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•tod/ the most ymlhtJ of the ver-

tebrates : reptile*. I re often wondered
•fcjr nature iptoshg so frequently

and why her specialists die. I're read

several of your ooMpayh and I be-

fa red aa exchange of ideas on the soh*

j«J would be mutually profitable.**

Or. Voo Shuler wared hts hand
depeecatmgly. “It is ody an apparent

myste ry—a real one no longer. Mr.
Kilter. I hnr the reason lac spcciaS-

cation. That b why I accepted your
suggestion (or an exchange of ideas.

That b why I inneed you,here. I want
you to see ten tfamnnd centuries of no-
lotion completed in thirty msbust s

THE SCIENTIST led the couple

through a side door. It was apparent

that Dr. Von Shuler's collection fid not

end m the large room, nor was hb as-

semblage of bizarre animal kfe all in

glass cases. They walked through a

glass indosure. On each side was a
garden, terming with specialized forms.

Alligators and crocodiles basked near

shallow pools. Storks and pefaasss

waded in search of fish. At the far end
was a building from which eerie cries of

animals reached the ears of the group.
-My zoo." Dr. Voo Shuler smiled.

~It b one of the most extensive private

animal collections in the world."

They entered.

"I overheard your remarks to

Kathryn." continued the scientist. Too
re fe rred to 'the blind alleys of kfe." I

was amused. Once I thought that nature

never made the same mistake twice.

But I was mistaken. Nature often re-

peats her miftikcs.

The kangaroo, (or instance, sup-

ports itself bier the Iguaaodon. one of

the better-known genera of dinosaurs.

We have flying fish, flying lizards. fly-

ing mammals and birds. Even man
flies in an airplane. The Triceratops

looked something hke a rhinoceros.

“We may expect similarities m
closely related species. There are

ACT-1

Ezaxds that cats be distinguished (rant a

snake only by dose examination. The
glass snake, far instance, which drsyomfs

its tail to escape an enemy , b really a
kzanL Bat in vastly separated branches

of the animal kingdom similarities are

still found. There are millions of years

between the Dmc* films. a flying

heard, and the bird or bat or the insect.

The bat and the bird arc equally unre-

lated. The worm, the eel and the snake

look alike, yet are not the same. The
whale and the general run of fishes look

like cousins; but even a schoolboy

knows that a whale b a mammal."

Ted RAer wrinkled hb brow. There
are similarities, of course, doctor. But

a biologist can easily point out vast dif-

ference* in structure."

“1 am merely calling attention to cer-

tain trends in specialization. The trends

are to definite and so recognizable that

I dare say on other planets one may find

the same general types of animal kfe

that exist here on earth." Dr. Vow
Shuler led the two into a sun room, in-

doted with quartz glass. Scores of

monkeys were in glass cages.

Dr. Van Shuler punted before a age
filled with tampering femurs. These
are praamsn." he explained, “the

earliest type of primate. Note the flat

nails on all digits of both feet, except-

ing the second of the hind feet, which

are equipped with daws. Biologists
contend that a general farm of kfe pro-

gressed through this stage. It grew
upward, dev eloping along the lines of

eatkreyotdra. li/sMsr, rrWar . and to

on to man. At various intervals forms

were left behind, specialized stragglers

wch at aboral apes, marmosets, squirrel

monicrys. baboons. goriOas. These

forms are footprints in the sands of evo-

lution. The original general type may
have been different, but undoubtedly

these forms sprang from that type as it

progressed toward what you have mis-

called ‘the ultimate perfection.'

"

The sdtntist stopped in float of in-
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other ap that was ampry saw lor ritc-

tnal apparatus.

"’paj potnl form of lie now is m-
dattapmlnMe Iran man." hr coo-

tinued. "Bat it exists: Certain group*
of sxo wiQ progress toward a higher

stage of rroiutxt Others will Ug be-

hind. leasing another -footprint in ero-

husoes sands. It does not (natter which

individual race fathers -the superman ol

the future. For aS rotes kotv an eqmol

forntr to progress."

Riker's eves twinkled. "I think you
have made a tm s.statement, doctor said

tfie young biologist. "You have pointed

out that some primitive forms of pri-

mates failed t« progress. Others did.

Why (5d not all forms progress? Why
do we have t» footprints ?"

The doctor snaled. "They lacked the

stibwiVis." he said. "I have caused rapid

progress in bring forms of such speoal-

iitd primates as the spider mockers and
capuchins I did this not in the usual

way*—in the manner in which fruit Sies

are exposed to cosmic rarj to cause

ahentxtu or mutabcos in their de-

scendants—bet by altering the in-

dividual itself. I changed the creatures’

entire cell structures by artificial fever !"

"The ahimals survived such treat-

ment ~T Raker was exated.

A low voice answered. It was
Kathryn who speke. "Most of

brutes bird ocly a week or

said. "One specimen has

years and is still alive."

DR. VOS'
teamed tn his

said. "I’m

leycod the

going to

milbon years

to see »t
"

He drew
near-by cage,

by glass, but

Within, savagely

huge gen lit. j

It was not a true gorilla, however.

There was a certain straightness about

the animal's kmb*. The eyes were more
intelligent and more cruel. The hiwd

«c*s were more elongated and the arms
were shorter. The entire bearing was

dimly human.

"Great Scott! Is that be?" cried

Rikcr.

Dr. Von Shuler smiled and shook his

bead. "No." he said- "Bat it will be.

This animal, three days ago. was a

marmoset I have brought him through

a rralboo years of evolution to his pres-

ent form. It isa stage between gorilla

and human, probably more closely re-

lated to one of the eat:net great apes

than to either. To-day I shall take my
specimen further up the ladder. He will

be human, then superhuman and then

"The ultimate perfection!" whispered

Kathryn. She looked at KiktT. as if she

expected him to object Dr. Yco Shuler.

fcirw-.se. had his eyes co the young man.

Riier locked at the father and daugh-

ter. "I suppose.“ he said, "that I should

object 1 should say that I will have

nothing to do with it. I should accuse

you of tampering with nature and de-

clare that I will have nothing to do with

such an unholy venture." He smiled

broadly, but nervously "I confess that

I do feel hie a had boy stealing apples

from an orchard. But I was never so

interested in anything in my hie. Dr.

Vco Shuler. I am keenly anxious to

witness the experiment."

. Kathryn sighed deeply. She seemed

to take on new life, as if a great burden

had been bfted freci her shoulders. "I

knew you would.” she said "But there

is danger. You must be wiling to take

risks."

"Danger?"

"From the arr.fiaal fever machine."

Dr. Von Shuler hastened to explain. "It

is different from the equipment used m
must hospitals for the treatment of dis-
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ease. It is more powerful and ki effrc-

biraeu depends on the application of

freer to the entire bod; it one time.

'The smallest ray from the rwschmr is

first, except to the subject. The sub-

ject of the experiment is txextrd with

special injections of drupt, which allow

hie to continue with a freer of one hun-
dred and thirty degree* T
The IgoriOa stamped his foot aad

Crow left It was as if the creature was
wnpatsenf to begin bis rrolutKn.

A BARRED CATE, hading into a

passageway connected with the machine-

equipped erfl. was opened in the gorilla's

cage. The anttral blinked sullenly, then

slow ly moved through the opening.

"Quite docile, rh T Dr. Von Shuler

smiled. "He was a beautiful creature

as a marmoset—one of two I had
shipped from South America."

~What happened to the ocher T

.

Dr. Von Shuler looked qtneidy at the

scientist “That one." he said

"resulted in my most successful

• experiment You wJJ see soon. These
two were very much attached to one an-

other. Soon they will be rejoined.

Well know from that if emotional de-

velopment runs apace of physical de-

velopment.

The ape stood before a huge wooden
chair in the glass cage. For an instant

he eyed the seat, trustrustmgfy. Then,
as if he knew his cue. be sat down. Dr.

Von Shuler pressed a button. From the

sides of the chair metal irons clamped
the creature's arms and legs in place.

The gorilla grunted savagely.

"The needle
!" * explained Dr. Von

Shuler. "It has injected a solution into

the creature's back that will enable the

nervous system to withstand the high

lever
"

A motor in the room gave a low

whine as it started to build up power for

the experiment.

"Are you ready. Kathryn V asked

Dr. Von Shuler.

"Yea. father." she mid. Her voice

was tense.

"There's a switch behind you. Riker,"

said the scientist "If anything goes

wrong, pull rt_"

Kathryn moved into a shielded place

at one end of the experiment chamber.

The whine of the motor raised its

pitch steadily, then heid the same tone.

" Ready r called Dr. Von Shuler.

He touched a switch. The gorilla

was bathed in light. The animal strained

at its bonds at first, then Hoard its small

ryes and drooped languidly in the chair.

It slowly seemed to change. The hair

disappea red. The arms shortened.

Then the brow seemed to raise in height

and the chin grew more pointed
. The

change at first was so slow it was hardly .

OOtXttbic.

"Miraculous !" gasped Riker.

The creature was more nearly a man
than an ape.

" Pithecanthropus f" announced Dr.

Von Shuler. "It's going to he a suc-

cess"

» The face of the subhuman man in the

cage became more normal and the neck

more slender. Foe a tirnr the Asm
eyebrows alone remained of the aprhke

features. Then these, too. disappeared.

In the chair, where once crouched an

ape. sat a man—a well -formed, hand-

some while savage.

"FatherV cried Kathryn. "I know
him !"

"Kathrynr
A cry of alarm broke from Dr. Von

Shuler's bps. No longer vra^ he a

scientist. He vras a father.

He jumped from behind his shield.

He jerked the switch at Riker's shoul-

der. The whine of the motors lowered

and the lights bathing the white savage

dimmed.

The door of the glass cage opened

and Kathryn sprang to the side of the
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ima is the chair. Her voice came in a

peculiar, uniateSifible chaoet.

"Stop herr tmaacd Dr. Voo
Sholer. 9
She <1L uafailrmcg the metal Un

that heid the unjr'i arms. Riker ran

toward the cafe door.

Slowly, the creature is the cage

opened its eye*. He taw Kathryn. Hu
bp* parted is a smile.

His arm slowly hhed and grasped the

firi The ocher arm circled her seek.

With a front, the brute pushed her bead
back. There was a sickening map.

Dr. Von Shsler screamed.

Riker was is the cafe, being the sav-

age He bared * keif, ugly fangs and
started toward the younf scienti st. Then
be lowered his head in a charge.

Riker strode, at the same time leaping

out cd the way. The blow caught the

creature and sent him staggering against

the gtaas walls of the cage. There was
a crash. Jagged glass tore into the

smooth, white flesh of the savage. Blood

spurted about (be cage.

• The baH-human creature jumped to

hi* feet. He swayed unsteadily. Then
be charged once more toward Riker. *

The young scientist dodged again, tut

fats leap carried him into a corner. Thr
savage soaledL Riker could doc dodge
from a corner. He moved slowly to-

ward the biologist. Riker ducked under

Jhe carding anm and penefaed viciously

against the hard, abdominal amsdes. He
irk the hands close about his throat.

But the grip was weak. The creature's

hands slipped and then the haH-buman
savage skimped to the floor. He had

bled to death.

RIKER SAW Voo Shuler rushing

into the cage.

"Kathryn !" the man sobted. He
stooped over a still form on the floor.

What Riker aw was not Kathryn,

but a small, dead marmoset.

"You said that one of your experi-

ments had bved several years." sat-

awixed Riker. "Now 1 understand. It

was Kathryn. She was not your daugh-

ter
"

"She was my daughter." said Dr. Von
Shuler, "a child of my tocncr. The
creature there was her mate

"

He pointed to the thing Riker had

hilled. Already the evolutionary proc-

esses were reversing in death. The
white savage was beccening a marmoset.

Slowly. Riker turned away. He left

the cage and walked through the halls.

On all sides were curious forms of hfr.

but none were so bitarre as the scientific

ajumal behind him. who wept over a

dead female marmoset. ^
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i “The wsrp will destroy everything in its pith for *t least twenty miles—
everything within the tone will he convulsed by the bombardment ~

rT™*HE GUN* m a hundred feet *Wdeeed. Hi* dartdy bearded coun-

ia length, jilrery and re*plet»- tmince »it haggard. melancholy and
JL dent. It Uood on the waent of lean, fte Hood grimly regardnig the

a little hOl bright with the ruuet Seam peat pm frocn beneath thaggy bran
of autumn. At it* nuuiie. muihrooen* hi* until, deep-iet eye* dark pool* ot

*haprd have two men uood excitedly fanaticum in hi* young-old face,

talking. ' - Cyru* Wolfe'* companion »ai a httk

Cjnu Wolfe ** tall and uoop- man with n»y cheek*. *now-»hite hair
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•and the mm Uue ey** of an impne-
tail theorist and visionary. He was
talking loudly, earnestly, disclaiming

•ah violent gestures all responsibility

for'the gun tad iti contents. .

He had merely speculated idly in the

presence of Cyrus Wolfe. In Wolfe's

isppowng presence he had merely pro-

pounded a theory. nc< reahring that

Woffe was wealthy enough to test idle

theories concretely, and that Wolfe rfas

a man of evj instincts. He could pic-

ture Wolfe lulling every soul in the

world, and remaining immune to re-

Yet it had begun innocently enough.

“I tell you. Wolfe." Wolfe's companion
had said, "that space can be mrfed

—

really and truly warped. Einstein

claims that all heavenly bodies warp
space and that there is a terrific curva-

ture in the region of the heaviest suns.

But I tell sou that right here on earth

space can be warped.”

It had all begun so suddenly, so casu-

ally. In Wolfe’s library, over tups of

steaming black coffee, with Wolfe the

wndmg. urbane host and bttle Winter
eaoted and immeasurably flattered be-

cause Wolfe appeared to be interested m
what he was saying. Henry Winter
taught school in a township owned by
Wolfe. The township had a puppet

*

mayor who obeyed Wolfe implicitly in

everything, and aldermen and school

board were under Wolfe's thumb Then
there was the great steel foundry which
belched red flames a: night—a Cy-
clopean. nwlr-wide monster squatting in

darkness, dominating the country side.

That foundry—that monster was
owned by Wolfe. The sweat -begrimed
men who Icried in its red-bghled vitals

Bred in fear of Woffe. Wolfe was a
dishonest industrialist—a merciless task-

master .who ignored the welfare of his

workers He employed an auditor who
wmkrd at crooked accounts. AH his

employers were" in debt to him. Every

one in the .township owed him money.

He was ruthless, cunning, cruel.

Yet so devious is the human psyche

that Cyrus Wolfe was trrmendocslv tn -

tcrested in astrophysics, m rtfativwy. ra

t$he cold, black abysses between the stars.

Cyrus Wolfe likrd to throw his thoughts

audaciously outward toward the reced-

ing consteflaticns. to speculate endlessly

on the twin mysteries of time and space.

Yet into these speculations went the

satf* ruthlessness that cfiaracterired his

commercial dealings Cyrus Wolfe
would have calmly doomed the world to

prove a theory.

WINTER had set his coffee cup

down on the edge of a Chippendale serv-

ing cabinet, had exotnSv paced the

floor.

“A* you know." he said, “grainy is a
curvature of space. Light stars curve

space slightly, but stars of great density

curve it t remendously, distorting light

and hence obscurely altering the whole

space-time picture We don't know ex-

actly what happens to space in the vicin-

ity of stars of terrific density. The stu-

pendous distortion may ' actually bring

about a sort of lenk is space time, and

result in a reversal of entropy
"

Woffe stared at his pacing guest, a

queer, intent look on his bearded face.

“You mean, matter in the vxsmty of

such stars may be building up instead of

breaking down?"
Winter nodded. “Yes. something like

that. Of course, we can only speculate.

' Many—most physicists would deny that

these is any losk. but 1 think there is.

and I think that space tune is obscurely

altered
~

“And ycu think that such a lank cosild

.be produced artificially on earth’ De-

spite earth's gravity, despite
"

“Yes. yes. I do." interrupted Winter

excitedly “The gravity warp produced

by earth is utterly negligible But we
could produce here, on a small scale, a

curvature of space as startuag and ex-
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crpckxuJ ii thr pinty field*% the
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Wolfe uirnl into thr dark tirep of

tat coflee cop “How would you jet

about producing uxh a wxrp,” he 10-

qurrrd

“I would bombard the atmosphere
with hi{h toltip nrn. until All its ele-

ment* disintegrated 1 would lie the

Air a* a target. blasting out Alpha par-

ticle! from All kt Atoms until electronic

orbits of iHmataUr contraction Appeared

in the radiant ether. I would produce

a held of energy Saner than the radiant

force fields at the core of suns

“You'd require elaborate apparatus. I

suppose." said Wolfe, his eyes becom-
ing glittering pomts of flame.

•»"It wouldn't cost eery much to build."

said Wmter. not thmlang at all of

Wolfe's hank balance, not thinking of

anything but Jus own spun theories,

whsch fascinated him precisely as the
r web of a rare spader on a dewy morning

would fasematr an alert entomologist.

“I low much ?“ asked Wolfe.

“Oh. two hundred thousand dollars

prrhapv Hut there would hare to be an

endowment. No single man of wealth

would ever want to spend that much oc
pure science. Why. if men of wrahh
were Iktl gene rous we could send a

rocket to thr moon new Two little ant

i lmi> would build a nun rocket."

“Yes. yc».“wojrl Wolfe impatiently. “I

know . Well skip that for the moment
How would you go about bombarding
the atmmpbcTeT

“I'd bmkl an electric tortex gun of

cnorrnr*!! magnitude." said Winter.

“The centrifuge in its bore would whirl

a fifty per-cent culture of hydrogeo-ooe

and its isotype tbsit at a temfic speed.

It wtxsld build up an energy charge of

BBtlmni of softs." * .

"I rr." said Wolfe “And such a

gun could he built for a quarter of a
‘
•« mtUion

Winter nodded.
• .

IT WAS on the tip of Wolfe’s tongue

to say : “IH build it.” But he restrained

httmelf Wolfe was discreet. He would

need plans, specifications, adrice. Be*

he would wheedle them craftily out of

Winter, wrkhout partly Winter a cent

He would pretend to regard the gun
solely as a fascinating problem in spec-

ulative physics. J

Winter furnished plans. specifications,

adnee Eagerly, elatedly, he constructed

a gun on pager. walnut suspecting that

the workers m Wolfe's foundry were

constructing a gun with blue prints and
glowing metal.

He did not see the gun until it was
.fipislied And rrra then be did not fufly

divine the depths of evil in Watte, the

fanatical callousness which animated

him It was not until a dear, ctdd mom*
mg in mid-October—when the gun stood

on a little hill, bright with the russet

laves of autumn, and pointed oenmomfy

across thr quart countryside, toward fal-

low fields and V?w stone fences and catde

grating peacefully in purple-anted hol-

lowrs—that he awoke to the fun enormity
of what Wolfe proposed to do. '•

He argued, pleaded. “The warp will

destroy everything in its path lor at least

twenty imles.“ he groaned. ' “Wolfe,

think what you are doing? There are

bouses, villages within the rooe which

will be coasrulsed by thr bombatdment.

The warp may even extend as far as

Glendale, a town of fifteen thousand «r>-

habitants You can't murder all those

pnq||dV(j|fr. You can't
“

Wotte soled coldly. His eyes were

lunxnous with thr chill fsnotseism of a

man without scruples and without re-

morse. a flairr at the chessboard of hfe

who has uied foe pawns human beings,

and grown weary of remising them, one

by one

“You're a sentimental weakling. Win-
ter.” he «a»d "Science will never ad-

vance unless it frees itself -from the

dommson of cravens like you. You fear

thr forked lightning and the bitting.

»
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noondaym Raxofcn what Nietzsche

said : 'We coat be ruthless aad pibkaa.

We must make ooncha strcog under

baits, if we are to advance from tri-

tsaph to triumph.
’ *

"Bat to IdQ thrmaiwfi of human be-

infi, wcmta aad bttk children, b not

to advance, Wolfe. It b to revert to

the savage aad the beast."

"Sentimental rubbish. Wiater " rasped

Wolfe. "Chances are, the bombardment
viB produce do warp at iL Ounces
are. yoor theories are the haM-bakrd

fabrications of a touched n=ad. But
well see; well see."

Wolfe moved swiftly to the priasng

mrrtuni vn at the base of the enormous
go*. A circular. domed truss of grid*

sorfaeed metal mushroomed outward

from the breech mount of its hgadrtd-

foot barrel, gi siag it the look of loose

rrlr—it prrbrUooc mocster crouching ip

armored meaaee.

Wolfe grasped a projecting lever aad
drew it Jowly toward bit Jean, taunt

body cab! a twelve-inch metal 4ok near

the summit of the flaring grid hood be-

gan swiftly to revolve.

Wild despair flared in kb compan-
ion's eyes.

"In the name of Heaves. Wolfe." be

cried,
"
reverse that level Now. mow,

before it b too late. Your hands are still

white. You are cold aad inhuman, but

you hare never lulled m wanton caprice.

A man without humanity may sbll hre

in pracr with himself if he restrains the

worst impulses of his nature. But a

murderer can. only know torment and
unending remor se only the agony of

Cynical laughter drowned out the lit-

tle man’s voice. Wcfie had throws bode

bis head and was gating at the blinding

sun. Straight into the sun's great disk

he stared, while laughter pealed ex-

ultantly from hb distended throat.
"
'Thus spake Zarathustra.* n be

quoted. "There shall come one re-

morseless. a superman, who shall slay

without pity is the pride of kb yotmg
manhood. Knowing neither good uor

evil, he shall make himself orrmotie
coder the sun.”

A violest trembling seized Winter’s

fragile body. He turned about oacd he
was staring directly at the morale of

the great gen. Foe terror- fraught.

dragging seconds an ominous sbQseas

sensed to envelop the peaceful country-

side. The loag stone fences, which di-

vided the brows fields into checkerboard

squares, cast lengthening shadows co

the pasture lands beyond. The drowsy

cattle
.
were bathed in liquid amber.

Then, suddenly, the great gun spoke.

The ground trembled and the Jong,

gleaming cy linder recoiled with a blast

hke thunder. A cry of terror ripped

from Winter's bps as the coocosson

lifted him into the air aad burled boa
with violence to the earth.

By some freak of leverage, Wolfe re-

sisted the appolse of the mammoth weap-

on's recoil. He renamed on ha feet

beside the grid hood, hb pupils dilating

is incredulous terror as he watched a

mile-high curtain of radiant force move
slowly across the sus-droched coun-

tryside, distorting aad flattening every-

thing is its

IN A DARK, secluded corner of

Qendale’s most popular restaarant
young William Lake sat burning to an

eight -piefce orchestra playing Chopin's

"Allegro" Hb hand rested palm down-
ward on the table before krm. Nestling

between hb fingers was the slim, whrte

hand of the lorehest woman in Glendale.

William Lake had never been so

happy. Hb unbelievable good fortune

filled him with such incredible joy that

he could scarcely speak. The sbm.

lovely gjrl who was sating beside him.

the blue-eyed, golden-haired girl whose

slender fingers he was daspmg tightly,

had promued to be hb wife.

She was dressed entirely in white. A
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radiance suffused her lardy coante-

iuikt. thane in her clear, blue eye*.

WUham Lake n> in attorney at law.

He had pawed |u> tor cumiiiooi at

the age of twraty-ocse. He ni now
t»emy-three . He had eight dientt and

hi» rrscome ateraged thirty dollars a
tck. But Heim Hunter «ai a modern

• young woman. Helen Hunter had a job

of her own and she was firmly convinced

that two could manage a* skillfully as

one.

Only one thing troubled her, clouding

her almost perfect happiness. “Dear-

est.” she murmured. “Women age so

much more rapidly than mm. When
you are still middle-aged. I shall be—an

old lug. Oh. 1 know that sounds ugfy.

but we must face it. W3L I am fire

years older than .you."

“In fifty years you will still be young
and radiant to me." he murmured. “Oh.
tnr dear, as long as I lire there win

ijfrer be any one but you foe me."

Heim Hunter smiled and nestled

cioxr. resting her head on Lake's shoul-

der.

Suddenly Helm said. “I fed duty.
Will. My head is butting. It roust be

very warm in here."

A look of concern came into Lake's

face. He turned slightly and looked

down m trader solicitude at the woman
by his sale. As his eyes focused on the

upturned oral of her face, his cheeks

drained pole and a startled cry burst

from his lips.

Heim Hunter had vanished The
woman beside him was not—could not

be Heim Hunter. A face shriveled

and seamed and horrible rested upon his

shoulder—the face of a woman so in-

credibly old that all expression had van-

ished from her features. Only her eyes

were alive and tortured, faded Uuc pools

ra the awful desolation of her time-rav-

aged countenance Only her ryes spoke

to him—the ryes of Helm Hunter, the

eyes of the woman he loved.

Blind terror engulfed William Lake.

He cried out again and half rose from
the table.

In frantic dismay the withered

crone's dawfilce hands went out and
fastened on his wrists. Her toothless

gums jabbered. “What is the matter.

Will ? Why do you look at me like

thatr
Slowly, as he returned her agooired

stare, the awful truth dawned upon him.

The ghastly apparition who was ding-

ing to him in smile despair was still

Helm Hunter. He was gating into the

tormented eyes of a woman who had

aged seventy years in a lew seconds.

Fighting down his horror and revul-

sion. he drew her gently into his arms
and kissed her wrinkled forehead.

“I will wake; I must wake." be mut-

tered. "I have hem caught up in some
horrible dream. Helm. Helm, bear with

me until this illusion passes, this mad-
ness ends. Your sweet face is hidden.

I cannot see you as you are But we
are together sail. Mo blackness, no
horror can destroy our love."

FIFTEEN MILES AWAY two mm
were struggling savagely at the base of

the largest sled gun ever cast. Below

the hill. where they dawed and tore at

one another, the landscape that had once

stretched peacefully to the far hornon
was terrifyingly convulsed. The level

pasture lands had buckled into overlap-

ping folds. Like the waves of a froten

sea they hung incredibly suspended be-

tween earth and sky. and upon them

crawled huge, dtskhke objects that had
ocscc brm cattle.

The outlines of the bombarded ani-

mals were still nebulously bovine. Their

bodses were wavering, circular smudges

of brownish hue. but they moved on at-

tenuated legs and with long necks out-

thrust over the overlapping fields. An
alien geometry held this fearfully altered

world in thrall.

The distorted cattle were moving in

concentric spirals, backward and forward
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to the contorted fields ind set nmniuilf-

iMV across them. The hHls had repudi-

ated mathematics. They were no longer

sQlh orientated in space. They was e red

and coalesced and cased in upon thrro-

«ho. dissolving in incredible spirals,

budding mto alignments alien to three-

dimensional physics.

Beside the great gars, Henry Wiser
was gouging Wolfe's flesh with hb
finger nails. In despairing desperation,

the mild little dreamer was fighting tea

save fifteen thousand souls.

Wolfe gave ground slowly before the

little man’s vavage onslaught. A grim

urgency gripped Winter as he drore the

other from the gun. He was fiercely de-

termined to reverse the lever, to step the

stsDtvhimng disk in the grid hood. He
must present, at all cost, another blast

from the automatically recharging breech

chambers at the base of the terrible

weapon

Wolfe's eyes were venomously aglow.

Snarling like an enraged beast, he di-

rected fierce blows at the little man's
head and shoulders—blows which the

latter cleverly evaded. Winter's small-

ness was an asset. He dodged and
dorkrd and weaved about agilely. He
vjrnfmrd hi under Wolfe's guard and
inflicted merciless punishment . His
hands raked claw like across his antago-

nist's unprotected face. For thirty feet

the struggling twain reeled and tottered

backward across the summit of the hill.

Then Winter swung about. He leaped

out of range of Wolfe's flailing arms and
raced madly back to the great gun.

Swiftly, he clambered over its massive

base, tugged and jerked at the lever

which controlled the pruning mech-
anism.

A despairing cry burst from his lips.

The lever had jammed. Stubbornly, it

resisted the pressure of his fingers For
an instant he continued to frantically

tug at it. his breath coming in labored

gasps. Then Wdfe was upon him. They

fought again beneath the grid hood, their

bodies’ violently intertwining above pro-

jecting knobs of metal.

It happened suddenly—the reversal

of the great weapon, the sudden shifting

of its range. Wolfe's thrashing limbs

collided with another lever a few inches

beneath the breech mount, pushed it

sharply side-ways. Instantly, there arose

a loud, vibrant thrumming which

drowned out the fainter ham of the re-

volving wheel m the god hood.

Slowly, the long barrel began to turn.

The distorted
.
and convulsed fields

passed out of range of its sinister trajec-

tory before the two men rcaJixed what
was happening. Locked m a fierce,

muscular impasse, they were too agi-

tated to reaiire that the metal beneath

them was steadily movmg.
It was not until the gun was pointing

directly across another stretch of coun-

tryside. a bleak, denuded vista covered

with stubble grass and Uretchingaway
to stnoke-envelcped hocirons. that they

awoke to the horror of their predica-

ment. But a was too late. The great

gun spoke again before they could de-

scend from its ba«e. spoke in accents that

shook the earth, buried Winter and hts

companion forty feet through the air.

and reverberated through -she massive

stone walls of Wolfe's iron foundry

seven nsles away. Diroctly in the path

of the space-warping force curtain was

the great, sprawling beast wlwch belched

fire at night.

“APE"’ JEPSON was built to endure.

He had a square. massive face, huge

hands and feet. Hts body was barrel-

shaped. incredibly thickset. - His voice

snarled or roared m has throat. His eyes

were deep-set. small and unintelligent.

His face was almost apelike in its pcimi-

tivmsi. Across his low forehead dark,

oily strands of hair straggled rrpeUeetly.

His thick bps were set m a perpetual

sneer.

He was holding a white-hot bar of
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will in tone* “ huge that they wnuii

hare weighed to earth a man of normal

.phywqur. He was on a pro-

jecting Icier of metal, fumg down-
ward into a forty-loot cauldron srrth-

in{lr agfow Far beneath ban little men
in black. with glare-protected ryes,

swarmed like anta over Cyclopean, red-

ligbled wnealinj orm». blows and man-
drils.

Ape Ic[»-.to raised the tones and

branlished them proudly. hts great bi-

ceps swelling

“See you." he said. “This is a man's

•irk. It is a man's work I do. I do
nut Mt and read from cnir botes Uke
you You are so weak, like a baby."

Tie man addressed raised his eyes

ar»l smiled tolerantly throueh thick-

Imsed pntadrs He was us all respects

tie exact opguutr of Ape Jepwon. He
hai a thin, vcbiarly face, a thin, frail

b-ly Hts eyes were as blue as the

sumner vi.es—a light.'cold blue. In his

wlute. uncaHused hands he was holding

a small b»Jc
Hr was leaning against » rad which

tc-rrmnated at the ledge oo which Jepsoo
wa» -landing Thmsas Wilder knew
steel. He had begotten more about steel

Ilian Jepsoo would ever know. Despite

his pin weal frailness and myopic nuoo.
he was the ablest supervisee in Cyrus
Wolfe's foundry.

“EVj you know. Ape." he sasd. “the

mrer I study you. tie less I admire
brawn fee its own sake. You are sheer,

unadulterated brawn. And because of

tliat you are not even dominant, not even

manly. You are just a lumbering lump
of subservient flesh. My brains rule

you. guide you. control you."

A*[e Jrpsoa looted bewildered. He
shuffled his feet and chewed at his thick

underlip "What kind of talk b that?”

he muttered. "I am master here. If

you want to cast iron, you got to lift it

like I do It b a man's work
"Ape." said Wilder, "you remind me

of certain animal* that walked the earth

rmDions of years agw. Did yon ewer

hear of dinosaurs. Ape? They were

larger and stronger than twenty rle-

pliants. but in their lag bends they hnd

tuiy. pea-sired brains. They could base

bftad steel, too. Ape."

"Foolish, crary talk." muttered Jep-

soo thickly. "There ain't no animals

bred that long ago " _
He drew himself 'up again, spat con-

temptuously. He raised the tongs he

was holding, swung the gknnag metal m
a wide arc—swung rt but dad not hurl it.

A cry of unearthly terror bubbled

from has thick lips, as he arrested has

arm m mid-air. Out of the floor of the

great foundry (at below there had

loomed a colossal shape which filled afi

the space where the cauldron had been

and all the space where little men n
black with glare protectors on their heat-

blistered faces had dmabed oxer the

enormous annealing furnaces

The shape was moving and alive. It

was a vast, leathery bulk which ghstracd

in the lurid light of roaring Matt fur-

naces. that shook the foundry wsth its

lumbering tread. It was rrptiliaivjn con-

tour. with an enormous, luardhke bead,

a wide, flaring neck and bttle. dark eyes

malignantly agfram. Its sinisterly gleam-

ing jaws were rimmed with long, sharp

teeth which glittered more sargiune-

ouvly than the lizard flesh on its quiv-

ering flanks Slowly, awfully it up-

rrarrd until its teeth-studded jasrs were

within a few inches of Ape Jepocn's hor-

ror - frotm form.

Wilder was horror-frozen, too. Hb
spine congealed as he clutched the rail

bet'ore him and stared down at the slowly

uprraring monster. "An aHosaurus." he

cried, hb voice vibrant with consterna-

tion. "A carnivorous dinosaur of the

Jurassic Age—the -most frightful engine

of destruction that ever walked the

earth ^

The name mean: nothing to Ape Jrp-
soa- He had eyes oaly for the great.
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feathery fact so near to ten. the gutter-

ing. tooth-named jm that yawned to

(apli turn. He streamed tad hurled

the (town mg« straight at the huge

bean's wide, flaring Deck.

With a vitalise bias, the whitfl-het

bar of metal whirled through the air.

thodded apnt cjuiltnin. rtytifuo

flesh. A roar of past aad raft wdfed
from the freat saurian's throat. In blind

agony, itfood about aad mowed tway-

ingty from the ledge which supported
Jepaoo aad his ccirptflico . Aa aend
odor of burning flesh surged tichxn-

**7 co the tainted air.

WITH a painful effort. Cyras WoHe
arose to a srtting peatore aad stared

dazedly shout him. Forty feet away the

great gms acod noohlc, as contests

expelled, shaoheroos now under the

dear aiwima i sides. But below the bsB

thaws aad horror reigned.

To the west stretched the pasture

lands that bod repodialed mathematica.

Stdl in the throes of unnatural coevnf-

aioos. they wavered aad receded terri-

fyingly, while the flattened, drskhke cat-

tle moved erratically across than.

To the cast stretched another world

rocraised. The stubbie fields had
heaved up into greats overlaps* r.g tiers

that stretched skyward at incredible tan-

gents aad pulsed with a pafe-violet light.

As Wolfe scared, horror-stricken, he per-

ceived that the world to the east was
more aggresarve than the world of un-

naturaZy contorted pasture lands aad

long stone fences

It did not merely hover in mohxb-
mensiecal fluidity a hundred feet from

the muzzle of the great gun. It moved
slowly in Wolfe's direction, the glim-

mering tiers seeming to retreat as they
- A ijCTancrc

Bet adranee they did. slowly, relent-

lessly. nearer aad nearer to where Wolfe

sat srith a broken ankle aad wildly scar-

ing eyes. Wolfe was stanag with a freez-

ing sense of terror wrgiag up in his

breast at aa incredible object which was
moving toward him across the tiers. It

was vaguely hkr the disk-shaped cows in

the convoluted pasture laads, but larger,

more pcoderms.

Its body was a huge, circular smudge
from which a leaf, tapering cone pro-

jected waveriagfy backward into space.

It moved on stumpy,
wavering legs,

backward aad forward siamkanccusly.

aad its vast neck was outthrust for one

hundred feet beyond the quivering circle

of its iacredibly flattened body.

It seemed to be fleeing as though in

panic, down aad across the tiers, mov-
ing swiftly nearer to Wolfe srith every

yard traversed. Aad. suddenly, it was

upon him, its vast, impossible body de-

srrnding vertically, crushing him swiftly

aad terribly to earth.

The next instant it was gear. The
air about it seemed to twirl m upon k,

to swallow it up Where its great

bulk had been there yawned only a qtav- -

cring void.

h was some minnfrt before conscious-

ness returned to Henry Winter. The
recoil of the great gun had barfed ban

so violently to earth that bis entire body

was a mass of bruises. His legs tin-

5<cc dLsc Qs ooa uuocora irw icnra.

But. resolutely, be struggled to his feet

aad stared about bon—oared in stunned

iacreduhty at a normal world.

To the west of the bill stretched tm-

moring brown fields bisected by long,

stone fences. In purple hollows con-

tented cattle grazed. A drowsiness en-

veloped the autumn landscape, a perva-

sive peace. To the east peace regard,

too. The mellow rays of the slowly

westering sun relieved the sombemess

of stubbie fields which stretched sway

to smoke-wrapped horizons. Nowhere

was there a teat of distortion or al>-

nonnahry. Nature had resumed her

three-dunensjocal sway.

There was only one repellent note:
_
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crushed and incredibly mangled. the un-

muring body of Cyrus Woife gleamed

jnioomdf m the » arm xutumn sunlight

forty feet from the great gun that had

warped space.

WINTER tried hi* best to explain

what had happened to the reporter* who
clustered about him the follow ing morn-

ing. He sat propped in bed and re-

turned their incredulous stare* unwaaer-

ingfy.

“I know it seems unbdierible. gen-

tlemen.
-

he said. "And I cannot, of

course, blame you lor thinking me a lit-

tle touched. Rut this is w hat really hap-

pened. Space time was warped slightly.

The Einsteinian space-time cootinoum

buckled into shallow folds and then

tirmykuntd •»r s^au. The warp was
merely superficial

"Because it was superficial, only a lit-

tle of the past, a little of the future broke

through. The folds of the warp dis-

torted space time eTancacently. er-

ratically sinning the east gulf where the

past lies buried and lightly tapping the

east store* of the future.

"It is a truism of modern speculatire

physic* that the past and the future ex-

ist simultaneously and roextcnsierly in

higher dimensioos of space. De Sitter

has speculated as to the possibility of

seeing an event before it happens. It is

quite possible, gentlemen. Erents of the

far future already exist in space time.

"You tell me that a woman in Glen-

dale became incredibly old in a few sec-

onds and then returned to glowing youth

and beauty in her lover's arms."

He sowled a little. "I’m glad that

happened, gentlemen. I mean. I'm glad

she became young again. Apparently

the warp was eery feeble when it reached

Glendale. A thin thread of forte warped
space eery slightly where the woman
was sitting, so sbghtly that it missed her

companion comple tely.

"Site became an old woman for an «*-

stant. was projected forward in time.

Her surrounding* remained stable be-

cause the warp was so slight that it only

enveloped her body. Then the warp
straightened out and she became young
again.

"You tell me that twomen saw an in-

credible beast in Wolfe's foundry. They
swear it looked like a dinosaur . I think

it was a dinosaur, gentlemen. It broke

through when the warp tapped the past."

"And what killed Woife?'' exclaimed

one of the skeptical reporters belliger-

ently. "What trampled Wolfe to death ?

Was that a dinosaur T
Winter smiled wanly. "I think per-

haps it seas the same dinosau r." he mur-

mured. “But. of course. weH never

know for certain."
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fIL-uly-JUPITER
DEVEREL had had seven hours'

(tan on CoJUr , it bad takm the

officer ©f the taw that long to

Seat down to Vulcan’s surface after the

actioe of expanding gases within the tiny

planet’s interior had vomited him miles

above it. In those few hours Drrerd
had had the opportunity to vanish into

any direetioa
;
yet Ccfbte. using a canny

process of dunmation. tracked the out*

Law to Ganymede. -v

Nat, however, that it did bon any

Jupiter was dashing dirtily. Srst through one piste and another, yrtth r.

whole heavens whitziag arooad it—then Colhie was thrown backward.
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TR AP A Novelette

by Ross Rocklynne

A nasty planet—so big and unconcerned with the

e rest of the system
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good. CoAie «u a good bus to bare taMf at what point Deverd wooM
m tfae interplanetary police force, a smut bit boded, bat there was a tompara-
aa; bat be bds»d the ability to let has

imagination ran rampant. Dcrcrei was

different ; behind hit ur*lmg. cynical

pea was a Bond that worked with the

swiftness of lightsing, a snd that newer
admitted defeat. Or perhaps it was

limply that the forces of natsre albed

tbsasehti with bun. gave him hints of

secrets that CcOie was denied as m the

Jupiter trap, foe instance.

Cofhie didn't hwf that Dereref seas

on Ganymede : he merely saspmted it.

and fervently hoped that it was so. He
knew that aB the minor planets—Mer-
cury, Venus. Earth, Mars—

w

ere afl oo
the ocher side of the Son at that time,

and to plot a successful comae around

the Son takes a great deal of time and

mental energy, the brat of which the out-

law had none to spare, the second of

which he would not hare bad the pa-

tience to make use of.

He also knew that Jupiter, and its

family, of worlds, by is coojunction with

Vdao, that Dereref eras running
dangerously short in rocket fad. that k
was nodi leas costly to trawd in a

xrafBi ttc tfj erst CwCia| op Tooory

and then cna«mg the rest of the' way to

Jcfitcr, where, at Jopiter Gty, be could

refill his tasks

So Coibie set bis coarse for Jupiter.

Bat. sente be. too, was short oo fad. be

also had to coast.

It took him ten days to cross that

frightful gap between large and small

planet, and when he did get in its vicin-

ity, he was tired from the toostant watch

for metrorv He discovered that Gany-
mede. Jupiter's second-largest moots—
diameter, thirty-two hundred miles

—

was leas (has ten thousand miles array

;

so he made up bis nwnd to land there.

Later, be decided Deverd would have

experienced the same fatigue, and would
have landed also.

Having come to this satisfying coochs-
taooL. be had to use further logic in de-

trrdy simple solution to this problem.

Yean before there had been a fueling

station on Ganymede, established to ac-

commodate the great liners that had to

make the long trips from the aiipr

planets out to Pluto. But that was be-

fore mas had learned how to combat the

crushing atmospheric pressures add

gravitations of each planets as Jupiter.

Saturn. Uranus and Neptune, by the in-

vention of the Jupiter suit. The fading

nation relocated now at Jupiter Gty

—

had been abandoned, lor the mw
materials of rorkrt fod were to be found

in inexhaustible quantities on Jupiter.

Bat the buildings were snQ standing,

since the weather effects oo Ganymede
are practically and any

Earrhmaa would have been drain) to

their vicinity as if by the action of a

The unmanned station was located on
the floor of a small valley that recei ved
more Stmbgfat oo the average than any

other spot on Ganymede. When k bad

been hush, that had been taken into coo-

sideration . Ganymede always presents

one face to Jupiter, in ks week-king orbrt

around the planet.

COLBIE went to the valley, skim-

ming the rocky, tumbled surface of the

planet so that Deverd would have Sole

opportunity to glimpse him from afar.

LkcraBy. he stuck his nose over the bp
of a precipice that lefl sheer to the floor

of the valley some hundreds of feet be-

low. The valley was 'not wide, but it

was fairly long. The Son was the site

of a dime , and the mountains threw

short, dim. conflicting shadows.

What Cofbie saw far exceeded his ex-

pectations. Exultantly, be spiraled the

ship bock up. then loomed down into the

valley. Motorbike, be cut as near to

the edge of the precipice as he could.

He turned the ship's nose down, and the

ground came up, bkc a big whke hand.
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tw slap him. He jwmtd co the (ore

rockets, sad {raettd Bader the sodden

deceleration produced. The skip came
down tightly, settled to rat bchsnd cue

of the tup limestone boulders that Ur is

profusion screw the floor of the valley.

He burriedfy locked his controls. He
put co a space suit. Probably he could

hare stood the outside temperature, or

even the thin air, but a space suit pro-

vided (or both in a comfortably generous

He swung open the port hatch, leaped

out coo the (round, which was com-
posed of a oear white, frown. wpQ-
bankas day. He stood lootaof about

bins. A1 was wlrnr. tnocioedeas—as w-
kwt and motionless ha only a bfdesa

planet can be.

Gofbie stack bis bead around the curve

of the limestone boulder. About three

hundred odd fed away lay a long, black

erwsser. Lew than a hundred fed from
the cruiser was the shine of an icy lake,

worn smooth by thin, timid brceres. On
the opposite shore of the frown lake

were three hiildinp, all in raiiuus stages

of disrepair, but. in the main, intact. The
buildings were not high, but they were
long. They had been used to score thou-

sands sad thousands of gallons of rocket

fuel.

Cofbie bad been right when be sup-

posed that those structures, to rem-

inisced of Earth and its peoples, would
draw Deverd to their vicinity.

If. - - i J J-- t .l:_j .l. - - - *
fie rnrjioa. doors tccao ux «|tq,

dirty-white boulder. He sailed to him-

self. Somberly, be swore to hunsetf.

that (lit tune Deverd would go back

with him.

He waited for Deverd to put in aa
appearance. His petsence was his stanch-

est quality. He became a pan of the

landnape itself, though be imagined be

was wdl enough bidden from the outlaw,

since almost certainly he was feucrtly

inspecting the crumbl ing interiors eif

those lonely, deserted edifices across

from the lake.
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Critic waited less than aa hour. Than
he widened, came to fab feet. He saw
urwm, mo, UjOu^h wot rxacrw sea
of distance shortened the figure of the

man. Ccibie was sure it was be. He
drew hb projector, made sure it was
charged, and- waited.

IL

DEVEREL came from the budding,

sauntered slowly toward the lake. He
stopped on the tfiore of the take, reached

out a foot to test its strength, though

(hat must have been a habit of Earthly

experience, since for ages the lake aunt
have been frozen solid to its bed. Then
he was out oo it. sslhig across slowly.

The outlaw set foot oo the barren

soil of the lake's shore, and Cofbie

jufrjed out from behind hb hiding

place, and. without parky, pulled the

trigger of hb weapon. Less than tea

feet from where Deverd strode along, s
geyser of powdered soil and rock spurted

violently into the air.

Cofbie shouted at the top of hb voice.

"Stay where you are. DevereL"

But. tier quick to respond to the

stmailos of danger, Deverd did not stay

where be was. Near him was a naO
limestone boulder. He threw himaelfr

behind it. Cofbie fired again, just tam-
ing the outlaw.

There was a moment of tense ijlrner.

Then Deverd began to fire hark, a
steady blast of explosive projectiles that

was not intended to annihilate Cofbie.

but merely to demolish the hme stone

mass behind which he was hidden

Cofbie had dived behind hb shelter

again, scared by the vicious fire: But
he made ready to adopt Dcverd’s own
tactics. And there be had Deverd at a

definite disadvantage.

Calmly, be began to whittle the

smaller limestone boulder down, begin-

ning at the top, and progressing more
slowly as he came to thicker portions.

The thm lir became a rcccpCKk foe Tci*
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mu of wood. rode nioef
about Gothic. Sometime* larger par-

tido Cell oo him; bat be *u not hurt,

for {nnatioa herem liiffaL

He woa wooer than he expected to.

He had almost demolished Drrerd's pro-

tection entirely, when a projectile earned

it to *St down the saddle. The two
halve* fell away from each other, rolled

a short durance . and then aettled to rat.

Be-rerrl. fiat on the ground, lay exposed.

For a few seconds. he half-heartedly con-

tinued hi* fire, and CoJbve. grinning, al-

lowed him to do so.

Finally. Dererri Mood up. shouting

out loud, blending both chagrin and ad-

mission of defeat into hi* tone*. He
threw hi* weapon in the policeman'* di-

rection. and then held op hi* hand* in

token of tarrender.

COLBIE ran across the (pace *ep-

aratiog him from the other, grinning his

'Hello. Colhie." he mid uncordlally.

Colhie returned the greeting, and
stood looking at the larger nan with an

exaltation which, out of politeness, he

tried to conceal.

“Don't look so smug.” Dererri

snapped, and added in exasperation.

“How did you find me?”
Colhie told han. Dererri nodded, a

grudging raped in hi* blue eye*. “That
wav good crock, damned good work.

Going to take me hack to Earth and jail,

aren't youT
“I was thmldng seriously of that.”

Dererri scowled. “AD right. Let's

get started. But Ilf tell you this: I

don't think 111 go hack. 1 don't know
why. either. But I place a lot of faith

in miradr*."

-“It wiH be a miracle that lets you
escape me this time.” Colhie promised

grimly

Once within Colbie's ship, the outlaw

was placed in iron*. Colhie was taking

no chance* He put Dererri in the con-

trol cabm. right where he could be seen.

Then he appfied the power . The ahip

grated on the froeen soil of the planet,

then swooped upward at a steep angle,

swooped upward until the Moon drew

its hociaons together, until Jupiter, mon-
strous and dangerous, loomed into riew,

its makicnldled face changing both form

and variety of color.

Colhie happily piled on acceleration,

followed a temporary trajectory to Earth

until he could get busy and plot a precise

one. But his satisfaction at the agree-

able turn of events left little room for the

maximum of camion be would hare had

otherwise.

Dererri sat motionless in his irons, re-

signed to his fate, within certain busts.

He was watching Jupiter, and his

thoughts were grim. He didn’t want to

go buck to the befl hole* on Mercury

that they called jaiL But at present, he

couldn't tee any way out. If only some-

thing would happen, one of those

miracle* he had to hopefully alluded

Almost as if his thoughts were con-

scious prelude to the event, before their

minds could grasp the reality of it. the

ship was turning head over heels in

space. Jupiter was flashing dizzily first

through one plate and another, with the

whole heavens whizzing around after it

as if they were deliberately chasing it.

Colbvc was thrown backward against the

air-defining machinery. Abruptly, there

was a sharp his* as a tender gla*s tube

broke under the impact. He bounced
across to the opposite wall, then plunged

toward the nose of the ship to collide, de-

structively. against (he instrument panel.

. Dererri was sitting tight in his irons,

watching with wide rye* a* the lights

went out. On the instrument board a

few bulbs were still burning, and the vi-

sion plates were still in operation. Drr-

erri watched the jigsaw of motion. A
massive encyclopedia, that had somehow
found its way from the tiring quarters

aft, came along. It hit Dererri on the

side of the head. Other loose articles
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brgan to bombard him, hot hr was Up-
lev to (rad them eft

THERE WAS in rrrir sense of

downward motion, now ; thr outlaw np-
posed that it was downward in respect to

Jupiter. Hr watrhrd thr mad hodge-

podge with thr wonder of a child. Cot*

he. desperately trying to srenrr a hand*

hold, oortrmjrd to jerk (rota one side

of the ship to another. Almost bartered

out of his senses, hr aobdratally hooked
hit fingers around thr starboard gujde

rail, and hr huag on grinds, clearing his

head.

He worked his way around to the in-

strument panel, and. with what few coo-

trot term he had not damaged ia his

mad flight about the ship, hr tried to

get thr ship on an even kerL There

was no response. Hr tried again. Bet
it was useless. Swearing beneath his

breath, hr realized that oar of those rare

accidents had befallen him : although the

ship had been traveling at a good dip,

a meteor had caught up with k from

behind and smashed rtseM into the stern

jets, leaving them fused and useless.

He stood as still as hr could, thinking

seriously, and heard Dewrrel murmur
with humor. “You were taking me back

to Earth. Go on vrkh the story from
there."

“Don't be a fool.'* Colbie snapped

coldhr. “Do vou think this is your

miracle?”

"Maybe it is," Drrrrel said casually.

"We're falling toward Jupiter."

“That doesn't mean anything! Not a
thing—except that when we land well

be lost, to lost that kll be child's play

finding that needle they used to talk

about r*

Frantically, be worked at his controls

again. Definitely, the jets were fused

beyond repair. More than that, the

lights wouldn't go on : nor were the air

rectifiers working. Coffer found him-

self unable to right thr ship by any

means, and there is a sickening srasa-

»•

ticc in the fed of a ship that is not using

an axis formed by stem and. stern to

twirl co.

Finally. Colbie got out the Jupiter

suits.
* " ‘Men—three cheers for the Jupiter

suits.' " sang Drrrrel. taking the line

from a popular ballade He hummed
through thr bars of the tune and then

ended. "They say you can't die in a

Jupiter suit. That's almost the truth."

he added, and quoted'again.
~
'You can't

get cold and you can't get hot. and the

alloy won’t crack, no matter what*
!"

"It’s lucky I have them." Colbie re-

marked. "Just before I left Earth, the

force finally got permission to equip ks

ships with a couple of the suits each.

They're pretty costly; people are al-

lowed to use them only oo the big plan-

ets. where they have powerful gravities

and thousands of pounds atmospheric

pressure. They say the alloy they make
them out of resembles neutrooium. which

is about the heaviest substance known,

and the hardest. That's why they're so

costly, and why they're distributed

around so sparingly.”

He took Deverd from - the irons,

pointed to a Jupiter suk. They clam-

bered into the bulky affairs.

The ship was still spinning in that

sickening way. Colbie fck side. Der-

erd was smiling weakly. "Let's get out."

he suggested, as they buckled down their

helmets.

Coffee's head was reeling. He was

trying to think dearly. He w-ent to an

aft compartment, god a pair of handcuffs.

He came up behind Deverel. snapped one

cuff around his wrist, and the other

about hit own.

Coffee opened the hatch. There was

a gust of air that rushed out into vacuous

space and dmipazedajtseif in an expan-

sion that might eventually have touched

infinity. Colbie pushed the outlaw after

the air. and perforce followed immedi-

ately after.

The ship was long and black betide
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them. To other sides wit the starry sky,

a ilty which, from the interior of a her-

metically scaled ship is bewilder:ngly

{rand and awesome, even to the initiated,

but from without is domineering and

frightening. There is no bottom to
* space. It is an"awful sensation to fall

THEY WERE falling, and the ship

was falling with them. It was still spin*

rung, though, and dangerously. The two
men placed their space boots against the

ship, succeeded in shoving themselves

from its immediate vicinity. Twenty or

thirer feet away, however, it continued

to fan with them, true to the axiom that

all bodies, no matter what their shapes.

. sixes, or weights, will fall at equal ve-

locities. providing there is no atmosphere

to affect them otherwise.

They felt no sense of weight : their

very motion, being the effect of Jupiter's

gravitation, was its.canceUation. There
was nothing but the tiniest sense of ac-

celeration.

Below was the great, poisopously col-

ored disk of Jupiter. In fascination. they

watched its gradual growth.

Dcvrrcl broke the silence by murmur-
ing. "Jupiter, hard, mean planet— I won-
der how hell treat us. We're liable to

land anywhere. Cofbw. anywhere on its

billions of square miles Jitpiter City

might be conceivably less than a hundred
miles away, or more conceivably, a hun-

dred thousand In ntlrr case, we
wouldn't have the food. air. or luck to

get more than fifty miles. That planet

is pock-marked with all sorts of moun-
tain ranges, valleys, gorges, and every

land of un- Earthly river and sea There

are big lakes of acids, liquid ammonia,
liquid oxygen, and 1-ord knows what

III.

I.ATER. many, many hours later.

Deverel suddenly gestured “There's the

great red spot. ColUr—just on the rim.

That's good, mighty good. It means we
may fall somewhere near Jupiter City,

if we watch our weights
"

Cofbie saw his line of reasoning The
spot, shooting up over the western rim

of the planet, would, since Jupiter ro-

tated on its axis in ten hours, disappear

over the eastern rim in about five hours.

Three hours later, Jupiter City, located

on the equator, where gravitation and
atmospheric pressure were considerably

less than elsewhere, would then be work-
ing up over the western rim. Two and a
half hours would bring it beneath their

present position in space. That gave

them ten and a half hours to land.

They could do it. if they regulated

their weights. Jupiter suits were neces-

sarily equipped with gravity controls.

Of course, out here in space, any varia-

tion in their weights meant nothing so

far as their downward velocity pas con-

cerned. but the moment they struck the

atmosphere, it avslf mean something.

By decreasing their weight they would

decrease inertia, and thus increase the

ability of the atmosphere to resist their

passage through it. They would fall

more slowly, and. if they were careful,

they wupkr land somewhere near Jwpcter

City.

The spot, still an enigma in the minds

of aS men. sloped down the curve of the

planet, and disappeared, leaving the

breath of a red glow after it. The glow

disappeared.

Acceleration had been increasing rap-

idly. They were sanear the planet that

it almost blotted out a whole quarter of

the sky.

Thirty-eight hours after deserting the

ship they felt a new force being evoked

shout them, and the stars above had sud-

denly gone almost imperceptibly dim-

mer ; it meant that they had entered the

vast atmospheric envelope of the planet.

The stars were taking on distorted ap-

pearances ; here, where the atmosphere

was thin, they even twinkled a little,

strongly reminiscent of a little green
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w«W which CcAit ni btpssisf toW be would now see tpk Deveref

seemed above loch sentimenu. or >t least

did not reveal their existence.

He teemed fivnrated more than any-

thmg eive. “I’ve been on Joprtrr only

once.” be confided. “It vat before I

* began periling aul boats on Man. Ji>-

peter's a nasty planet. lO right, be: it’s

always interested me. Maybe beeame
-st’a like me. It’s so big. and so un-

concerned with the rest of the system.

It rods along out here, takes its leisure

going- round the Sun—twelve yean

—

and drags nine planets along with it,

whether they want to go or not It's

a bg chemical workshop. Ail sorts cf

marvelous things take-place on its scr-

* face. It has such a high atmospheric
pressure and gravitation that it seems it

could do anything it wasted to in any
dement. When you think about k. it

y makes you glad you've got on a Jupiter
• sua.“

They rbul£ talk without use of radio.

' now. The atmosphere was (bide about

them and earned the sounds The stars

were going out and it was becoming ut-
1

ter lr dark. There is no Sunlight on
Juprter’s surface, for the gas blanket

completely absorb* or else reflects what
bttie light the Sun can send that far.

They began to decrease their gravity

potential. They still had a little over

three hours to fall, and at their prejent

rate of speed they would strike the sur-

face of the planet much too soon to leave

them within walking distance of Jupiter

Gty.
*

They watched their dxrooometers

closely, and. because of that fact, time

seemed to pu-
.

They estimated their height above the

planet as being only a few rales now.

and they experienced sensations of

cravrfang fear. They were falling into

darkness, onto the surface of a planet

five and a half blfaou square rales in

area. They had estimated the time of

tbeir falling as wcD as they could, how-

ever, and. if they had overlooked noth-

ing. Jupuer Gty atomid be somewhere
near, within a 6ve-hundred-rale radius;

though, cf course, five Inmdrtd miles

was as had as a trelboo. so far as trav-

ersing it was concerned.
•

THEY LIVED m a world of snail,

enigmatic noises now. .. All sorts of

noises were rushing up at them from be-

low. above the whir occasioned by fric-

tion of their suits with the atmosphere.

What were they? Animal life? Ava-
lanches? Or rushing scams? Prob-

ably the latter, thought Cotbse. or per-

haps there was an ocean of some hellish

bqmd chemical down there, waiting to

engulf them. He shuddered.

There were moments of tense waiting.

Their nerves were keyed up for the

first contact with the surface. It was ex-

hausting. They didn’t converse. They
only stared down through blackness.

.

vainly trying to find out bow far they

had to tall. Gothic could have intro-

duced some light into their situation, had

be gathered enough presence of mind to

remember the search beam budt into the

breast of his Jupiter suit ; but be didn't

rtme ruler it. nor did Deveref ; otherwise

they would have saved themselves a good

deal of the horror of uncertainty. *

Cclbic felt a rcecnooo of fright.

Something had brushed against his boots.

They touched again. Something bad
reached out from the darkness with light

fingers, or so it teemed Deveref let out

his breath in a food sigh. They tried

to remain in a vertical position so that

they might retain a sense of equilibrium

should they strike some hornoctal sur-

face. But they couldn’t. Slowly, they '

i
fell sidewise, frantically reaching out

with hands that touched nothing.

Again they brushed a surface, and

this time began to roil in crary. slow mo-
tion down a steep slope. -Abruptly, they

came to rest on a hard surface. They lay

there, motionless, after that ordeal in

wta^i nerves had suffered considerably
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more than anytfung tfo And they be-

came a«mre of a constant. forceful bom-
bardment of little missile* that struck

them from abort. »
• • • ,

%

IV.

SIMULTANEOUSLY. they junked
to then feet in that pitch blackness

"What cat that ?” chattered Colbie. as

the. bombardment cooCmocd Dtrerd
was uletx and then laughed He re-

madrd Colhe of the watch beams bud:

into their suits, and snapped his on
Cutbie sheepishly sbd aside his breast

panel anj did bkrwise. T»m shafts of

light leaped out. partiaDr fwercrog masses

of swirling white gases

The little atsiks turned out to be

notlunc more than swiftly failing drops

hf a white bqusd.

“Rain?" exclaimed Colbie. in brief

astonishment.

"Must he Inlaid ammonia.-* corrected

UrrereL "Jupiter doesn't- bother with

April showers, you know. No. it's so

cold there couldn't be any liquid water.

It’s all ice. and there's probably bale

of that. They hare to irakr their own
water at Jupiter City. Hut this must he

(squid ammoma: this 'rain* is colorlevs,

looks like water, in fart.” -
*

Colbie flashed hi» heam abut. Hr fat

a Uurrrd impression of swirling white

py>. of constantly falling rxn Close

inspection showed that the stuff they

trod on was wirn almost Irktrnlewlr

smooth by the nrmal fall of Isqusd am-
monia. It ha«l a gradual vVysr to it.

and they followed this slope up until

they came to a Diet wuuth wall.

CnJJwc played the (earn about, and
found u to be a thick spire of basal: that

mje up foe a short distance, then Irv-

rled id It was this they had first

struck Thry walked around the column.’

found it almost perfectly symmetrical.

At Ms foot the rock sloped down a: a

uniform angle. Tbfy started walking

down the slope. They came to what

looked hkr a pool of water. Colbie as-

sumed that it was liquid ammonia. He
flashed bis beam across this obstruction

and brought into Mark view a vertical

black wall, down which streams of liquid

ammonia were running in hasty rivulets

It was about forty feet across the ruf-

fled surface of liquid ammonia to the

waU
.

Coftwr discovered that the wall rote

upward tadrfynrtrfy. for his beam re-

vealed no single break in it. Nor was

there a single break in the escarpment to

either side. It rewe vertically. un-

ftawed by the merest suggestion of a/

handhold

THEY FOLLOWED the curve of

the land, constantly examining the es-

carpment After walking for fifteen

minutes, they discovered ibis fact : that,

although thf escarpment receded at
’

times, drew nearer at time*, there was
no slightest deviance) from its abso-

lutely vertical aspect.

Colbie stopped suddenly, thinking.

Then hr started walking hack up the

slope of the land. Devcrrf perforce fol-

lowing A minute's walk brought them

to the spire thry had first examined.- ail

Colbie. gave vent to ^n exasperated

curse.

He smiled sourly at Deverrl. "Do you

see it r*
'

"See what T"

"That we're on an island! An island

in a lake of liquid ammonia: and the

lake hounded f>y the Plot damaaVy vrr-
,

tscal walls 1 ever saw." He grunted dis-

gustedly. They fell silent. The ram
fell constantly, forcefully, while they

stool there. baffVd an] angry, lfut one

could hardly remain angry at circum-

stances which anger coukl not affect.

Dcrerrl was still secured to Colbie

by handcuffs Now he simply twisted

hi» fond slightly ; there was a brittle,

cracking sound. Cotbw whirled like a
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tiger, his projector out. a snarl contort-

ing his features.

“No alarm, lieutenant.
- Kwd

scaled. “Why should we tie each other

down, since we're in such a had ht. The
cutis would hare snapped anyway.

That alloy snaps easily in cold Use this

—not like the Jupiter suits.
- —

Coibie remained poised in angry un-

certainty for a few seconds, and then re-

laxed. viciously shosmg hu projector

back into its holster.

"What do we do now?- asked the

outlaw.

Coibic scaled cynically. “We stand

Jsere a while. Then we sit down. Then
we get up again. Then, like everybody

else slated for death, well manage to

•crape up some false hope, and well take

another look around. Thrn well sit

down again.
-

“Interestmg.” Deverel commented
quietly “I suppose that goes on ad i»-

fimkwm I don't like the routine, myself.

Wed. let's s<t down anyway.”

They sat down.

There was a long silence

There were gently fitful winds of am-
monia gas. Sometimes they could hear

the lapping of ammonia against the es-

carpment. The ammonia ram continued

:

its fall produced a constant, distantly

drumming sound in their ears But. all

in all. these sounds just emphasized the

eternal changrlessness of the place. •

Co!bie had the ferlmg that if he tat

there much longer he'd become just as

unchanging lies nerves were at the

snapping point. Snarling to himxif at

his impotence, he sprang to his fret, ran

to the lake's edge. Hr followed the

shore. Hashing his beam m all directiops.

Deverel watched him disappear into the

mists.

HF. SAT MOTIONLESS, a phan-

tom smile on has face. Wlwnrver be

thought deeply, hr always wore that

phantom smrfe. He was arTTring si vari-

ous cooclussonr which might or might
not mean something.

When Coibir came bacL. he said. “Sit

down, lieutenant. Your search hastens
fruitless”

Cotbie sat down.

Deverel by back on the smooth stuiT

of the island, sighing. "You know. Col-

bie. it's entirely possible that we're near

the settlement”

“I suppose so.
-

answered Cofbie in-

differently.

“It's nice to think of the place, isn't it ?

Especially since it wins as if well never

see it.

“It's fitted up pretty comfortably.

There's Earth food, running water,

heated rooms, shows, dancing pLaces. and
newspapers—old newspapers It cer-

tainly seems a dream to hare that doused

.city so near and yet so far.

“It's mighty unfrieisdly outside the

dome. Gas everywhere. You can

hardly dignify it by the name at-

mosphere. Red. green, yellow—poison-

ous stuff—cyanide, ammonia, sufphur.

Near the dry are mountains, which rise

to heights of four and five miles, hke

knives, and then drop down almost ver-

tical on the other side. Man doesn't

know much about them. But he’s got

the territory around Jupiter City pretty

well mapped out. for a radius of thirty

or forty miles

There are lots of interesting things-

in that area—geysers and lakes and

things bkr that : all full of a variety

of chemicals in a liquid state. There's.,

the Fountain—men call it that—«t‘s a

falls of liquid ammonia that spouls right

dut of the face of a ciiif They can’t

imagine its source. According to all

logic—they measure the force of the

falling liquid and can tell the height it

falls from—it should originate about five

Rules up.

“Some explorers went up that high

oocr. and with special instruments Uvy
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fallowed the Fccsuia in its course Once more Deserd had uniued his re-

through the mountain Free miles up— markable energies o1 the mod sad tad
which is sheet the highest a mountain escaped the U« ; eoce more Coibie had
ever gets on Jujetcr, doe to the gravity played the fool.

—they tost track of a. And they didn’t But cursing bis own stupidity was no
fmd the source. They found that, doe way to seise the questions paramount

to conditions of atmospheric pressure in his mind.
and heat up there, ammonia gas sroutd Where had Dererri gtoe? What
not coodeme to liquid. So how could Eight of logic had told him there sras a

there possibly be a source for the Focn- place to go to?

tain up that high? Well, it’s still a Cobie vat down and tried to think it

mystery. And there age those fussy out.

bills to the south of Jupiter Gty, Cotbic, There were these facts to go on : He
that are made of the hardest " was on an island about selects feet in

He paused. "Not boring you?" diameter, just about in the center of a

"Go ahead and talk,'* nursed Coibie. lake at least two hundred feet in di-

" But it's queer to hear you sentimental- amrtrr. The lake sras girded by un-

iting about the comforts of home.” tcalrable walls.

But Desert] by still, saying nothing It rained continuously; ammoaia rain,

more. Apparently he had said all be it was. that feQ without stopping, that

wasted to. came down in torrents, and with cco-

After a while. Coibie stretched out be- siderable force—an eternal downpour,
side him. He fdt apathetic. He was Did that mean anything ? Wa* there any
trot bothered so moth about their fate, doe there ? Thus his thoughts ran. and
now that be was quite certain srhat it suddenly something clicked. Did it

sras to be. For a while they would bse mean anythmg ? Certainly it did ! Why
and then they would die. There seemed didn't the lake rise ? Why didn't it come
no other course to follow. Dimly, in his up and oserrun the island ? There

moment of sleepiness, he remembered srasn't any visible outlet ; therefore there

that time within Vulcan when he had al- must be an invisible ope

!

lowed this outlaw beside him aB the He stiffened in exultation. That sras

latitude be wished, because he had been bow Deverel had gained egress from

so sure their cause sras hopeless. And this trap! But, be thought more soberly,

Deserel had escaped him. But. of course, if that outlet were subterranean, as it

thu sras different. There really 1 1 1 fgm i it be, then it srould almost positively

no sray out this tune So he slept—for lead to a point miles below the surface

be sras tired. And when he awoke, of Jupiter! Why. that was worse than

Drrerd sras gone. the present predicament

!

Drrere) must base been craty, he

y thought. No. be thought again. Desert!

was mat craty ; he was cunning, and be

HE SEARCHED the island, throw- sras the kind of a man who would take a -

mg bghc into every spot of darkness chance when the odds were against him.

wherein the outlaw might base secreted What then, was the chance srfaich Coibie

himself. He managed to scale the spire was overlooking ? •

that rove unfiawed almost in the center He couldn’t seise the problem,

of the island ; but it sras a gesture that He began to think about that

indicated his absolute bewilderment. singularly queer soliloquy the outlaw had

His bewilderment gase place to a bias- indulged m. and the more he thought

icg anger directed against bimseif . about it the more be was coesiaced that
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the outlaw had laid it with a purpose

—

pnhtpt to give Colbie a hmt aa to where

be had gone.

He had laid particular emphasis upon

a Jonas phenomenon called, hr son. the

Fountain. Was it possible that this lake

was the Fountain's source? Irnrably,

be drodrd it couldn't be. Men o< sci-

ence had proved that the Foutitaia orig-

inated five rreles up in the mountains,

and that the condensation of liquid am-
monia would not take place that high.

So Golbie had to reject the Foun-

tain—almost. He stubbornly believed

that Drierrl had alluded to the Foun-

tain with a possible solution in mind.

So Colbie arose from hu redming

position. waJVed down to the lake's edge,

where he stood looking at the watrr-

ciear bqusd. Hr hesitated (or but a

moment, then walked into the lake.

ITS BED sloped down swiftly : Colbie

reasoned it must be pretty deep. He
walked forward with a steady, unfalter-

ing pace. It came up to his knees, to his

hips, to his shoulders It was then he

heutaJrd again. shivering in chitl appre-

hension. It was the idea of going down
into the depths of the unknown that

made him almost sick with fear. But he

kept on walking, and when the constant

bombardment of rain ceased. he knew
that his lirad was brnraih the surface.

He took another step forward. His
font touched nutlung. He strove to re-

gain his balance, but he fell downward
slowly Hr could not stay himself. But

his fears were unfounded, foe he landed

cm a solid surface, and struggled to his

fret Frantically, he switches! on the

search Iran lank into the breast of hu
suit, thraigh hr liad wished Vo conserve

his frrwer for later emergencies The
swiftly dimming path of light did little,

however, to relies r that abysmal fear of

the unkiwwn
He came to the wall of the lake,

noted that it continued in unabated

austerity of cuntuur down to the lake's

Aooe. He followed it. one hand scrap-

ing it to help him keep his balance.

The take was quiet, but there was a

slight current. Knowledge of where

this current must lead made his nerves

crawl, but at least there was the com-
forting assurance that where he went,

there was Deverel Much goes! it was
going to do him.

The current ns becoming stronger.

He felt as if the fiat of a giant hand were

urgently pushing him along He tried

to hold bock. then, in panic, reabred that

nr coaun i.

So he ahandoned himself to the push

of the current. He cooled down abruptly.

There was no use fighting the unpre-

sentable.

Then he was swept of! balance He
began to spin. The lqi»fbb>ut him be-

gan to bod violently. He was swept to

the right, brealh-taldngfy. and it leevnrd

as if he could hear the liquid humming
past him. so swift became his passage.

With what little latitude of thought his

diary brain gave him. he rrascoed that

he was now in the outlet, a tunnel

through the escarpment, probably.

Foe a few seconds his course was
straight. He did not have the optimism

to befseve it would continue m that man-
ner. Of coarse, it was bound to make
a downward turn. Hr knew that well

enough, and waited for it. waited fur that

sickening drop down into the bowels of

the planet.

But. seemingly , the rigid lawn of logic

and phrsics were not adhered to on the

crary |danet Jupiter, for the current did

rue turn down, It turned wf.

Dumfoundcd. Gftwc found himself too

dated to hunt for the solution. He
didn't think there was a vkutmn. Why.
that stream simply cowl/w't turn up I

But it had

AFTER A WHILE he found hmurff

unable to think dearly anyway. In the

long hour of that vertiginous ascent, he
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»» butlerrd rrpcittdy ipiss the wals
c/ the puujr, and though the Jufitet

*uh. true to its legendary inrulnrrahskty,

•is n« affected. Gothic felt the shocks

in every bone and muscle in his body.

Turning over and over, oa a cock-

eyed merry-go-round, he found himself

unabie to correlate hzs thought processes

with the things that were happening to

him He had not the least idea whe re

he was going, but he wished with afl his

heart that be would get there.

Abruptly, be was no Icoger asccndmg.

He was coastmg alccg oa a straight

course. Somewhere below lay the take

—miles below, it must be. Incredible

little lake it Was. sending its surplus coo-

tent into an outlet which went upward,

defying the very law cd grantatks

!

He had risen a: a thirty-degree angle,

and now he began to drop at even a

greater angle, and thus a little faster.

Then a great light dawned in him. and

he thought he had grasped the truth.

But it slipped away from ban, even as

cocuoousnea* slipped away.

He had been losing consciousness

gradually. The merciless batterings

against the sides of passage were begin-

rmvg to tell The last thing he remem-
bered was placing his gravity corn rcl at

about Earth normal. He was falling,

falling fast, and he didn't want to hit too

hard. Then the darkness of the tunnel

seeped into his trend. He was quite

unaware of the remainder of the descent

S' and

VL

ABRUPTLY, be was coosoeus of

two things: first, a steady, throbbuig.

rushing, roaring sound that stole into

hss beds and seemed to dominate its

pulse beat; second, a strong light that

was directed squarely cato his face. He
tried to look beyond the beam, but

couldn't. Anyway, hr knew who it was.

"Keckng better T Dcvcrcl asked, and.

when Ccibie made an attempt to get to

his feet, added. “Stay where you are foe

a while."

He had a projector in his hand—the

deadly hand weapon of the twenty-third

century. He bad spokes slowly, doom
was all around them. The beam itself

had to pierce swirling, chaotically col-

oeed vapors.

"I knew you'd come along." said the

outlaw.

"Did youT
"Yes. I knew you'd figure it out far

enough to enable you to follow me. Of
course, 1 was only acting oa guesswork

myself. I was not sure I'd turn up
safe."

“Were safer
"As can be. That's the Fountain you

hear—all that rushing and roaring. Falls

about a hundred fee: from the face of

the did behind you into a deep lake.

I fished you out of the Lake. You were

floating You had sense enough to de-

crease your gravity potential, probably

for the same reason I did.

"Now you wonder why I went away
without taking you. As I said before. I

knew you'd follow. I dropped those

hints about the Fountain for that pur-

pose If I had taken you with me. Cbl-

b*e. 1 knew the cocfusioc cf it all would

give you the chance to get the upper

hand again. As it is. you see. I've got

the upper hand. I took your projector."

he added with humor.

'CoTUr groaned dismally to himseH.

Until now he hadn't realised it was
gone "Now what '" he inquired bit-

terly. - •

"I want your credentials."

"What 5"

"They'll give me immunity in Jupiter

City. Cdbie. I can get a ship from the

gamson I can escape some place

—

never mind where, busybody. Give me
your credentials."

"If you can get them." snarled Col-

Ue, thrusting out has jaw angrily.
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“If you don’t fire them to me. IH
lqll you and take tbrm.”

Cdbie opened ooe of the pocket

drawer* of the Jupiter suit and drew out

a long metal tube. He pre it to Deverd.
then eyed him questioning!?.

“I'm pug to Jupiter City.” answered

the outlaw. “You can follow me—after

a while. I sort of like you. lieutenant,

and I couldn't shoot you downsin cold

blood By the way. I suppose you're

sotred the enigma of the Fountain?”

Colbie nodded his head in affirmation.

Orrerd said. "Not so mysterious now.

is it? Simple, in fact. I thought of the

possibility when I went beneath the lake

;

but I was only acting on guesswork.

“It's possible. Colbie. that you had

forgotten the enormous atmospheric

pressure on Jupiter, a pressure which

would hare thwarted man’s settlement

of the planet had it not\beei» for the dis-

coTerr of the alloy frort which Jupiter

suits are made. That pressure is in the

order of thousands and thousands of

pounds to the square inch : it could raise

a liquid to the height of fire miles. If

you had thought of that pressure, pos-

sibly you would also hare considered the

possibility of a siphon.

“You know the prime requisite of a

siphon—that the liquid to be drained

away must lie above the point to which

it is drained. Well, the source of the

Fountain, the lake where we thought we
were hopelessly trapped, bos above the

mouth of its outlet, the Fountain."

DF.YEREL was talking >lowly, in a

monotone, perhaps merely to hear his

own votce in this solitude of murmuring
gases that wlurlpoolrd ceaselessly

around
“Take the ordinary siphoning tube

—

bqusjf is rising in the short arm. de-

scending in the long. It is atmospheric

pressure and gravitation that makes it

possible. Take the ascending part of

the hose—the bqusd in it weighs less

than the bqusd m the descending pun.

All right, the liquid in the descending

part falls—gravitation. It has a tendency

to produce a vacuum m the hose—right

where the siphon turns down at the top.

Nature, as you have doubtless heard,

abhors a vacuum. Air always tries to

fill this vacuum; but in this case it

can’t get in. Naturally, the air transmits

its pressure—atmospheric pressure—to

the liquid, and the lquid goes up. pre-

venting such a catastrophic occurrence

as a vacuum.

“In this case, the liquid was ammonia

:

the. siphoning tube was a tunnel through

the mountains: and the outlet was the

so-called Fountain. There you have all

the requisites for a siphon—perfect."

Colbie had listened patiently ; he knew
well enough the principle of the siphon.

He grinned wryly to himself. He had
known the principle of tbq^iphoo so well

that he remembered only that water, un-

der atmospheric pressure, win rise thir-

ty-three feet: but that had been on
Earth, and never for a moment had he

considered that Jupiter's immense at-

mospheric pressure was capable of rais-

ing a liquid of the order of density of

water to a height a" thousand times and
more as great. Deverel. of course, had

considered it!
*

But Colbie was able to pick the obvi-

ous flaw, or apparent flaw. “But." fie

pointed out. "the tunnel had to be filled

before siphoning operations could start

:

otherwise there would be no tendency to

a vacuum.”

Deverel was thoqghtfutty silent foe a

moment. “That's a good point, but I

don't think man will ever know the an- .

swer. All he can do is theoote.

Theorizing. I'd say that reice upon a .

time, a long time ago. the lake was far

up m mountain region, and the tunnel

was just a plain everyday subterranean

outlet, ending at the Fountain.

“Then the whole mountain range

buckled under the stress of weight dis-

tribution . the lake dropped; the tunnel
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»u bent into the form of a siphocing

take. It wasn't chckrd up, so the liquid

—it might have been, up that high, some
ocher liquid gas than ammonia—kept on
fiowtng. “ He nodded in satisfaction.

"That's probably the answer, at that.'*

HE WA^SILENT. Murky gases

danced fantastically through the beats of

light/

Celtic lay on the strangely spongy

soil, held there by the threat of the out- '

law’s wcapoo- He said. “We're using

cp cxjtjol"

Drrcrd s&iffxd, “How toof can you
breathe on what you’ve got ?“

“Thirty-six hours.” answered CoSac,

after inspecti&g the gauge.

Deverd growled to himself, “It’s fool-

ish things like this that are going to put

me behind bars! Wefl. you can get to

Jupiter Cry in about twelve hours. But
I want you to stay here the other twenty-

four."

Cathie's eyes widened in surprise. He
started to say something and stopped.

“I see.” he said, looting at the le tried

weapon. He met DevertTs eyes and
said solemnly, “You have my word of

honor that 1 won’t move any nearer Ju-

,

peter Cty than I am a: present for twen-

ty-four hours.”

Do e re! dropped the beam from Col-

tie’s face and turned it on his own. He
smiled in a friendly fashion “AA right,

lieutenant,” be said softly. “You’re a
good feOow—I hope the feeling is mu-
tual. Well, good-by! I’ll try to keep

out of your way hereafter—for both our

lakes I wish you would do the same!”
He turned quickly in the direction of

Jupiter Gty. The search beam built

into the breast of his Jupiter suit turned

with him, and almost immediately, save

for the faint glow of reflectioa freen the

thick gases that raced across the surface

of the planet, he was lost to sight.

Cotbse lay bade on the ground, be-

cause bis body was stiQ an inferno of

aches and pains. Bitterly, be began his

twessy-four-hour wait ; bitterly, because

he resented his helplessness. Deverd
wouldn’t have muds trouble getting a

ship, and then there'd be the whole solar

system that Colbie would have to go
over as with a comb.

He reflected that Dererd’s escape was*

not his fash so much as he had believed.

Natural phenomena had a way of help-

ing Deverd and forgetting him enti rely.
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»
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Smallpox of Space
by JOHN W. CAMPBELL. Jr.

THE esrty astronomers had do

cnacrprvno of the complexity of

the solar inUm; perhaps. if

they had. the science would arret have

started. The problems would have ap-

palled them. Normally, we think of the

solar system aa being composed of the

Son. around which encircle nine large

planets, a tew smaB ones, and a few odd

monos. making a total of—oh. thirty

Member* or so.

The total Bomber of individual units

compusing the solar system, each unit

followsag its own orbit tmder the io-

fturoce of solar and planetary g ra v ities,

certainly exceeds lOOjOOOjOOOjOOQ. As-

trooomer* mmji consider the effects of

al thooe oaks. Roughly, the dmsfonj

are: I sun ; 9 planets ; 2b moons belong-

ing to 6 planets (discovered to date:

Ncpftmr and Uranus probably hare

more): 3jD00. pr so. planetoids: 1.000.

or more, comet*; meteors to make the

balance.

So far we have considered the arith-

mrtic of the solar system; it ha* gone in

ice. big. round unit* : 1. 2. 3. <

—

9.

Arithmetic proper!y deal* with units;

now come* the calrula* of the system,

the mathematics of the tn&mtesunaL

Of what importance are these infini-

tesimals. these 30.000 asteroids and

planetoids ? Calculus depends on multi-

plying the infinitely Canute by infinity;

the answer then can be any quantity.

No matter how small the quantity, multi-

plied by something equal almost to

infinity, it becomes staggeringly huge.

Consider the problem from this angie.

linhoiunoias and astronomers since

the day of Newton have struggled with

the famous problem of 3 bodies; most

laymen consider that problem a sort of

higher brain teaser, aa interestingly

difficult trick problem oa which mathe-

maticians may spend idle1 hours. Basic-

ally. the problem requires that mathe-

matical formulas be developed sods as

to describe. fuDy and completely, the

motions of three gravkatmg bodies.

When solved it would permit the astron-

omer to i*dn ttMOdArd

formulas the quantities representing the

masses of the bodirs. their distances
apart, and their velocities. By certain,

specified mampulatjons the equations

could then be solved to find their posi-

tions and velocities at any future time,

however remote. Its solution, perhaps,

seems merely interesting, bat not vitally

important, since we can solve the prob-

lem of 2 bodies, predict the position*

and velocities of two graricstmg bodies,

by the laws originally worked out by
Newton.

Actually, the problem of 2 bodies is

an unreal fiction, of no practical im-

portance in itself. Vtwfor tkt tolar

tyttrm dart any rmek fr&Krm corn* nf.

This is the problem of purely theoretical

inters*, the toy for mathematicians, be-

cause it has do actual parallel m the

system. Thai, not the problem of 3

bodies is the unpractical theory.

To fully express the motions of three

gravitating bodies is the closest of all

astronomical problems. The Earth

-

Moon-Sun trio constitute exactly such

a system, and as Charles Fort pocnicd

out in Lo. astronomers cannot accurately

determine the time or place of occur-

rence of a total, solar eclipse. Neither

can the tides be exactly forecasted, nor

wiB they be till the 3 bodies can be

solved.

V
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The nsnoM importance of the pro- tances. the Earth-Moon system cm be

Urm of 2 bodies hes ail; in its ihlk; considered cor bod;, acting as a mass

to p»t approximate answers to the three concentrated at the center of (rarity of

bodies by considering them two at a time, the two masses. Thus, until the real

two at a time, time and }{Jra. each time problem is solved, quite accurate ap-

niUlot off a tiny bit more of the peoximatsoos can be made. Actually, of

inevitable inaccuracy. At planetary dts- course, the problem of the solar system
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upfwjti a problem of an almost in-

finke —her of bodies. JfV 4* m>».U fMl twv ifcr faU of tbe tytUm
im tkr for fWwr, brceajt w comnot

toivr tkot probin*.

The 3 bodies can be solved; eventu-

ally it will be. Shortly after k was
rtopind, Lagrange developed some

apodal sohtMu. That is. if the as-

tronomer a allowed to pick and choose,

and place fail bodies where he wishes.

»alotions can be attained for these highly

attsndal arrangements. Lagrange's

original tofastioat were of two types:

in the first, the three bodws so moved
as to always form a straight kne. la

the other, the three form an equilateral

triangle, whatever their masses. Both

of these systems are eternally liable.

The most complete discussion of the

problem yet developed is due to Poin-

care. who developed several other, more

complex special solutions.

CURIOUSLY, there is in the solar

system an almost perfect example of one

of these seemingly impractical, trick

mhaicws It involves Jupiter, the Sun.

and some interesting bodies never men-
tioned in science-fiction : the Trojan

planets, some of the most eursoos worlds

of the entire yystem. They are uniqoe

in this way. too; since they do repre sent

one of the few. rare, solutions to the

problem, they are. wilikr the Earth-

Moon system which wiH eventually

crash, stable. The Trojan planets win
wheel about the Son in perfect stabilky

for bog scons after the Moon has

crashed to Earth, strarge little worlds

circlmg m ortsi made rigid and secure

by the influences of the mghtiew masses

of the solar system; the Sun itself, and
giant Jupiter.

. Is a tense, the Trojan planets are

members of the gene ral class called

planetaids or asrerosds. The first of the

planetokli was discovered on the first

day of the first month of the first year

of the nineteenth century. January I.

1801. Pnrri. on that night, discovered

Ceres*, and calculations developed by

the German mathematician Gaass soon

showed that k was in an orfak between

Mars and Jupker.

By 1807 Pallis. Juno and Vesta had

been added to<he list of planets in orbus
between Mars and Jupiter. In ISIS an-

other was discovered. Since 1847 they

have discovered a: least oese every year.

The thing had evidently gotten some-

what out of hand. Oese was all right,

but at present about 1 .200 planetoids are

known, circling in and about that region,

ranging in size from Ceres, the largest

of them and only 485 sides m diameter,

down to mere cosmic boulders 5 miles

oe so across, things not enp round

enough to* merit the term diameter.

So out of hand did k get. in fact, that

astronome rs began to fed that there

must be thousand s, if not tens of thou-

sands of worlds there. The best guess

as to the total cumber at present seems
to be about 30X100 of all sires, shapes

and types. At first, astronomers had
thrilled to the new discoveries, but the

sheer number won become borirg. and
labor-saving devices were mrented

At present, asteroid discoveries are

made by mass-production mach inery.

Two general methods are used, each

based on the same idea. In the earlier

method, a telescopic camera is mounted
on a clockwork drive and adjusted so

that k moves exactly fast enough to off-

set the Earth's rotation on its axis. The
stars then appear to stand still They
form sharp, pen-point images on the ex-
posed plate. The planetoids, however,
are members of the solar system, and

*

move relative to Earth ; Earth's motion
m its orbit shifts them across the back-

ground of stars. The finished plate,

after hoars of exposure, will show the

rich, star-strewn background of points.

•1 fir—l *M Im*<H I* tw
y»*f la*U u fkftf IMI bU fUrv fiM I
MfdranM la a »»we mt mmmm* >km lac+»fl
lac »W a>li>| W rtprH»»a|i»rf 'Mm"

to fc aaaa mt lla H— mt (Mi fflaa
#<a*4L It to t ffMM
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marred by a few, abort, stubby line*

—

•mean produced by moving i ite made

Planetoids discovered by tbe doaen

while you wait.

The second method it even more ten-

tative Since all the atteroidt are almost

equally dutaat from Earth, revolving as

they do in approximately equal orbut.

they mujt all move in just about the

same maAer^ shift across tbe plate at

about t£e same rate. Fine. . Then-move
the pta^ by means of tbe clockwork at

a rate such as to exactly offset tbe mo-
tion of tbe average planetoid. Sow our

plate will show tbe start blurred. and

smeared by motion, while tbe asteeoids

will appear as nice, dean points, in gen-

eral. wkh only a tiny bit of blurring' in -

one direction or the other, dependent on
whether one was a bit nearer or more
dutant than the average. Tbe ad-

vantage is that aB tbe bght reaching the

plate from one tiny asteroid builds up.

hour after hour, on one small point of

tbe plate, and bodies so dim as to be

unable to mark tbe plate when moved
across, leave a firm impression. This

method, however, may miss asteroids in

highly eccentric orbits at such distances

as to make them move almost as slowly

as the stars.

THIS WORK is done largely by
amateurs, but what amateurs! To had
a new planetoid means that you must
first show that it is not aa old one.

Almost 1 JCO are known and recorded.

If the amateur suspects he has dis-

covered a new one. he must determine

its orb*, then compare it with known
orbits, and thus show that it is not an
old one. They have simplified orbital

calculations to the utmost, but it remains

mrvstaUr a mathematical problem not

to be Ugbtly undertaken by grammar-
school arithmeticians Further, the or-

bits cannot be determined just more or

less, roughly, because of the immense
complexity and the close parallelism of

those already known.

AST—

S

If the aJteroid system were modeled,
each body and its orbit being show* by

a bead on a loop of wire, it would be im-

possible to resnost one of the inttrtwin-

ing. inte rwoven, tangled orbits without

pulling out almost all the rest. The
model would resemble a steel-wool

scouring pad.

Some of the planetoids follow orbits

almost exactly circular, some have orbits

so elliptical and elongated they actuaSy

are more eccentric, than those of many
comets. Most of them lie almost exactly

in the plane of tbe orbits of the. large

planets, some cut out at weird angles,

as much as JO* out of the plane. Fur-

ther. tbotcThat slant out at this angle

usually have very eccentric orbits as

well. The orbits are neither concentric

nor evenly* spaced. Although most ot

them lie always between Mars and Jupi-

ter. some cross over to distances less

than that of Mars. one. at least.- ap-

proaching neater the Sun than does

Earth. On the other hand, many loop

out far beyond Jupiter, ooc. again, going

on out to the depth* of space beyond

Saturn.

The orbits are not by any means
evenly distributed, and. furthermore,

there are sharp and definite breakj . con-

centric rings about the Sun where no

asteroid can have its orbit, just as there

are breaks in tbe rings of Saturn, and

for a similar reason. At any given dis-

tance from tbe Sun. a fixed orbital

period is required for stabile y. the

period beiag determined rigidly by tbe

characteristics of solar gravity.

At those distances which require an

orbital period of 5.94 jean. 3.95 yean
or 8795 years there are no planetoids.

If there we-rr—they would be in phase

with the orbit of Jupiter; persadacaHy
the enormous mass of the Jovian System
would lay violent strains on them, twist-

ir^ their orbits aside viciously, for Jupi-

ter's period is twice 5.94 yean, three

times 3.95 years, and 4/3 of 8.795 jean

;

commensurable periods cannot be stable.
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la this tcMD, not only the tmu of

Jupiter would act. but the combined
tnui of S worlds, cadi planetary sue
in its own nght: Jupiter. Ia. Europa.

Ganymede and Calhsta This enormous
mass combines to act as a nughty whip
to force ( sexy body m the solar system

to avoid synchronization. Saturn itself

would not dare to approach close syn-

chroc; ration with that overwhelming

mass.

The asteroids themselves vary as

widely as their orbits, in site, character

and every other particular. Only the

largest have been inve stigated as indrod-

nala: Ceres. *&5 miles in diameter; Pal-

la*. JO* rales; Vesta. 2*3 miles; and

Juno. 11S rales through. The reflect-

ing power of the surfaces are our only

doe to their catsrr. for. being so small,

they have very hole mass, and hence no
nobceabie perturbing powe r .

The mass of Venus can be deduced

from the way it affects Mercury and
Earth; the mass of Kars can be ac-

curately determined from the motions of

its sa:dines. Ceres and the other

planetoids are too small for perturbation

work, and although they may well. have

satellites in a region so richly populated

with small bodies end ing at almost the

same speed, we cannot delect any. Since

they are so small it is practically cer-

tain that they have no atmospheres ; the

bght reflected from them does not pass

through a gaseous medium other than

Earth's own atmosphere, and hence the

spectroscope is useless. A mirror can

show equally well the spectrum of a

sodium flame or that of the Sun. but in

nerthrr case does the reflected bght say

much of the mirror's composition.

HOWEVER, the reflection intensity,

the “albedo" does indicate some things

of mterest. Ceres reflects light to about

the same degree as does our Moon.
From that »e might reasonably deduce

that, lie the moon, its surface was a

cragged. mountainous region of colossal

heights and fearsome gorges, with great

plains fanned by sharp-dropping hori-

xens. They are. no doubt, scarred by
the millions of meteors that have

pounded into its tmweathered surface.

Juno is a by more reflective than Mars.

Pallas about equally. Their surfaces

may be made op of fess-cragged - rocks,

or perhaps a coating of rock dwst. bro-

ken by the spaSmg action of sudden,

furious blasts of solar heal alternating

with interplanetary cold

But Vesta is as reflective the sil-

very. cloud-w rapped surface of Venus
or Jupiter 1 It is impossible that so tiny

a body has either atmosphere,
or cloud

;

even ice would be krpo—iUr m space,

for ice has a low. but distinct vapor pres-

sure. and doting the wans would dis-

sipate into space. Nothing more volatile

than mercury metal (it throw* off dis-

tinct traces of vapor, .which become vis-

ible when viewed wider a mercury-

vapor ate bght) could survive astrono-

mic tone oa Vesta. Yet its reflective

power equals that of the planets wrapped
with the most dense and cloud- filled

atmosphere. What the solution is we
do not know. A guess might suggest
that it was composed largely of quart i

crystals, or masses of white rock such

as calcium sulphate, or aluminium

oxides.

The oldest theory of the origin of the

planetoids is the suspwaon that they may
represent the remains of an exploded

primal planet, wfacne parts, though

blasted by some colossal nofence, still

follow the anornt orbit. If so. then all

the orbits should cross at one point, were

it not that during the ages Jupiter's at-

traction. the cross haul and tug of fiat-

urn and Mars, have served to distort

those orbits beyond rreogmtxm. How-
ever. certain ocher properties of the

orbus would remain forever, sufficiently

stable to show, even to-day. that they

had once started from a common point.

Laborious mvesugation has been

undertakes, and this has shown that the
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orbit* cross—mac (r» of them. Bat

not in one point—in mml u * mat-

ter of fact. There ore families of

planetoid* that had a common oripa

soroe-where in (pace, bat not #•/ com*
moo oripn—many. And there b one

property that throw* even (rarer doubt

# on thu question. Many of the asteroids

rotate oo their area, and the direction

of thu rotation can be dete rmined m
those cases (which are numerous)
where there b one bright spot, or a

brighter side of the planeload. AD
thnvc investigated rotate in the same
direction, in the direction that all the

planets and nessrlr all the satrlhtrs ro-

tate. in the same direction that thoue

bodies created in the original creation

^ turn. Would the flying [ragmetits of a
broken planet rotate all m the same
direction*

Let os return lor a moment to the

effects of Jupiter's mas* oo the pisnetnid
orbits. He would, evidently, make an
orbit of half hb period aitfiHt. one

of 2/3. or 3/4. Bodies in inch orbits

would be driven oatward, or forced in-

ward Saturn, too. would have a lesser

• effect, stirring and wavering the orbits.

Forced back and forth, changing and
shifting, the harassed planetoids would

seem tome measure of ftabibry. an orbit

that would not be disturbed in any way.

incommeasurable with all perturbing

bodies.

Bat. there b one. and only one: Jupi-

ter's own orbit. Nothing dares to get

in step with that mighty mass. Unless

k gets eractiy in step, lor Jopart esn-

j not perturb a body rotating in its own
orbk. at exactly the same rate, so that

k never comes nearer or gets farther

away from the planet. Remember that

one of the special solutions requires that

the three bodies, whatever their mass,

form the vertices of an equilateral tri-

aagle. The Sun b one mass. Japker the

second—and. of coarse, to be an equal

distance from the Sun. the third point

must lie in Jupiter's orbk. Further,

there are 2 possible points in that orbk.

one a distance ahead of Japker equal to

the dntancc from Jupker to the Sun.

one an equal distance behind.
Trojan planets iBnstrate this

solution neatly; 5 of these bodies oscil-

late about the point ahead of Jupiter,

and 4 about the second point behind

bus. Their orbk b perfectly stable, k *

being one of the 3-body sofatioo*. and

defended by the combined masses of

Jupiter and kb 4, planet-sued satel-

Ue*. Probably once planetoids were

harassed and whipped about by the cross

tags of planetary tractions; they were

driven out. till, at last, they foimd the

most stable situations in the entire solar

system ; the 3-body solution involving N

the 2 greatest masses of the system:

Japker and the Ssm itself.

WHAT VALUF. cu. the asteroids

have to man ? When space travel b es-

tablished. the asteroids win be use lem.

but their economic importance will, un-

fortunately. be undeniable They wk,
so to speak, rate with dbease: salaries*
things that cause all sorts of trouble^

First, the only use that has been pro-

posed lor them involve* mining them

lor precious metals, or hiding them off

bodily lor their content of nickd iron.

There b no doubt that they do. many of

then, consist of pure masvrs of nickei-

steel armor piercing projectiles. That

inextricable tangle of orbk* makes k
impossible to work with even reasonable

safety among them: were they all re-

volving m neat, concentric orbits, the

danger of enthsion would be small, be-

cause the space ship bent on mining

could match the speed of the local aster-

oid held, and so be in no danger of

lugb-vrlocky cofcsiooa The aneroids

are the anarchists of the system; they

don't behave that way ; all those looped,

eccentric orbits would cotne crashing

through at high velocity, making k im-

pottiblc to much ipfH o( ill thoic

in the nr^hborbood.

>
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. Furthermore, is diatmfinf inter*

phwtiQ 1 drodends k *n pointed oat

that Pittsburgh codd compete warn-

fully with pare, free iron oc the ar>
face of the Moon. If free iron codd not

pop its way from the Moon, it certainty

has no rhanrr of paying its way from
the deadly asteroid bek. Asteroid min-

ing is not hheJy to pay very early in

apace travel, that b certain. Imagine

the danger of prospecting, and develop-

ing. Living on Ceres, for inataace.

in No Man’s Land daring the Battle

of the Somme. •

Moat of that cosmic scrap, such as

meteors and. probably. the asteroids,
motabs platinum, tflwr and other

pceoocs tnrfalt Perhaps they would
pny for the wort The man who at-

tempts that matt treat the nkfcel-sted

alloy containing the plarinnm solely as

a pmdbr land of platinum are. And.
an, it's a honey! Yon can't crash k.

Only the toughest toots will cot it up.

It’s a notoriously stubborn alloy (armor
pbic) and it b dense, beavy stiff. Be-

fore separation can be affected, it matt

he ittssrtved in nod. or some ibnflar

The iron and nickel, at any rate, are

merely annoyances, not secondary

sources of profit. The best iHottratsoo

of that trouble b on nor own Earth:

Mood metal That b an alloy of cop-

per and mckeL The aided ores con-

tain drfmitr. recoverable arrant* of

phrinnm. indium, gold, nlver. and a

boat of -other precious metals How-
ever, so does the fjnirhrd Mond metal.

It doesn't pay to go to the trouble of

cjttrwcting them

And no one can doubt that the aster-

oids promise, to be the space pilot's

nightmare. That they wiB for a mo-
ment consider battering tkrospfc the

attetoid bdt b insane: naturally, they

win dodge it by the simple precise of

going north or wab* out of the plane

of the ecliptic, tod dodfB| ever the

bdt before returning ta lhe plane Bat

bore some of the attends follow orbits

intiinid more than 30* to the plane,

that dodge wil be a detour of hundreds

of ‘Ww— of tndra. and days of traveL

And a nice, judical balance between

“How dose to the plane can I go web-

out getting ruined?'' and “How many
days b this blasted detour going to

take?”

No. nobody b Hedy to become fond

of tVy snaSpox of



The Time Bender
by Oliver Saari

WIPING tiny bead* of per- of henry (bu, domed at the top. ten

tpirabon from hit forehead, feet high aad fire feet is diameter, coo-

Cameron ttepped bade and tuning a matt of tdcndfic apparatus

viewed hit machine, waling in hit quiet The matt noticeable part wat a cube of

way. ,
Mack metal at the bate of the cylinder.

A thick platform of brilliant metal Kerningly in contact with the platform

wat imbedded in the concrete floor of on winch the machine waa standing,

the laboratory On it retted a cyhnder Four compact umti of machinery
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ftraitrd tbt cube. connected to it. aad to

act other, by * network of tier wire*.

No pam «bdi might more or rotate

were viable ; the machine obkaed forces

greater by far than those appbed
through cogs ami wheels.

With thu, the product of many years’

labor. Cameron was about to conquer

the realm of time ! With steps that were

eager, yet a bit fearfully, he approached

his creation. He had but to adjust a
finely graduated dial to project himself

and the machine ahead in time—a year,

free years, a hundred, or a tatters

—

there was no beat are his own imagv
nation On hit trial Sight be planned to

travel to the year 3000.

The prraopie of the Time Traveler

hinged about Cameron's discovery of

neutroonim. the perfect mhatancc made
by draining the energy of atoms An
atom of ordinary matter is composed of

negative and positive charges of elec-

tricity—electrons and positrons—the

energies of the two hatanning each other.

Both are,pomelo of pure energy, with

practically no mass. Mass is given to

matter by the neutron, a heavy, inert

particle that is found in the nucleus of

the atom, one with each positron

Cameron had found a means of re-

moving all the energy of the electrons

and positrons, leaving an incredibly

dense residue of neutrenmm. held in a

tremendcuily rigid state by the grawta-

tserial attraction of its component parti-

cles foe each other. He had released

atomic energy, of course, in draining

the energy from the atoms, but be

treated that as a mere side product ; bis

goal had been neutreeuum. Absolutely

inactive chermealTy. reflecting all known
radiations, the "metal

-
possessed prop-

erties even Cameron, its creator, could

scarcely compjrebend.

Relativists have- suggested that

around the heavier stars time progresses

at a slower rate, because the immense
nas<n warp- both space and time

Cameron had invented oeutrocicm with

this in mind. Though the total mass
of the neutroohtm plate was negligible,
it was so highly concentrated that near

it was produced an almost visible space-

time warp. Light rays passing above it

were refracted because their time rate

—

and therefore their speed—had been

changed momentarily.

Just as a body in space cannot move
unless it has something to push against,

so- a body cannot travel in time—change

its time rate—unless it has a foothold

on that medium. The time warp pro-

duced by neutronium was the foothold;

traveling along and against it. the Tune
Traveler could move forward in time!

It could not travel into the post, for the

neutronium plate had to exist m all the

ages traveled, and it had not existed be-

fore Cameron had made it.

Of course, the scientist had kept his

discoveries secret ; time travel and

atomic power were too great to be let

loose upon the wocU of 1K2. A scion

of wealthy and indulgent parents, he

had been able to devote all has time and

a considerable sum of money for de-

veloping his ideas The project of con-

quering time would have been too great

a task for any other mortal, but

Cameron’s brand of inventive genius,

which may come but once in the history

of the human race, had enabled him to

come within sight of success.

Opening a section in the side of the

glass, he stepped into the cy knder. \\ ith

difficulty, he steadied his trembimg fin-

gers and grasped the bttle knob that was
to start the machine moving along the

time warp He turned a dial, checking

the reading carefully, then depressed the

fateful switch.

A spectator, entering upon the tab-

leau at that moment, would hare seen a
weird blue glow of electricity, heard a

pweracg whine, and seen the cylinder,

with a bent, white-smocked figure in-

side. swiftly fade and vanish. A wave
of air, rushing to fill the suddenly-
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formed vacuum. would hire propelled

him toward an empty platform of sal-

rery metal

Cameron's machine had altered ki
time rate. It »as still in the tame spot,

but it was invisible and intangible, as it

would hare been sn another dimension.

Within the Time Trayeler. Cameron
reeled from a ware of nausea that en-

relipel him. Through the (lass walls

of the cylinder he saw the laboratory's

tWttx ijht bulbs suddenly turn blue,

then violet. finally disappearing alto-

gether. displaced by an abysmal black*

ness To bis tenses the world outside

had speeded up. and ordinary kgbt rays

from it. striking his eye*, were changed

to frrquencsrs too great to be risible.

Sorm the rays would change from ultra*

nolrt to X rays, finally to cosmic*

—

but there was no danger ; they were not

sufficiently powerful to do barm. Be-

sides. he was m a different part of the

time dimension and douleed whether

anything from the outside world could

hare affected him.

One eaukant thought beat at bit

brain: thr machine had worked! He
was traveling in time!

IN THE basement IrrH of Chicago,

tinder that nale-high structure of steel

and glass. Vakhor worked incessantly.

The object of his labors, a transparent

cefhriteen cube seven feet on an edge,

was slowly nearing completion under

the twenty-sixth century scientist's

nimble hands.

There was an indefinable air of great

age about the tabxalory. caused per*

_
haps, by the seamed and cracked ap-

pearance of the concrete Boor. In the

nwddle was imbedded a round platform

of brilliant metal, about six* feet in

diameter. The history of that object

was strange indeed. 1

Some one in the latter part of the

twentieth century had discovered the

platform, which had been located ia an

abandoned laboratory belonging to one

Cameron, who had disappeared. The
thing rested on a reenforced concrete

base that went down to the sobd rock

of the earth's crust. During the cen-

turies it had lam there, never changing.

Soentilts had tried to azulyre the

strange substance, only to hod that it

resisted their best efforts. They could

not make it combine with any sub-

>stance ; heat had no. effect upon it;

they could neither raise nor decrease its

temperature' They knew it was very

dense, but they could not fend its specific

gravity, being unable to cut the slightest

piece off it. or even scratch it. with their

tools.

Vakhor had stumbled upon one of ka

pecukar properties quite by accident. He
had found that thr Urange substance
warped time to a noticeable degree t He
had noticed the refraction of bght pass-

ing over k. and. by successive experi-

ments. had proved that this refraction

could be due to no other cause than a

considerable spacr-omr warp And
now. on December 27. 2SM. he was
about to utikxe k as a means of propel-

ling a machine backward through time!

His time machine, the crDosheen cube,

was at last completed.

Vakhor's aim was to sofrr a my stery

that had always intrigued him : the

mystery of the great Chicago explosion

of 22S3. On June 14th of that year, at

three o'clock in the morning, the city

had. been awakened by a mighty ex-

ptosson that had occurred tn the middle

of it. breaking nearly every plate of

glass within milea.

It had not been an earthquake,

merely one unheralded explosion that

had shattered the eardrums of many
who escaped with their bees. Of course

the cry of "War!" had sprung up. but

there had been no enemy to fight-

none who could have commuted the

wanton act of destruction. Three hun-
dred yean had elapsed since that date;

yet the cause of the explosion had never
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ton iiwwnA It remained oat of

the {Ttateit unsolved mysteries of the

••rid. •

II mi ^khor'i plan to travel back-

ward ia tine to June II. 22SJ. the day

before the gylotiaa. ud attempt to dis-

cover the msec for the diiaster. The
medium of me travel—the nrntnoo
metal plate—bad existed loof before the

csplorion. and be cnuld catily reach that

date by following the tune warp that bad

rented through the ceoCunex. On ar-

nrio| at the correct time, be aoaU net

have to scout far in bis search, for bis

time traveler was located scene here

near the spot where the strange disaster

had taken place.

The scientist had invited several of

his colleagues to watch the beginning cd

bis journey into time. After acknowl-

edging the chorus of good wishes, he

stepped into his machine and jerked the

switch that was to send him boning
back through the ages.

"The years ticked off Vahhor's dials

with dockike regularity. 2500—2423
—2350—2300— He tensed, waiting

for the mocnent » ben the autocrat* con-

trol would stop, the machine near noon,

on June II. 2251.

He could see nothing through the

transparent malls of the cube, foe be had

ten crept backward through the moctha
—December—August—June
Cameron, of the twentieth century,

was using the time warp to propel him
ahead in time. Vakhor of the twenty-

sixth century was usmg the same warp
of a later date to push his machine back-

ward. Their paths intersected at the

midpoint—at exactly 1:14 o'clock co
the morning of June 14. 2251

!

For one instant both machines were

in the same space at the same time. The
time warp bent under the momentary

strain, and instantly they materialized

above the platform, being thrown into a

normal time rate by the collision When
a fundamental law of physics is violated.

aS the forces of the universe are exerted

to make the offending matter conform.

The time machines could set exist in

the same space at the same lime rate

—

yet they were so placed Therefore

they expanded—violently.

Vakhor had found the cause of the

Chicago explosion, but he was destined

never to know it. .And Cameron was

never to reach las goal, the -year 3000.

for both be and Vakhor had beets con-

verted into scattered atoms.

The great inertia of the neutron:um
plate saved it from being driven into its

concrete base. The force of the ex-

plosion t rase led upward and tideways.

The plate by there, buried under the

wreckage, whang patiently for a Val-

thor. who had not yet been born, but

comple tely reversed ku time rate, and

was invisible and intangible to the out-

side world.

The dial reached 2253 : the finer nle- who hadalrfcdy died

'
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the conciart and left an undisputed fidd

to has pwroui rival.

Webb Foster was sincerely sorry for

him. He knew the proud sensiiroty of

the Martians, beneath their outward

armor of indifference. and he tried to

find Kn-mrr after theSqembers of the

quinquennial meeting had scattered to

their respective space ships Bet Ka-
mer was not to be found. He had van-

ished. '

Whereupon Webb, with a shrug of

his shoulderv and slightly fiarterrd

withal, returned to his space laboratory.

This was famous throughout the system,

and the fruit of years of contriving.

Webb Foster required absolute isolation

and profound peace foe his researches

into the origin of all things, into the fine

structure of space and rime and matter. *

These desiderata could no longer be had
on Earth, his native planet.

Earth was a vast garden dry with a

population of ten billwo humans. From
pole to pole swift-moving platforms

made an intricate network of intercoro-

mcnkatKO : underground, .express

monocars whined through vacuum tun-

nels : overhead, glistening planes darted

along aerial traffic lanes; while from a
thousand rocket ports great space Eners
took off for Mars. Venus, the Moon, and
far-off Calbslo. capital of the Jovian

hegemony. A vcventu*. brooding on the

very fundamentals, the ground plan of

the universe, could End no peace on
Earth.

So Webb Foster had built his space

laboratory . It took Eve years and the

unremitting labor of a thousand men
But when it was brushed, the planets

marveled, and hii fellow scientists ached

with pnswsvive longing

It was a great crystal sphere, a thou-

sand feet tn diameter. The material was
plam-glavs. a transparent composition of

Webb's invention. Its tensile strength

was that of Ene-wrought steel, but its

hghtnesa greater than that of ahmwr.aan.
In its normal state it transmitted all the

beating waves of space without let or

hindrance; when polarised, however,

only the wave lengths of fight . could

slide along the latticed crystals. Neither

eWtridty, nognrttsm. X rays noe cos-

mic rays could force their lethal energies

through the impenetrable hairier. A
special repubor*screen, such as the space

ships used, diverted pkmgtng meteors

from their destructive paths.

Within the vast concavity Webb Fos-

ter set up his laboratory. All the nor-

mal apparatus was there; huge dyna-

mos powe red by solar radiation , giant

electrostatic bolls, flaring electron tubes

high as a building, mass spectrographs,

a powerful phoeo-eircinc mosaic tele-

scope. dedicate immersion baths.

But besides this regular equipment

were machines that Webb himself had

fashioned ; infinitely sensitive wave traps

that tapped subspace itself, positron

segregates

i

. where those flash- vanishing

ephemera of nature could be held in-

definitely ; strange spiral whirbfigs in

whose light-approaching speeds tint it-

self seemed to have lost its forward

march—and a myriad other complexes

of uhra-socnce

Nor did Webb forget the more
material bodily comforts. At the very

crater of k> space laboratory he placed

his bring quarters, wherein he studied

and ate and slept and had his controls,

like an alert spider a; the core of his

web. In his storage compartments there

was always a sufficient supply of de-

hydrated feed for three years of wan-
dering. a thousand-gallon tank of water,

and air-punfriog machines whereby the

atmosphere could be indefinitely rene w ed

and kept dean and wholrsoenr.

WHEN the great globe was com-
pleted. and stocked with all its multi-

tudinous machines twenty rocket tugs

towed it from its Earth hangar out into

space, set it upon a presvously calculated

ortwt a nwllicn miles beyond the Minn,
gave it the necessary orbital impetus.
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and Kt it fret Whereupon the space

Lboniorr trane a vcood satellite to

Mirth. molrmg mijatiaH; around the

parent {lo6e is uninhibited piriutiona]

&(h. rotating slowly on its own axis to

generate an artificial grantatsocial held

within.

There, in the depths of space, flash-

ing bice a minor planet, the space

laboratory went its way. using no power

in its interminable orbit, granting to its

master that isolation, that abstraction

from mundane noise and crowding which

no longer existed on any of the inhab-

ited worlds. Yet. when he willed, a

pulsing stgtul would bring a stubby,

gnnty cargo liner with the requisvte sup-

plies. or a space lock would open and

eject a small, fast space cruiser piloted

by hmtseff Nor was the great sphere

itself devoid of directive motion. Jet-

onikrs studded its shining surface like

crater pits, and sufliciently respectable

spe£fs could be built up from the rocket

-

fuel tanka to take the giant laboratory

even to the ekwefstart. if necessary.

Now Webb Foster returned with a'

sigh of rrbef. He jockeyed his tisy

space cruiser into the silent lock, heard

the convex panel hiss into position be-

hind him. waited the required period

until warmed air flooded the erstwhile

vacuum inside, and stepped out eagerly.

Already the conclave of the scientists

was dismissed from his mind. Ku-mrr's

disappointment became a wavering mist.

This was home—and there was much
work still to be door, important re-

searches temporarily mtrrncgg^ by the

meeting

As the inner slide opened, a great face

thrust itself suddenly into his own—

a

gunt face, black as a starless night,

gnmacittg with debghi. A cavernous

mouth yawned and a bull voice roared.

“Welcome, master T
Most Farthnsrn would have hern

taken aback and more than a little afraid

of the monstrous apparition But Webb
looked up without surprise, and even

7S

considerable pleasure, at the giant, and
answered cordially. "Hello. Stet! It’s

good to see your homely lace again."

The giant grinned toothlessly. He tow-

ered over Webb a gcod three feet, and

Webb himself was tall for an Earthntan.

Yet. though his bulk was ponderous, he

moved with strange, catlike swiftness,

and the muscles rippled over his ebon
.

form. •

He was a Titan, a member of the trog-

lodyte race who inhabited that largest

satellite of Saturn tinder conditions of

cold and airlessness that would have

proven fatal to any other people in the

solar system. It was a savage, desolate

world, from which the space voyagers

usually veered away with cautious haste

;

a world liable to erupt these giant Titans

from their unseen burrows to obliterate

a venturesome expedition.

Yet Webb Foster had visited Txan m
search of radio-active elements beyond

the Earth tables, and found cranium.

No. 95 in the list—and also Stet! Stet

was engaged in a desperate losing battle

with a horde of his UHbw tribesmen.

Webb discovered later he had violated

one of the obscure taboos of the planet.

A few well-placed bums of penetron

shells had scattered the howling savages

to their burrows, and Stet. more dead

than alive, was hauled incontinently into

the space laboratory. Webb nursed the

poor Titan back to health and found him-

self with a devoted servant, an unshak-

able. loyal dog on his hands. And he

learned avilurd methods with surprising

rapidity, became exceedingly deft with

the machines and a tower of superbly

functioning strength to Webb in more
wars than one.

The problem of a name bothered

Webb foe a while. The Titan's native

apprflatson was altogether unpronounce-

able to an Mirth bound tongue. Finally,

he called him Stet—a word culled from a

long-dead Language—because of bis

quality of standabdity. so to speak. If
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Webb orftrri him to hold a certain

_ Kata, a certain firm state of things

until further orders, be bad the com-

forting assurance that that situation, in

Sect's bands, would partake of the tune-

less. would be abstracted from the gen-

eral flax of normal events, until Webb
gate countermanding orders.

WEBB let bis eyes roam lovingly over

the mate of apparatus—each machine

stripped , lean, shining with hidden

power; bis Dostrils twitched the pure

artificial air like .an ancient war horse

muffing battle. This was He; this was

ecstasy. Already be was swinging down
the slanting catwalk toward the central

den. Stet lumbering behind. "Any-
thing new 7~ he demanded ever his

shoulder.

The giant rolled his white-

r

immed
eyes. "Nothing, master." Then he

screwed up his face. "Thar is—least

-

*
wise. Stet don't know. Been some funny

Sashes a-spurting from the Baho Dome,
and they’s been things fumbling round

this old space lab
"

Webb halted sharply. "What things?"

he demanded.

The Titan scratched his shaggy pate.

"Stet don't know." he confessed. "He
saw jerky marks on the detector panel.

heard signals in the amplificators 7
"Amplifiers. Stet !"

“Yes. master—amplifier:or». Bet Stet

couldn't see nothing nowhere. Finally,

the fumUmgs give up and go away."

Webb frowned, thought Balto

Dome was the chief mining area on the

farther side of the Vlooo—that is. the

side eternally turned from the Earth.

The Moon had been coiceiiied for fire

centunes It was the treasure chest of

an exhausted Earth, the rich storehouse

of preoouv metals and chemicals which

had long since vanished from the par-

ent body. A fleet of cargo bools traf-

ficked regularly between planet and

saleHitr. laden One way with heavy ore

aad returning with food, clothing, ma-
chinery and the essentials of He.

• The first colonists had built great

domes on the Moon’s surface, within

which aH operations took place, and
ventured out on the airless surface only

for exploration, dad in flexible space

suits. In the beginning the Moon had v .

boused scattered mining communities of

men only—then women followed their

men ; families were born, and the amen-
ities of He crept into the pioneering

crudities of the domes. A century be-

fore. the Moon had taken on itself do-

minion status, with its own ruler and a
compact of amicable association with

Earth. The parent planet had con-

sented.-

Unexplained flashes from Bako
Dome? Could there be trouble down
there? Webb stared at the mosaic ana-

lyzer of the telescope. The Moon
seemed Donnal. quiescent. But Baho
Dome was invisible; it was already

around the irregular terminator. Fum-
bling—unseen vibrations on the surface

of his retreat? Impossible! His instru-

ments were sufficiently sensitive to have
.picked up even the fight emission of a
single atom, once it penetrated his re-

pulse* screens. Furthermore, not even

a penetroo shell could have forced its

way through the field so as to impinge

on the ptani-gUas. and upon the de-

tectors.

"Stet!" he said suddenly. "You’re
sure you made no mistake Y'

"Yes. master."

Webb shrugged his shoulders and foe-^
get about it. Wherein he made a seri-

ous error. Foe Stet had been trained

to accurate percrptjco. even though the

theory of the instruments was far beyond

his savage trad. Furthermore, the Ti-

tans possessed several senses bey cod
those of the ceher denizens of the solar

system senses still not fully exptlamed.

They knew certain things intuitively

which even the finest of instruments

could noc detect-
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DAYS PASSED—that u. din ticked

off by an Earth chrooometer. The {trit

space tab >vun[ around the Earth like a

atone in a gigantic sling.

The Moon hared ill arid surface,

passed slowly through its first phase, as

larger and lesser satellite went into con-

junction. Balto Dome beared into eiew

again. Its smooth bubble of ferro crystal

was blankly dark. The Sun was an in-

candescent. burning glass, a molten fury

o( fight
;
yet. dose to its blinding rim.

stars gleamed with serene, pure gesture*.

The planets moved in normal paths ; the

nebula made filmy veils against a jet-

black profundity.

Yet Webb saw nothing of this. The
plam-glass was polarized. so that only

the,filtered bjht of a shorn Sun entered.

The repulsor screens were on full power.

He was isolated from the universe. He
was furiously at work, concentrated on

a certain research, mathematical in its

nature. He lived in a welter of integrals

an! vectors and tensors. He invented

hi* own terminology. He was seeking

the fundamental formula, the set of equa-

tions that would hold the universe within

its symbols- He barely slept ; he hardy
ate. Only Stet’s hosenng ministrations

reminded him of these necessities.

The days wore on and on And the

giant Titan grew more and more un-

easy. There seemed no end to this par-

ticular phase of his master's concentra-

tion. Stet swung with his queer gait

to the outer detector screen, gaped at the

tiny intermittent flash which showed
that outer-space signals were vainly

seeking entrance, returned to the cen-

tral cell to peep in hopefully at Webb.
Put Webb never ooce raised his head.

And again Stet retired, grumbling, roll-

ing his eyes. His orders were strict.

On the third Earth day the signal

grew more insistent. It was a continual

fta-ti That, to Sect's mind, meant some-
thing most urgent, unprecedented. Some
one was making desperate efforts to con-

tact Webb Foster. With a scowl of de-

termination. the -Titan retreated to the

inner cell He tapped gently. No an-

swer. He tapped again.-harder. Webb
raised his head angrily. A beautiful

equation had been forming in his mind

;

this interruption had scattered the essen-

tial elements.

"Haven't I told you time and again

not to interrupt me he exploded.

The giant docked his head submis-

sively. “Ye*, master."

“Then what in Pluto do you mean
by

“

“Some one making signal."

“Let them?”

"Put they been making signal for three

jumps." Stet insisted. A "jump" was
his term for an Earth day. "They must
wart master very bad."

Webb grumbled, arose unwillingly.

Why in Pluto had he built this space lab

if not to get privacy ? He looked regret-

fully at his calculation* Put already

the tag end of the equation had fled from

his clutching brain. He might as welt

find out who wanted turn with such ve-

hemence.

HE WENT up the catwalk, stood

frowning before the detector screen. The
signal was a mute, persistent flash.

Still grumbling. Webb thrust open the

polariring unit. At ooce the little flicker

of bgfx became an angry buzz. Webb
locked startled, plugged in. That par-

ticular pitch described only one thing

—

the tight, restricted hand of the Plan-

etary Council—the rulers of the solar

system. Only in cases of the utmost

emergency was it net used.

An angry, yet much harried face

sprang into view on the visor screen.

Hyatt Forbes. Earth representative! He
was a bald old man with thin lips, a bold,

demise nose and eye* that were dia-

mond drills. Put just now there was
nrmgled fear and relief in their depths.

"Thank Heaven you're still alive.

Foster !“ he gasped. "Bv this time I

thought they had you. too." Then anger
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cwnWinnl rtW. “Why the dm]
didn't you answer our call before this ?"

Webb looked slowly around the en-

circling screens. One by one. other faces

mm into view— faces of diverse nativ-

ity. of different shapes and characters*

The lords of. the solar system—the aE-

povrerfuls—the Planetary Council: An-
sel Pardee, director of the Moco

—

browned to brick darkness by the un-

impeded ultra-violet of the Sun. a rock-

hewn. determined man. vigorous, abrupt,

fit descendant of the early Moon
pioneers from Earth : Zog. tribal bead
of Venus, a pale-g^pen creature with

sStted. bdkss eyes, pouched cheeks m
which a tpeoes of giDs extracted oxygen
from the water-drenched atmosphere of

his planet : Ixar. scientist of Mars,
ocher-red. impassive member of an an-

cient race, infinitely indifferent to life,

habituated to a dying world of desert

sand; Qys. lord of the Jupiter planets,

who ruled the circling swarm from his

capita). Callisto—bleached skin and
saucer eyes, ro catch tired light, be-

trayed the distance of the Sun from his

domains. Ir.trrsor volcanic fares warmed
his four habitable worlds.

And «i all the faces shone similar

emotions: anger, fear, uneasy, wary
suspicion!

Wrhb took his time in reply—delib-
erately. When he spoke, his words were
cold. "I’m know. Koebes. that I re-

sent intrusions on my privacy. It dis-

turbs my work. As it is
”

“Hahr grunted Qys of CaJhsto an-

grily "Perhaps he had a reason for

hiding from our sight. 1 told you——

"

“Please say nr^ more.“ Ixar of Mars
interrupted with ijuiel gesture. "Webb
Foster is right He is a scientist. That

is sufficient explanation
“

"So were the others.
-

Ansel Pardee.

Moon director, interrupted beutaJJy

“We’re warning him for his own gcod
”

"And for the good of the system.”

Zog of Venus vpjeakrd softly.

Webb Foster waited for them to cease

their rapid-fire ejaculations. He did net

fear than, though they were all-power-

ful in the planets Hr was Webb Fos-

ter. premier scientist of all the worlds,

accustomed to going his solitary way.

But bis curiosity was aroused.

“What.” he demanded, "is the mean-
ing of all this?”

Hyatt Forbes' baldish brow was fur-

rowed with trouble. "It started with

the ending of the assemblage of the sci-

entists." he explained

"They all left with me." said Webb.
“I saw them off in their space ships,

heading for their respective planets*”

"That is so." Forbes nodded. "But

a half doura never got there."

"Lost?"

"That might account for Koos of Ve-
nus.- and Larsen of the Moon. They
flew their own ships But An-gok of

Mars and Yb ©f lo went on the reg-

ular space liners They vanished m
nadspace. without a trace."

"And that isn’t all." declared Pardee

abruptly. He seemed the angriest of the

council. "Sinrf then a hundred more
—the best scientists of the system—have
disappeared. Four days ago I lost Jim
Blake, my No. 1 Engineer, right out of

the Baho Dome 1
I haven’t been able to

get a lick of work out of the rest of

them since. They’re scared to death."
’

THEBALTO DOME?" Webb rx-

c'-urred involuntarily That was where

Sttt had claimed he had seen unauthor-

ired Sashes four days ago.

"So that surprises you. Webb Fos-

ter?" Qys of CaJhsto grunted softly, his

white skm twitching, hb eyes rounder

than ever.

"You will please desist from such

comments," Forbes declared sharply.

"The council has already discussed that

phase of the matter and come to a final

decision"

"Ah" Wetfc’s eyes glittered ; hi*

bps tightened. "So I have been the

subject of a council decision, have 1?"
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be uid slowly. "In other vordi, I ta
under tutpxna

'

"Sot st »1' Iur of Mir* marmurcd
quietly. “It mean* only that our nerre*

are rasped; that, a* scientist after sa-

entirf. the keenest mind* of the system,

vanished into tuthsajneu. in sprte of

all
.
protection, of all guards, suspicion

was bound to flare up " He smiled the

alow Martian smile. “We're even ac-

cused each other."

“Of -hair
*. “Of seeking to disrupt the council, of

attempting to establish a personal dic-

tatorship orer all the planet*. That is

whjr the brain* of the iTStba are being

removed—to make the rasicr foe

the final attack."

“IX> you beisere thatr
The Martian’s eye* slid around the

circle of hi* co-ruler* in the visor screen.

“No. I do not. Foe none of the planets

hare been spared. It is my theory—and
Zog of Venus and Forbes of Earth agree

—sth me—that the danger be* from be-

yond the system. These men hare ran-

ished in spite of all safeguards. They,
hare been plucked from the midst of the

most sensitive —arsing instrument*,

without any vibration recording itself.

This science is not of our planets. It

must come from beyond. I fear"—and

he paused to let his words sink m—“that

this is but a preliminary invasion of be-

ings from outer space—beings invisible

to our sense* and instruments, beings

possessed of a science mightier than any
of our contriving We are in a serious

danger."

Webb grimed wryly. He thought

again of the disregarded warning the

faithful Seel had given bins—of strange

fumbling* along the pani-glass. Had^he
invaders thought that he. Webb Foster,

was inside? Yet that did not sound
right. For Stet had seen and beard the

fumbling*, the groping*, on the detector

screens. Whereas Ixar had just said

A startling theory flashed across

bis mad. Perhaps the instruments had

shown nothing
;
perhaps iyni the mys-

terious extra-sensory equipment of the

Titan which had apperceired the dis-

turbance. and attributed it to the screens.

Good Lord!_ In that case

He swung around the arde of the

visor screens. “Thank you for the

warning." he told them grimly. “I shall

take the accessary precautions
~

"We wish you to do more. Webb Fos-

ter.". retorted Forbes. "You are the

only 'one left in the solar system that

can help us. We want you to trace this

terrible business to its source. If what

liar say* is correct—and I think k is

—

we stand on the brink of some dreadful

doom."
"I am merely a scientist." Webb

pointed out. "You have your space

patrols, your interplanetary guard. That

is their job."

Forbes made a gesture of Mplessaes*.

"They're tried their best. Eren now
they’re covering all the planetary space-

ways. conducting a systematic search

And while they are searching, snore men
are being plucked from ships, from spe-

cial underground chambers They arc

being made X mock of; their fonasdabte

weapons are useless. Only spur brains

stand between us and disaster. If you
should fail

"

"Thank you for an unmerited compli-

ment." Webb interposed coldly. He
knew be was JtiQ an object of uupsoon.
He could read the truth in the eye of

Pardee of the Moon and Qrs of the

Jovian satellites. "There are others that

are competent, or better, than I. I am ex-

tremely busy just no—. Why not ask

Ka-mer of Mars to try bis powers T
He caught the swift, bimkmg glances

that flashed among them and wondered,
liar took it upon himself to nassrer.

"Ka-mer." he said with quiet weari-

ness. "was the first of the scientists to

disappear."

Webb digested that. If Ka-mer. with

all his vast resources, had been taken,

then He looked longingly back to
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his tuner crfl. He had beta on the verge

of that ultimate. universe-shaking equa-

tion. Now it would be lost—perhaps

forever.

“Very well." he said. “1 shall do

what I can. Bat." and he cut short their

buzz of approval. “I must be pe rmitted

my crwn methods, without superrissOB

and without hindrance. And the first

of my requests is that no hist be per-

mitted to leak out of this conference."

"Agreed." Forbes said hastily—too

hastily, Webb thought. For he saw the

scow] on Pardee’s face, the fierce suspi-

cion in the huge eyes of Qys.

“Do yoa wish." asked Jxar with del-

icate intonation, “a patrol of ship*

around your laboratory?"

“Not a cor." he retorted firmly. “I

want, above all. to be left alone."

IL

WEBB FOSTER completed his

preparations They were simple. Noth-

ing untoward showed on the surface of

hi* plant-sphere. It is true that he polar-

ized the surface, so as only to permit

bghf vibrations to come through, but

that was always done when he was at

work. In the depths of his eefl. how-
ever. hr did this and that. Then be

west calmly to sleep, a tiny pressure but-

ton concealed in his right fist. But first

be ordered Stct to watch before the de-

tect panel.

The huge black Titan goggled at him
foolishly. "Master not going to make
search like btg council sayT be asked

in hurt tones

Webb Laughed at his injured coun-

tenance. "No. Strt. I am not. As a
matter of fact. I am gong to let rt* in-

visible kidnapers come for me. I would

rather meet them on my own terms."

The giant grinned understandingfy.

"You make yourself bait, eh, master?
1"

"Exactly. Now get to your post and

remember your instructions."

The next few hours were difficult to

bear. Webb pretended to be asleep, his

ryes dosed, his breathing relaxed, bis

right hand sprawling in a natural fist.

Unknowing who the enemy was, how he

would strike, or what his powers, he

was determined to avoid all suspicion of

preparedness. But. most of all. be relied

co the extra-sensory perceptions of St(L

He was certain that his instruments
would not register the coming of the

stealthy invaders, but he was just as

certain that the Titan's strange intui-

tions would fed their presence and give

him warning in time.

Webb had never known space to be so

quiet before. And airless space is at

all times thf very acme of silence. No
air currents stirred or whispered with

dry leaves; no distant water murmured
plangent tales ; no insects hummed their

strident song; no plants >wt!kd with

sap and expanded with little ciinkles of

sound. He was alone in the universe.

Sect, watchful before the panels, might

have been on distant Betrigruvr .

Webb was a brave man. but this end-

less waiting for the unknown was an

unbearable strain. He wanted to open

his eyes, to move his cramped limbs, to

scream out. He dad not.

Then, suddenly, a cold wind seemed

to stir over his heated forehead. It was
Stet's voice, whispering along the thin

wire next his ear, its resonance damped
so that h was inaudible a foot away.

"Master! I bear fumbling*! I see a

light co the screen ! Master!"

Webb set his teeth, counted tew slowly.

It was the hardest work he had ever

dcoe in his life. Then be pressed his

button. Barbed in a sweat, he opened

his eyes.

The cell was diffused in a strange, un-

Earthiy luminance. It was color, and it

was not color: it was light, and yet it

was darkness also. Webb had. by con-

tacting certain concealed transformers

of hu own invention, brought all space

waves, from the mfinitesitnal course
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nji up to tbc mile-long Hertzian pcivri.

within the na|t of visible hght

The famflnr central cefl wd
anmething strange. remote. He seemed
in a different universe. He saw through

the dura] walls, pierced the mu; dance

of molecular vibration. But there was
nothing else. His aching fingers, ready

to press the button a' second time to

create an impenetrable space warp
around whatever it was that had come
for him—relaxed- He uttered an oath.

Sect had been premature—or mistaken!

SWIFTLY, be launched himself out

of the chamber, up the catwalk toward
the detector panel. The ebon Titan

stood before the darkened screen, bis

eyes rolling fiercely , bis gfraaang tkha

bunched with moving muscles, his great

hands Sexing and mrflrTiwg as though
they acre already winding joyfuSy
around an enemy throat.

“See. master!** be rumbled hoarsely.

"He make signal on detector ; be make
noises hcnblmg around. Sect go get
Kim "

Webb stared. The screen was a blank

quiescence; the isfimtely sensitive in-

struments showed no tiniest sago of dis-

turbance. Nor. strain fats ears as be
might, coold he hear the slightest sound.

Yet obviously Stet savrmnd beard.

“Where do they come from?" Webb
demanded quickly. He had bad too

many evidences of Strt's perceptivity to

doubt him now.

The Tuan strained, cocked quivering

ears. “Oniadc Lock No. I,** be de-

clared. "Where ship is."

Webb tightened bis grip on the little,

innocuous-seeming button, heaved with

kit hand at the fiame gun in his belt.

"All right. Stet; we’re gang foe him."

The giant rumbled joyfully, jerked

after him. stopped short with a grunt of

despair. His black countenance puck-

ered into woeful lines. "He gone now,

mister* He ’fraidr

Webb believed him. and was himtrlf

afraid. For if the uncann y invader bad
retreated, it was only because he had
knows what Webb was about to do, bad

penetrated vibration screens and walls

and space to know what Webb held in

his band, and what its powers^yerc.

How could one hope to fight an entity,

invisible. iB-seeing, to whom screens

and thoughts alike were as a sieve?

Keverthdesk. he raced up the swing-

ing catwalk, 'hurled kimsrli at the be-

leaguered lock, sprayed his deep-ray

fiasb through the panels. Nothing un-

toward was there; pocking seemed dis-

turbed. Grimly. Webb (king back to

the control board, took the last desperate'

chance. He ripped wide the polariza-

tion. opened the phni-spfaere to all space.

He swung powerful search rays in great

arcs—the space laboratory lay in the

night shadow of the Earth—and watched

with sliced eyes.

Suddenly, be exhaled breath explo-

sively. Straight between them and the

Moms, a tiny, two-seater space filer

swerved and tumbled in mad anxiety to

avoid the betraying glare. "There it

is,
- Webb shouted. Yet even as be

cried out. doubt assailed him. Tbc
fiaer to which bis search ray clung with

a bcD-dog grip was no strange, other-

worldish vessel. Earth was the site

of its fashioning, and its handling was

clumsy. inexpert.

Nevertheless, his lean hand darted for

the switch that cootroOed the mooting
penetrou guns; his vovee clipped into

the cacropboer on the universal speech

band. "Stop where you are." he or-

dered. "or 111 blast you out of space."

The tiny fher shuddered. rolled. quiv-

ered to a fumbling motion, parallel to

bis own. Alert, bright-eyed. Webb
lashed cut further orders. "Now come

closer, slowly, carefully, with sour mag-
netic grapple out. and attach to Lock

No. 1. You'll find a signal light gleam-

ing But remember, make no false

move. It wiB be your last, if you do.
-

Inexpertly, the little ship wavered
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forward. along the dinging search beam,

obedient to Webb's instructions. Yet

be permitted himself no relaxation. no

absence of precautions. There was

something periling about the flier.

The grapples Rune °us : there was a

slight shock, and the strange little msd
dung kke a leech to the elephantine

form of the planisphere.

“Watch it closely." Webb told Stet.

“At the slightest suspicious more blast

on the rcpulsor screen."

“Maybe then shoot with big guns?"
the Titan suggested hopefully.

Webb shook his head. “No. It wiO
be enough to fling it dear. I'D decide

then on the neat step."

Flame gun in hand. Webb swung up
the walk, sbd open the inne r lock, trained

his weapon on thr outer door whdr the

air rushed in. Then he inored forward

cautiously, past his own auxiliary

cruiser, sent the outer pand whirring

into its recess. .

“.Ml right, now." he iqnkr softly into

a wall nwerophone. “Open up and come
in. hands high."

At the most, he figured, there could

be three occupants of the two-seater. .

His gun was ready. It spurted searing

flame m a wide angle. He would have

the. jump
Slowly, the other panel, of duQ dural,

shd wide. Webb braced himself.

HE CRIED OCT sharply in surprise.

The flame gun almost fell from Lax

fingers Through the gleaming cham-

ber. from thr depths of the ocher ship,

came—a girt'

Webb swore foolishly. “Who. in the

name of Pluto—

“

She swayed, stumbled toward him.

“Thank Heaven it's you. Webb Foster?"

she coed. "1 thought at first it was

—

Ifcryr
She was beautiful, and there was ter-

ror in her dark eyes. Her slender fig-

ure was graceful ta Use jaunty green

garb of the Moon, and the dear, golden

tan of her expressive countenance be-

trayed her origin.

Suspicion fled from Webb. His gun

jerked back to his bek. “Take it easy."

he commanded gently. “What were you

doing out there in space, and who are

Ikryr
She came closer to him. The terror

seemed to sbde out of her eyes. “1 was
on my way to Earth. I took off from
the Balto Dome. About ten degre es

out. a swarm of ship* suddenly maten-
aHrfei. They were dead-black, strange,

like nothing in the solar system. They
tried to surround me. I— I remembered
the queer rumors that are going about,

and I turned and fled. They followed

me. I was sure I was lost, when sud-

denly your search beam caught me

—

and they disappeared as suddenly as they

had come. I am very grateful to you.

Webb Foster."

Webb surveyed her keenly. She was
enough to tend Any man's pulses

poundmg heavily. Her dark lashes flick-

ered She was. he dcoded coldly, lying.

She was pretending terror, and she was
watching him from under those madden-
ing lashes to see bow he swallowed her

story. The tale of the black ships was a

clumsy concoction. She barely knew the

nsdunentt of handling a space flier; cer-

tainly she could never have given the

slip to those against whom she was fight-

ing. Furthermore, she was miCioos of

mdes out of her course, if her story were

true.

Suspicion flared again. Was she per-

haps the bait, attractive enough in all

conscience, for the hidden entities who
struck with impunity ? What connection
was there between her and the attempted

invasion of only minutes before*

Nevertheless, he betrayed no outward

sign of his unease. The game was ob-

viously deeper than he thought. He
would pretend to believe her story.

“You're safe enough oow.“ he said

gently, “uh
"

• “Loris Rham," she answered
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promptly. The oar anr wry pal. It

*» Dot her own, he draM.
“^ppertc." he snggrsted, “I escort

you hack to the Mood. Your parent!

Her eyes widened. There re real

pain m them. "I—I here no parents,
-

she whispered Then terror flooded her

eyes—false terror. “Ob-h. I'd be afraid.

Those horrible ships must be waiting out

there. We'd Doer haw a chance."

Webb grinned tightly to bsntdf. She
was playrag a game. She had made her

point—to get inside his space labora-

tory. and she intended to remain. Why?
“Very wefl." be answered dryly. "IU

have Sect, my man. make you coralcm-
Ue.“ The jetty Titan lumbered for-

ward. grinning horribly from ear to ear.

He was famous throughout the sys-

tem. but few had ever seen him face to

fare. The girl took a short, backward
step, stiffened, scaled brightly. "I’d

love it." she said.

Webb, watching like a hawk, approved

silently. She was no coward, as she

had pretended. Stet, faithful, loyal, was

not exactly a vision of beamy when fent

encountered.

But Stet was looking elsewhere. His

eyes glittered on the built,in visor screen.

"Masterr he readied. “Another ship

—coming fast."

The girl whirled with a fattle exclama-

tion of dismay. Webb pivoted bke a eat.

Had he misjudged her? Had there been

The search beam picked oat a Wood-
red flier. It shpped through space at a
hundred miles a second, overhauling
the ponderous piani-sphere as if it were
motionless in the void. It was Martian

speed craft, the fastest things in the sys-

tem. There were only a few of them.

Stet moved with meredibie lightness

to the nearest penetron gun. The yawn-

ing orifice swung on noise leas gimbals,

trained dead center on the approaefamg

vessel j
"WaitT Webb caCrd out sharply.

The girl was dismayed, without doubt;

but it was surprise rather than fear that

clouded her eyes And she had spoken

of Hack ships, many of them—not a

solitary red Martian flier.

THEN his communication signal

burred He set it. waited warily. A
voice leaped across the void—the voice

of Ko-mer

!

Webb Foster tightened his grip on
himself Was be dreaming? JCa-mer

had vanished, the prey of the invisible

invaders. Yet there was do doubt about

his voice, and Webb now recognised the

ship. The Martian sbcsbst bod taken

off from Earth in that very flier.

"Webb Foster! Webb Foster!" Ko-
mer's voice was burned, anTimas, yrc
uoLke bis usual bland repression.

“Speaking r
—"Good ! I am in tine then! Yow
are in terrible danger. Webb Foster. I

was afraid it had already struck. Make
way lor contact."

"Grapple on Space Lock Nol 2."

Webb heard hnmrlf say mrrhanicaMy.

There was osch to be ttphiwd. He
pressed appropriate fusions, flog out

of the chamber, hurried along the sway-

ing ode platform to the ocher lock. Stet

was with bam. Bat only as the slides

opened, and Ku-mer. second only to

Webb Faster among the scientists of the

planets, tottered in. weak assd gasping,

did the Earthman remember. The girl

who caBed herself Loris Rham had dis-

appeared while his attention was fastenrd

on Ko mer's ship!

Ko-mer was ocher-red. Eke all Mar-
tians Among that race of soenusts. in-

heritors of an aaoerJ onLratien. he

was by universal censer.: the greatest.

His hairless head bulged with piiVicr.l

thought and hi ryes were weaned wu!i

the philosophic weariness of thr Mar-
tians Alongside Stet. even L.-forc

Webb, he was puny, weak of limb. The
Martians were not a strong race physi-

cally.
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'Where, in the nun of Pinto. Kn- beyond the cone of comet*, to a fabric

mer." Webb demanded, 'hare you {We bosn at Gar-Maado. In ns.lie

beenT treatarm captured me on my tray home
The Martian tottered, would hare to Mara, dragged my *hrp through the

fallen har^not Stet readied out a trunk- void with a speed beyond that of light,

bke arm. held him upright. I beheld the dull black orb; I shrieked

~l*re been.
-
he moaned, "to the ends at the sight of what I saw writhing and

d the system. 1’re been beyond Pluto, bearing on its fearful surface; 1 lashed
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ont in otter despair with ill the fury at seized ; though yoa were the only one t*

my rocket biuts. Socnrthmf mapped; return."

I areached free. I fled weary day* The Martian cried oat. {ripped the

back to the ty Mem. with rrery ounce at Earthman's hand "So one die can

power cramming the jet*, to ghee warn- hope to cocabal this horror which is in-

sag fading oar peaceful planets, bat yw—
"It is too late." said Webb. "Already Webb Foster—yoa and this {real space

a they have struck, again and again. Yoa laboratory at yours. I know yoa have

were not the only one. Kn-taer, to be weapons, inventions, which yoa have
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ponM from dddowrc. You ikot can

urt the planets from utter, dot destruc-

tion. I trfl you I u* them—Karr anurd
dimly the njtrj nxoct of that deni-

tnu of outer space.
-

“You flatter me unduly.
- Webb

smiled wryly.

“I do not.
-
retorted the Martian. “The

Coadarr of Scientists hat acclaimed you
the greatest of us all.

-

Webb searched the ocher face for

signs, found nothing but tremulous anxi-_

rty. “How about your own work?" he

asked.

Ku-mer grimaced. “I work merely

with the processes of thought with the

physiology of the brain—stupid, useless

research in the presence of this horror.

Bat you It is fortunate you were

not already taken.
-

“They tried.
- Webb assured him

dryly, “twice. The second time sras

only half an hour ago."

The Martian's wizened face twisted in

alarm. “Then there it no time to be

lost." be urged. "We must not wait

for anything. Wr must strike before

they are able to strike again."

WEBB STARED at him wnh veiled

eyes. But his thoughts were active.

"Yea.
-

he muttered absently. “It is

time."

The great Titan scowled, bent his

huge black head, grunted something in

bis master's car. Webb did not seem
to hear. His eyes were herd quirzicaHy

on an inconspicuous. shiny disk in the

palm of his hand. In its gleaming depths

was mirrored a scene. The central cell

of the ptani-sphrre. The girl Loris

Khazn was moving swiftly but stealthily

about its narrow confines, jeering in

slide cavities, poking in all passable cor-

ners. nfSing feverishly among the sheets

on whsch Webb had been jotting hrs

world-embracing equations * How could

she know that Webb Foster saw every

move she made in the miniature nsor

screen he hekl in the palm of his Hand ?

He decided it waa time to call a hah

to her sparchings. There were many
things in that particular cr-0 it was not

good for snoopers to discover. He went

rapidly down the catwalk. Stct at his

heels. Ku-mer. puzzled, in the rear. The
Martian had not seen their surreptitious

glances at the little disk.

Webb Foater thrust open the panel

suddenly. “I hope.
-

he said suavely,

“you have not had the misfortune to dis-

cover what you are searching lor."

The girl whirled with a startled cry.

The sheets dropped from her slender

fingers. Her hand went to her throat.

A tiny pulse throbbed with maddening
best in the warm hollow of her smooth,

golden-tanned skin.

“Ob-hr she said faintly. "I don't

know what you mean. I—I was just a

trifle 81; mr nerves r- I thought l"d

come here and be dowji a while."

Ku-mer bowed formally. “This is in-

deed an unexpected pleasure." he mur-
mured. “lo^EndSusan Blake here. I

know your Other very well ; his is an

exceptional mind.
-

Webb stared. Susan Blake! The
daughter of Jim Blake, the Moon en-

gineer who had vanished with the test.

He had known, of course, that Loris

Rham was a gkb pseudonym, but he had
not known who she really- was. Webb
Foster had been a good deal of a her-

mit. absorbed in his scientific adventur-

mgs; otherwise he would have recog-

nized Susan Blake. She was the toast

of the planets.

He rolled the two names speculatively

on his tongue. “IjoHs Rham! Suvan

Blake! Very pretty names." he mur-

mured.
The girl flushed, then lifted her''head

proudly. "Yes. 1 am Sevan FUake. I

used another name until I found out

I mean. I came to you foe help. Webb
Foster. My father has been taken. I

am all alone. ‘ I wanted you to find

ham."

The frail Martian male ducking
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icrais cl sympathy. Tsk—Tsk! Those
drnl$aa(ii( Jin BUkc? Too tad! He
had a km mnd—a very SfCrior
brain."

The girl cangfat hrr throat ipk Pain

widened her eyes. ~Hadf Oh Lord, do!

He is Kill ahre!” Frantically. she

dutrhrd at Webb; imploringly hrr

lashes qui te red up at him. “Say you
will help me find him. Please !"

Sccnethmg stirred is Webb Foster’s

blood, something from which he had

thought himself utterly immune. But his

beam was a cold. icteOectual instrument,
standing a hole apart, surveying him
with sardonic amusement. It was the

old. old game—as old as Karth itself, as

ancient as primordial slime ! Very well;

let her think that she had fooled him.

Was Jim Blake, by any chance, con-

cerned in this busmess? He had heard

tales of Blake! he was hard, ruthless,

as most of the Moon colonists were.

Aloud he said. “We are going to find

him now. Susan Blake.** But there was
a queer gnmness m hrs tone that made
her start, and caused the blood to ebb
from her cheeks. He grinned sar-

donically. She understood what be

meant.

III.

LIFE in the space laboratory became

a tangled web of suspicion, fear and
electric danger. Webb. foBomng Kn-
mrr's cartful instructions. xnt the great

orb hurtlmg from its path around Earth

and Moon, catapulted it like a shining

comet over the spaceways toward the

outer limits of the system. The void

was curiously empty. The great rocket

ships, the lumbering cargo liners, were
cowering in the planetary parts, afraid

to risk the terrors of the smrtstbie in-

vaders

Only the police cruisers darted kkr
summer midges m rain search, poking

angry noses among the asteroids, within

the waste ptaert of the huger planets.

They stared curiously at the rushing

might of the spare laboratory. It seemed

a tremendous portent, a planetoid trad-

ing mde-long blasts of Mat ing gases.

They signaled foe it to stop; they even

sent warning shells in its wake. For the

Planetary Council had faithfully obeyed

Webb Foster's request ; it had per-

mitted no word of his mission to leak

out.

But the shrfb fell short of the plani-

sphere's tremendous nJocity. or. meet-

ing it at an angle, exploded harmlessly

against' the repulsoe screen. Pursuit

soon fell behind, and hard-bitten patrol

captains swore and burned the ether

wa^es to ground bases querying Webb
Foster’s loyalty to the system. They did

not know of Kn-mer’s presence within

the hurtlmg portent; they certainty did

not dream that Susan Blake was on

board. Only Ansef Pardee, director of

the Moon, had any mkhng of Sesan’l

mission, and. hearing of the plani-

sphere's sudden tight to outer space, his

brow darkened and his heart turned to

ashes.

Wkhui the space laboratory. Webb
Foster turned a puzzled frowu on Ea-
rner. "About how far out b this Mark
planet called Gar-Mando 7

*

"Six billion tests*

Webb looked at him queerly. "Our
top speed.*1 he remarked, "b free hun-

dred aales a second. At that rate it kd
take us ,eor hundred and forty days.

How." hr asked, "did you escape your

omubir captors and return within three

days?"

Ku-mer's face eras bland, inscrutable.

He had recovered his former poise, fab

Martian impenetrability. "I learned

much during the period of my captivity.

You forget. Webb Foster, that my par-

ticular field b the study of thought.

Through constant practice I have en-

abled myself to attune my mind to the

thought vibrations of others even of

alien entities. I learned something of

their mighty science especially of the
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secret of their hcoaMio*. If jou will

forgive my short lineoct. I shall lake

the accessary measures
“

HE BOWED. {tuM from the living

crib. Webb watched him thoughtfully

as his frail, weak body mounted the

><rio|ia{ catwalk, disappeared into the

lock where his little flier reposed se-

curely. la fifteen ovnutes he was hack.

'Look at your speed indicators.'’ be said

softly.

Webb started. The wire-thin pencils

of light were sweeping forward, arcing

orer to unbebcvaUe slants* Already

they were rushing through space at a

velocity of two thousand axles a second,

and acceleration was building up
steadily.

“At twenty-fire thousand rales" per

tecood." said Ku-cner. “we shall reach

the black planet within three days."

“You mean " exploded Webb.

“Within half an hour we shall achieve

that speed.”

He was as good as his word. Webb
Foster stared with knitted brows into

the electro-mosaics. It was incredible

The urnreeve was a rushing wind

streaming past the fury of their Sight.

Qys. in his fastness or. CaSisto. swore

unpronounceable oaths and sent tight-

hand code messages to ht» fellow mem-
bers of the council. He was certain now
that Webb Foster had betrayed them.

Ansel Pardee, on the Moon, beard the

yearning and groaned Susan Blake was
being carried farther and farther away.

He had not rece i red the slightest inkling

from her since she had started ou her

Russian. Had Foster discovered her

true identity—what her purpose was

|

Within the buxtlifig plans -sphere

Webb remarked casually to Ku-mer.

“Just how did you manage k? My
power loads show no perceptible in-

crease.”

The Martian loentnt veiled bis eyes.

“How.” be returned pointedly, "do you.

my friend, achieve your effect of polari-

sation?'*

“Check !“ Webb grinned, and asked no
more. Ku-ener was joining forces with

him to combat the alien invasion, but be

was betraying none of the scientific -se-

crets be had discovered.

The girl. Susan Blake, was a problem.

Webb had given her privacy and living

quarters in the farther cell of the cen-

tral unit, and every sleep period he

thoughtfully sealed her in.

She seemed gay. artificially to. She
made it a special point to be with Webb
whenever possible. She watched his

every opera:»oo with reded lashes, be-

hind which the Earthman was sure a

keen brain was probing. And she male
no further mention of her father. He
was disturbed more than he cared to

admit. He knew she was a spy
;
yet her

mere presence, the utter feminine charm
of her slender body, the heady wine of

her long, slow louks. did things to his

insides He scolded himsrii for this

sentimental weakness.

Yet his brain did not function when
she was concerned as icily as it did with

an essential problem in physics. He was
following a fixed plan of actioo—or.

rather, of inaction This was to drift

oo the course of events, to do nothing

positive, to permit all things to be done

to him—and to watch for the mam
chance. Thus far the girl had come.
Kn-mer had joined forces and was di-

recting him to the incredible habitat of

the invaders, and -there had been cer-

tain tentative attempts to get at him.

He had no illusions: he knew he was
in terrible danger ; he frit that some-

where. within easy striking distance, the

mysterious attackers were keeping pace

with him. holding oS for unknown pur-

poses of their own. A slow grin spread

over his face. Ku-mer had drived into

the thought processes of his captors

Could it be possible that even now he

was reading the depths of Webb's own
thoughts?
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THE GREAT SPHERE flamed be-

yond the Us* outpom of possible He.
Siturn. with its whirling risp, lay Ur
behind. Green-unfed L’rancs. ud-qtd
Neptune. and the sepulcher that was
Pluto. Beyond Uy shoreless space—un-

less. as Ku-mer lad promised, the alien

orb called Gar-Mando barred the path.

Within the space laboratory the ten-

sion grew. Susan BUke pew hcDow-
rjrd and feverish, her Us* pretense at

gayety per Webb caught her several

times prowling among his possessions,

and accepted gracefully her quick witted

responses. Once, he watched her

stealthily entering the lode in which

Kn-mer's vessel by. saw her in his tiny

visor screen, fumbling vainly at the

sealed controls. The Martian held the

secrets of his space ship well. With a

grim smile Webb turned the little disk

toward the sleeping scientist. He by
quietly in his bunk, unsrirring ; but

Webb had an uneasy suspicion that un-

derneath those motionless bds Kn-mer
bvw of the girl's prowling*, knew that

Webb Foster was awake and watching.

Thoughtfully. Webb flicked off the

disk, left Susan BUke to her vain spy-

ing*. Ostentatiously, he reded over, as

if restless in sleep, contacted a hidden

wall panel. Invisible current flowed in

a hollow shield around him. The tiny

radiations of his mind beat outward,

were circumscribed within the guarded

area. Sow he could thick things out.

without fear of disclosure. The Martian

was his ally. but it was wise to \rith-

hoid certain thoughts, certain plans

"You're certain about the existence of

the black planetT Webb asked Kn-mer
qurerty. He had set and refined the

various detectors of his rushing labora-

tory. but nothing quivered from the vast-

nesses ahead. Already the Sun was- a

P»>. lifeless star behind. Earth and

Mars forgotten dreams, and even Nep-
tune a tiny speck.

The Martian's face betrayed no emo-

tion. “Quitef he murmured. “It is

now only twenty miOioa sales ahead."

“Then why," Webb demanded, "is

there no sign of it as yet?"

"I did not tefl you." Kn-mer said qui-

etly. "but it is wholly invisible and self-

contained—that is. until you approach

within a saBion sales of its surface. The’

entities from beyond the universe have

a mighty science of their own. They
have bent light around themselves in a
dosed circuit. The radius of that cir-

cuit is a million miles."
,

Susan Blake flashed up wflf some-

thing of her old spirit. "You seem to

know a good deal about these strange

beings. Kn-mer."
The Martian scientist transfixed her

with his regard. “I think I told you. my
dear Mooa lady. I possess some poor ac-

oomplishments in the probing of mind
processes"

Webb tightened his bps. He seemed

to sense a subtle threat in those velvet
tones. Had Ku-mer penetrated the se-

cret spying of the girl? Did he know
exactly what she was after?

Susan shrank suddenly away, grew
pale. Her eyes were wide. "I— I am
afraid." she faltered. "We are heading

into terrible danger. I want to go
home."

"You are about five billion mdes too

late in your desire," Webb cut in sharply.

"You should have thought of that earlier.

Your little Earth flier, even if you were

much more expert than you are. could

never make h.“

The girl took a deep breath. "I think."

she said steadily. "I would hke to try

it."

“No 1" The single syllable was ex-

plosive. curtly commanding. Webb
looked at the Martian in some surprise.

Ku-mer vended blandly. “I mean." he

amended, "that you are much safer here.

Once beyood the confines of Webb Fos-

ter's laboratory, you vn3 be caught. No
doubt they are lurking, keeping pace

with us. Only the mighty science of the
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(mtnt sornciu in the system is holding

iSrm 1! hay."

Little packers furrowed Webb's fore*

head. The Martian was raxkiRf him.

He waswshowing his hand at last. That

meant only one thing: that

Webb Foster took a step forward.

“You had better slacken roar speed

if you do not wish to crash.” Ku-tnrr

said conversationally. “We hare ar-

rired at Gar-Matvdo f*

IV.

WEBB WHIRLED. There was no
need to watch the detectors, nor stare

into the deorxnosaic Directly ahead,

through the transparency of the pltai-

(taa. light fiared m a molten Same, died

almost immediately—as though they had

crashed through some strange harrier.

And directly ahead, black as a starless

night, lay the outer planet of Gar-

Mando'

Its site was not great—its diameter

was under a thousand rode*—but its

Stygian surface raised the hackles on

Webb’s flesh The Martian had spoken

truly. There were thusgs upon it that

were not good for mortal eyes to see

—

t hi figs that beared and billowed in long. *

^sinuous undulations, things that reared

tnoostrous heads from an endless ocean
of black, sticky liquid, and gaped with

nale-wide mans at the rushing plani-

sphere. Behind him Webb heard Su-
san's gasp and Sect's name grunt. They %
startled him into action He sprang to

the controls, jerked tbe throttles of hi|^

cusiurwung rockets wide, hlasted >*rr-
pulsor screens on full power.

Nothing happened ' *

No power surged m the great tubes;

no red slashes of dame roared from the

rocket rents; the cranium lumpy on
which he depended for sub-atomic

energy were cold and btelevs in the cen-

tral disruptoca A crash was inevitable

'

But eren as the girl screamed and hsd

her lace, their headlong fall to the ter-

rible. unknown planet broke abruptly.

An irresistible current caught the great

space laboratory in its gnp. swung it a
a long, dizzying spiral to the hearing

surface.

Strt. his black countenance ludicrously

twisted, rolled howling along the cat-

walk. Susan Blake stumbled into Webb's
arms, dung to him a moment in a trem-

bler of fear. Eren in tbe lightning dash

of crents. Webb fdt tha supple warmth
of her body, the strange intoxication of

her beauty. His arms tightened. A
moment she dung, then jerked free with

a smothered cry. Was it fear, contempt,

loathing, or

Webb had no chance to know. For,

from the farther side of tbe hearing

planet, little space ships, blade as the

world that spawned them, came swiftly

into sight. Ku-mer. miraculously erect,

saw them come, turned to the panting

Earth sbeatik with a little smile.

Webb Foster saw that umle and un-

derstood rrrrrthmg

"So it was you. Ku-mer. all the time
"

be snarled, and dired for the dat little

burton that bad been jerked from his

hand
“Don't more. Webb Foster." the Mar-

tian said calmly. The Earthmqp paused

in mid-dight. In Ku-mer’s fragile, red-

reined hand a weapon pointed—a short-

range blaster, sufficient to spatter them
all into Hying fragment*, to smash

Webb's finely balanced apparatus into ir-

retrievable rum.

The girl saw the threatening weapon
and gave a choked cry. Stet. uncannily

on his feet again, tensed his huge body

for a smashing dire. A bull-throated

roar rented from his throat.

“Stop it." Webb spike sharply. The
giant face screwed up in hideous protest,

relaxed hi* quivering frame. Thereby

Webb lost bi chance of escape. For
Stet would hare died, but in the dying,

his blasted flesh nould hare crashed into

the puny Martian, thrust him off bal-

ance. And Webb Foster would hare
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been tauter of the situation, have bad

the opportunity to put into play all the

subtle defenses he had cootrrred for jot
such an emergency. Yet. even with that

knowledge, the Eartfsnan could txX per-

mit the sacrifice of his faithful Titan.

IX ANOTHER MINUTE the in-

terior of the {reat plani-tpbere swarmed
•with the henchmen of Ku-tner—the

scum of the planets—men of the several

worlds, outlaws from the decrees of the

council, desperadoes carefully fathered

from the spacr«n,rs, ready to slit a throat

or sontle a luckless freighter with the

utmost noochalancr. They were perfect

tools for the sinister, deep-laid purposes

of the Martian.

In utter silence. Webb "permitted his

arms to be penkmed. Stet shook off the

first of his attackers like an elephant sur-

rounded by snapping dog*, but a word
from Webb brought him to scowling, un-

willing submission. The girl was not

bound.

She stood a tittle apart, slightly

breathless, her color heightened. If

there was fear in her. it did not show

;

if there was tnbmph. it, too, was retied

by long. curving lashes.

The sphere swerved, sped not more
than fifty miles abore the black planet,

parallel to its hearing depths. Qxngiag
to the sphere, guiding it on its Sight,

mere the black ships of Gar-Mando.
Webb’s thoughts were dirided: hor-

ror at the abysmal creatures whose
nightmare forms swirled in the slimy

seas beneath; bitterness at the way in

which be had walked into the neat trap

set by Ku-mrr—and wonder about Su-
san Blake, in the beginning he had

deemed her the emissary of the invisible

invaders—for he had placed no cre-

dence in the fantastic tdea of entities

from beyond the system. It had been a

tens up whether she had come from An-
sel Pardee of the* Moon, or had allied

herself with Qys. lord of the Jupiter

Planets, in a sudden bid for power.

Then Ku-mrr had injected himself into

the picture.

With the knowledge of the girl's true

identity, the whereabouts of her vanished

father. Jsn Blake, grew to certain pro-

portions. Noc had the Martian him-

self been free from suspicion of collu-

sion. But now
“You had been preparing this coup a

long time. Ku-mrr.'' Webb said aloud.

The Martian bowed blandly. "Ever

since." he admitted, "my researches into

the essential nature of thought brought

certain fascinating possibilities to fight."

Webb looked puzzled. "Thought?"

he echoed. “What has that to do with

your present thrust foe power, your kid-

naping of all those who might have been

able to oppose your will T“

Ku-mrr smiled ih.-r.fy. "Soon you

shall see." he promised.

But there was that in the words which

stirred uneasy sensations up and down
Webb's spine.

They were flying steadily, scudding

the surface. So low did they slum that

hideous monsters reared themselves from

the tarry seas, snapped with mile-wide

jaws at the hurtling sphere—jaws that

could almost gulp its bulk entire between

serried, crunching fangs.

SUSAN BLAKE broke her long si-

lence. She faced the Martian steadily.

"I made a mistake." she said in low

tones. "I thought Webb Foster was in

back ofi all this ; now 1 find it is you.

What have you done with my father?"

Ku-mrr surveyed her quizzically.

"You are but a transparent child. Susan

Blake." he said softly. "It is true you
came to spy on the Eankman. but you

suspected me almost a: once. Do not

imagine I did not know that you were

vainly trying to penetrate the sealed se-

crets of my flier. It suited me to let you

fumble oc and on."

"Ob-b-b!" The girl stared at him

wide-eyed. Anguish was in her voice;
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Her ttufed pox destroyed. “Answer
me !“ she cried . “Where is nr father ?*

Ku-mer miled. It «u not t pleasant
smile. “Hare comfort, child. You shall

see him soon. He is on Gar-Mando"
She gulped and swayed. "Thank

He*ren !" she whispered. “He is afire."

“Afire Y~ queried the Martian. “More
than jhat. He is immortal

WeW Foster again felt that nameless

shirer pass orer has body. Ku-mer's
words were cryptic, but they held sinister

undertones.

, AH further speeds, howceer. came
to an eo^. For. la the distance, a huge
island Seared into new It was the only

land Webb had seen m a.1 their w
fight around the strange black planet.

And as land it was almost as fortoddmg.

almost as dreadful, as the pitchy sea

from which it reared its gaunt, steep

flanks. Almost two miles high k jutted

forth, a east mountain main/, its sides

perpendicular rock, black, unscalable,

against whose smooch thrust the fright-

ful monsters flung themselves and sub-

sided with angry hissings, lashing the

sticky liqwsd to a viscous, dirty foam

. On board the plani-sphere Kumer's
henchmen sprang to their tasks under
the Martian's soft-spoken commands.
The black-beetle fliers quivered with

sourceless power, swerved their gigantic

tow aloft, braked its swift motion.

Gently, hke a floating feather, they

dropped to the surface of the island. It

wav curiously barren—a solid ledge of

rock, smooth as a Lira flow, its surface

interrupted only by a set of buildings,

low in height, sketchy in design, and ob-

viously hastily constructed—typical pi-

oneer buildings, for rating and sleeping,

such as might be found on those of the

asteroids where mining operations were
in progress

But two of the sprawling structures

could not be classified so rawly. One
held Webb's straining ryes only mo-
mentarily. This was evidently Ku-mer's

laboratory, the place in which he labored

at his subtle psychological science. Bat

the other!

It was small enough, and simple

enough—in fact, a mere transparent

dome, a semi-bubble set on the arid rock.

Yet within its dear rotundity something

sparkled and glittered. So sparkling.

T9 glittering, that die great light dauled
Webb with its intensity, blinded him at

first. It might have been a huge dia-

mond. so pure and lambent were its

rays
: yq there was something else about

it. even at that distance

“What, in the name of Pluto, is it
?"

he gasped.

Ku-mer followed his captive's stare,

and his own eyes flamed with light.

“That." he said ina hushed voice, “is

my masterpiece, the fruit of years of

ceaseless tod. the means by which I.

Ku-mer. shall gain control of aH the

solar system." He turned slowly to the

Earthnun. “And you. my dear Webb
Foster, whom the scientists chose as the

greatest of them all. will add -the final

touch to my masterpiece, the final fillip

necessary to consummate my plaits."

• •

THE COLD WIND of a strange

premonition shuddered over Webb.
"You know very well. Ku-mer." he

rasped, “that I placed you in nomination

for the honor."

For once the Martian's impenetrable

surface cracked. Hts ocher face was a

snarkng mask. “That. Webb Foster."

he mouthed, "was the ultimate insult.

You knew quite well they would not

vote for me. You pretended a mag-

nanimous gesture—for me. the greatest

scientist who ever hied. For that you

shall pay; for that the whole system

shall pay
"

Suddenly. -his face smoothed out: he

was oner more his usual, inscrutable self.

“Forgive me. Webb Foster, for this silly

outburst. It is unbecoming to me—the

supergenius of the universe. In fact.

I shall take pride in displaying to you

my tremendous discovery. You are
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prtUUj the obIj ooe in all the plsnrti

who can mdmtaad it. I attempted cat*

planzriom with the others. The explast-

jbocj kit them sad!y befuddled. Regrct-

'mtty. I was compelled to cut them
short."

' The {real space laboratory rocked

gently on its unstable base. At a word
from their Martian leader, the outlaws

bustled Stet out upon the bleak surface.

Bound as be was. it took tea of them to

force his pnt bulk aloof. Roughly, they

pushed him into one of the bcildiofs.

A smirkiaf Venusian approached Su-

san. She flung his scaly green paw
away with a shuddering gesture. "Don't

you dare touch me T she cried.

Ku-mer spoke sharply, and the Vena-

. sian shrank as if he had fdt the lash.

Webb, tense against bis bonds, re-

laxed. Whatever else might happen, the

girl at least was safe from physical in-

dignities Ku-mer himself was notably

ascetic, and the Martians were proud of

their racial purity.

"You will not be harmed." Ko-mer
assured her. "I have no need for

omen. Their brains are not But
proceed through the lode, if you please.

And you. too. Webb Foster." He ges-

. lured significantly with his blaster. "I

shall be matching you ; so shall my men.

And remember, there is no escape from
Gar-Mando"
Webb, stumbling through the narrow

port, could well believe it. In all the

Stygian planet there was but this soli-

tary bit of land. AH else eras inky

ocean, smarming with a nightmare Kfe.

A man light beat ca sea and land—

a

diffused glow inherent in phosphorescent

air. Above, g^ggbowl of sky was gray,

finite. Light swung round and round
in endless circles.

"A mere matter of magnetic dera-
tions. controlled from my laboratory

."

the Martian murmured. "Gar-Mando
was open to the solitudes of space before

I came. I deemed it inter to roof it is

with innwIslay."

. "How did you discover this outpost of

the system?'* Webb iaqund. "No one

bad ever suspected its existence."

"A certain pirate .from the Moon
blundered upon it unwittingly while See-

ing an especially rigorous space-patrol

pursuit, lie recognized its possibhon.
utilized it as a base for long forays upon

the Jupiter sateffort.

"Three years ago he was foolish

enough to come to Mars for an inter-

lude. He drank too much. I heard hem.

He sobered up—but I found means to

make him talk. Ha followers decided

to enlist under my banner. It took me
a year to make the trip both may s, but I

was enabled to establish the first trans-

literation of my matured theories. He
smiled thinly. "The material was in-

adequate—cfmefty members of my band

who unaccountably disappeared hut h
gave me my first start. Since then,

through the kindness of the system’s

best brains. I have considerably

improved my work." The smile tight-

ened. "You. my friend, will base the

glory of adding the final touch to my
masterpiece."

V.

WEBB STIFFENED, said nothing.

There was something horrible in the

offing, something related to that dirtling

entity within the farther dome. He
stumbled on.

Susan Blake was at his side. Her
dark bead inclined to him ; her eyes im-

plored his own.

"I—am terriMy sorry. Webb Fos-

ter." she whispered swiftly. "It is all

my fault. I—I allowed Ansel Pardee

to infect me with his own suspicions of

yourself. My father's vanishment left

me frantic, eager for revenge- Pardee

outlined the scheme. He thought it

might work." She made a hopeless ges-

ture. "Instead. I ruined your plans,

brought you to this horrible place. For-
give me. My father

"
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“Do not blame yourself." Webb told

her potljr. “I knew you had come aa a

spy. I let yoe go on. thinking to bad
the troth between you and Kn-mer. I

permuted boa to catch me off guard.*

The Manias aad hu men herded them
through a panel in the bubble dome.

Webb blinked bis ere*. It wu almost

impossible to gate steadily into the bean
of the great shining orb before him.

“What do you make of it. Webb Foo-

ter ?” Ku-narr asked ironically.

Webb stared from under narrowed
lids. It was an incrcdsble thing. As
aigtM grew dearer, he beheld its fuse

structure It was not a single crystal, as

he had first believed ; it was a conglom-

erate of separate crystalline forms, each

a perfect octahedron ; and they moved in

swift, brdmg orbits within the outer

round of racing crystals that held them
all written circumscribed lanrts The sur-

faces of revolution were each distinct,

bhr the layers of an onion, but the paths

described were not haphazard They
formed an inner symmetry, obeying

laws of their own. wearing an intricate,

yet orderly pattern in their flight.

Webb stared, and as he stared, the

hair stirred on his head For these were
crystals such as he had never seen be-

fore. Each glowed with a strange, puls-

ing sheen ; each moved and stirred within

its depths with a warm, staging flame;

each seemed a flashing eye that stared

back at bun and changed its hue with

subtle, infinite shades of feeling. The
Earthman feh strange, impalpable fingers

plucking at hu brain, stirring forgotten

neurone paths, sending ghostly images

into his innermost thoughts.

"What do you make of it?" Ko-mer
repeated.

“Why. it seems alive!” Webb gasped.

“Alive *” the Martian scorned.

“Earthman. you are gating at immortal-

ity—eternal power f"

WEBB FOSTER was shaken to his

depths. Those invisible fingers were

still probing his mind, merdlessfy.

coldly, draining bam. A dreadful nap-
boa grew upon him. vague, inchoate.

But it was Susan Blake who. with the

swift, mysterious intuition of woman-
kind. discovered the incredible truth.

Her eyes were fastened on the shin-

ing race of tiny crystals with a stryage f
intensity ; her bps were parted with pair-

ing breath ; her cheeks had paled to col-

orless tissue. She daggered, grayed.

"Father!” she cried n toneless accents.

"Where are youT
"By the three rings of Saturn!"

Webb gajped. Little shards of suspi-

cion were fast faffing into aa uabefsev-

able pattern.

"Ahr Ko-mer breathed. "So you

ate both beginning to understand. The o
girl by mere intuition

;
you. by an effort

of the imagination
"

The Earthmaa was overwhelmed.
Though bis eyes smarted with pain, he

could not withdraw his gate frocn^the

shifting mate. “Good Lord! Do you
raeaa that Jim Blake is—somehow—in
that pulwng orb’

-

“Not only Jim Blake.' but a hundred *
,

others as weS—the scientific brains of

the solar system, the men who have

—

er—vanished. I have made them im-

mortal. eternal, and. in ret urn. they are

yielding up to me iQ their knowledge,

all their thoughtprocesses."

“But it's impossible !" Webb Nurted
out. Hu bend was spinning “How
could you have transmuted them?"
They had been his friends, co-workers,

most of them, and now they were a sin-

gle conglomerate of tinkling crystals.

Susan Blake, with a bt^y sigh, qui-

etly collapsed in a faint.

The Martian's face twisted with scorn.

“I am disappointed in you. Webb Fo*- /'»

ter." he said contemptuously. “Perhaps
you wi3 not prove as valuable an addi-

tion as I had thought . You still do not

graip the beauty (A my work. I was not

interest/ w these men as izsdtrsduala



Take off, Sw.r he sbooted. But tbe Titan at the control board
turned helplessly to hit toaster.

It «u as thinking pattioa that I subtle. shining weapon with which to

wanted them. mold the universe to one's own desire.

“Foe twenty years I labored on my Bet evolution had stumbled. It had rnv-

tbedexs. Thought. I knew, was the bedded this magruhera: instrument in a
lever by which bfe had derated itself mold of sordid flesh, of slnny tissues

above the brute dance of atom and and dotting Und wherein K is lost,

electrons. Thought is aU-powerfnl, a scattered, fumbling darkly, subject to
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•n.
"For AmmIi of years the bnop of

the nrioui planets bmiM this coo-

dxiM hat dwiad k inevitable and in-

herent in the very structure of thought.

For thought .

'

they told each other

piidjf. was but u electrical disturb-

ance. as interplay of potentials between

protoplasmic tissues in the brain. De-

stroy the brain, and the nruroors of

which k is composed, and thought dies

with k. vanishes into nothingness*

“But the scientists of all the planets

bag ago proved that to be so,** Webb
protested

The scientists." Ku-mer snapped.
*veA a pock of fools I am the first real

psychologist. You are a physicist, yet-

rou parrot such nonsense. The funda-

tnratal base of all your work is the great

law of contrrraiioQ—that nothing ever

vanishes. Matter may change to energy,

energy to matter, and both may shift

their external forms, but the sons total

is always constant, always the some.

You must realise that.**

“That is true." Webb admitted

doubtfully. In snite of the dangerous e
situalsn m which be was. in spite of

Susan's sprawled, tmtionleu body, be

was listening intent It

"Why then.
-

the Martian continued

triumphantly, “should thought, the

highest, most complscated form of all in

the entire universe, be the single ihtpg to

flash into bring and flash out again wv-Js-
*

out a trace? Thought. I insisted, must

be permanent, durable. Then it couldn't

be mrrrlv a matter of evanescent poten-

tials. I went to work. For ten years I

labored in my Martian laboratory. I

pinl innumerable animals—the aakvetds

of Mars, the trace and gumra pigs of

Forth, the ytors of Venus " His smile

was blind "Yes. 1 used more, ad-

vanced subjects—men of the planets of

no particular importance, men whom no

“IT TOOK YEARS of heartbreak-

ing toil, of innumerable initial failures.

.

I removed the brains from the living,

creatures, kept them alive in saline so-

lutions There I subjected them to
every conceivable type of stimulus. Fi-

nally. by using an electrical current' of

weak voltage but tremendous amperage,
I found certain shining crystals outing

out of the tissues, moving to the cath-

odes. I purified these by fractional dis-

uKations. and tested them in a fever of

anxiety. I implanted those I had ob-

tained from Earthmen into the brains of

«wiet. and behold, the mice spoke the

language of Earth, displayed " all the

grades of intelligence that men of Earth

possess

"1 had isolated the pure principle of

thought : I had proven k to be a crystal-

line structure, of an atomic weight be-

low that of hydrogen. It is the funda-

mental element of the universe, the sub-

stratum underlying all things. Long
ago. certain metaphysicians declared the

universe to be composed of thought ; I

have shown their mystical conceptions to

be true."

Webb steadied himself with an effort.

One pan of hit brain—the coldly sci-

entific—knew this to be the greatest

discovery of all time; the other part—
the warmly human—trained the awful

impbeatsoos of what Ku-mer had dotse.

Horror grew on him as he watched the

whirling sphere of crystals. Each crys-

tal was elemental thought ; each crystal

represented the painful evolution of un-

counted xoos. each crystal was the Ide-

m-death of a great scientist, of an erst-

whdr living, breathing human being'

"You have done a fiendish thing. Ku-
mer." he said quietly. "You have per-

verted a truly great achievement to devil-

ish ends. In your lust for power you
have forgotten the suffering, the tor-

ment of these men whom you have cold-

bloodedly diverted You have forgot-

ten that they hod friends, families"

—

bis glance flickered painfully to the stdl
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unconscious jiri
—

“daughter*. What can

you gain to justify this horrorT
“You disappoint nit,' the Martian

said regretfully. “There had been a

time when I, * too. bdiered in Webb
Foster's greatness Now I see you are

but a fumbier. a mouther of stale emo-
tions and cloudy phrase*. What were

these men? Mere mortal beings, airre

for a few futile years, then condemned
to rot eternally, their thoughts a ntol-

dermg. scattered part of them. I hare

taken their minds, purified them of all

dross, given them immortality, power,

splendor. What happier fate could they

desire? What more blessed state could

you wish?'"

Webb knew what he meant. For a
fleeting moment he shrank, appalled,

from the idea that he. too. was destined

to be but an endlessly circling swam of

crystals withm the shining sphere. Then
he stiffened “Thought." he answered
quietly, "divorced from its human coo-

conatints, emotions, desires, fumbling*

if you will, must prove a terrible instru-

ment. Eventually, it must destroy its

possessor.”

"You speak notsiense." Ku-mer cried

angrily. "I have found the means to

cootrol k. to force it to my will. See f"

He darted to an instrument set in the

curving watt of the dome. It consisted

of a tessellated pattern, a gigantic check-

erboard. each square of which was a
vacuum tube. From it. wires trailed

to the turntable on which the sphere of

cryuaUixed thought spun and whirled.

Above the pattern bulged a complex of

grids and transformers terminating in a

mesh-type speaker. To one side, a del-

icate microphone was set into the ap-

paratus.

THE MARTIAN stood before the

mcrophooe. "This." be stated, "is my
control board, my method of communi-
cation with the fused pure thought of a
hundred great minds. Already, through

AST—

1

them. I have achieved a power plant

which taps the stresses and strains of

space itself for unlimited energy ; I have

hent light waves in complete circles

around this panel, myself and tnr space

ship, and utiftred the resultant invisibil-

ity to capture more of the brains that 1

required

. "Had it not been for the extra-sensory

equipment of your Titan. I would have

seized both you and your space labora-

tory without the deception to which I

was forced to stoop. Through the com-
bined intensity of these minds, and
yours. I shall gam the power I require

to force all the solar system to my wdL
I shall become its sole ruler, its giver of

laws. I shall be supreme f*

“Nevertheless. I still say." Webb de-

clared stubbornly, “that the thought you
have removed from its natural context

will eventually destroy you."

Ku-mer laughed without mirth. “You
axe wrong, my friend. Watch, -and I

shatt show you how it works." He spoke

quietly into the microphone. "Give me
the fundamental equation that expresses

the universe entire."

Webb started, jerked against bis

bonds. This had been the problem on
which all his energies had been concen-

trated at the beginning of this strange

adventure.

Little wheels commenced turning

within the apparatus. Lights flashed on
and off. The sphere of crystallized

thought took on > deeper hoe. Its speed

of toner rotation increased. The sing-

ing sound grew in volume. It became a

chant, a mighty melody that fitted the

dome and fled beyond the phosphor-

escent air. It beat against the blade, dis-

mal cliffs : it lashed over the turbulent,

monster-haunted flood of Gar-Mando;
it sect the hideous creatures scunhag
into the depths. The whizzing crystals

spun on individual axes ; they .pulsed

and glowed with a myriad rainbow hoes,

flashed with unbearable flame.
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The distilled thoughts of the hundred

mightiest minds in the universe jvere

concentrating on the problem proposed.

Ku-roer*s mice cut through the din.

He an vntHng a seif-satisfied smile. “I

have asked them the final question, the

most difficult of all. Yet I know they

ml] volie it. With this equation, all

things mil become vH-ewdent. The
universe anil be an open book. Travel

to the distant stars, entry into super

-

dimensions. control of elemental forces,

the secrets of tone and space themselves

vriQ be within my grasp. I shall become
a superman, a god f” The feeble Martian

body shook with the passion of his desire.

Hi* eyes glittered math devouring an-

ticipation.

The shimmering sphere increased its

pace. It rolled itself in a fury of con-,

centration Then there was a sound-

less burst of flame : the colors ebbed and
faded ; the tremendous speed slackened.

Ke ener rubbed hrs hands in an ecstasy

of impatience. "Now I shall know—the
ultimate V* he whispered.

A voice ts«oed from the speaker. It

was passionless, (inhuman. the traiu-

fornation of vibratory thought through

the tessellated tubes into mechanical

sound. In spite of hxmseif. Webb strained

to listen.
a

“We have merged our entities in the

solution of tins problem; we have con-

centrated our energies as never before.

We do noe know the answer.”

KU-MER breathed eonrcKxrdy. His

red-vemrd fingers were cienched "You
—essences of pure intellect—the product

of a hundred nsghty trends—cannot
sofae the po firm ;”

“We cannot
"

Ku-eorr made i gesture of despair.

“Is it then imposdCc c4 sofutico ?“

“No There is an answer."

Ku-mer's voice was choked. Webb
Foster, in spate of himself, was a taut

bowstring, waiting. “Where nay I find

it?" the Martian asked hoarsely.

"From one who is still alive—still

cloaked in encompassing flesh.”

“Give me his tame.”

There was a moment's hesitation. The

sphere flared up. died down agam.

“His tame.” it said, "is Webb Fos-

ter."

The Martian whirled with a strangled

cry. His blaster snouted at ha captive.

"You? Webb Foster?” he cried- “You
know the equation ? Tell it to me—at

coce."

The Earthnan grinned mockingly. No
trace of his inner bewilderment showed

oo bis face. Already Susan was stirring,

the color saatheg a her cheeks. “So
that's the way the wind blows." he

jeered. “Kn-mer. mightiest beam of the

system—according to himself—and aided

by the tnpie-distilled minds of a hun-

dred notable scientists, must come to me
for the underlying equation of the uni-

verse! There is infinite irony in that."

"Give it to me.” shouted Ku mrr
hoarsely. Geese was his Martian suavity,

gone his pease and anpasstvenesa. His

hand shook; the veins swelled on his

ocher forehead. At last the secret, by

means of which infinity was his. by m
his grasp.

He did not know that the Earthnan
was thoroughly befuddled, aghast at his

revelation of the whirling sphere. Webb
knew quire well that he didn't know the

answer, that he had only fumbled at the

hrm of the tremendous equation. Yet

the crystals of though: had said that he

knew Why ? Were they in truth but

finite in tbor knowledge, even as the be-

ings from whom they had been extracted,

or was there something deeper in their

passioclesa accusation ?

His jeering was but a ckvak. a stalling

foe time He wanted <ppoetumty to

ttank n out. to seek a way to turn the

sudden trend of affairs to advantage.
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Bat Ka-wr pressed relentlessly. "Give

me the equation." be reiterated with as

access of deadly ealm

Webb shook his head. “Not yet. We
must come to terms first." he said.

For a tuneless moment Ku-mer's thin

finger mas on the trigger. Susan opexsed

her eyes, tottered to beT feet with a

scream. Then the Martian relaxed,

smiled.

“I am a fool.
-

he spoke of himself,

dispassionately. "I must purge myself

of these silly emotions. I almost killed

you. Webb Foster. That is user. You
tkaS re weal the secret to me. Your
isolated thought essence snU join its fel-

lows. win add the capping stone to my
power."

He whistled shrilly. In seconds the

dome sw at used with his men. abler only

in their outlawry from the system. They
seirrd the bound EanhnUn. the girt,

carried them struggling and straining

out into the weird phosphorescence of

Gar-Mando. thrust them roughly into

the laboratory of Ku-mer.

VI.

PASTING, hearing. Webb bund
himself stretched fiat upon a dissecting

table. Overhead, suspended from a

crane, geared with an intricate web of

meshing wheels, glittered airring dec-

cnHBVvcs. nouna. ntiptcis, n coo

strained with all his mtght. A cold

sweat burst out in great globules ou his

forehead
-" He knew what that mate of

sfaiemg instruments portended.

It was an electric treparmer. with re-

finements On thepressure of a button,

the mechanism dipped smoothly into

place, the knives cut with circular mo-
boa ; the trepanned sectioa of skull lifted

into a special container, which whirred

swiftly out of the way. Then a second

circlet of Ionres. broad of base, wafer-

thin. dipped, inserted themselves with

dehcate precision between skull and gray

tissue, scooped out the quivering brain

whole, intact. Next to bis table was a

giassrte bowl, half full of a cloudy solu-

tion. Webb dosed his eyes spas-

modically. He knew what was to go
into that sahne broth.

Ku-mer was at his side, observing bis

frantic efforts with a scientific, detached

interest. “You are a strange man. Webb
Foster.

-
he said. “J am granting you

the sublimation of ytjsr mind, and you
shriek out against k. Tsk—tsk! You
must not struggle so.”

"Damn youV Webb gritted through
licked teeth.

-
1 am going to disappoint

you even more than you think. I do

not know the equation you desire. The
crystals lied to you. or merely mocked.

~

Ku-mer staggered, then laughed.

“They never be. and being tmhuman.

do not mode It b you who are lying

now. Webb Foster, seeking to save your

fleshy hfe. Your stratagem b childish
”

Hb arm raised : be pressed a button.

The current flowed into the trepanner

;

the gears started to turn. From some-

where. far off it seemed, a girl screamed.
It was Susan, beating with vain fiscs

against the dose-crowding men. They
laughed at her puny efforts. A shaggy

Europan dubbed her brutally. She went V
crashing against the farther waS of the

laboratory. Her body lay bmp. motion-

less She was sdest.

Webb Foster knew he had only a bare

minute more to bve. Surprisingly, the

knowledge dad not frighten him. The
dcaro-tauves were dipping with un-

erring accuracy for the roof of hb head.

He stared upward, unblinking. He no

longer struggled. He tried to ritnaKrr

what would happen—the keen pain of

the incision, the brittle ertmehing of

bone. He had been given no anaesthetic,

not because Ku-mer was ddiberatefy

cruel, but because for hb purposes the

brain must not be numbed by soporifics.

What. Webb thought with utter de-

tachment. would be ' the sensation of

death? Would there be awareness in
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In when hb brrrn poised m the ttfinC

batk? Would he remember hi—eR. hb
post flesh-and-blood hie. in the cold b-
teOecxuihsni that would be crystalized

oat of its infolding protoplasm ?

Speculatively. be »coderrd what had
happened to Sasan Blake. He had heard

her cry oat; then all had been silence.

A quiver went through him at the

thought of her. Resolutely, he put k

Kn-mer watched him in the scientific

manner . Just as be. Webb Foster, had

beat unpcraoaaDy enrer an electroc tube,

or e-ren a httle moose whose insides

sight give a doe to some secret of na-

ture. Now be was the mouse. He un-

derstood the Martian. He was not tor-

turing him for the mere sake of torture

;

k was a job to be done. The whole

trouble by in the fact that bis science

was not tempered with human mercy and
emotions, that his drive for power was
obscuring aJ other considerations.

Bat the others who crowded eagerly

around the table were different. In there

eyes was a strange likeness, drumstar

though they were m bodsei They were

sadists, eager to drink in hzs dying

screams, to see the swift blood spurt.

Damn them!

The glittering blades grew large as the

unirerse in his gate. Involuntarily.

Webb dosed his eyes, braced hunscH for

the unendurable pain. His teeth locked

together. They would not hear him cry

out ; they would not see him wince.

SUDDENLY, the silent laboratory,

breathless with waiting, was a roaring

hel of sound. The soft whirring above

his head fahered. withdrew. Angry
shoots hfted : curses blasted in a doxen
different tongues But above all other

sounds, dominating them like a Jovian

hurricane, blared a boll-hkr roar. Webb
opened his eyes mcredaloasly. He'd
i (cognize that great voice acT«here.

It was Stct. the Tuan giant. Stet.

raging in his incomprt hrnuble natter

dialect, all English forgotten. Shouts,

screams, cries of pain made an inex-

tricable stew. A green Venusian body
battled across the room, slammed mto/
the electro-trepan, sent it crashing from

its grooves. There was a medley of

thumpings, the crunch of huge fists on
pipe-stemmed bones, the soft whine in

pellet weapons, the sear of fiame guns.

Webb jerked hb head around. “This

way. Stet !" he cried out.

The huge Titan, black as the planet on
which he stood, grinned horribly. He
towered over hb milling opponents hke

a California redwood cm*r a sapling

birch. “Coming. maste^T' be called.

The next moment he was plowing hke a

space hner through the struggling out-

laws, thrusting them in waves of broken

bodies against the farther walls. Ku-
mer togged at hb blaster, cursed a stilted

Martian oath. It had stock in hb belt.

He whirled, scuttled to the end of the

room, disappeared through a panel sbde.

In a twinkling the laboratory was

def of living beings. Only the dead

remained, and the sorely wounded. Stet

lurched grinning and bobbing to Webb's
side.

“Quick. Stet r Webb snapped- “Get

these damned ropes untied. Kn-mer
win be bock soon, with reinforcements
and plenty of blasters. We won't have a

chance."

The Titan's clumsy paws fumbled

with the bonds. Knots tightened all the

harder.

“Here, let me do k.~ Susan cried, and
thrust her slender form against the giant. •

With an amazed grunt, he gave way.

Her fingers, graceful, stalled. bteraSy

flew. Knots loosened by magic, one

after the other. And all the while she

talked excitedly.

"What a great fool your Stet b !~

"Hurry V Webb begged, cocking an

anxious eye toward the sbB-qoict por-
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to the outer rock. Then he asked.

“Why?"

"Do you know what he did? They
had thrust him into a ctO. bound him
with cords like these with a solitary

Moan man to guard him. He could hare

snapped his bonds with a single ripple of

those stupid muscles of his. and broken

the Moon outlaw in two w-ith his bare

hands. But he was sitting there, quietly,

comfortably, when I came. I had pre-

tended unconsciousness until all atten-

tion was distracted to you. Then I

slipped out. found a length of stellite

har. crept behind the guard who was
watching Stet. brought it down upoo his

head. He dropped rery quietly. I ex-

plained to your ooi of a Titan in one-

letter words what was happening For

the first time he seemed to show a meas-

ure of intelligence. He started up.

beared, and the ropes went firing tn all

directions. Then he came running here,

and I after him."

Stet grinned sheepishly. "Master

tell me to stop back there in. space lab."

he defended "He not change his order

.

Stet do nothing."

"We-U," Susan sniffed. “I new "

The last knot parted Webb stum-

.bled to his feet, free ooce more.

He wasted no time in bringing cir-

culation bock to his cranyed limbs. Al-

ready the hard rock of the planet echoed

with running feet. With a grunt of

satisfaction he dired for a fiame gun.

dropped by a fleeing outlaw, hefted it in

hts hand. "Quick !” he snapped. "Head
foe our space lab. There isn't a second

to kne." *

THEY WERE outside again, run-

ning hard, heads lowered. Susan was

between Webb and the Titan, portly

shielded, by their bodies, from blasting

weapons.

A shout stabbed through the weird

half light at their appearance. The black

plateau milled with a motley of planet

scum Guns lifted. A hole appeared

suddenly to one side of Webb in the

solid rock. A season of steel barrack

hissed, collapsed tn a shower of dauling

sparks and molten metal. The three

fugitires darted around it just in time.

Straight ahead, about a hundred Earth

yards away, teetered the great plani-

sphere. its bulk thrusting high into the

glowing air.

"Run for it!" Webb said quickly.

"You. Stet. get Susan Blake safe inside,

start the motors. You know how."

The girl stopped short. “And you.

Webb FaderT she demanded

He grinned. "I'm staying to slow

them up. Oherwi»e none of us will

get across that open space."

Her eyes were somber oo his. "I'm

staring, too." she said quietly.

"There's oo sense to it." he rasped.

"There isn't." she admitted. "But I

helped get you into this, and IT bear

the respoetsibility with you."

Webb looked at her tilted jaw and

groaned. Seconds were precious. Al-

ready the pack was swinging around

their temporary shelter. "All right.

Stet." be said suddenly.

The giant grinned understanding. His

huge arm whipped out. caught the girfs

slender form lifted her off the ground

like a little child.

She struggled, screamed. "Let me
down ! Let me down ! I won't go

!"

But he was away with an easy lope,

heeding her futile blows on his hard

black chest no more than if they were

the brushing of butterfly's wings.

Webb called after the Titan. "If I

don't get to you when the motors start,

brad back for Callisto. You'll make it."

Then, with a strange, empty feeling in

his heart, he swung for the still-blaring

edge of the hut. crouched.

The first ware of attack came hurtling,

baying like bounds oo their trad. He
caught them urn* ares. Hu flame gun
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•pooled a long streamer of ps. The
inflirarabir (as united aplosTtlr with

the oxygen of the air. spread a wide

sheet cl flame orer the oncoming men.

There was a howl of pain, suddenly

hashed screams, and half a down crisped

bodies rumbled awkwardly to the rock.

The rest receded hastily.

Blasters sponged against the barracks.

More of it coQapsed is flying globules

of hot metal Then there was silence.
*

Webb grinned tightly, catfootrd

quickly round to the other side. He
had gasged their strategy correctly. He
almost ran fall tdt into a quietly tiptoeing

pony. Their guns went off simultane-

ously. Webb's jacket burst into flame.

Bat the scouting group was wiped out.

except for a single fleeing Martian.

Webb raised his arm. aimed, pulled trig-

ger. There was a hollow duck, nothing

else. Hr had used up the last cartridge.

WITH A GESTURE. Webb threw

the empty gun away. If they came for

him now But there was a short

respite. The survivors were taking no

undue chances with this cruy Earth-

man They were reforming near the

laboratory of Ku-mer. were pulling into

position a short, squat tube with a yawn-
ing orifice- It loulrd very much' hke

the trench mortar of an ancient day.

Webb's scalp tightened. He knew what

it was A Martian rrWr It shot bolts

of electrical energy. Even the plant-glass

of his space lab would dissolve info

vapor at the impact of that bolt, unless

the rfpulsnc screen were 0*1 full power.

But mould S:et know enrugh to turn it

on?

He swung quickly around and ran for

the plant-sphere Thry saw him as he

scudded across the hare rock. A dorm
missiles flared and crashed around him.

But the range was t«i great for ac-

curacy. Once the trloda started firing,

however

He lifted his head. Stel and the

girl had disappeared The huge, trans-

lucent orb seemed miles away. Would
he ever make it ? What had happened

to the others ? Even as he queried him-

self. something came hunhng out of the

open port of the piani-Jpbere. He
gasped. Then another body followed the

first, twisting and turning grotesquely

in its trajectory. And a third! They
fell to the inky rock with gruesome
thuds, lay exactly as they had fallen.

Webb grinned and put on extra steam.

Good old Stet ! He was inside all right.

Those were three of Ku-mer’s guards

whij would never rise again. He was
not more than twenty yards frdbi the

beckoning port, breathing heavily. The
missiles had ceased, but be dated not

turn around. All his energy was needed

to bridge that last gap.

Then he heard a soft, hissing noise.

With a groan, he flung hanself flat on
the ground Just in time. The hiss be-

came a crackling, the crackling a shriek,

the shriek a cataclysmic roar, as though

Gar-Mando had split m twain. A blue

boh ripped thftxigh the protesting air.

hurtled directly for the huge round of

the space lab

Gasping, the breath knocked dean
from his body. Webb squirmed on the

ground. Almost reluctantly, he raised

his head. It was all over. The plani-

sphere that had taken him years to build,

the two people inside, who. he rrained

now with a dreadful pang, were unut-

terably dear to him. were gone,

smashed into flying atoms of gas. Never

again would he

An incredulous cry burst from his

bleeding lips. The space lab. wreathed
'

in hloe smote, wav nevertheless intact.

A familiar pattern of glittering pin pants

spangled its surface. The repuhor

screen was in position * And Susan

Blake, her slender form half obscured

by the swirling uncle, was screaming at

hrm from the port, calling on him fran-

tically to run.
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He obeyed. He cane op tike a racer,

pistoeing arms aad kjv It took tea sec-

onds to recharge the acted*
Soua caught him as he literally feft-

into the opening. “Thank Heaven!
Thank Heaven!" she cried brokenly.

Her soft fingers stroked his grimy face,

polled away in abrupt embarrassment.

Webb's poises leaped. But first there

was cnoch to be done.

He sprang tor the slide lever, dosed
the port behind him. Then be was

through the space lock, running along

the swinging catwalk. "Take off. Stet P
be shouted. "Take off at onceT

But the Titan at the control board

turned helplessly to hit muter.

"I’ve been trying to tell you." the

girl panted behind Webb's firing feet.

"The controls don't work. Only the re-

pulsor screen. We turned on every-

thing It’s no go.** ^
The Earthmaa slammed up to the si-

lent screens, swearing. There was no
doubt of it. Everything seemed in or-

der. The rocket tubes should have been

streaking red jets of fire agamst the

_
rode. But nothmg moved.

"It's Ku-mer." he said grimly. “I

should have known be was up to some-

thing when be lighted out for his tab.

He's got some blanketing ray on that

penetrates even the rrpulsor screen. If

that's the case
“

VII.

THE VISOR SCREES glowed sud-

denly. The Martian's imperturbable

countenance peered out from a misty

background. His voice issued. Some-
how be had managed to project the

tight beam in back of the blanketing ray.

"Your temporary escape will not avail

you. Webb Foster." he said. "You can-

not leave Gar-Mando. Your plani-

sphere is helpless in the grip of my in-

terference scrambler. You had better

give yourself up. before I blast you aJB

into nothingness.”

"Don't luten to him." Susan cried.

"He’s bluffing. The rrpulsor screen——

”

Webb stared at the composed features

of tte Martian. "No." be answered qui-

etly. "he is not bluffing. He can do it.

But"—and be grinned at the pictured

representation
—

“you won't."

Ko-mrr looked startled. "Why not ?"

he inquired.

"There are two reasons. The first is

that you haven't had a chance to exam-
ine all the details of my space laboratory.

There arc many inv entions here even you
don’t know as yet. And the second is

that if I die except under your electro-

trrpaa—you wiS never obtain the secret

Of wtfsmate p ŝiafiry|

the universe.”

The Martian soectrst looked at him
thoughtfully. "You are right. Webb
Foster." be admitted. "Bet there are

other ways " He left the rest

suspended, while the visor screen faded

into gray blankness.

"What can he do?" the girl asked

anxiously.

“Plenty 1" Wefib answered quietly.

"There are certain anjcstbetic^gxics he

can pump through. If only
"

He went to work. Susan and Stet aid-

ing wherever they could. He tried new
rigged up special bat-

teries. experimented. But the screens

remained dead, the central firing cham-

ber was cold and lifeless. "Why," be

wondered aloud, "do the rrpulsors work
when everything else is blanketed?"

It was a question that started him off

again, frantically, feverishly. The re-

pulsor elements tapped subspace, and

hence were unimpeded by any waves m
normal space time. But no one, not even

Webb hansel f. had ever discovered a
method of utibxmg this queer rrpcUant

property for any other purpose. He
tinkered, swore, computed frantically

—

without result. He stared at tus equa-

tions with haggard eyes. They were
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, knwk And Ko-wr was
Awhlm at work also, wasting no tine.

“Webb FesterT
He jerked ha bend up. There was

aonefhing in Susan’s sbO. null voice

that sent a spun of alarm through him.

She was facing against the watt. her

hand fluttering at her throat. She was
pale as wax. and she teemed to have

difficntry in breathing.

-I—I " she whispered thiddy.

and fcO.

“Good Lord f* He sprang to his (ect.

or thought he did. Bat actually be gave

the effect of a delayed televisor rrpre-

His Gmfarseemed twice their

his bead pounded dotty.

gain coatroi of the plant-sphere and ot

his brain.

bis tcngsse dove to the roof of his mouth.

In the distance, dimly, through Hairing
eyes, he saw bis faithful Titan, a huge,

black bulk, sprawled next to the control

The haze in his mind grew thicker.

His nancies would soon refuse to obey

his wH. The subtle gas was cumulative

in its effect. He most do it now—or

not at aJL la a blur, be staggered toward
the fatal lever.

Some one was speaking to him. He
shook his head drowsily. It was an 3-

krnoo horn ofthe R gas. -He must

The voice grew sharper, more penetrat-

ing. It held a curious unhumaa timbre.

»> ejuWQ rang oo inif, nc turrsco

bleary eyes upward. The visor screen

was lighted. A shock went through
him. He almost feS. He barely got

bis hand away in time. Another shove,

and the rod would have swung down.

“The R gas !" he muttered painfully.

Colorless, odorless, it had stolen un-

awares through the plant-glass behind

the interference rays. No material

known to the planets could hold out ks

penetrative molecules.

BLINDLY, be heaved himsdf erect.

Like a swimmer in an aspftak sea. be

torched forward—not to Susan, not to

Sect. He could do nothing for them
hot to the space-tapping machine that

powered the rrpdbor*. There was only

left.

If the power were reversed soddesay.

the quick shift in sebspaee con&gura-

boos would create a temporary disloca-

tion between the two dimrnpcxial space

times . Such a dislocation would have

obvious consequences. Once Webb had
seen a patrol ship go out like a puff of

liast the heavens. A drunken
' of its crew had thought it might

he sport to swing the lever controlling

the screen. f

It meant sssMatios, of course, but

death than that Kn-mer should

In the screen be saw a whirling , daz-

zling sphere—a sphere in which concen-

tric layers whirled in order dance. The
sphere of crystallized thought ! It spoke.

“Webb Foster! Webb FoaterT

“ivh-vihar d’you want T' he answered

thscUy.

“Do not reverse the repulsor screen.

'Turn it off instead
~

Webb shook himself dimly. “But

Turn it off," repeated the sphere of

thought coldly.

Suspicion flared in his dotted

This was Ku-mer’s work. The
orb was under his cootrol. Once the re-

pulsor screen was open

The distiBed intellect of a hundred

men must have known what be

suspected. Again its unhumaa accents

broke on him. “Webb Faster, it is

Jim Blake who tells you this. It is for

Susan! Jim Blake! Had be been

foQy awake. Webb might have refused

to fall into what seemed a specious trap.

But the names acted hke magic tales-

mans. Summoning up the last ounce of

strength be swung the lever—toward

the right—toward zero.
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THE ipvldiat pen point* on the

plani-glass died. The great space labora-

tory ni open to the laa tiVitioo. But

in that moment an invisible Sash teemed

to hurtle through the vatt intenor, a

whoosh at of clashing wo. Sud-
denly. the central Srrng chamber darned

into being ; the evanhsn pellet* ditin-

tegrated; their subatomic energy dared

outward through the rocket tube*, lath-

ing the black rock with tearing gate*.

The piani-tphrre catapulted up into the

phcnphoreieetit air! All the machinery

of the lahotatoriet bummed and whined
and turned.

Webb had been dung from hit feet by

the sudden acceleration. Slo*ty. be

ttaggered upright again. Hit brain was

clearing rapidly at the R gat attenuated.

Already Sect wat heaving h^s vast bulk

foolishly erect. Susan opened her eyes

ia , bewilderment.

But Webb was in fnrious action. He
sprang to the various control*, set them

on their courses, restored the repulso

screen—just ia case Ku-mer had thought

quickly enough to tight the ukod* on
their upward room. Then, grimly, be

leveled off his flight, poised the great

space lab directly over the swarming
plateau.

Susan swayed to his side. “Why don't

we escape?" she cried.

Webb's jaw was hard. "First I want

to blast Gar-Mando out of existence.

Kn-tnrr is too great a menace to the

peace of the planets to remain alive."'

His fingers tightened on the trips of

the snouting Hasten. Their ugly orifices

trained down on the black plateau. In

the screen they could see the outlaws,

bkr a swarm of ants, naming aimlessly

hack and forth, pouring futile prtlrts at

thr hovermg ship. Ka-mer was no-

where to be Ken.

Thr girl caught Webb's hand with a

Utile cry. She pointed. Far beneath,

like a variable star, the orb of crystal

thought was pouring. a blare of gVxy

through the transparent hemisphere of

inclosing quartr. Never had they seen

it so darrling. so alive. "My father."

she said with a catch in her voice. "He's
in there. He. too. will be destroyed."

Webb’s eyes clouded. He thought of

that strange breaking through of Jim
Blake—of the triumph of a long-dead

emotion over the impersonal intellectual-

ism of the crystals—of the mirning that

Jon Blake, a mere series of octahedrons,

had managed to convey.

"I think." be said softly, "your father

—and all the others—must know vrhat

we are about to do. What you see is

there, paean of victory, their welcoming

of sweet oblivion. Rare intellect, di-

vorced from all warmth of human rela-

tions. aO the loveliness of human forms

and sights and sounds, must he a fright-

ful thing Jim Blake knows—and ap-

pfOTfl.

Hastily, he sprang the trips. TV
great blast shell* dropped at terrific

speed. The «ill-firing outlaws saw them
coming, Aed howling in all direction*.

Then the mountain of black rock seemed

to heave on it* base. It blasted open

hke a volcano, spouted huge geysers of

molten magna. The plateau shuddered,

split wide, and toppled in a rum of flar-

ing fragments into the inky seas. The
vride-lapping liquid tossed and boiled hke

a cautdroa of Sdhvh brew. Vast mon-
sters. incredible in site, obscene night-

mares beyond aH human imagination,

erupted from the sticky, foaming depths,

flung high, and dropped bock with the

crash of a thousand Niagaras.

NOW* the planet of Gar-Mando was
an uninterrupted ocean. The mountain

plateau, solitary bit of land, was no more.

Of all the buildings, of all the scutttmg

men. not a trace remained

But Webb had seen, or thought he

saw. the crystal globe that represented a
hundred men burst open bice a shower

of bright sparks. The separate sparks
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fin] in i2 duntuu, on a oinooi, ibij-

inf note, upward through the phos-

phorescent sir. out tsso the mUn space

beyood For with the dessroctxm c

f

Ka-mtr's tibooion. light sis so locftr

carrrd. and far above tilled the fanliar

atari. while the Sun. a s!i(fcd] larger

star. biir.Vrd in amazement at this

Hrjsjt addnsoo to its family.

Sevan wood very erect “Poor fa-

ther.
-
she said quietly.

“1 am not so sure.” Webb murmured,
holding her hand in has. “Thought is

indestructible. It is the subdement be-

neath the unseat wave lengths. No mere

explosion could break it down. All I

did. I think, was to separate the hundred

inarms from ooe another, scatter their

crystal units into the all-embracing

mother—tfoce Perhaps, my dear, that

is all that death itself can do.”
__

She digested that. Perhaps tt brought
her a measure of comfort- “But bow,”

she changed the subject. "<hd the open-

ing of the repulsoc screen release us

from Ko-mers grip?'*

“I think it was due to the nature of

the interference wares be set op. Ob-
viously. though I didn't realize it at the

tone, they most have had trams in sob-

space abo. Otherwise the repulsoc

screen would have remained unaffected.

By cutting ctT my own power, to which

it had been carefully attuned. I thrust

the whole wave systrm off balance. As a

result, the interference no longer held

good, and my own units started Tunc-

t>ocung again.” •

Susan took a deep berath “We had

better be starting for our own planets.”

she said, “now that Ku-mer is dead
”

“Ko-mrr not dead?”

W’efcb whirled It was the Titan who
had spoken. His black face was a tight,

screwed mask. "What do you mean.

Strtr the Earthman dettonded. "Of
course he's dead. We blasted him and

bis island to uxsthereens."

But the Titan held his ground. "He
not dead." he insisted stubbornly. .And

Webb, knowing the peculiar other senses

of the Titans, felt a cold wind rufftr his

hair. He shook bis head haH angrily.

"Don’t talk nonsense.
-
he snapped "Set

our rockets for Earth. It’s a long trek

this time—without the Martian’s secret

power acceleration.

"Yes. master." the Titan said stobdly.

and shefBrd to his duties.

"How long will it takeT asked Susan.

"About cor hundred and forty days.

Earth ome.”

The girl looked at him impishly. "Al
least." she said softly, "it will give us

time to get acqua inted"

TIME FOR YOUR OUTDOOR LIFE!
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As he stepped throagh the iridescent him be ieit a sadden wrench no< quite
physical—as though eeery atom in his anatomy had topped turned oeer.

• T T TE turd to think thit we knew On September 15. 2157. Cuter and
\/\/ what space was bkr. Space— Pogapotl—Jimmy and Mike, re-
” ' that intangible nothing in spectieely. the head oi the astrophysics

which matter floats, and whose eery department oi the Ml.

M

cKinley Ob-
rxistence is caused by the matter within territory and his chief assistant, were
it. And we thought that we knew what spending an afternoon in the obsenra-

thc properties of space'were But we tory Laboratory, pretending to work, but

know better now. At least we know in reality loafing with the finesse that

that we do not know, and that is the cooes only from long practice. They
first and most important step in all had bcense to loaf, and considerable ex-

knowledge. one. Not many mouths before they

* *
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had been oat in space, driving the

«nrw( of the.nanus planet away from
the earth, and their vacation had not yet

rjh iiTTy ended.

But the lore of the laboratories had
been too strong, and they had mutually

surprised each other by unaifranccusly

appearing at the observatory airport,

each ra«e forced to admit that be had
been bored with his vacation and that

he preferred to loaf with the tools of

his trade around him.

Right now Jimmy was setting up in*

tegrals on his hope mechanical integraph
and then knocking them down again,

while Mike waa busily engaged in draw-

ing imaginary and highly improbable

animals aH over bis desk blotter. They
mo provtcu irovao lsjc Du.cnfi, ixn
had found all the other men busily at

work, so efficiently that their assistance

bad been rejected with scorn and bad
language.

- Nike squinted one baby-blue ere at a

particularly outrageous animal which be
had just created. '‘Jimmy.’' he said,

'till is driving me Dots 1 If snmrthing
deem t happen pretty soon I’m going

out aqd nart a war on my own, jost for

the excitement !"

Jimmy punched a key on the in-

trgraph and pressed the starting button.

The machine clicked and whirred and
informed him that the integral of e* waa
also c*. He unfolded bis haky length,

yawned, with vigor at the mathematical

platitude. "I doubt. Nike, that tha^a
would be a solution to the problem that

is preying on your alleged triad. You
would probably land in jail in about

thirty micro seconds, and scene of my
best friends have informed me that noth-

ing is more boring than life in durance
'

vile. Mkit do you expect? Do you
want to save the world twice a day 7"

"Couldn't be as bored in jail as I am
now. I Dams that commnni-
cator r

It was burring and Mmlong fracti-

caBy.aihii companion leaned over and

pressed the answering button. The view
plate lighted up. showing a palbd face

surmounted by a shock of busby, bbek
hair. "Hello! Carter speaking"

The instrument spoke. "Hello, Dr.

Carter. I’m glad I caught you! I'm

Dr. Quintana of the Unisex sity of

Nexico Cty. I'm up it Wiseman, two
or three hundred kilometers 'northeast

of you."

"Gbd to see you again, doctor.

Haven't seen you since that emergency
meeting in Washington two years ago.

What can I do .for you?"
"Will you come up here now. right

away? A terrible accident has hap-

penedT
"What ? What do you mean 7"

"I started an experiment and it got

away from me. 1 an t stop it. If you
srifl come now. please " There was
a cracking sound from the speaker,

and the plate srent blank.

Carter vainly attempted to renew the

connection and then tnrned to his as-

sistant. "It appears. Nike, that your
wish for excitement win be gratified im-

mediately, if not soooct. We'd better^

"Looks that way, Jimmy." Nike ran

bis fingers through his flaming hair, un-

til- he looked like a rcd-qtaOed porcu-

pine. "Sounds Ske something serious.

Quukana's a damned good man."

"He is. That work of his on space

coolants at the last physical society

meeting was a good job. If kt says h's

terrible “ He switched the com-

municator to the hangar, aad tfarn the

two men headed toward the airport.

AN HOUR LATER they were ap-

proaching Wiseman. The little town,

long since deserted, by in its cup in the

Eadxoct Mountains, shadowed from

the low sun of the autumn evening.

"What's Quintana doing in this God-
forsaken bole, anyway 7" wondered

Ntkr "Say—what's that thing?" He
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pointed to the northern ilope of the

Tiller.

Carter strained his rjn There hi
something queer about the bale bouse
near the top of the taO—something that

be could not quite define. It looked

oddly distorted, and it m hard to see

its real shape. There was a queer iri-

descent tvmttkimf around it. as though

it were inside of a soap bubble. * I doo't

know.*' be answered in a puttied voice.

“It’s like nothing I ever saw before.

We’d better take a closer look and see

what’s the matter with Quintana."

The hebeoptrr screws burred and the

plane settled softly to the ground. Yea,

there Mr something over the house: a

hemisphere, quite transparent, but

greerashly iridescent in the uncertain

kght. It was perhaps eighty meters in

diameter now, and appeared to be grow-
ing very slowly. They stopped short

before it. hesitant.

“Wonder if it bites?" asked Mike,

tossing a stick at it. . The stick passed

through the irideacenf wall as though it

were not there. Then he touched it

gingerly with his extended bale finger.

“Nothing there. Jimmy. Can’t feel a

thing. I’m going to take a chancer*

He took a long breath, and stepped

through.

He grunted and staggered as though

he’d been kicked in tbe stomach, and
then stopped short, with his eyes and

mouth popping open. He gulped. “For
the lurra Jimmy come in and

have a look at thasT

Carter followed him through the im-

palpable barrier. As be stepped through

the irtdescenc film he felt a sudden

wrench, not quite physical, as though

every atom in his anatomy had flopped

and turned over simultaneously. Then
be. too, stopped, and his mouth opened

m amazement. The sky was Mark The
grass was a dark violet, and the autumn
leaves, which should have been red and

yellow, were blue and violet. His hands

and Mike's face were blur-green, and

the latter’s bkse shirt was black, while

bis orange tie was blue. His own white

shirt was still white, but the other’s red

hair was * stunning emerald-green.

“Mike." he said with careful calm,

“am I craty or are youT
"Dtmno how you are. Jimmy, but /*as

seeing green sunsets and purple pop-
pies! There's something screwy, that's

a cinch ! Where’s QuintanaT
“We'd better find out. quick! Even

if this state of affairs isn't dangerous.

beU probably have gone craty, any-

way T The two of them broke into a

run toward tbe bouse, whose rings—

1

color it was impossible to guess, but

which was now a violent blue-violet.

There was no sign of hie ou the outside,

nor did repeated poundings on the

locked door produce any results. Carter

stepped back a pace, smashed through
the door. Quintana lay still ca bis face

before the cocianu aintof, •M was
nothing but a mass of fused and smok-

ing wires and tubes.

"Still alive, remarked Poggcnpohl.

feeling tbe pulse. "But he's pretty badly

burned around the face and hands.

Well hare to get him to a hospital."

"See what you can do for him right

now. Mike. IH take a look at what

caused all this." He stepped into the

next room, which had evidently been

fitted up as a laboratory. Now it waa

a smoking ruin, with shattered frag-

ments of electrical apparatus htiering
the room, particles of fused glass

crunching under his boots, and a tangle

of twisted aluminium girders, fused

copper wires, and broken castings in the

center of the room.

He shrugged his shoulders, and re-

joined Poggenpohl "Nothing but a

lot of wreckage. Mike. It’d take a

miracle to find out what did al! this.

Here, you take his feet and 111 take hu
head. Good. It looks kke every piece

of electrical apparatus in the place blew

out at once, violently. Let’s get him to

tbe plane for a bale first aid."
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THEY tramped back across the out-

rageous landscape toward the wall of the

incredible bubble, carrying their uncon-

scious burden between them. The wall

was a bttlc farther than it had beer— it

wras still growing slowly. They slid

Quintana into tSc. caixn. and Carter took

the cootrols for the take-off. while Mike
brought out the first-aid lot and did has

best to treat the terrible bums on the

victim's face and hands. He made no
effort to 'bring hyp back to ccr.sbocs-

neas. judging that it would be a mercy
to leave him in a coma.

"Have you any ideas at all about
what started this. Jimmy T be asked, as

he poured the tannic-aod solution over

the bums.
"Not the vaguest" Carter switched

the power from |he helicopter' to the

propulsion peupeilrf-and the plane shot

forward at an acceieraliog rate. "Your
guess is as good as mnr. The whole
thing doesn't make sense at all. but

nnybe we- can make a sensible guess

when Quictlna comes to. He ought to

know something about what he started."

“Golly! I hope he does! If not.

we're sunk without a trace."

"Rtght-o! That damned bubble or

bbslrr. or whatever it is. is grow ing, and
for all I know it may cover the whole
earth before it quits—maybe the whole
system!"

"Wrfl. I'd sure hate to have to go
around all my hfe looking fte you did

a few minutes ago! Thai violet com*
plrxscrs

“

"Agreed. 'You looked Eke something

cut of a graveyard yourseH. Zombie or

something Eke it."

"Ugh'" sasd Doe Mike, and turned

lack to his pattest.

Carter turned the plane toward Fair-

banks. thg nearest large city where there

would be an adequate hospital and spe-

cuksts capable of -taking care of Quin-
tana's burns, while his compamcn
radioed ahead for an ambulance to meet

the plane when it lighted at the Eklcsoa
airport.

FIVE HOURS LATER Quintana

returned to consciousness. At first he

was silent, but as he gated in bewilder-

ment around the hospital room his ryes

met Carter's, and hr seemed to under-

stand his situation. "How- do you do.

Dr. Carter," he said weakly. "Thanks
for coming around when I asked you.

Where am I now. by the way T
"You're in the hospital at Fairbanks,

doctor. Your commumcatot blew up
in your face and we—Dr. ftiggenpobl

and I—brought you here. You're rather

badly burned, but there's nothing to

worry about."

"I see that there's something else I

have to thank you for. then. But that

is not important. Tell roe. did you see

what has happened at WisemanT
"Well, there's a queer sort of bubble*

around your bouse, and inside it all the

colors are wrong. And the bubble is

growing steadily. Do you know what

caused it?" ,

"Yes—and no. This is what hap-

pened. 1 was on ray vacation—
I go up

there every fall during the hunting sea-

son. To amuse myself I started investi-

gating the old Einstein Field Theories,

connecting all the different sorts of

fields in space: electrostatic, magnetic,

gravitational, and so on. It's an old

field theory, but I wasn't so sure that it

had been completely worked out. I set

up my apparatus to try to char.gr the

gravitational fields in a small segment

of space by the application of various

intense magnetic anLstiie fields, vary-

ing according to a Wesrstraass function.

You 11 find all the details in the note-

book in my coat pocket.

"Anyway. I warmed up the ap-

paratus. dosed the switches, and was
looking through my observing telescope

at the spring balance 1 was using to

measure the gravitational fieri letwevn

the poles of the apparatus, when, is
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reaching for my notebook. I most have

dotttrfnothrr switch by mistake—the
ooe that started a simple dfipbca&y

varied magnetic field.

“The machine made a queer, grunt-

ing noise, and the weight on the spring

balance sagged way down and then shot

up through the toff of the apparatus, and

the tubes began to get red-hot. I cut all

the switches, of course, but when I did

there was a loud pop and a squeal and

an iridescent bubble about a meter in

diameter suddenly appeared surround-

ing the center of the apparatus, which

was getting hotter and hotter all the

time.
.
The bubble started to grow. too.

moving right through the sobd parts of

the set-up as though they hadn't been

there.

“I tried everything I could think of to

stop it. and then I recalled that you had

discussed some of my work with me.

y and remembered that your post was
quite near. But when I called' you. evi-

dently everything blew up at once, for

the next thing I remember is waking up
here. But did you say that the colors

are wrong* And bow big did you say

the bubble is now?'

Carter explained the situation, and
Quintana groaned. "It has to be

stopped some way. gentlemen? If I

were isot here " He tried to get out

of bed. but the physician pushed him
back.

“So. Dr. Quintana You must stay

here for a week at least. So don't ex-

cite yourself. I am sure that Dr. Carter

and Dr. Poggenpohf Hil be able to do
anything that has to be done." His

voice was soothing, and as the two
physicists added their own reassurances

to his. Quintana fell back on the bed.

"Do you feel as confident as you

sounded?" Mike asked, as they rode

back to the airport. "I know 1 didn't f*

"Neither did I. if you want the truth

!

Tbit notebook"—be slapped it on his

palm—"may help some, but right now

I haven't the foggiest idea of what this

thing is or what to do about it
"

“Or whether anything at all cm be

done about it !" Mike added gksnty.

"I'm scared a bright green with purple

spots myself ! I don't kke this business."

"There isn’t anything we run do about

it until we know what has happened.

There's no hdp for it. We’ve got to

go back there and do some real investi-

gating. And well need a lot. of ap-

paratus to do a good job. too. So first

well bead for the observatory, get some
sleep, and start the job to-morrow."

"O. 1C." agreed Doc Mike. "Partic-

ularly on the sleep question. The trouble

with this science business is that it

breaks into your rest so much."

BY THE TIME their heavily loaded

plane landed again near the babble the

next morning, the bubble had grown .

until its diameter was almost twelve

hundred meters. “One thing we have

to do. Mike, is set one of the assi stants

in the other plane to measuring the rate

of growth of this animal. Then at least

well know what we're up against

—

. maybe!"
The tar>d«-spe was u weird as ever

—

even more so than before, under the full

fight of the sun, which appeared to be a

brilliant blue-violet. The two scientists

and their assiitants set themselves to

make an infinity of measurements of the

natural physical constants inside the

bubble. They noticed as they worked

that the sun appeared to be more power-

ful than usual, and soon started to itch

and bum on every square centimeter of

exposed skin, but were too busy to pay

any attention to the phenomenon until

they stepped out into the normal world

some hours later. Then they knew what

the trouble was.

“Good Lord. J immy? You look kke a

broiled lobster! That's the sweOest

case of sunburn I've ever seenP
"So tWr why I fed kke I'd been

eanag crackers in bed! Your case is
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a booty, too—and take a lock at the

The sunburn 'was the

that any one of them had ever experi-

enced. and pot most of the crew ia the

hospital Carter and hfpnpoU con-

agned their doctors to the devil. aad re-

tard to (o to bed. Instead, they

neared thrnucfvcs bberaHy with tannic

acid, aad stock it out. But the re-

mainder of the work that had to be

done ia the bubble was done by men
•eariac bght metal helmets with aab-
ray eyepieces, aad wearing opaque
clothes aad gauntlets.

They measured all the important con-

stants of space: its .curvature, the

velocity of bght. the mass and charge

of the electron aad the peoten. Plank’s

constant, aad all the rest. The work
was oot completed until September 20th.

five days after Quintana’s accident, aad
by that tune the bubble had grown uadi

.it was almost eight kilometers ia

diameter.

The two physicists returned to their

laboratories on Mt. McKinley to try to

make sense of the figures they had ob-

tained These were peculiar. The
gravitational constant was aormai The
electronic charge was normal, as was
Ptaok’s constant. The masses of the

proton aad the electron were as they

should be. as was almost everything else.

But there was one glaring discrepancy.
The velocity of bght was not 3 00 a 10**

centimeters per secood. but Z24 x 10“
centimeters per secood. aad all sec-

ondary constants depending on the

velocity of bght were aheretfta the same
ratio.

Jimmy scratched his more than

prominent nose, folded bis six loot three

into a hard knot, and gruated.

Mike whistled. "So tks/’j what’s

cuckoo 1 That’s why the colors were all

haywire!"

"Yes, that's it. Light travels slow er

made the bbster than outside it And
the frequency of bght waves is. of

course, the same, since that depends on
the source of the bght aad act on the

transmitting medium . So as a result,

the wave length is shorter. Light that

would be bright-red outside is green or

blue inside, aad anything that would be

green or blue or violet normally shows
up as just plain ultra-violet. A most
unpleasant situation!"

"lH say it’s unpleasant !" Mike
tenderly rubbed his peebag face.

"Honest blue or green bght changing

iato U V aad burning the hide off me!
It almost lolled one of the assistants,

too."

"That’s what'll happen to everybody

if vve can’t stop the thing. They’ll all

be killed by overdoses of sunburn.

Either that, or they'll hare to stay

underground or indoors whenever the

sun is out. That might be possible, but

it wouldn't be much fun."

"They’D die. anyway. Figure it out

for yoursdf. It’s already laDcd every

insect that’s entered the. bbster. and it

hasn’t helped some of the vegetation. A
little UY helps plants aad animals

both, but you can get an overdose of it

!

And without some poOeraring insects,

not to menricQ the plants they gotta pol-

lemre. we’re aS going to starve to death.

Juicy prospect r <

*

THERE WAS a loog silence, aad
then the red-headed physicist asked.

"Have you a ghost of an idea what it’s

about ? How did it get that way IT

"Well, it seems fairly obvious that

space itself is different inside the bbster.

How rt got that way—Heaven ^oe
knows, and won’t tell!" The same re-

mark holds for the way it’s spreading.

What’s the final rate, by the wayT
"They just got it figured out to about

nineteen decimals The radius of the

bbster, which rs apparently spherical, is

increasing at exactly 1 .0037 centimeters

per second. Rate's quite constant, too.

and hasn't varied since the measure-

ments started."
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“That's Mac comfort. IxH take a

lone Cuz* to cover al of Alula, and it

««a*t be here in the next couple of

day*, at last"
Mike {TisaoL "Perhaps. then, the

P(ie6c intellect before me wiO be able

to do something about it in tune," be

remarked. “You reaDy oughts do wax-
thing useful once m a «We. Why don't

you try it? If you don’t do something

to be up to all those nice, shiny medals

they p»c you the other day, they may
jet onto you !"

There may be something in what the

worm says. 'Out of the mouths of

babes*, and so on. What did you do
with yomr medals, by the way? Hock
them and spend the money on beer?”

“No. genius, not on beer. I make the

observatory pay for that. I had a bet-

ter use for it. Maybe I'D introduce you

to her some day."

"I shouldn’t recommend it. I’m
know who's the better man around here.

But to jet down to mere mundane
topics. Cue the librarian a burr and

hare him send up the latest dozen or so

works on tensor analysis. Rrinmana
functions, space constants, and the way
the universe is built. You know the

stuff I want. Stir yourself—if possi-

ble’"

"Possible, but not probable." re-

marked Mike. strolling over to the com-

municator. "Just bite your getting a

useful idea!"

WHEN THE BOOKS arrived Car-

ter and Pojjenpofel arranjed them con-

veniently at hand. i£d up the buje

incegraph. and started work. The ma-
chine whirred and clicked, uncannily

solving the equations that were fed into

it. For almost forty hours, until they

were druopinj with exhaustion, the two

men worked—preasinj buttons, turning

dials, making notes, always jetting more

and more incredible equations out of

their mechanical colleague. It was mid-

night of the 22nd of September when

AST—*

they slid their chairs back from the in-

tegrapb and reached for the la£ of the

black coffee. The machine had answered
their questions.

Space was not unique. There were

an infinite rxAnbrr of possible types of

space, each one with its own complete

and crewistmt. set of physical laws.

“And there we are. Mike. This freak

space—let's call it pan space for the

present, as opposed to the ortho space

we’re used to—is just Eke ours erre/t

for the velocity of light, which it just

0.748 times the velocity of light here.

I suppose you noticed that value TT

“Yeah. Involves two mathematical

—not physical—constants- It's equal in

(e/a)’.* Gotta be malhemabcaJ con-

stants, of course, since the physical

constants may be different in the differ-

ent sorts of space."

"Obviously. And there seem to be

possible types of space with the velocity
of Egfac changed by that ratio, to every

ren power from nxnrit infinity to plot

infinity. For instance, (e/a)*—that's

our own ortho space—or (e/a)*—that’s

this para space—or (e/a) *, or what

have you. The Emits are (e/a)**, where

Jigbt would have just zero velocity, and

(e/a)"**, where it would have infinite

velocity. In that sort otji space, by the

way, Einstein's hws would be just the

same as Newton's, and there wouldn't

be any Emit to the velocity any body
kftim *"

"Amusing, but not very relevant. It's

queer, though, that the odd types of

space can't exist—Use (c/a)’ and

(e/a)*, and so on. If that tin genius of

ours hasn’t gone outs, or got- a cock-

roach in his gears, a space of that type

would immediasriy spit into the two
erext cnes on each side of it. And then

the more stable of thoee would cat up
the other one. Those stability relations

are interesting, too."
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"Very. TV hi(Vr the exponent, the

more stable the space. Thus, ortho

^cr. (e/a)*, is less stable than para or

(e/s)* space, and takes less energy to

maintain or form. That's why the para

space is eating up oar ortho space, since

Quintana's machine went bad and gave

it a start. And that's why hH never

stop by itself."

"HeB! That’s not the worst of it!

Look at equahoa 96-Q ! Do you get the

syahranre of that!"

Carter scrabbled through the mass of

papers, studied a moment, and then

turned white. “My Lord! Mike! Let's

get this thing translated into time !" He
swung around.\nd the integrator again

clicked and purred for a moment . "And
so that's our sentence." he remarked
calmly. "At 1202.36 pm. oo October

5th. the blister will be almost 22.000

meters in diameter, and will suddenly

change ks rate of growth. . Instead of

grow ing slowly and steadily as it is now.

it will scan growing at a much greater

and ever-aeceieranng rate, so that it

won’t take more than a week to cover

the earth, instead of taking years to do
it. as it. would if it had stuck to the old

rate. It has to be stopped before noon
on the Sch then, if it's going to be

stopped at all."

THERE WAS a long silence. Then
Mike spoke slowly, as though he were

feebng his way through a problem.

“Here's an idea. .It's probably cuckoo,

but Heaven knows there isn't anything

to lose. Why oot surround the blister

with a bubble of (e/a)'* space? Since

its exponent. -2. is less than that of

ortho spacr. 0. it should shrink as our

space eats ft up. and confine the blister.

It mdjkt work.
-

Jimmy stared; his mouth opened.

“Mike." he said solemnly, “there are

times when I almost think that you're

worth the salary they're paying you.

That if an idea. But look! -2 is less

than 0. sure, but it's even farther below

4-2 So why wouldn't the blister eat

up the protective bubble of oh. call

it meta space—as wefl as our ortho

space?"

Mike turned and dug into the mass of

papers like a terrier into a rat hole.

"Here's why." he said, in sudden ani-

mation. "Look! Equation 47-G. One
sort of space can only change to the

meet sort of space: it can't skip one.

Change from 0 to -2 or from 2 to 0.

but not from 4-2 to -2! It's a sort of

mrtastabie tine, evidently, and the di-

rect change is impossible! If that

doesn't work. IH eat the five-hundred-

inch reflector for breakfast T
"Right—it win. And now well have

to do the calculations for the generator

for the meta space. We haven't any

time to waste! Ring the stock room
and have them send us a flock of caf-

feinr-btnle tablets. Black coffee won't

be enough to keep us awake while we
do this job !" And be turned back to

the integrator.

The task the two mm had set them-

selves was even more formidable than

the one that had confronted them oo the

initial ralrulationt The generator had

to be designed so that it would form the

meta bubble all at once—outriie of the

para bubble. It would not do to start

with a small bubble, because the meta

space was unstable with respect to ortho

space, and would namndly shrink.

Therefore, it had to have its maximum
site at the moment of its origin. And
the power required to form it was in the

order of millions of millions of horse

power.

"That tr a nuisance. Mike." Jimmy
remarked, after fifty hours of sleepless

calculation had shown them the amount

of power necessary. “There aren't any

pieces of apparatus in the world that’ll

handle it."

"Who caresT asked the redhead,

yawning "TheyU handle it for a thou-

sandth of a second, maybe, and that's all

you need. Let 'em blow up ! We aren't
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paring (or then ! Call that de-sign crew
an] give them our alabtKCi, and then

let's jet tome sleep. I'm dead."

The design crew did their job, and

(or the next ten dart the constnxtxxi

men worked twenty-four hours a day in

and aiecad the batter. The work W
to be door. Qciaana. now out of the

hospital, superintended the construction

. of the meta-space generator in his old

laboratory, and his unique knowledge
of the phenomena involved was inraiu-

abie.

Power (or the space generator wai
proTxied by a bank of atom*-energy
generators, the bke of which had never

been seen ce earth, and it taxed the al-

most infinite resources of the Bureau of

Heavy Electrical Industry to provide

them in time. The UV bgbt inside the

bubble, and the first snows of the

Alaskan winter, were additional diffi-

culties Many men were badly burned

on the deadly job. and several died. But
the job was done. It had to be done.

All of the apparatus had to be run

by remote control, and the control cabin

was built on the peak of a near-by

mountain, out of danger from the pcpb-

able explosion, but close enough so that

the blister could be observed telescopi-

cally. There were the controls of the

atomic-energy generators, and of the

meta-space generator which would form
the twenty-four kilometer protective

bubble around the blister. When it

was formed, it would contract gradually

until its contraction pressure equalled

the expansion pressure of the blister,

when the latter would be permanently
confined. That was what the scientists

hrp<d.

By 1 1 am. of the 5th cf October, the

work had been completed, the last work-

man and bystander had been removed to

a vale distance, and the three scientists.

Carter. Poggenpohl. and Quintana,

gathered around the control board.

Jimmy sat down before the keyboard

and pressed the test button.

A RED LIGHT showed on the

board; a bed rang. Mike’s face west
white, and Quintana Winced as though

he had been struck. “That means," Car-
ter said quietly, "that the gamma lead to

Tube 15 is open. And it also means
that unless it is repaired in the next

hour, we can’t form the protective

bubble. If it isn’t formed by noon, the

bister will reach the runaway stage

—

and. gentlemen, we shad all be dead."

Mike sprang up. “You stay here and
close the switch at the right time.

Jimmy . I’m going to fix httle Oscar

somehow."
"No?" exclaimed Quintana “That is

my rapcnsihkty. I am responsible lor

causing this catastrophe, and I must

take the risk of making sure of the cure.

Don’t go. Dr. PoggenpohL I’D do it

— - 1/ *•

BJrltlL

"You know, of course, that when I

dose the main switch the mrta generator

is almost certain to explode ? We
couldn't build it to take the load for

more than a moment, you know," Carter

explained.

“Yes, I know. But I am going. I

shad try to escape from the danger area

before noon, but if I don’t, dose the

switch, anyway. That bister mil be

stopped." He raised his hand in salute,

and walked steadily oaf of the door of

the cabin to his plane. He stepped in

and dosed the door. Mike and jimmy
saw the behcopter screws gather speed

and the machine rise from the mountain

peak.

“There goes a very brave man. Mike.

He’d never get out live
"

“Not a chance in the world. 'Greater

love hath no man ’ Oh. hell ! I’m

getting sloppy in my old age. Gimme a
cigarette!"

The two men sat beside the control

board ’ watching the racing clock, and
glancing anxiously toward the north,

hoping against hope to see Quintana's

plane returning. But no racing speck

showed against the irxioccr.t bister.
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1 1 JO. Jimmy t«un{ around and
faced the beard. His long Sagers
placed oxer the keys. Miles iwij rc-

grtenish iridescence, it showed a shim-

lays clicked sad the isomieeaerp
generators purred sad then roared is
they wvmed op. He touched other keys,

and more relays clicked, as the co-

ordinates of the me(a bubble were set

op. Then he waited again. “Any sign

of him yet. MikeT
“No. Notfaiag. Fire minutes to go.”

The hands of the chronometer came
closer and closer together. Mike shiv-

ered aad yawned a bale. It was a mat-
ter of seconds now until the dead kae.

He started to count aloud. “Thirty

—

twenty—fifteen tea—fire—four—three

CARTER pressed the red key in the

middle of the board. Relays thudded
aad transformers hummed. The dis-

tant atomic generators grunted under an
insane overload. Then circuit breakers

flashed open, fairs blew hke firecrack-

ers, aad miles away, at the center of the

Muter, they saw a binding, white flash.

“Down V yelled Carter. “Open your
mouth aad plug your ears!”

They threw themselves to the floor of

the cootrof room, with their hands over
their ears. And then the souod of the

explostoo arrived, a cDrapersnon ware
in the atmosphere that would have
knocked them flat aad shattered their

eardrums had they not expected it.

Groggy aad shaken, they came to their

• feet, staggered toward the hangar,

where their plane had been protected

from the blast. The bister loomed up
ahead of them as they headed north, but

meting pink. The plane came to a sud-

den stop. The men raced toward the

shimme ring wall.

Inside it. they stopped, staring. Meta
space was as peculiar in its properties

as was para space. The sky was
orange: the few stems of grass not cov-

ered by the snow were a bright -red;

and Mike's hair, only reflecting infra-

red now. was jet-black. But they were

not interested in the abnormalities of the

spectrum. Ten minutes' measurements

showed that neither the para bister nor

the meta bubble were moving. They
had approached each ocher to within a

few hundred yards, where cqusbbnum
had been established. The danger was
over. •

They flew toward Quintana's labor-

atory. passing over the shattered frag-

ments of his plane on the way. The
laboratory was a mass of scorched and

bistered wreckage. When they traced

the gamma lead they found that it had

broken next to the inlet leading to the

generator itself. And at the break there

was what had once been a man—shat-

tered. scotched, scarcely recognizable as

a human body. But Quintana's charred

hands sob clasped the cable, holding it

in the socket from which it had broken.

There had been no way of repairing the

break, and he had stood there holding it

in position—and waiting for the power

to go oo. How long he had waited.—

what he had thought of—were questions

that would never be answered.

Jimmy raised a hand in a half salute,

and then turned and walked back to-

ward the waiting plane. Mike followed.

There was nothing more to be said.it did not look the same. Instead of its
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W E know that po*kron* were
daeomtd about fire jem ago
by Aadmoo, that they are the

positively charged twin* of diction*,

that they ccmbiae with electron* in aa
a—UnioB with complete fotnatioa of

matter and hheration of a corrtapondipg
amount of energy a* gamma ray*, and
that gamma ray* wiQ tomrtimrt undergo
the reverse transition to give po*kron*
and electroc*. Bat behind these fad*

there is a Cory u romantic a* the wild-

cat Sight* of yy worthy oi

a place beside Adam*' and Ltwiiu't

rliur prediction of the nicmct of the

planet Xeptime from irrtguhrkies in

the orbk of Uratio*

The story »u really unfolded about

a year before the positron wa* discov-

ered. but for a more complete under-

ataadiag of k we mast go back to the

torn of the century, when thing* began

to happen to rtauiral physics. Me-
chanic* had been developed, from New-
ton's three bwi of motion, to their most

generalized mathematical statement: the

Hamdtooian equation*.

Finserin was beginning the work
winch would add the last touch of re-

fingneat , Relativity was the cabnma-

boo of dassiral mrrhanir*. and wkb ks

aid the behavior of any system of par-

tides could be predicted^ provided you
had the mathematical tool* and the

mathematician capable of aaiag tht ai

Bat k didn't work—not completely.
Yoa coaid solve problems, in soiling

bsZkard ball*, planet* and sons, with in-

credible accuracy. But k wouldn't work
for thing* as tiny a* atoms.

So we have modern physio, eager to

study the moat important things left

imstudied : atoms, molceules and elec-

tron*, and a mechanics that would work
perfectly for bllard balls, pbnrts and
warns, hot which proved quite inap-

plicable to these tiny partide*. So
quantum mrchanics was developed, and

is being developed.

Now the prime purpose of physics,

and indeed of aoy soentr, is to study

observable quantities, to formulate laws

which win express all experimental data,

and which win allow predictions of hs-

t
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tor twtt by meant of these lava. Ac*
eordingly. the near mechanics most be

ooe which via become identical with

Hawinl mechanics . if the parades are

quite large, in addition to checking ex*

- periments made with auras.

Ooe of the moat important and easily

studied properties of an atom b the

light that it emits. Light b an electro-

magnetic wave, and electromagnetic

waves are formed by oscillating electric

particles. In an atom we hare a nucleus

surrounded by electrons moi ling h
orbits. Since electrons are electrified

particles and orbits are periodic, tt was
thought that the re eol ring electrons must

be the source of the light from atoms, the

frequency or ware length of the light

bemg a fcnctxao of the time of rrrotu-

rioo of the electron.

Bui light emission represents energy
loss, so the electron should spa a
smaller and smaller orbits as it loses

energy by radiation, until finally it

should spiral into the nucleus. And this

should take place in a rery short time.

Actually, each atom radiates only a fpw

of the irrfm itt* aamber of puvsibic fre-

quencies. and those frequencies it does

emit are easily measured from the spec*

tnsn. With infinite patience the spec*

troscopbts played detective and found

obscure relations between the various

frequencies of the spectrum, which

greatly simplified matters.

THEN Bohr brought forth the idea

that in each atom there are only relativ-

ely few oebns which electrons can

foOo* about the nucleus. A planet can

revolve about a sun in an orbit at any
distance from that sun. but an electron

cannot have a similar freedom in choos-

ing its orbrt Here b one near the

nucleus: here b one somewhat farther

out—and so on. The electron, can fol-

low any of these, but it cannot follow

intermediate ones.

In the Bohr picture the electron does

not produce electromagnetic wares dur-

ing its revolution about the nucleus, but

only when it falls from a larger orbit

to a smaller one. The energy of the

e lectron depends on the site of its orbit

about the nucleus—the greater the

radius l*e greater the energy—so that

when the electron falls from the larger

to the smaller orbit k loses energy, and

that lost energy b totally accounted for

by the bit of radiation emitted during
the process.

Conversely, if radiation of the proper

energy impinges on the atom, an elec-

tron can absorb the energy of the radi-

afloo and jump to an outer orbit, thus

gaining exactly the amount of energy

absorbed from the radiation

The problem was then to ca lcalatr.

if possible, the permissible electron orbits

of the various atoms, the energies of

the electrons m those orbits, then the

energy differences between the various

orbits. These energy differences should

correspond to the energies of the various

kinds of light emitted by that particular

kind of atom in kfi

s

pectrum.

• Hydrogen b the simplest atom, and

the calculation of the possible orbits of

the lone electron about its nucleus agreed

almost perfectly with its observed spec-

trum. More complex atoms did not

agree so weO. but it was certain that

here was a new method of approach to

atomic problems that showed signs of

promise: the classical approach did not

work at all

It soon became evident that one of

the troubles with the new method was

that it introduced too much unobserv-

able detail in the aurai workings. We
spoke of electron ortxts about the nu-

cleus. and foe the complex atoms even

the position of the electron in ns orbit

must be introduced. These are things

that we probably cannot hope to ob-

serve. and so are undesirable. (They
are. however, very convenient in getting

an approximate mental picture of things,

a procedure indispensable to all of us
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except those (niuxs sho can grasp

the mathematical npatinct directly ).

Since the orbits represent different

energies of thtf electrons in them, we can

jftuok' oi the orbits as energy levels, and
mentally note that the orba is a rather

crude picture oi an energy level, not nec-

essarily exact. The problem has now
resulted itself into finding seme sort

oi equations or mechanics which win
enable us to calculate these energy levels

of the various atoms, and the differences

between these energy levels must check

the observed spectra of those atoms, if

the mechanics are any good.

One answer to the problem was the

wave mechanics. It was discovered that

electrons exhibited certain properties of

waves, i. /. they produced diffraction

patterns. Later it was shown that pro-

tons likewise behaved somewhat hke
waves. The wave lengths of these mat-
ter waves are easily measured from the

diffraction pattern, and an intimate cow
nection was found between the wave
lengths and the momentum of the par-

ticle in question. So here we have the

two fundamental particles of matter ex-

hibiting properties of waves, where the

momentum of the panicle corresponds

to the length of the wave.

Obviously, the next step is to use the

mathematics of waves to apply to the

particles, using the observed relations

between momentum and wave length,

and see if it works. Wave equations

must be developed in which we can sub-

stitute positions and velocities of par-

ticles. as well as the force fields acting

tqcn them, and which on solving will

gne positions and velocities of the par-

ticles at some later time.

FOR VARIOUS REASONS our

answers wijl not be exact, but—in terms

of probabilities—we will find the most

probable values for position and veloc-

ity of the particle at the future time.

This is an inherent prepeny of wave

mathematics, and it is not too disap-

pointmg. since experiment indicates that

this is actually the case with particles.

So we must find some property of

waves which will correspond to prob-

ability. just as wave length corresponds

to momentum.
In order for the thing to have sense,

this probability function must have

three properties : first, it mast always

be positive or rero. since a negative

probability has no physical meaning;

second, the integral of the probability

over all space must be independent of

time, which is merely a mathematical

way of saying that if the particle is some-

w here in space now. it must still be

lomrtrkrrf in space at any later time;

third, this integral of the probability

or* all space must be invariant with

change of velocity of the observer, which

means that if you observe that the par-

ticle is somewhere in space, then a per-

son in a laboratory moving with respect

to yours must also observe it inunbr/
in space. This last condition is re-

quired if relativity is to be satisfied.

All three pf these coodnioes must be

fulfilled if the concept of probability is

to have any definite meaning, bat we
can get an approxirhate solution tf only

the first two are met. jus* as the laws

of Newton are approximately correct

for everyday use. Such an equation was

developed by Schrodlager. It worked

beautifully, except that the mathematics

were so complicated as to preclude

exact solutions n most cases. Approx-
imations were necessary. But approxi-

mations can be made to almost any de-

sired degree of accuracy . if you want to

work Icng enough. The important part

was that it id work, except for cases

where relativity corrections became im-

portant.

The problem of developing an equa-

tion or set of equalmes m which the

probability would fulfill all three of the

above ccodmoas was finally solved by
Lhrac. It was shown, however, that the
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only possible way to meet the three con-

ditions involved the introduction oi the

concept o< rejiiirt entrp le-eis. tod
this was eery embarrassing, treatise the

coocept of negative energy was appar-

ently foolish.

Ltt ui^o hack to energy levels foe a
moment. In an atom we potnted out

that there are only certain possible en-
* ergy levels that an electron can occupy,

aad that the electron tends to fall to a

lower energy level when it can. L f-.

when there is a lower one that is not

already occupied by another electron.

I* so doing it emits a quantum of elec-

tromagnetic radiation (light. infra-red.

ultra- violet. X rays, etc.) with the fre-

quency of the falunon depending on
the difference in energy of the two en-

ergy levels.

Bet. in general, an electron does not

hare to be in an atom. If we hare a
free electron with plenty of room, its en-

ergy. or. more specifically its kinetic

energy, is measured br its mass and
velocity: K.E. = MV* If the elec-

tron is standing still its V is zero, so

its kinetic energy is zero. Bet k still

has other energy, as pointed out by Ein-

stein—the energy of its mass, which is

the mass multiplied by the square of the

Velocity of light, so the total energy of

the free particle is ( approximately. at

Wait): E = MC* >1 MV*, where C
is the velocity of hgbt.

Smce the velocity enters as a square,

it makes no difference whether V is

positive oc negative (to right or to left).

V* is always positive; so the energy is

always positive. Also, if the electron

has plenty of room to move around, it

can have any velocity, and so any energy

above MC*. This means that the energy

levels of the free e lectrons are not dts-

contmuous. as in an atom, but a con-

twiuous senes.

Now. if an electron is m a negative

energy level k must behave as if it has

negative mass (mice negative velocity

squared u still positive). That means that

the more you push k in one direction,

the faster k goes in the other direction.

Its momentum is directed opposite to

ks velocity. Such particles have never

been observed.

Furthermore, if you have an infinite

number of these negative energy levels

(just as there are an infinite number of

positive energy levels) electrons should

drop into them, just as in an atom they

drop to infilled lower levels, and m so

doing should emit electromagnetic radi-

ation corresponding to the energy differ-

ence. This energy difference is at least

2 MC* (see Fig U. so the radiation

should be very powerful, in fact, gamma
rays.

Conversely, if we did have an electron

in a negative energy level, gamma rays

shining on k should lift k to a positive

energy level, just as happens to atomic

electrons when the proper light hits

them.

SO the Dirac theory requires the ex-

istence of the negative energy levels;

yet they have never been observed. If

there were such levels the electrons in

ordinary positive levels should fall into

them, and then exhibit the queer prop-

erties of negative mass. The difficulties

are obvious. But the Dirac theory

proved its worth by giving correct an-

swers to some problems that the non-

rrlatiristic Schrodmger theory could not

attack, so k must be kept, if possible.

Dirac surmounted the obstacle with a

stroke of genius, by postulating that the

very necessary negative energy levels

were all filled with electrons—an infinite

number of electrons, since there are an

infinite number 'of the levels—and that

this infinite continuum of negative en-

ergy electrons is synonymuus with what
we call empty space. This avoads the

difficulty of having positive energy elec-

trons fall to the negative energy level*,

since those levels are all filled.
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Hotw, a pan ray should be able

to eidte an electro* in a negative level

to a positive level, past at hcfatomea
aiotnic dcdroQt to junf> to b|btf
- - . t _ *1^— — — - - - -a - - a
•nto. n DCS UUS Mfycns UK OUI6i

dectroo become* observable. user it has

positi ve energy. Bat now we have an

died level in the negative energy

Wet, and that. too. should be observ-

able. This tmfiOed level, or "Dirac

bole." as k is called, is. in effect, the

throe of a panicle of negative mass
and of negative charge; in other words,

k is the presence of a psrtidemf post*

live mass and positi ve charge. A year

later snch particles were observed. They
are called positrons.

The properties of the positron coin-

cide exactly with the properties of the

Dirac bole. Under proper mndjpnm
of gamma radiation tone-

disappears, and an elcctroo and
! to be Seated, the

Con-

tort* oar scqsc of symmetry. Accord

-

mgfyTspeculstians have been made that

perhaps in distant regions of space there

are varanrirs in the negative levels,

Dirac holes, or positrons—

w

hichever

you prefer—equal in wnnbrr to the ex-

tra electrons in oar own region. The
perfectly symmetrical The
cm dc cooHOtrcq ne kiw

particles sad electrons the holes; k
malm no difference. . .

Then, in these hypothetical far-off

regions we have rxrrss positrons.
_
They

may have negati ve protons,
"
negation*."

"aatroos," caB them what yon wiH, with

which to bold op nodes aboat which the

can farm orbits to aonke

vertdy, when an electron i

meet, they annihilate eacn other, and
there is -farmed a psstgs (or two
quanta) of gasxaa radiation. Obvi-

ously, this corresponds to the filling of

the electron from Ss positive energy

level into the onfiflrd negative lewd, or

hole, again filling k. erasing the discon-

tinu ity, and oner again n isi ing "empty

yost as oo
from electrons and nodes

protons These hypothetical

of the far-off regions would be

specxroscopicaBy idrmiral with onr own

termined if we stay

ever, if we should visit rods

if irnrtrr from there lfaonld^rint os. Use

would be disastrous. Oar dec-
wonld ctimhinr with their pos-

itrons, disintegrating os into a flood of

guana rays.

The Dirac theory it not valid far

heavy particles sods as protons, neutrons

.
at least, we have an

her of ehetrons filling the

eryv levels completely.

la

to these, there are a marke r of t Vietrent

left over after the negative states are aO

filled, which, accordingly, most occupy

various positive levels and be observ-

able. These left-over, electrons are

•hat make up our atoms, along wkh
-aad neutrons, of

The question now arises: w*y are

these extra electrons ? Somehow it dis-

that protons

tons do not bold the same relationship
to each other as positrons aad electrons;

the negative proton's* ast the Dirac hole

of a proton. Indeed, i

that protons and
would actually be rcpeOed from each

other in spite of the electrical att raction
due to tbesr opposite charges. Even so,

the tremendous amount of energy re-

sulting from aanMatim of the electrons

and positrons of the two kinds of mat-
ter would make travel to those

regions very dangeron*
the protection of something very

Dr. Richard Balfingcr Seaton's "a

of force."
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THE UNKNOWN
Concluding a gripping two-part novel.

Up To ,V«r:

Ogeithorpe. employed by Submarine
Products Corporation—a company
which has conquered the bottom of the

tea and brought tit smith of products

and minerals to the avoid above—meets
with a serious Occident tchem the

uranium battery of hit dirung armor
cracks trhile he is at hit work as chief

of the Pest Eradication Section.

While still >aconscious. Ogeithorpe it

taken to the hospital, where he it put

under the influence of the Sleep.

Feng, working from a photograph,

grafts new skim over the arras that had
burned away. Dr. Cormoda operates

on Ins eyes.

H 'hen released from the lethargy of

the Sleep. Ogeithorpe says his name is

Stephen Wilkes and asks far Wmn-
rnngks and HiH. his co-workers. He
wonts to know how he can possibly be

m Hotana when the Exploration Sec-

tion. with which he it connected, hat its

base of operations at the Panama sta-

tion.

Dr. Lemoyne is called in ta try to tx-

plmn this npsetting change of person-

alities. Then Sonia Hogarth. Ogei-

thorpe's half sister, and Lloyd Osborn,

kis assistant and rescuer, came la see

the patient. Both ciorm that, n ap-

pearance. he is an exact counterpart of

Ogeithorpe. although the patient claims

he meter heard of either of them before,

end says the hkenets of facial features is

so pronounced because Dr. Feng mode
him look like Ogeithorpe.

The patient then tells of the circum-

stances leading up to the point where a

chunk of pumice stone fell on kis head

end he lost constionsnets.

He was aboard the "Grampus." com-
manded by Caftan Alan hi cLoren.

They were echo-sounding around In-

defatigable Island—winch is a volcanic

core. They noticed gaUcn grains swirl-

ing around the ship. Wilkes (Ogei-
thorpe), Waimaehgkl and HiU got out to

investigate. They followed the golden

swirl to its sourer—a sort of conduit
made of a material like profit metaL
They walked and crawled through it till

they arrived at the other cud Coming
out. they sow a vivid-green jungle br-

yond a strip of beach.

The inhabitants were small brown
folk, led by o girl whose name was
Shadow Flower. She informed Wilkes.

Wainwright and Hdl that her people

had wailed many generations for them.

They were taken through a beautiful
garden and up hundreds of steps ta •
crowning edifice too intricate for the

ordinary imagination

Before they could enter the bmldinf

a fight started among the crater people.

But Wilkes (Ogeithorpe) had had a

glimpse inside. He referred la the

building os a power plant.

lust then the telephone rings. It is

Gartnn of the Personnel Ofice at Pom-

asm City. Hr says that the “Grampus'
was found riding helplessly et anchor in

a fiord of Indefatigable Island and that

Wilkes. Wainwright and HiB cannot be

found. He asks to see the wan who soys

he is Wilkes—and JV» he does de-

clares the man could not possibly be

Wilkes

VI.

NKAGF1D by « hit he retarded

as Garvin's incomprehensible

treachery-. Ogehhorpe continued

to behave cnbccntirnfhr (or several min-

utes. He bured extraordinary epithets

lodijcnnxnatrh at every one present.
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and rwbufrd by uirapbef to tear off material. perhaps fifty or sixty feet high

the green band over hu mv la this aad filled with a whirlwind of incan-

endeavor he was at once restrained by descent blue-green vapor. There were

Dr. Feng—who displayed surprising platform* aad stairways about it. just

strength in iprtr of her slenderness—aad as there are about a big turbine or dy-
1 by Sonia. namo. and upon them a number of

, “You wiS injure yourself most pain- minor combats among the enter people

fuDy.“ said Dr. Feng rapwOy. “It is were is progress. Beyond this, in the

. practically an artificial growth and a background, was an enormous automatic

part of your epidermis, la due tune, switchboard. Little lights blinked on

which wil be some time this afternoon, and off and there was a constant twin-

rt wil slough off of its own accord. Dr. ldbng of lavender sparks as contact was
Carmoda. whose work it is, will be here made or broken by hundreds of relays. .

then.” - —* At the extreme edge of my view some
Ogefchorpe was persuaded to take an- glittering apparatus was revolving

other cop of ka/hna. and its soothing busily. Then I was in the midst of a

effect upon him was immediate; Dr. clawing, screeching turmoil and the

Feng and Sonia released their grips diaphragm of the door started to close,

upon bis arms and wrists. “A shower of Mooes descended from

I apologise provisionally to every the upper stories of the power plant as

one with the p—nble exception of Dr. the door went shot. Several of the

Feng.” announced Ogefchorpe evenly, crater people who had defended us were

“If I resemble Ogefchorpe. I insist that struck down, and the party retired

it is because I have been made to resem- hastily down the steps to the piasa. On
We him. The real Ogefchorpe win turn the steps we were joined by the crater

'up sooner or later, aad then we shall see people who had followed us from the

what we shall see.” beach AD of them were in a fury of

Dr. Feng watched him with amused, indignation ; it was not quite clear why.
silent interest, through a hate of smoke It was evident that there was a drnuon
from a freshly-bghted cigarette. Dr. of opinion among the crater people, and
Lrmoyne had relapsed into apparent ab- that was afl.

stractiaa. “Hill now expressed an urgent desire

“If you will go on with your story.” to eat. adding that his 'insides were all

urged Osborn, “we may gam some clue run down bke a battery.* But Shadow
as to whpe and how Wilkes might have Flower had already despatched runners

been substituted foe Ogefchorpe. You foe food, who dow returned with arm-
were te&ng of a curious structure that loads of fruit and gourds of milk. We
jrou discovered in the crater. Yoa couldn't identify any of the fruit,

called it a ‘power plant* became of some- “We ate and drank seated upon the

thing that you gbmpted inside. What turf under the tree ferns along the edge
was that somethingr • of the piasa and watched a scattered

“It was a number of things.
-

replied band of crater people who stood or

Ogefchorpe. “I saw them over the heads crouched near its center, childishly peh-

of the fighters inside the portal, during mg the power plant with stones hurled

the few moments before we were in- from fiber skngv They sent their tms-

volved in the icrimmage After that siles several hundred feet with ease

my attention was elsewhere. “An occasional brown figure was
"The outstanding feature of what I visible dodging behind the fihgree

saw was a thing kke a huge vacuum screens that sheltered the balconies and

tube, a cykndncal tower of transparent bodges adorning the face of the build-
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ended to

pnK, that he its cxnyhf 1

1

tridgea at fata bdL la the onm
of kaiiof the Ctmmfmi he had fardel

omk We rolled the rwvcrsia i

Imulkt aad left tfaeai at the edge of

aofca, 1 night say that the racket

panel ia aaed .ordinarily lor aboocmg

cant be used unidCT ^rsSer. Each hoiks

bong fired, transforming the halet iaao

a tiny rocket which aril penetrate waaer

lor a abort disranrr It explode* when
k hka.

"Aj toco a* Wain weight found the
m. wW nl *- - - -.-t- . t !?. -1 -M -‘-1-1
11 TT i_rl DC VVUAU m j f ape ^ BZID KBCKCB

a brown man of a baksoy. The bwgrt

^ j^tdooeq. in mi women un cmtw obq
ia two. For a tone wo enaride red at*

tacking the defenders oI the power phat
with this areapoa aad toroag aa entry,
bot to fiad aa «*ri* froat the

crater fine aad return later, with more
equipment, lor a complete io-rcjttgatxa.

” V>'hen we finithrd our meal it was
awd-afterncon ; the rain had tlarirnrd

greatly„jad the doAdt over the center

of the crater bad to thinned that a patch

of blwe sky waa mealed aad let ia a

afaaft of mnkftn. With the tbsnasag of

the clouds a notch ia the crater’a rim

the power plant? FmaJJy we
that Shadow Flower bad no mnrrprina
of the outride world aad could > aat

not ia the enter, except the anterior of

the plant. We decided to duwb aa far

aa we could toward the notch before

dart-new came on. It appeared to be

2V cany there waa a chance of our

^FORTHWITH* we tec out. Shadow
Flower aad a rbwtrr of the deaertera

from the power print lohwiag at a dia-

tance The fine wile or to was easy, aa

taaaride aad we bad merely to Maw
the golden pafhwaya or cKmb the stairs

froaa one ornameatal terrace to another.

Once we croaaed a carious Si shaped

bridge over what was either a canal or

a long artificial lake, aad oaee we pasaed

through a grove of plants with great

as apron* by the crater people—which

farmed aa absent rainproof roof. The
ground there was ankle-deep with non.
hke green phwh. aad in srvctal pfaert

*e mw herds of goats. That explained

the sib that,bad been brought to us. -

"Aj we went on. the earn dinansaheif
a ~a. _ ,i_. t, _ t_

.

.1- - t - aMW lot CJOUGf UOmTj MiiaciTtO.

"We were intensely carious about the

power . plant and di scussed k coa-

It Mtacd that it nst km
beam basil recently, for vkn carkey ope
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could hove produced it? How could it the sun. threw every detail into me rcile ss
km bees co&structrd so Ktrttlj ? How refief. In a word, they were exactly

Had its materials been transported into Kkt the other outer dopes of the enter.

-3* enter? What was its source of winch was no more than we should hare

energy * What was it fee ? Who were expected.

the masters of the plant and why had “To attempt to drab those slopes

they Dot bom themselves to ns? What would bare been Eke crawEng op a

eras the relation between the power colossal slag heap bristling with bayo-

phat and the enter people? nets and rarer blades. Before we bad

"He tried to question Shadow gone a hundred feet we would hare

Flower, but one cannot coorcnc satis- been bleeding from as many wounds,

factordy m an unfanahar tongue while "The wall. I took it. was to keep rode

cEmhirig the side of a mountain, even rf debris from rolling down into the gar-

the path is smooth Moreover, our den. But what titanic engineering Had

pace had rendered Shadow Flower and denied and planted the garden, butk the

her -companions breathless, wall and the power plant, and bored a

"The sky was doodles* as the son tunnel down into the sea?

dipped below the Ep of the crater, and “Shadow Flower and the others came
the crater itadf became a vast bowl of panting up the steps and sank exhausted

blue shadow, which we gEmpscd ocra- upon the roof. We tamed hopelessly
twinsBy through (he fere stales. The away from the tumhlrd slopes of lava

difii that fianlrrd the notch were evi- and leaned silently upon the baksstrade

<Vntly bsgher than on the opposite side overlodong the crater. Tbc swift cqua-

of the crater; they s&B glowed golden- tonal night fell upon us and the stars

red in the hat rays of the sun. They came out. Down m the crater was vd-
Sowend far above us and the notch was vet blackness Little remote sounds rose

still dtscouragingiy remote. out of it with crystal darity: the bleat

-

"Then we came to the boundary of mg of goats, the voices and hughtrg of

the garden. W* found oorseHrej coo- the crater people, and a growing volume
fronted by a high, glued purple wall, of insect chirping and efiddng. The air

presumably of the same material u the grew cooler.

powe r plant. An intricate golden frieze

ran along it near the top. We skirted “THEN we saw the lights. Hil saw
its base for some dntaner in dumb dts- tbefe first They may have been visible

appointment and then came to a tower since the oncomiog of darkness but had

busk into the thickness of it. with a. edfekped our notice because of their faint

-

semiormiar doorway at the bottom. Wr ness. They were spaced at regular in-

entered. found a spiral stairway and terrab all around the crater a short dis-

\ quickly mounted to the top. where we tanoe below tha rim and were vague eol-

came out oo a fiat roof surrounded by a mmi of bkusfa luminosity. Eke brush

filigree babistradc A magnificrut pan- discharges of e lectricity seen in the dark,

orama of the bloc-shadowed depths of. In fad. I believe now that that is what
the crater lay below os, while above they were. Occasionally they flickered

“We looked once at those terrible in unison, and twice we saw a giimmrr-

; slopes that rose above us and gave up mg streamer of blue leap across the

al hope of fearing the crater by that crater from one Eght to another,

route. It was a chaos of crags and “The ragged teeth of the opposite rim

cEakcrs, needle-pointed spires. Imsfe- of (he crater became suffused with a

edged cinders, spbntered cliffs and vaporous, silvery glow, as the moon
jagged rhasrrn The oblique beams of swam up into the sky behind us. When
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the moonfaght hid crept down the slope

to the enigmatic tights it cxlingmibed
then by its greater intensity. In their

place we dimhr beheld a row of erect,

tapering black towers. Later, when the

moon was still higher and iUummatcd
the whole crater, we could see that the

Urter was encircled by a great ring of

these sohd black obebsks set high upon
the bra slopes.

"We asked Shadow Flower about the

towers. Her answer sraj that the fagfat-

rung fared in then and cane down into

the House of the Lightning wfaeq the

keepers of the bghtsing commanded rt.

“
’We’re going to the bottom of this

thing here and now.* Waiaw right de-

clared; and then to Shadow Flower.

*Who are these keepers of the bgbt-

tang?*

*’Wc are.* calmly replied Shadow
Flower. ’We who wear the fare bkae

stones.*

“Now I can’t gire yoa all oar coo-

versatioa as it occurred. It was very

difficult going. We made Shadow
Flower repeat the obscure portions ser-

cral times, to make sure of her meaning.

She said that the power plant, and the

garden, and to forth, were the work of

great ones from the sky. who came
down inside of a big fish made of direr

.

with a tail of bkie fare."

That sounds Eke a dirigible with a

rocket motor," remarked Osborn.

“That’s what we thought at first, but

just wait." replied Ogehhorpe. “She
said that this had occurred a eery long

time ago. a longer time ago than she had
definite words to express. We asked

her what these great ones were fake. She
maintained that they were surrounded

by a glory fake the sun, so that no one

could look at them." .
"Wen in armor." suggested Olhcra.

“Spanish conquistadors. The simple

bnlhancr of polished steel magnified by
generations of story-tellers into a blind-

er glory."

“And the power plant, was it buih fay

these worthies armed with maichlnrk

blunderbusses?”' queried Dr. Feng with

a faint note of deroion.

“Exactly." agreed Ogeltborpe. "It

couldn't hare been And Shadow
Flower said that- according to the story

one could sometimes look upon the great

ones by regarding their reflections in

the lake when they walked upon the

beach, and that their shapes were not

the shapes of men. They had vast wings,

and five eyes that were fake panted blue

flames."

“THAT can be nothing but the fab-

ulous creation of the pruartiTC imagi-

nation. which is never satisfied with the

bare facts." objected Osborn
“1 rather think that is the case."

Ogrkhorpc conceded. “But it doesn’t

answer the question . Wtio baik the

power plant 5 Shadow Flower said the

great ones did. and made the garden,

and put the crater people in it to keep it

in order. Also, they selected some

—

the more intelligent ones. I suppose—to

attend to certain ample routines about

the plant In the course of time, after

the great ones had departed—Shadow
Flower had no explanation of their de-

parture—these routines evidently be-

came rituals and the machinery was

worshiped

"And it continued to run. untended

save by these flower-dad innocents, for

—many generanocs Y~ cried Sooia in-

credulously.

“Apparently so." affirmed Ogekhorpe.

"The fast that I saw through the door

was still going. But now we come to

another peculiar thing. Before the great

ones mysteriously departed—into the

sky. Shadow Flower said—they im-

pressed upon the crater people that scene

day ether and different great ones would

come, great ones having the form of

men. and that the power plan! was then

to pass into their hands. It was not

clear ho* these others would come

—

possibly through the air, oe upon the
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•o. or under it. It Bwgtx be tor of

these ways. said the (rat ones. When
we came op oat of the hke. we were it

—I mean they, they who had been ex-

pected. And our coming entailed con-

sequences. ^
“They were the consequences of the

sunpir and quite human psychology of

certain of the crater people who tended

the power plant. They dsd not wish to

surrender their indent prestige. An-
other faction zealously insisted upon
obeying the legendary command of the

great ones. They fought. When we
arrived at the portal of the power plant

with Shadow Flower, who had been

amt to welcome us and expected us to

make a triumphal entry, we became the

center of a small riot, as I hare already

described.”

"Dad Shadow Flower explain her

references to—what did you say?—the

Speaking Scone?” inquired Dr. Feng.

“Yes. in a aray. But her explanation

con veyed aery little real informaboo.

In a chamber of the power plant, she

said, was the Speaking Stone. It ns
a stone that spoke with the voice of the

great ooea. When we appeared on the

beach it had said that we were they

who had been expected. That's all we
could learn about it. We suspected a

spe skieg image, something not unknown
in other times and places.”

“And the crater people Did yoo
team how they first came to the island 7“

asked Sonia.

“Yes. Shadow Flower knew the

legend about that also An extremely
long time ago—not kmg after the era-
boa of the world was her version—her

people bard oc islands a great distance

to the west. That probably explains

the highly modified Malay dialed of

the crater people. Then came red men
cut of 'the east, wearing plates and
chams of gold and gorgeous feathers

in great canoes with oars and sails. She
called them the Incana”

" IncasT cried Osborn. “Do you

mean to intimate that the Incas once

crossed to Asia in canoes T~

"No. I don’t; I’m merely trikng yon
what—Shadow Flower said." retorted

Ogehhorpe. “And besides, how about

the Easter Islanders? They must have

crossed a considerable breadth of the

Pacific in canoes. Probably are should

be amazed if*we knew. all that deter-

mined men have accomplished with

primitive equipment. And these prob-

ably were canoes of more than ordinary

site, war canoes, craft almost as large

as Viking ships.

"AT ANY RATE, the Incana landed

on the islands of the crater people in a

state of great crhimeson and half

starved. They were fed and cared for.

and when they had recuperated they

seized all the valuables in sight and

carried off a number of the younger
crater people as slaves. They ipeot a

number of years cruising eastward from

island to island. Then they turned

northeastward, became dispersed into

several parties in the wastes of the Pa-

cific. and one party arrived at Inde-

fatigable Island. The captives rebelled

and slew the Incana. They broke up
the great canoes and buik shelters in the

ravines of the bra.

"They led a wretched existence, eat-

ing raw fish and birds* eggs and drink-

ing from brackish springs that then

existed. They discovered a way op the

outside of the crater and into its in-

terior. In those days it rained irregu-

larly. and there was a take that >b«»j»t

dried up at times, apd the beginnings of

a jungle. Then came the great ones,

who transformed the crater into a gar-

den and buik the power plant.”

"Have you formed any theories of

your own regarding it T Sonia asked.

"Regarding the power plant ? Yes. I

have a tentative theory." admitted Ogel-

thorpe. “It has obvious faults, but it is

the only even partly credible one that I

can construct. It is this: The power
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is« threap of the crater bdnw the wal;
fitde tea md afota rising paKdJy

—I dir tree (mu; the Uce
ft* liquid bluer far below; a

o< mst Ur a film of

halfway tamo a* and ' the

Uce'; the dark, gfatening nut of the

max. <arotve trammota&on prcuaec.

voce it affartulr rroJm (old as a by-

ptohtt. The person—or these penoM,
as it mar be—is or are somewhere is a
secret chamber of the plant, najqaenf-
ing as a sort of oracle of Ddpbos'and
cummuntcaring with the crater people

through this Speaking Scone thing.

That (unpltas my theory.**

“Bat why should they hare built it in

expectation of giving it to some one

else? And how could fifty years or less

be considered as many generations?

And why "

“Did you ask Shadow FW
the way out of the crater that tb

could be reached via the power p
Dr. Fcnf iiUffTuptcd.

“Ya w« demrrd «p thtt
^ _UftSnXpC fTIpOOtjCQ. oQC
it as simply a tunnel that came out high

up on the outside of the crater and the

oah route by which a human being

could get out. The ancient way by
vitldl fT’kfff people IB BOBS
to exist no longer. Shadow Flower was
under the impression that

something more than huan
fly out over the top of the eraser in a

cloud of vnoke and a dap of thunder, if

we chose to do

“BY THE TIME we had extracted

this last bit of mlsrmarion from Shadow
Flower the moon was high in the

heavens and the crater was flooded with

its brilbance. From our tower w* coaid

see e very thing in it: the shanered rim

and the chaabc upper slopes; the

nd ring of bbdc obefisks; the wafi with

its equidistant towers encircling the gar*

den: the (era grov es of the garden, all

woolly and tufted in the moonhgfat. &0-

AiT—a -

“A remote clamor of

occasional scream teemed to be Centered

around the latter. The stone a&bgcrs

were sbfl carrying on their siege.

“As soon as we reakzcd that our only

hope of e srape depended on forcing an
entry to the plant, we evolved a plan.

We would go down and order the be-

siegers to retire for two or three hours.
When the occupants of the plant had
become convinced that the attack was
over and bad rrhxrd their

HiB and I would attempt to i

mod acctsuhle balcony or window, en-

ter the plant armed with our electric

COenpeJ B0B3K QiBC1 tO

dose (or ns or open it ourselves if we
let Warnweight in.

to watch from a

and pick off

with fats pisaol any one who might try

with a lew welt-

Wain aright was the bed
shut of dm three of us. and it was evi-

dent that whoever scaled the wafis of

the power plant erndd not wield a pistol

effectively while doing so.

“Our return down the mountain was
r a dream. The in-

sited an unrta&ty over

the garden, over fa pools and pergolas,

its stairways and fountains Number-
I-- - * * - f * * A - *- - A - MKu bijt* ziowcn rma opcoci

and the air ma with their {n^rmace.

i of enter people na
(he t&OOQ-Sccfcxd }KlfSoVI,

.
m *-1 - - - - ?- j * a .

! Qrt*Dco "iui jtck xbvcttcq sxngie

da. HaH-
ay sown we rtaarc i a hole i

ter - with a bufcoos.

and aur escort found

fruit and mile.
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“When «t arrived at the plaza we
found the attaching kcbc liajm coo-

Bdcnbhr augmented m number . After

a prolcepj parley we managed to cco-

wy oar plan and they reluctantly dn-
persed. As we were all dead for want

of sleep, we drdded to take a swim in

the lake and turn in for a couple of

tmrri or jo, leaving word with the

crater people to waken as when the

moon was halfway between its present

poutxio and the crater’s rim.

“It occurred to Wajnwngfct that

would bt pleasant to smoke after we
swam and that furthermore there wps
a pack of agarette-s in the pocket of his

coveralls. We went to the place where
»e bad left our coveralls and behold!
they were gcoe.

“Some of the stone singers who Mil
lingered near the plaza volunteered as
explanation. Men from the power
plaaf. they said, had ’come up obt of the

gratmd,’ seized oar coveralls, and dis-

appeared whence they came. This
strange assertion was clarified when we
were shown a sort of round
cover near the edge of the plan It was
of the same metallic perpie material as

the plaza itself, fitted flash with it and
aknrist air-tight. The point of a needle

could scarcely have been inserted in the

CTCv iet around st_

“The crater people al joined in be-

lieving that the object of (has theft was
to make 'bad magic’ against as. Some
article of our personal belongings was
considered necessary fdK this purpose.

“AT ANY RATE we had to forego
our smoke, hat we coaid stsS have oar
swim. We went down to the beach
and tried to persuade the crater people

to leave us. That is. HiQ and I id.
Wainweight is one of these perfectly

poised types who would not be confu sed

if be were to step oat of bis bath and
find bis apartment foil of friends* who
bad dropped in unexpectedly. Bat Hill

and I still felt a certain old-fashipped

rqocencc aboot undressing before a

nvxrd crowd of spectators even

sketchily-clothed barbarian spectators.

Abo. it offended our dignity.

“Warnweight stood by and cfscUed'* r

while we commanded oar retinue to fol-

low as no farther. After we had tu-
tored them that they would find us

asleep in plain view on the beach when
it vras time to awaken us. they re-

treated and we continued in the opposite

direction

"We came to a rounded ridge of stone

that cut across the beach and projected

into the lake. Clambering over this we
descended to t^ie beach on the other

side. Here HiU and I felt sufficiently

screened to remove our clothes and
plunge m. Wainwnght was still laugh-

ing- We rolled up oar clothes and laid

them on the beach. Moved by sotne s

obscure impu lse. Wainwnght hang his

bell and pistol on a bmb in the dense

shadow of a flowering shrub where

beach and garden met.

“After wading in up to our chins, we
struck out. The water was pleasantly

cool and so dear that we could see the

gold dust sparUmg on the bottom in the

moonlight. Far up the beach a great

crowd of crater peopfe were hugfvng
and aptathing in the water. Apparently

they had no fixed hours for sleep at

least daring fall moon .

“When we had swam about a hun-

dred yards we halted, floated a while,

and then turned shoreward

“Suddenly HiQ exclaimed. 'That ridge

of stone we crossed isn’t a ridge u all!

It’s the end of another conduit like the

one we came through! Look at itT

One look told us that HiQ was right.

Viewed from the lake, the sernsag ndge
was revealed as the curved back of a
great, half-buried rube. Wc were lock-

ing directly into its circular orifice, the

the menir of a huge gun. and U seemed

to me that a kttle kght gleamed and

vanished in the depths of its black

throat The rim glinted purple under
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the moon and a real of Moomiog creep-

er* had draped itself scrota the upper

half of the opening, whose lower edge

dipped under the surface of the water.

It was Waiawright's opinion that it eras

an abandoned drain from the power
plant and that the gold-laden water had

once discharged into the hire.

“BY THIS TIME we were near the

beach and an alarming fact became tri-

dent At any rate, it alarmed Hill and
me. Our cloches were gone!

“We floundered through the shallows

in a feverish hurry, Wainwright follow-

ing quickly but calmly. We darted

hither and thither among the ferns and
shrubs along the beach, thinking that

the crater people might merely hare

loosed our cloches, but found nothing.

Wainm right went at once to the shrub

where he had hung the beta and pistol

and there they srere! Forth with he

conenenced to hugh again. What did

cloches matter, be said, when a good
weapon was hi our possession? Mere
dot!** would not force a way into the

power plant.

“I thought of the fugitive light I had
seen in the abandoned conduit and
asked the others if they had seen k.

They had. We agreed that our cloches

had vanished thither to assist our cov-

eralls in asking ‘had magic.* HiQ cried

in an outraged voice that the *bad magic’

was already working and could scarcely
be much worse.

“‘Do you expect Wilkes and I to

parade across that plaza and up several

score of steps, in strong moonfcgfat. with

a whole tribe of these people looking on.

Wke tka? he stormed. ‘No! I don’t

care if we never get out of here if k de-

pends on that T

“‘What are you going to do then?

Become a wild man of the woods?*
• ’ t - t- • • t _J t. .-’J.. *n LiCWTTjTu OC^TinJ DcStOCS* XS

the first place, we won't'attack from the

plaza but from the side, where there is

plenty of vegetation to cover our ap-

proach. In the second place, there are

miIkons of leaves available. Pick your-

self a suk of clothes. It’s being done in

this crater/

“That struck us as a sound idea and
the great leaf hunt was on. Most an-

noyingly. we could find nothing but

small leaves at first. We tried plaiting

the stems together and produced kilts

of sorts, but they were very untrust-

worthy and fell apart at the first move.
Wainwright sat on the beach utte ring

guffaws and ribaldry. We could have

strangled him. <•

“We found some Urge, broad leaves

that seemed quite promising, but they

tore kke wet paper. HiQ cursed the

power plant, the crater people, the Ga-
lapagos Islands, and Submarine Prod-

ucts in five languages.

“Then we can* upon some of the big

rubbery leaves of the sort that ckxhed

the crater people. There were long,

tough fibers in the stems from which we
^fashioned stout girdles about our waists.

When Wainwright saw how simple k
was be put on his pistol bdt. attached

two leaves to it. made bimsetf a crown
of Sowers, and said he was prepared
for anything. -

. “I MUST HAVE fallen asleep as

soon as I stretched myself on the beach,

because k teemed only a moment until

Wainwright was slaking me. The
moon was halfway down the sky to the

crater’s rim sad the crowd of bathers up
the beach had dwindled: only three or

four voices were till audible.

“The crater people who had come to

awaken us stood near. They were

pbialy astonished by our change m cos-

tume. and one individual was so over-

come by curiosity that he asked us the

reason thereof. (We interpreted his

name as Deep Water Surrounded by
Trees, but shortened k to Deep Water
for convenience among ourselves.)
When we described the disappearance
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of our dotbes chert «m nodi iodf>
nation and nodding of bead*.

‘Shadow Flower isd Deep Water
volunteered to show os the least dttcrft

pbee to climb into the pow er fhnt.

while the rest dtried the building and

•et op a disturbance at the point most
distant from where we would attempt

to aster.

“First we retrieved oor lances from

oar armor, where rt by on the beach.

Then, accompanied only by Shadow
Flower and Deep Water, we followed

the garden faths of sparkling sand for

a while and finally turned aside into the

fan thickets.

“I was only half awake and every-

thing seemed more unreal than ever.
\kfA ^A l — - — - - - — t - a . ^ — . L -m -S —n c crcpc inxs nx*o*i£jtjx io itjoow,
from shadow to moonlight. And the

moonlight was wonderful—more like

greenish sunshine than ^
of the moon The garden round about

was a hbyrinth of moonshine and heavy

bbck shadow bee. all set with enormous
-blooming flowers. - The air reeled

fragrance: breathing it was hke

inhaling vaporized honey ; if such a

thing were possible. The only sounds

were the piercing voices of ratIkons of

insects—whirring, burring, chirping.

gTating. choking, tinkling.

“Hill didn't hare a crown, but I. did;

Shadow Flower wove one as we vest
along and made me wear it. This
plainly displeased Deep Water. I could

not avoid seeing that be was jealous,

any snore than 1 could connnut to mis-

understand the nnad advances of

Shadow flower.

“At bst we made our stealthy way
through a grove of the giant tree ferns.

On the deep moss under them by dozens

of the stone singers, alert but silent.

Beyond the grove by a narrow bwn
carpeted sofwUy with minute, pale blos-

soms, and beyond that the side wall of

(he power plant rose hke a tanaStic

sculptured ckff in the moonlight.

“At regular intervals. from the midst

of this bwn. great trdhrwork girders,

nr rather columns of filigree, uprcared

themselves in majestic parahokc curves

that terminated against the wall of the

power plant at a height of about one

hundred and fifty feet. An ebborate

semicircular balcony, somewhat hke a
proscenium box. projected on either side

of these points where the cursed col-

umns terminated Deep Water advised

that Hill and I chmb one of these col-

umns. drop off on a balcony and enter.

He kept his eyes on the ground as he

spoke; but I ascribed that to mere
jealous sulking.

“The ascent of the column was easy.

It was actually a tube or cylinder of in-

tricate metallic filigree about ten tea in

diameter. The design of the filigree

was on such a sole that we crawled

through its interstices and climbed in-

side of the column . There were cross-

beams and platforms of grid work at

intervals, on which we could pause and
rest. .The flowering plant that covered
the bwn was. in fact, a CTteper which
also swarmed up the column to its very

summit and veiled oor movements
within. While we were traversing the

ahnost horizontal portico at the top of
the carve, one hundred and fifty feet

above the ground, vre moved cautiously

In avoid falling through the filigree.

“WE CAME to the top of the col-

umn. On either hand was a balcony

skgfady below our IcvcL We saw with

relief that both were deserted, as were

all the other balconies that we could see.

From each a tall, elliptical doorway led

into the bbck mystery of the interior.

Warily. I thrust my bead through the

screening creepers and let my eyes rove

up the face of the building. They halted,

almost with a jar. on an object about

fifty feet above. For a moment 1 was
rigid with horror. A monstrous some-

thing. a cross between a pterodactyl and

the Gorgon Medusa, was leaning out
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over a kdp and fixedly nOnwf my
stare with three eyes like fire opals.

“Then I saw it fee what it was: aa

architectural detail like a gargoyle oa a
cathedral There were mart o( them

—

a long row equally spaced—as far as ay
view extended. Bat there was some*

thing else beside it. creeping oat from

behind it: a crater man with fire Mae
stones sparkling in his metal headband!

Poised on one hand was a chunk of rode;
twice the sire of his head. Even as I

attempted to dodge I wondered bow he

coaid lift it so easily. Then it was
coming down upon me and I discovered
that I coaid not withdraw my head in-

side the column ! My left arm and shool-

der were entangled with the toogh

creepers ?

“The stone strode the fifigree within

six inches of my ear. bounced off. hit

the balcony balustrade, shattered into

several piece

s

. and hurtled downward.

It seemed as fight as cork tend quite

brittle. Pumice stone! Plenty of it in

the crater, no doubt.

“But before the stone hit the balcony,

a hissing meteor trail of mrtslfir vapor

Hashed past me. impinged on the crater

man. and exploded violently in a Hash

of crimson fire. The gargoyle's head

feS off and crashed down on die balcony.

Then I heard the belated crack of Waia-
w right s pistol far below.

“Another crater man appeared. They
most have been watching us from the

time we emerged from the ferns. I was
still struggling to free ay arm. He
burled another massive chunk of pumice
stone. Another rocket baSet hissed up-

ward. a volley of small stones clattered

against the wall : the pumice stone

whacked against the side ofa ay bend

and the universe collapsed.

“

“AND THEN “ prompted Dr.

Feng.

“Then I found myself stretched oat

oa my back, all numb and cold, with

this thing over my eyes.” replied Ogd-

thorpe. “I heard fbm addressing me as

'Mr. Ogdtfaorpe' and tdfing me not *o

be alarmed. Bat this is what I want to

CW" • 11 mi oipyifocq u> n unwnjas
and HID ? Where are they bow?"

“They are probably in the crater of

Indefatigable. H what yoa have told os

is a^narrative of fact.
-

repfied Osborn.

“Assuming that it is, the thing to do is

to notify Garvin."

Osborn at once proceeded to get Gar-
vin on the telephone.

“This is Osborn.
-

he announced,

when the connection had been made. “I

may have a doe to the whereabouts of

your three trussing mrn
“Yoa mean two. I’m not missing;

I'm here." reminded Ogdtbocpe.

“You don't ay! Where do yon
think they areT
“Why—er—in the truer of Indefati-

gable Island. Ogekbarpe teems to bare

acquired information, in some weird

fashion, that they were there four or

five days ago."

“Sink me for a derefict t How could

he know that? That’s where I think

they are rnysdf!"

“Where two of them are. you mean."

muttered Ogekbarpe.

"Why do yoa think that ?“ demanded
Osborn.

“I've just had another conversation

with the Albemarle Island outfit. Last

night they made a flight over Indefati-

gable in a ting. It seems they couldn't

in the daytime on account of a rain dood
which forms over the crater then, bat

disappears at night. Even at night the

air over the crater is so turbulent that

they wouldn't risk descending into it for

fear of being swept against its walls.

Bat they saw plenty. The moon was
almost full and they dropped a para-

chute flare. The inside of the crater is

a jungle with a lake at the bottom. With
their glasses they saw a number of

people oa the lake beach; most of them
were dark-skinaed primitives, bat three
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of them «rt apparently white and mict
tafcr"

Threr! TVrrf cried Ogehhorpe
“The three white men wared at the

drig.” went oe Garrtn. “Two of them
were practically naked, are (or some
tort of leaf drapery : the third was ia

diving armor. Sounds siHy. hot that's

what I was told. They most be cor

men. because there is no ocher t rpcfr
boa in the Islands. M oreoser . the crew
of the dnj claim that they reapired
Writes as one of the three by his dark
hair and several days' growth of beard.

Wainwrighe and Hill are depilated. So
yoa sec

” •

“Stop! Sign off! That’s imposo-
ble !“ inter rupted OgHthorpe. "I'm
here! I*m no( ia the Galapagos r*

“I hear your friend Ogehhorpe again.

Oahora." said Garvin. “I seem to ex-

cite bam oodoly aa I shall say nothing

further—except to remark that we hare
verified Captain McLaren*s report of a

heavy submarine preopitaboo of gold

dust somew here near Indefatigable. The
DtifJta ran through the edge of it this

mornings And they're sbl fluthing gold

dust out of the Gramfuj' turbine tabes

Good-by.**

“It seems that Ogefcbocpc'a story

stands verified in several essential

points." remarked Osborn to the room
at large. “Akhongb I can scarcely be-

“I brbere that it all really happened.**
declared Socia.

“I am very much puttied.” murmured

Dr. Feng.

“It d>d happen, just as Ogehhorpe

—

or rather Wilkes—has told us.” an-

nounced Dr. la-moyne. suwfenJy break-

ing his long silence.

“Ha! Some coe believes me?” exulted

Ogehhorpe.

“How do you know that *“ demanded
Osborn of Dr. Lenioyne.

“Let us not go into that question

now,” Dr. Lemoyne requested. “In a

few hours our friend's eyes will be un-

covered. Wilkes’ photographs should

have come down from New York by

then. If you. Hogarth and Osborn, will

come with me I shah determine the

exact time at which you should return.

Then we shah see.” v

DURING the afternoon Ogehhorpe

spent hah aa hour in the hands of Dr.

Carmoda. the opthalmic surgeon, and

was then returned to his room. The
band of green membrane bad been re-

moved and he had learned, to bis

astonishment, that his own eyes had

been irreparably damaged by the bat-

tery fluid, and that the eyes through

which be would henceforth lock upon

tDC votn cac Men tn&fpczziifu iron

another indi vidual, the victim of aa m-
CUxTuJ 1COGCC..

In addition to Ogehhorpe and the in-

terne. Mtttoda. who bad transported

him to and from the operating room,

there were present Dr. Lesnyw, Sonia,

and Oaborn. Dr. Feng was absent, her

pvbt talents being required by a case

of mifiakao-ray burns.

“Slowly 1 am ferreting out the facts,”

gi ambled Ogehhorpe. as the interne as-

sisted him into the cushioned chair be-

side the bed. “You have changed my
name, shaved my bead, remyfefed my
face, and given me another man's errs.

What next**

“I shall immediately exert every ef-

fort to discover what Vs next." Dr. Le-

moyrne smiled as he set up on a tripod

aa object somew hat resembling a

camera. It was. in fact, a portable tele-

visor. and through it. and the micro-

phone behind Ogehhorpe'a chair. Dr.

Lerooynr's proceedings were closely fol-

lowed by half of the Psychiatric Section

and a number of students, in an audi-

torium on the ground Scot.

“You win be interested to know that

I now hare phoetgraphs of both

Wikes and Ogehhorpe.” Dr. Lemoyne
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• nain in) casuaBy. "Abo. dot dm it

a hi Irngrh mirror a abort di iHiKt to

jour right. You will hare every 'op-

jm mBBijt to i^yrnroc tcot wcnciy*

Ojfhhofp? surveyed the room,

kUt(. "Let me tee the photo-

graphs," be reqaated.

"Tdl at which coe yoa believe to be

of yourself." directed Dr. Lemoyne ms

ac pncTQ inon in u^r^oorpe s lanm
"Why, tbit oor. of coorae," declared

Ufccaorpf wioouf fKBODOO, pocmznf

to the photograph of WJcea. "Thbm
. takes bat year after I had roamed
from a three mneths* cruite round about

Tahiti: yon can aee I was amt-buraed

tea sort of mahogany color. Abo I bad

hair on my heed, as bourne beings are

iretndrd to bare.

"This other one is Ogekhorpe. I sup-

pose. Humph. The fufl face b not bed

but the prafik is terrible. Why didn't

he hare bis dost remodeled? Head
abased, but you cam see that hit hair is

reddish-brown. Mine’s black. So are

my eyes; but bis arc Mae. Abo, be

rates a figfascr coat of tan than I do.

How can any one aay that we mrmhlc

each other?" ,

• "Come. I shall show you." uid Dr.

Lemoyne. taking baa arm and amitring

. him to rise. "This way. Now tuns to

yourrigte."
“Somehow, whenever 1 attempt to

more I fee! strange and awkward." com-
plained Ogekhorpe. “My hands and

feet don’t respond exactly as I want

them to. Why, by all tint's unholy!

There's Ogekhorpe in the next room,

beyond that glass door! And you said

Dr. Lemoyne arrested Ogekhorpe in

mid-stride. "Stop! You cannot go
through there ! That b not a door, but

a mirror. You arc looking at your own
reflection!"

"What trickery b this?" cried Ogel-

thorpe. bb voice rising hysterically. "It

it a door ! Mirrors do not have hinges

and handles
!"

IN TWO STRIDES Ogekhorpe
reached the mirror, jerked am its handle

.—and disclosed the iocerior of- a small

closet , The uurror did, in truth, serve

as a door to the latter.

For a moment he stood rigidly in the

midst of a pulsating silence. Then be

thmmrd the door and glared feverishly

at his image in the mirror. -

Hb features slowly became pinched

and white. He leaped buck from the

mirror, his eyes tell of hoert^. and
turned upon Dr. Lemoyne. chitrhmg at

hb own throat as though be were

strangling. For several seconds fab jaws

worked speechlessly.

"I know what you’ve doner he
shouted at last. "My Lord! I know
what you've done ! Dr. Feng, that she-

devil! She transplanted my brain! Let

me out of thb price t IT find her if it's

the Iasi
“

Hb bed sagged. Dr. Lemoyne faaH

carried him to hb chair.

"You are incoherent." Dr. Lemoyne
repeored gently. "You have been

leading sensational fiction. A human
brain has never been transplanted. That
b something mO far beyond the

abilities at modern surgery. I shall try

to exphin to you what I believe fans oc-

curred. But first you must subdue aS

these ftrammeltd emotions Obey the

mstructiocq that I am about to give and
all win be wefl."

While Ogekhorpe hoddled in his

chair, white and shaking. Dr. Lemoyne
stepped quickly to a small table and
picked up a curious little apparatus. It

eras a little box of dark siml that he

held easily in the palm of fab hand

Fixed upon its front was a nickel-placed

wheel bearing upon Us rim and spoe.es

a geometric arrangement of silvered

glass jewels.
At a pressure of the doctor's thumb a

briTtent light from within the box 0-

hnuinated the jeweled wheel, which

commenced to revolve. Faster and

faster the jewels revolved, darting out
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np and* ytib at tuKr tad

tutcr. until they coaid mo longer be teen

iadindatfi^, but became Bterc tpukiaf
cnrres tad tpirtb ; fatter and fatter, un-

til the turret and Spink resolved them-

selves into a (fitteriof, interlacing pat-

tern of sdntilbat loop* of white fire.

Dr. Lemoync's eye* were fixed in*

tentIt opoa Ogdcborpc* face. Ogef-

thorpe gated in fa urination upon the

spinning Jewels. The terror in his eyes

slowly ebbed away.

The eye* of Sonia and Osborn were

bkrwise rimed upon the bring light

pattern. It seemed impossible to look

away frans it. There seemed to he

notMng else in the world but those bops
of white fire, twining, twining, twining

The whee l emitted a faint —sical

note. *-

Sonia and Osborn started violently

when the interne. Matsnda. up
prl their

shoulders.

"Pray do not watch the lights.” he
nasrmured. “Dr. Lemoyne desires to

hypnotise Scfior Ogdthorpe only. I ad-

vise you to observe the latter instead

He will doubtless be most interesting
.”

DR. LEMOYNE slowly advanced

the whirling Jewels until they were
within a foot of Ogehhorpe't eyes; then

he quickly withdrew than and substi-

tuted his own face.

“You must look at me.” he said in an
unhurried voice of cakn authority.

“Look at my eyes. You raiwot look

elsewhere. You can bear nothing but

my voice. What I say. you win believe ;

and what I order, you win do. It is

few thst y*i are H’dkts; hu by nut
rfrowpr mecidmt y#w bow usurped

Oprfrbsrprs knob mod OyrttkarySs

body. That b unfair to Ogdthorpe.

Therefore, as you came so most you
go. Do you understand. WiSces? You
must go. Wilkes must go, that Ogd-
thorpe may return. You must go now.”
Ogdthorpe seemed torn by an internal

struggle- He trwnblrd ; the veins stood

out on his forehead; bis mouth opened

and doted aa though he would speak,

and at last he did speak—haltingly, with

fab eyes fixed on Dr. Lemoyne’s face.

"How—can—I—go?”
“You msC think with all the force of

your mind. T win go and Ogdthorpe
shall return.’ I shall think with you.

You must wish to go. You dm wish to

go.” replied Dr. Lemoyne. Then to

Maxsoda. “The ring.”

Deftly, the interne endrded Ogd-
thorpe’s bead with the ntver hoop. He
touched a wan switch and kttle Jets of

. blue fight sprang forth upon the aher,
punned each other in b iminnut ripplca

round and round it. Ogdthorpe be-

came rigid and pallid as a nan of mar-
ble. kb eyes rolled upward so that only

the white* were visible, and it sertard

that he ceased breathing. .

'

“You must go oow. Wilms.” said Dr.

Lemoyne. hb mouth dose to Ogd-
thorpe’s ear. “You mutt go now, and
Ogckborpe win return. You most go.

You must go. -You must go
”

For several minutes there was no
sotmd save Osborn’s heavy breathing

and a long, trembkog sigh from Sonia

Dr. Lemoyne waited tensely with doted

eyes. Matwofa. burning intently, bdd

Ogehhorpe’t chest and finally raised his

eyes to the doctor.

“He has passed the Tnrmrrvrm. scfior.”

said Matsnda “Hb heartbeat ac-

celerates.”

Dr. Lemoyne opened fab eyes and

ordered. “Remove the ring.

The wran switch clicked again under

Matsoda’s fingers. The r4>fy*vf^r blDC

lights vanished from the silver ring.

Ogdthorpe’s eyes rolled down to their

normal poutsoo and hu eyehds drooped

shut. The color flowed bock into fab

features and he stirred slightly. Matsnda
gently lifted the ring.

OgekSoepe yawned leisurely assd

stretched his arms above hb bead, eyes
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(tall doted. Then, abruptly, they Sew the submarine Gramfii figure in yoff
opes and be at op with a jerk, as one
wbo remembers something.

“WAINWRIGHT! Help! Come
back ! I'm ~ he cried, checked him-

seM. gated blankly at the room and its

occupants and exclaimed. “What's
thisT

“Yoo're in the Medical Center at

Ha-rana." explained Sonia eagerly.

“You »ere brought here after yon leD

“Do you remember falling?* Osborn
broke in. “We were on Duboio Reef

"Oh. that place !" Ogekhorpe re-

marked with a puttied frown. Then,
his face clearing, he said. "Oh yes, I

remember that. I presume that I was
somewhat damaged and hare been is

the Sleep since. How long?*

“About fire days." repbed Osborn.

“Yon came out of it, for the first time,

sercral hours ago."

"For the first time !" exclaimed Ogd-
thorpr »orxJmng!y "What do you
mean ? This it the first time, isn't it ?*

"No. When you were first revived
you were not yourse lf." Dr. Ltmoyne
put m. “You bebored that you were
another person. You insisted that your
name was Wilkes."

"WiBtes ? Why, how strange ! 1 had
a sort of dream about a man aimed
Wilkes."

"You had this dream while you were
endormaat?"

"I suppose so. People sometimes do.

don't they?*

"Frequent}?-. But what did you dream
about Wiles?"

“Oh. a fantastic thing. Strictly

speaking. I didn't dream about Wilkes;

I dreamed that I an Wilkes, and yet I

was myself. How shall I put it ? I

mean
"

"This is scry interesting." said Dr.

Ltmoyne. seating himself on the edge of

the bed so as to lace Ogekhorpe. "Did

dream?"
"How did you know that? Yes. it

did. At least I heard it mentioned by
rqo other men in my dream."

"Were their names Wainsrright and
Hill?*

"They srere! Did I tell you aQ this

while I sras not myself, as kou say?"

"You njd a number of things which %
I would be pleased to have further eluci-

dated. But first you must take some
refreshment"

*

While Ogekhorpe regaled himself

with a mixture of kaffina and mangora
juice. Matsuds packed the ring, the tele-

visor. and other paraphernalia in their

cases and- departed with them. Dr.

Feng arrised. asked for and was given

by Dr. Lcmoync an account of OgeJ-

thorpe's restoration.

"Now. Sefioc Ogehlmrpe. please com-
mence at the beginning and tell us what

you can remember of this dream, as you
call it." requested Dr. Lcmoync. "It is

important for scientific and possibly

other reasons that you try to remember

as much as possible."

"You know what happened to me."

Ogekhorpe began. "An eddy swept me
over the edge of Dtabolo Reef and I

made a forced landing. After a while I

seemed to rest re. I say seemed to. as

it was evidently only a sort of dream or

vision. But although I call this a dream
it had none of the quality of a dream;
while it was going on 1 never doubted

that it was real

"AT FIRST I thought that I was
aboard the Strrkal; I beard voices and
could fed that my armor had been re-

moved. Abo. my bead throbbed fear-

fully . and when I touched it I found an
excruciatingly sensitise lump and an
area of hair matted with blood. That. I

supposed, was the reach of my fall.

"As my returning consciousness gTew
clearer 1 was punlcd by the discovery

that I was naked save for a strange-
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feeing garment around my waist. la

UGiOOQ CO me OBTTM IDd UJTT.;

eoices near bjr there was a distant

damor of »hooping and Telling, appar-

ently far below ; and there were answer-

ing whoops and yrQs high in the air

above. An irregular, clattering tattoo

rose and fell, as of small, hard objects

striking a hard surface. Then came the

bang and hiss of a rocket pimol and I

opened my eyes.

“I was oa my bock looking op at the

moonlight filtering through a dark

canopy of leaves and creepers that dung
to a curious filigree framework. Even
as I looked the rocket buQet foqpd its

mark somew here ; a crimson flash glared

through the leaves; there was a deto-

nation. shrieks, and a daagor of falling

metal I sat up.

"I was inside a big cylinder of filigree.

overrun with creepers. In sitting up. I

thrust my hand through an opening is

the filigree under me and my arm went

oa through dear to the shoulder—and
encountered only thin air. This brought

my face dose to the hole I had torn

through the mat of leaves and tendrils.

The ground was visible a hundred feet

and more below. Sitting up again and
examining the nwnmfciftiMi garment
around my waist. I found that it was a

kilt of targe, leathery leaves!

"Two white men crouched beside me
and peered through the screen of creep-

ers. Both had leaf Inks bke mine, and
one wore a crown of flowers and a pistol

belt. He was in the act of returning the

rocket pistol to its bolster, remarking
that it was no use to waste any more
shots that night, that his particular at-

tack was a failure, and that they must
take care of Wilkes first. -Wilkes, it de-

veloped. was I.

"These other two chaps (they called

each ocher Wainwright and HiO) then

asked me if I fek equal to ‘Hunting
down the column .* I didn't understand
what they meant then. I gathered we
were in a towerlke structure. But I

was still under the impression that only

a half hour or so ago I had fallen off

the diff on Diaboio Reef, and I couldn't

see how I had gotten from there to

where I was. nor what could have hap-

pened to my armor and dothex.
"I tried to tell them all this but they

informed me very kindly that it would

all come bock to'me as soon as my brain

recovered from the shock of the blow.

They mid I had been faded out by a

stone that somebody had tossed. I tried

to argue about that, but they urged that

I must try to go bdow somewhere with

them as it was dangerous to stay where
we were.

"THE WHOOPS and cries above

and below ns still continued, accom-

panied by the persistent fusillade of

dattering impacts. Some small misailr

ripped through the leaves and wbadrtd

against the framework with a ringing/
sound, and then there was a jarring cos-

ermine overhead and leaves and rode

fragments showered around ox. More
ydla.

“Wainwright said we should start

immediately as we were in the middle of

No Man’s Land and under fire from

both sides. I wanted that explained to

me but they half carried me away, and'

after a bit the tdbuiar framework com-
menced to curve downward. They
pressed me to try to bang on and dunk
down. I was SOU dixxy. but with Wun-
wright and Hi! on cither side bracing

their bodies against mine as we went

down. I managed to get aioag. Soon
we were climbing vertically downward.

At intervals there were platforms where

we paused and rested.

"At the bottom we ported the creep-

ers and stepped out through an opening
in the filigree. AS around was a sold

turf of small white flowers. A magnifi-

cent full mooa swam low down in the

sky. The filigree column soared upward
in a parabolic curve and met the face of

a huge, unearthly building. The exer-
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darting here tad there upon the higher

Mp» and projections oi the edifice and

haraf over grtat jaQtd stones that

IcQ whistling and thudded into the

flowery turf. Small, swarthy, naked

men ran and yelled about ns—their

wildly-flying dark hair stack fall of

Dowcrt- ixi oufxo peoples iron
sfingv.

"Suddenly I fdt deathly aide. A flood

of hfarknrtt came pouring errer me as I

-by on the flowers. I felt hands lifting

me. beard the voices of Waiawright and
Hill, then an alarmed feminine voice

speaking a strange league. They grew
fainter and fainter, kke - fading radio

voices Then nothingness. *

. "I revis ed again to find myself look-

ing at a sky filled with extraordinarily

brilliant stars. There was no . other

fight. The mooo bad set. Somewhere
near, water lapped and gurgled -softly.

Some one was holding my head, upca
which a cold, wet mass—of day. it

seemed—had been bound. Waiaw right

and Hill were near, conversing in un-

dertones.

“I gathered that we were marooned
on an island and that to escape horn it

we must enter the strange budding 1

had seen, but that certain people had
locked us out. It wasn't plain just bow
we got on the island It seemed that

We had become separated from the main
body of an expedition that had come
there on the submarine Grtmfaj. It's

odd that I should dream of that ship;

Submarine Products owns a vessel by
that name, but I've never seen it."

"THE STORY that you told us this

morning ends where this one begins,

said Dr. Feng.

"Strange that I should forget that

part of it and remember this." remarked

Ogekborpe. "But So proceed. I sat up

and groaned. The individual who had
1 bcO my besd VQClicfitcd QflX&*

tdfigibfy. Waiawright and Hill asked

me bow I felt, calling me Wilkes. I

informed them that my name was Ogcl-

thorpe. Their reply was to call me ‘poor

old chap* and to tell me to compose
myself and sleep it off—whatever 'it*

was. I insisted on knowing where we
were, and they replied that, we were in

the crater of an extinct volcano on In-

defatigable Island in the Galapagos.

They wouldn't explain bow we* got

there. They said to wait until to-mor-

"We went into the depths of an im-

penetrably dark thicket, where the

ground was cushioned with resilient

There they Bade me fie down.
A fourth pndjridwl- the one of the

feminine voice and UBzateSigibie speech

—accompanied us. - Before entering the

tibtskcJ I conId see. dimly in the star-

light that she was very small and stm.

and supposed that she was a large child.

Bat WainTight said that she was a
- woman of the tribe that inhabited the

crater ; he called them the crater people

and referred to the woman—girl, rather

—as Shadow Flower.

"In the gray twilight of dawn I woke
suddenly. I was lying amidst enormous
ferns with one ear pressed against the

ground, and could hear a faint sabter-

rsfiesus ruxsbfisg tod ^
first stirring* of steam in a boiler. It

was probably this sound that wakened
me. The other two men woke at the

same time; they heard the sound also.
"

'Is this devilish volcano toning up
to blow off?* exclaimed Waiawright.

*lf it is, k will be all up with us—fcter-

aSy all upF
"We hurried out of the thicket. I wor-

rying with the mud pack on my bruised

cranium. It had dried into a stony lump
that could not be pulled off without re-

moving half my hair with it. This gave

me food for thought. My bead is shaven

regularly, and for my hair to have
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pw as loa{ as k had. I reasoned. a

considerable time mnst. have dapicd of
*' « 1 _ 1 i

wiiui i roncawara Dvuaog.

“From the fern thicket are tattpd
op a beach by a sheet of water that b;
as still as a plaque of dark (tus under

the ghostly veil of oast that hid its

farther side. Towering above the mist,

a ring of jagged Made peaks endrded
as. sharp and dear against the Mne-

green sky of early dawn, in which a

few great stars still burned. Although

I could no longer hear it. I seemed to

sense with the soles of my bare feet the

coocxnoed. remote, sinister growling m
the depths of the earth.

. "Then a new sound began and grew

in volume. a sound from the air, a

rustling and whispering as though vast,

silken curtains were shalnrn ia the key.

We looked upward and beheld a ripping
canopy of sulphurous Moe auroral

streamers swiftly weaving ksdf high in

the air. They flowed out from the sur-

onroOng Uoe scrolls, fluttering Use

banners, hissing softly kke the rush of

a myriad invisible wings.
**1 was amared to see that the leaves

of the ferns, even our own bodies, were

surrounded by dim. blue, palpitating
auras. 1 fdt * strange, exhilarating

tinging of the sida and scalp, and a

curious keen sweetness was in the air.

“SHADOW FLOWER seemed quite

unconcerned ; she yawned and stretched
and scratched the calf of her leg.

Wainwright asked her something in her

own tongue and she rephed languidly.

She declared. Wainwright translated,

that these phenomena occurred every

morning. Her cryptic explanation was

that ‘the storm-fire awakes and spreads

its wings, and the earth-fire awakes

and rises from below into the house of

the storm-fire.' Wainwright explained

that 'storm-fire' was ‘bgfatning.* but be

amid not elucidate ’earth-fire.’ And
meanwhile the dawn grew steadily. The

eajterfy slopes of the ring of peaks
- *-«-

EjOJOCTi pCTK. — *

.-“Then stsS another strange thing

took place. A deeper, more robuninnut
httsmg rose distantly shove dm (bin

ribfltnre of the aurora. High upon the

crater's slopes, but still some drstanre

below its rim. there spouted skyward
mighty jets of steam—-equidistant ns
rii

’igh from purposefully placed vents

in a great circle about the crater. For
several seconds they spouted. hniVting

cloud around the eraser, and erased

But the doud remained and miracu-

lously grew.' It grew inward, fallow-

ing the surges of the aurora, smother-

the aurora, reducing the visible sky

to a circular patch which contracted
rapsdly—vanished We were in a gray

tw

l

ight again. N
There was a flicker of Mae lightning

overhead, a mcdBed roll of thunder, and
then rasa! For a few mommta k de-

scended in torrents and then seeded

down to a steady drizzle.

* “ 'SoT qcdmmcd HO. *So dus fa

bow Indefatigable's daily ram cfand be-

gins. If there ever was an artifidaSy

j****1 rainfall, this is k. and 1*1 oager

my clothes that it was manufactured m
Shadow Flower's House of the Light-

“But this b preposterous f* objected

Osborn. “Even if k were poarible to

manufacture a rainstorm, why make one

in the crater of a desert islandT
“I am merely describing what I

dreamed." replied Ogekhorpe. "Any-
thing may happen in a dream. - Never-

theless. I dreamed that there was a quite

adequate but very remarkable ex-

planation of the ram in the crater."

“But k wasn't a dream! We should

have told you before!" cried Sonia
“Probably at dus very moment men are

attempting to rescue Wiloes and his two
companions from the crater of Inde-

fatigableT
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"What! How can that be? How
could I

"

"Pray go on. 1 ihaH explain that to

you later. Let ai hear the. rest of your
story." urged Dr. Lemoyne.

“Bat if what we jntawrwl in the

power plant reaCr exists, if it was not

Merely my dream, then we most find

some one who We nxist search

the world! It is imperative that
"

cried Ogefchoepe disjointed!?, in (Teat

"“Then you did succeed in entering

the power plantT interrupted Dr.

“Ves! And we found But this

is incredible! Are you sure that I did

not dream this? The world—aB oar
esenthinr—wiB be changed !“

Ogekhorpe persisted.

“I do not hare the slightest doubts.

Bat eontmur roar narrative. Did you
witness the creaboo of the rain more
than the one time?” asked Dr. Lemoyne.
“Yes We were there four day* and

the same sequence of erects occurred

every morning. A gentle, steady rain

would continue until mid-afternoon and
cease : then the clouds would meh away
and tke sky would be dear as a bcB

until next morning.

"WE SPENT the greater part of my
first day under the shelter of a dump of

tig-leaved things bice plantains. Other

crater people came, bringing mile and
hurt and strips of roast kxard meat, still

hot. roiled up in leaves. Wainweight
and HiQ tried to revive my dormant

memory and td convince me that I was
Stephen Wilkes by recounting all that

had led up to our arrival in the crater.

They said^-”
Here Ogehhorpe practically repeated

what he had narrated a few hours be-

fore. while dominated by the personal:ry
of Wilkes.

“They took me down by the lake

again," conocurd Ogehhorpe. "and

there were the three diving cats laid

out on the sand with their helmets be-

side them The sand was heavy and
yellow and I could easily believe that H
was gold, as they said.

"We decided to attempt an entry to

the power plant again that night, and
on Wain wright's suggestion we made a

tour of reconnaissance around it. The •

rear of the plant ran into the mountain-

side: Shadow Flower said that half of

it extended underground The walls

there were much lower on account cf

the slope of the ground, and were ter-

raced and sculptured in a way that made
them appear easily climbed."

"Could you understand the language

of the crater peopleV asked Dr. Feng.

"No. Wainwright did all the talk-

ing and translating. Both be and HiB
declared that I had spoken the language

rathcT fluently before 1 was knocked on
the head. It was plain that they con-

sidered me somew hat deranged mentally.

Shadow Flower labored perseveringly

to tench me. but with very sight suc-

cess.

"We made our attack about midnight.

At nightfall the defenders of the power

plant had lighted doxern of little fifes on
the roof and balconies, and when HiB
and 1 started to dumb the rear waB we
learned what the fires were for. We
were seen almost at once and welcomed
by a shower of red -hoe pebbles. Wain-
« right's rocket bullets banged and

Sashed spectacularly and scattered a

couple of fires, but the bole brown pro-

pie were undaunted and swarmed every-

where on the ramparts; they had re-

pulsed os once and probably frk that

they could do it again We retreated

to cover under a heavy fire of sbmg
stones. If we so much as stepped out

of the shelter of the ferns, stones

whistled all about us Then they com-

menced bombarding the thicket w here

we were concealed and we retired from

the field in a state of deep chagrin and
annoyance.

"It seemed absurd that three repee-

j
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sentarive* of the dnminanf avikraSoo
of the twenty-tint century ihonld be

held U bay by a nob of little half-naked

brown people throwing stones .

"We returned to the bench and held

a council of wrar. Wainw right reported

that his ammunition was exhausted. It

did not take us keg to see that there

was nothing that we could do then, ex-

cept to wait (or aid from the outside.

"Until the fourth day we sprawled

moodily in our retreat under the big

leaves. saying bttie. and scarcely bother-

ing to change our positions when the

ram leaked through on us. The crater

people seemed not at all depressed by
the daily ram. They went to and fro

in it. wore garlands of flowers, trimmed

hedges, pruned and planted, doted in

the kiosks and arbors, and awoke in

swarms when the moon rote.

"On the fourth day Waiawright had
his great inspiration. He leaped to his

fee*, with a raucous yell and commenced
a sort of war dance. Shadow Flower

and Deep Water, who had bulk a little

fire in a hole in the ground and were

roasting us some kxard legs wrapped
in tortoise fat and kavea. stared in con-

sternation. Hill and I crossly demanded
an explanation of his behavior.

" -OUR ARMOR r he shouted. 'Our
diving-armor that lies on the beach!

We'D put it on and wait right up the

front steps of the power plant, let the

stones fly where they wifl ! We can re-

move the haltast weights on the feet and
legs Even then it vnD be heavy, out

of water, but not too heavy to walk in;

thank modern metallurgy and its fight

alloys lor that. It vnD be easier to put

it on and soil it to where we want it.

going in short stages with frequent

rats, than to drag it. Ota. what num-
skulls we were, not ta think of this be-

foref
"‘What good wiH that do T grow led

HilL ‘We can walk up to the door all

right, but bow shall we get in? The

door has a sound lock, you know. You
have a good voice. Do you propose to

sing scales to it until you bit the right

wote?'

"’Ah. I just now thought of the so-

krtsoo to that problem.’ rrpbrd Wain-
wrigbt. ’We needn't worry about the

sound lode. W dices brought a futgunoo

from the Crwmfut and it's shQ on the

beach with his armor. Well blast our

way »r
"Now. before the occasion I am about

to speak of. I had never seen a fulgurion

in action. Very few people bare, since

their manufacture and use is- very

strictly regulated because of their con-

centrated power of destruction.

"A fulgurion is nothing more than

a miOilran-eay projector. The portable

type is a abort cylinder about a foot in

diameter, with a pair of handles, one on

each side. It looks rather Sice a nail
searchlight. There are a few amQery-

sue fulgurioas in existence. The beam

which it projects is focused at a fixed

distance'by a concave lens of compressed
metal, and will disintegrate and fuse the

most refractory substances Air along

the path of the beam is transformed into

nitric oxide and otooe: water ex-

plosively dMBtam into hydrogen and

oxygen, which explosively reunite out-

side the beam.

"Our reason for bringing the fal-

gurion had been, according to Wain-
wrigfat. that when we set out from the

Grmapwr we were prospecting for gold

and expected to discover a tremendous

mother lode. With the fulgurion we
would have blasted away the overlying
rock and obtained samples of the ore."

"You had a weapon like that lying

ready to hand and it was forgotten by

afl of you for more than three days?"

demanded Osborn skeptically.

"It war rather silly." admitted Ogef-

tborpe. "Bat it is a historical fact that

a party of shipwrecked men wandered

an one of the Galapagos Islands for

weeks, eating raw fish and tortoise flesh
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haox they btitmi that they had do
mas of making fire, until ooe of then

discovered that he was carrying a box
of natches in his shin pocket. Soch
things do happen. •

“Wamwrigta's plan rooscd ocr en-

ergy andThnthuuasm jnanpdy. Since

waiting to the power plant, clad in

armor, would be a strenuous task, we
decided to take a good Right's rest and
commence operations earhr the next

morning. The afternoon we spent in

overhauling the armor. We removed
the hafiist weights and all the radio and
aerophore equipment and then essayed

a short, experimental stroll along the

beach. The fcgbt alloy of the remain-

ing armor was not impossibly heavy,

but it was nevertheless cjtote evident

that we should need all our strength on
the morrow. The crater people fled cp
the mountain or to the other nde of

the lake while we were doing this.

'HILL took charge of the falgurion;

I have never operated one. He turned

on the low power for an instant, point-

ing it at the lake, to assure himself that

it was in working order. There was a

white flash and a bang on the surface of

the Use about two hundred feet from
shore, and a column of steam and water

leaped into the air.

’ That was just a bttle sizzle.*

gloated Hitt. ‘Just wait till 1 really let

her howl to-morrow.

“That evening we were Ubag on the

golden sand near our armor, admiring
thf t»W usd the moonlight and discuss-

ing what we would do to-morrow, when
we heard the drone of propellers. We
looked skyward and there was a meta}

dng swerving and plunging in the

turbulent air high over the crater. You
can imagine our excitement. We sprang

to our feet and shouted.
~Wain right thought that he nagfaf

be able.to talk to them with bis armor

radio, to we hastily reinstalled it. be

wriggled in and we sere ned on bis hel-

met. It was no good: the air was a bed-

hn of static. We blamed it on the

praxinxty of the power phot.

“Wainweight caught a few words of

a conversation betw een the dng and the

Crmmfus and that was att. The dng
seemed trying to land, but afraid of be-

ing carried against the sides of the

crater. We waved at them and they

dropped a magnesium flare, hovered a
while, and then hummed away into the

distance. It was piam that there would
be no rescue that way.

“Next morning we were awakened

by being rained on. We hastily ate the

breakfast that the crater people brought

us and helped each other into our armor.

The fulgurion was slung across Hitt's

armor-plated back Our final march
against the power plant had begun.

“No doubt too bare heard an old

musical composition enptRd The
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers.* II a

composer could have heard and seen us

cn route he would have been inspired to

write The Parade of the Cast-iron

Dinosaurs.' or something on that order.

Every time we took a step, or swung our

arms, or jostled each other, there were

chain and reverberations. We could

baroy bft cor feet. We just shuffled

along on the level and when we came to

a flight of steps we took them one by

one. with a long pause after each one.

“Whenever we came' to anything that

we could sit on without falling over, we
sat. Being Without our usual clothes

and coveralls we were in direct contact

with therox^h. waterproof fabric lining

of thr^^nor, which was distinctly not

comfortable. We had partially filled

the feet and legs with moss, which

helped a bttle.

“A small army of crater people fol-

lowed us at a distance of several hun-

dred yards.

“WHEN we appeared on the plaza

there was great excitement among cor

adversaries. We saw them dashing 1a
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tad oat of doorway*, kudr landing
their stooe-heahng fire*, tad collecting

in crowds at every nr.iip point- By
tfae time we arm ed at the foot of the

steps we coaid distinguish a shriB note

of panic in their voice*. Our eye ports

were open

"We began to avcrod the striped

steps. It was an tntevqxnable cim6 A
dozen tunes we assisted each ocher to

tit down, sweating profusely and pant-

ing. and then assisted each ocher to our

feet again. A shag staoe dinged on
my helmet, bounced off and we all dosed
our eye ports. The stones flew thkkcr

as we mounted higher, whanging
against our armor as on a trio of muted
gong* At last we were on the last step

and confronted the great portal of over-

lapping white metal plates, about three

bond red feet distant across a gtassy

pavement striped with purple, white, and*

gold.

"And then the real barrage of stones

began. Did yen ever bear a lively hail-

storm falling oa a sheet-iron roof? That
is nothing compared to what I heard in-

side my armor. At first I was some-
what worried about my sibooid eye

ports, but they withstood the impacts as

if they were of seed.

"We halted for a breaking spell of a

few moments while, wtth our steef-m-

cased hands, we awkwardly assisted

HjO is antinhering the fulgvrioa. He
deliberately raised it to position, bolding

it by the two handles and resting it oa
the boss of his. breastplate.

"We advanced under a ringing hail

of stones. At a durance of about two
hundred and fifty feet from the portal

Hill snapped on the low power of the

fulgunon: its focal length was two hun-

dred feel. You will understand that it

was raining at the tune, as usual There
was immediately a screech and a hiss

from the air in trout of the fulgunon

and the cooe of converging rays, two

hundred feet lo6g. became visible

flickering in the midst of .a cloud of

steam and popping, mapping flashes of

pale-blue flame from the rtunioa of dis-

sociated oxygen and hydrogen.

"Little wisps of reddish-brown nitric-

oxide vapors writhed around the beam.

At the focal point, the tip of the cone,

there scisbBaiflt~a pale-blue star with

darting ray* of flame that barked and

cracked bkr revolver shots; a dense

Hood of tfcle reddish-brown vapor

whirled upward from f Beyond the

focal pant a cone of divergent rays was
dimly risible for about fifty feet, also

surrounded by steam and vapors and

flashes of fire.

"Thu farther portion of the beam was
already playing upon the portal of (he

power plant. A small circle of the

white metal about the size of the palm

of one's hand, suddenly glowed red.

then bright yeOow. then white: and
then—as Hill tramped nearer and

neater—the circle contracted, glowed

dzrrfingty. and erupted into a shower

of metrorhke globules of molten metal

that spattered over us. fussing and spit-

ting viciously.

"Then it ceased. The beam had

bored a bole through the metal and was

focused directly on the hole.

"HiU turned on the full power and

swept the focal point in a widening

spiral The next few seconds were al-

most indescribable. The beam became

• solid cone of la vender light that

emitted an horrific bowing. The focal

point was a blaring sun in a wfurkng

cloud of gas. that screamed as it tore

through the metal plates and showered
us with cracking droplets. Great tec-

boos of the plates fell inward and out-

ward. warped and crumpled add burn-

ing furiously along the edges. '

"It was aO over. HiO had turned off

the power . I was stunned and deafened.

We opened our eye ports and. an im-

mense sdBness te eased to fin the world.

Tw-tjied sheets of metal by about,

sizzling and steaming under the rain. A
neat semicircular archway had been
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carr«d through the plain of the door,

its margins curled bode kite the petals

<* * k,T " A
VIII.

“A FEW STEPS would hare taken

us into the power plant, but we hesi-

tated for two reasons.
-
Ogekhorpe con-

tinued "For one. we needed Shadow
Flower to guide us to the runnel, and

she had disappeared with the rest ot our

following of crater people. The sight

and sound of fulgurion in action had
been too much for them. Secondly, we
were uncertain as to what the people in

the plant would do neat : Had the ful-

gut-ion terrified them into submission or

would another demonstration be neces-

sary ? We wished to settle that question

before rtraoring our armor.

“Minutes passed; nothing happened.

There was no sign of Shadow Finer

—

no sound or menernent within the plant.

There was no sound anywhere, except

the grip and patter of the rain, or an

occasional creak and ckng as a fragment

of hoc metal cooledand contracted. We
decided to remain m our armor and en-

ter the plant without waiting longer.

“Ponderously, we clanked and

sbulBed through the opening that HiS
had blasted with the fulgurion. Then
we hailed and took counsel as to our

next more. We stood in a vast, hagh-

vauhed chamber upon a glassy purple

floor that mirrored eve rything darkly,

hke still water. High up in the front

wall the gray daylight entered through

intricate six-rayed openings shaped like

snow crystals. The entire rear wall eras

hanked with the bewildering*^* nnas
that Wainwright likened to an automatic

switchboard. ' It was agitated by a con-

tinual stir of small, rapid movements

and little twinkling, varicolored lights;

between us and it a massive, seamlcu
partition of crystal extended from floor

to roof. Flower garlands by heaped

at the base of this transparent wall. At
cither end of the chamber stood a cy-

lindrical tower kke a giant vacuum tube

cf thick ghas filled with a whirkng col-

umn of blue-green fire. Beyond these,

twin staircases of ivory-white material

curved upward out of sight around the

ends of the switchboard.

"No sooner had we discovered the

staircases than we perceived a stealthy

movement behind the balustrade of one
of them Somethmg was quietly de-

scending the stair. Hill raised the ful-
'

guhoo to blasting position.

“The 'somethnig' was a little com-
pany of crater people in the last stages

of fright. As soon as they came out

from the shelter of the balustrade they

knelt and bowed their beads to the floor.

Then two of them rose and advanced

tremblingly in a crouching posit ion, mrh
Hutching some small object to his bream.

The others followed crxwfang. HiH
lowered the fulgurion with the remark
that the war seemed to be over.

“When the two leaders were within a

couple of yards of us they luck again

and thrust toward us along the floor the

objects they had been carrying—two
dxmmutxvc. covered, circular baskets.
" There's our peace offering, what-

ever it is,' haxarded Bill. ‘But the main

question is. what have they done with

our dotfaes ? Ask them. Wainwright.’

aiswnght compbed in a msjesoc,

oratorical voice that resounded awe-

somely inside bis helmet. The two

crater men repbed falteringly and cow-

ered that faces with their hands, then

the htxit baikrts lad hdd
up for us to view their contents. Their

hands trembled so that the baskets

wabbled.

“ONE BASKET was filled with fine

gray ashrs The ocher contained a

strange assortment of metal bartons,

eyelets, nondescript pieces of wire and

metal, and the remains of three watches,

all much blackened and deformed.

“'Humph! Too bad. HiH,' said

Wainweight There are our dothen.
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They're beat lamed—offered up on the

skxr tad al that tort of thing. That’a

that. Wei fo home jut at we are/ •'

"It would do oo good to repeat what

HiO aid.

"Obviously we no longer seeded the

proteeboo of our armor, so we assisted

each ocher to remove our helmets and

then stretched ourselves on the floor and

crawled out. Just as we had Slashed

this operaboa we beard voices at the

entrance, and turned to see Shadow
Flower and several ocher round-eyed

crater people peering is dubiously.

Wasnwrigfat finally persuaded Shadow
Flower to enter and commanded her to

lead us to the tunnel.

- "She podrd us through a low arch-

way in the center of the transparent

wall in (root of the switchboard and mto
a tabular passage of the same crystalline

material The passage plunged through

an opening in the base of the switch-

board. into blackness. Shadow Flower

led me by one hand. 1 led Wainweight
' by the ocher, and be. in turn, led HaS.

We went oo lor some distance in total

darkness. A sound arose in the dark-

ness and grew in volume as we pro-

gressed. a sustained rushing and singing

Uce the harping of a strong wind in the

rigging of a ship. But we (dt no wind.

"Then there was a dim light ahead

and we came out into a vast, circular

chamber. Most of the kgfac came (mm.
a faintly luminous blue disk in the cen-

ter of the floor. Ranged around the

walls were things—I suppose they were
machines of some sort, but they sug-

gested giant, half-human figures sit-

ting postures. You have ten that place

in Egypt—I forget the name of it

—

where a pair of colossi are carved out of

the side of a bill? They reminded me
of that.

"Poised on the summit of each ooe. in

the senwdarkness under the roof, was a

globe of tinted luminescence. The light

from the globes varied, waxing and
waning and ranging through all the col-

ors of the spectrum m a complex and

rhythmic harmony. There was a warmth
in the air of the chamber; the floor vi-

brated sightly, and aS around us

whirled the rushing, whistling sound

that we had heard m the passage

—

louder now but somehow muted, hhe a

hurricane heard through thick walls.

"I thought that I saw a human figure

lurking in the shadows between two of

the machines, but it disappeared before

1 could be sure.

"We came to the luminous disk in the

center and started across it. It was
actually a tort of window in the floor,

a disk of thick crystal over a hundred
feet in diameter, and the light came from
beneath 1 looked down and involun-

tarily drew back, my brain spinning gid-

dily. I was gazing down into a tre-

mendous cylindrical pit that plunged to

ungneasable depths, dwindling to a point

in breath-taking vertical perspective.

"The sides of the pit were smooch and
glassy and its diameter was much
greater than that of the disk. Two
huge columnar conduits ascended the

center of the pit. braced to the walls by
titanic girders, and were diverted in op-

posite directions through a pair of open-

ings in the walls of the pit a short dis-

tance below us. One conduit was
black: the ocher glowed a soft phos-

phorescent blue and was the source of

the light.

"SHADOW FLOWER walked non-

chalantly across the crystal disk. Our
pride would not permit us to seem
afraid, so we followed slowly. But at

firry step I felt that the transparent

floor would collapse and drop us into the

abyss.

"On the opposite side of the chamber
we ente red another Stygian passage and
were led around several turns. Then
Shadow Flower paused and made some
remark to Waaswright. There came a

dick and we were momentarily bkndcd
by'istcnse white light.
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. .
“When oar qti bad adjusted them-

selves to the give »t saw that »t stood

oa a railed platform extending into a

kind of shaft or adL The light came
from a couple of projector* overhead
that threw twin vertical beam* into the

depths of the shaft, beams that just

grated the edge of the platform and
were to vividly white that they appeared

almost solid. Shadow Flower soiled,

threw open a gate in the railing, mo-
tioned downward, and spoke again.

~\Vainwrigbt almost shouted. The
girl's stark, staring craty! She say*

we're to go down there ! Doe* she ex-

pect us to jump?*
"Shadow Flower answered hi* ques-

tion by calmly stepping off the platform

into one of the bram*. In the intense

brilkanct she shone Kkc a silver image

and then gbded downward. She did

not fall ; she floated down kite a feather.

"For several moments we stood

spcerhlrss Then HiB declared that

nothing would persuade him to risk hi*

neck like that. Wainwrigfat insisted

that we could do it if Shadow Flower

could. Presently Shadow Flower reap-

peared. rising buoyantly up the other

beam, and stepped off on the platform.

She seemed perplexed and endeavored

to draw me to the edge.

. "HiB said. “Go on. Wilke*. If yon
survive, well follow.'

"I closed my eyes and stepped off

into the beam, cknging to Shadow
Flower's hand. For an instant I seemed
to fall and then it sea* as if I were
gripped by something firm but intangi-

ble. I opened my eyes and beheld

Shadow Flower HJf# £

figure of garish sr^te high fights and
interne black shadows. We seemed to

be hanging motionless while another

platform rose slowly toward us from
below; when it was level with us we
stepped oa to it. In a few moments
Wainwngkt and HiB arrived, kke two
unkempt angels descending from heaven

cn a ray of glory.**

"Wait a minute T interrupted Osborn.

“Are you trying to teB us that you sfid

down a beam of light?**

"Well, so it appeared.' bet there must
have been some, other form of energy
involved." declared Ogekborpe. “It's

just another thing that must be duo-
dated by some one more compe tent
than 1.

* “This second platform projected from
a blank waB of the ubiquitous purple

material. There was no visible joint or
crevice indicating the presence of a door.

Then, instantaneously, noiselessly, the

wail gaped open into a taJQ. dkptical

archway. Shadow Flower had not

moved or spoken, and it occurred to me
that the way had been opened by scene

concealed watcher.

“WE ENTERED, and the twin fight

beams were extinguished. After ad-

vancing a short distance the sound of

our foodaBs altered as though we hhd
left the passage and cocnr into a large

vault. Here Shadow Flower told us to

bak. We waited several minates in the

darkness and silence. Although I heard

nothing. I had an uneasy feeling that

there was something afire there m the

darkness before us. scenethmg that was
stirring and awakening, opening its eyes

and terminiring us. Waitrwright must
have felt the tame, because his voice

was nervous when presently be asked

Shadow Flower why we were Vraitiag.

“Shadow Flower replied m a bushed

voice that this was the place of the

Speaking Stcoe and that presently the

Stone would speak words which it

wished us to bear. HiB grumbled that

be would prefer a bole fight abile it

spoke and wished that be had the ful-

gurites."

Ogekborpe paused.

“Now I come to the most difficult

port of what I have to tell," be mid.

"And if, aa you say. it was a real event,

it is also the most important.
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“The tense of something lire tad

near. gradually rousing itself to action,,

had become so acute Out I ru scarce!y

surprised when a nwrioj gHiiuet ol

light appeared in the daticneas before ui

and at a considerable height above in
It was a dim. globular, crimsoa glow

that Bartered restlessly to and fro and

ap and down within rather narrow

"Aj it waxed brighter and brighter it

slowly ran the gamut of the spectral

colors and became surrounded by an in-

tricate network of shining bne* and
polygons that shifted and changed as

the light moved By the time it had
become

,
green it was bright enough for

ns to ice that these toes and polygons

were the edges and planes of a great

multifaceted block of transparent ms
terial like a huge jewel, within which
the wandering light sphere was ins-

prisoned. The jewel rested on a jet-

black conical pedestal about fifty feet

bigk.

" I had expected to see some sort of

mechanical image oe idol, presumably
with a concealed human operator; in-

stead. there u%i this purely geometrical

object. Strangely enough, my sense of

its atveness. its vitality, constantly in-

creased and all my apprehensions

evaporated. The sphere's bnlhance cul-

minated in an intense violet: it con-

tracted shgfatiy and became woe*mlesa
1 fdt that it was regarding us intently,

hke an alert, iotefisgent but friendly,

eye. The jewel sparkled hke an im-

mense amethyit.

“Wainweight whispered to

brokenly. ‘Wilkes! WiBces! This un-

earthly thing is abqr and it's being at

us

“THE LIGHT in the jewel leaped as

though in afhmxst>on Then it pulsated

rapidly and I became aware of—of

—

what shall I call it?—a silent voice. It

is almost impossible to give an accurate

description of what I experienced. It

was somewhat like remembering. Have
you ever bad a long-dormant memory .

rise unbidden, suddenly and vividly in

your mind? Have you ever seemed to

bear ringing in your brain, unsummoned
by any conscious process, the exact

words and intonations of a remembered

voice or a strain of music heard long

ago? It was something hke that. Words,
thoughts, pictures, flowed through my
mind uncootrollabiy and I believed,

without question, that their source was
the kght in the jewel.

“This voice—I suppose I must call

it—proceeded to elucidate itself. The
builders of the power plant, it said, had
created it. It was in fact the thought of

those builders somehow recorded, im-

printed. preserved in the great jewel,

which was itself something only partly

mechanical
—

‘biomechanism’ was the

term as I understood it. This thought

record was able to transmit itself to

any minds coming within its radius of

acxioa. insofar as those minds were able

to comprehend it It also had a certain

power of independent thought so as to

adapt its message to the recipient."
“And the builders of the power

plant who were they?“ Dr. Feng asked

softly.

“At first you will say that my answer

is incredible." Ogehborpe replied

slowly, “but after afl. any adequate ex-

planation ~bf the power plant would
necessarily be incredible.

"The builders of the power plant were

a band of explorers from another uni-

verse. They erected it for temporary
use during their investigational sojourn

on our planet much as a human ex-

plorer sets up a tent and builds a camp
fire. They were the great ones from
the sky mentioned by* Shadow Flower.

Their descent occurred in late prehis-

toric times; mankind was weO into the

agricultural phase of its dev elopment
and primitive riviisatioos had arisen

here and there over the earth.
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The (Ttu ones remained on earth

perhaps several centuries. The various

rimes that thee were secs by human be-

ing' »ere the jrnra of a thousand tra-

ditions of [odt and angeb descending to

earth and aaoe{ men. Pos-

sibly many temples of antiquity arc

monuments to their apparitions. Their

principal encampment in South America

may' hare given rise to the legend of

Atlantis.

"There is a current opinion that if

human evolution continues in its present

direrrioa the race wiH become more in-

tellectual and less emotional, with an m-
creasing tendency to callousness and

cruelty ; and that if semenhere a super-

human. extraterrestrial race does exist

»fwj should fwn day fhvw# to colonize

the earth, it would bare carried this

tendency to its alomate conclusion and
would regard humanity merely as a

species of Terrain. The great ones were

a bring demonstration that neither

proposition is necessarily true. In the

case of human eTolurioo it is not even

probable.

The higher we hare risen above the

beasts the broader has been our under-

standing and the deeper our sympathies,

as regards both ourselves and than.

This seems to have been the tendency

from the dawn of humanity up to the

present rime, and there is no valid rea-

son for expecting the process to be re-

versed in the future or for believing that

present human nature is the abaohxte

apex of the process. There will be

many more advances.

"The great ones surpassed man im-

measurably ; their wisdom penetrated

star and atom, fafe and death, unknown
dimrasient and things humanly incon-

ceivable
; jet their sympathies were as

wide and deep as bfe. They perceived

the etnooom of a can or a moth as

keenly and understandingly as those of

their fellows; even the dim feelings of a
plant were not beyond their appre-

ciatscn.

IS1

THE GREAT ONES could have
transformed our bole srorbt if they had
chosen, but their expedition’ was for the

purpose of studying the worlds of our
universe as they found them. A few

seeds of trakrafsoc they did leave be-

hind them, however, partly by mtrnooo
and sometimes by accident. Casually

discarded implements dropped here and
there over tfle world produced myths of

magic swords and hammers, sandals of

swiftness, helmets and cloaks of isvisi-

bsfety.' the Philosopher's Stone, and so

forth; and the myths became a part of

the growing lore of magic, alchemy, and
prtmrire medicine. The legends of

Daedalus may be dun racial memories of

a series of their efforts to accelerate the

progress of the human race. But the

Galapagos power plant was a legacy to

the humanity of the future.

"As to the nature of the power phot,

the Thought Record could transmit only

what our stands were capable of recerv-

iag. and none of us had the specialised

knowledge necessary for complete ccm-

pcefaecnoc There may be no mind on
earth that has that knowledge, although

the great ones considered the plant a
rough-and-ready affair for pmdnong a
«—M amount of energy. They imtilhd

complete automatic control before they

departed and left the plant for whatever

race of men might, in rime, discover it

and be able to understand the message

of the Thought Record.

"Briefly, the power plane operates in

this way: Every morning the Made

towers that encircle the crater become
active and in some fashion induce a

thunderstorm and downpour of rain,

heaviest in the vicinity of the towers

and Astonishing toward the center of the

crater. A large pan of this rain drama
into a great ring-shaped catch basin that

also marries the crater on an arrihaal

terrace. From thence it flows down into

the power plant and is pumped down
ode of the conduits in the pit that we
taw. into the hot interior of the earth.
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It rttru op the other conduit u enor-

mously superheated steam charged with

nacral vapors, partly radioactive.

The ram-making towers also act as

collectors of atmospheric e lectricity,

which somehow starts a process of

atomic (fismtrgratjoo in the mineral

vapors—the final products being gold

and a few other elements and a great

flood of energy.

The water leaves the plant with its

temperature greatly lowered, due to the

highly cfScient extraction of energy, car*

ryiag a number of substances in solution

and finely divided gold in suspension,
and drains into the ocean. The rain is

automatically cut "off during the after*

noon, in order to allow the clouds to

disperse and the sunshine to reads the

vegetation in the crater; the power plant

\ operates until the rain commences next

morning by drawing oo the accumulated

water in the catch basin.

The plant was busk on an island be-

cause there it would be assured of a
constantly humid atmosphere and an uts*

faifiug source of run. and its a crater

because there it had convenient access to

an old roicassic tube and a region of sub-

terranean beat comparatively near the

surface.” *

“BUT if the power plant has been

operatiryf for thousands of years, as you
imply, it must have produced an enor-

mous quantity of energy.” protested Os-
born. “What land of energy is it? Whit
has become of it ? Has it been wasted ?”

»
” Positively not," affirmed Ogekhorpe.

That's the crux of the whole matter.

1 can't tefl you what kind of energy it is

The idea wiwch the Thought Record at-

tempted. to transmit was beyood joy

grasp. I apprehended it either*^ as

“sohdsfied electricity* or ‘materiahred

energy* ene rgy in a massive, portable

form from which it can be released

much more easily than from the ordi-

nary matter with which we are familiar.

Afl this energy has been accumulated

somehow in a vast, subterranean place

under Indefatigable Island. And it's

still aoaamhhng. It a inclosed by
some land of barrier which can be
pierced at only one pome.

“I couldn't understand bow this bar-

rier is to be passed or what it is; it's

just another thing that was beyood me.

I can't say how much of this ene rgy
there is. I received the impressioa of

something gigantic, something that will

throw the whole world into a ferment

and rrrokibouire earthly conditions
from pole to pole. I storied to see our
race populating not one planet only, but

many-
"Bct where do the crater people fit.

into the picture ?” demanded Sonia. “If

the plant is automate, what need has it

of attendants?”

“The great ones found the crater peo-

ple Irving wretched and meager lives.”

replied Ogehhorpe. They made the

garden and set the crater people to tend-

ing it in somew hat the same spirit that

we build bathing- and feeding-places for

birds or establish wild-bfe refuges. The
crater people are not. strictly speaka^.
power-plant attendants. Some of them
keep it dean and make daily floral of-

ferings to the machinery in a sensre-

hgious spirit. They have grown to be-

tere that the plant is in their keeping

and would not function without the of-

ferings. There is also a workshop in

the plant where they make garden im-

plements; the great oaes showed them
bow.

The Thought Record could transmit

very bttle to the minds of the crater

people. They were able to understand

that some day another race would dis-

cover them and the power plant, but .

title more than that.

"Evidently the Thought Record was
aware of our fragmentary reception of

its message. It urged—yes. commanded
—that we bring to it other minds, minds
containing the utmost of human knowl-

edge of atomic mechanics and the
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nathmaiia of bypenpace. For 00)7 to

mxb mods an it trxnuua the teem of

the power pint sad the manner in

wind) the bidden (tore of energy b to be

tapped and utilized. The search {or

these mindt most start immediately

—

now! We most broadcast it to the

“NOT SO FAST T interrupted Os-
born. “There b a vast and steadily in-

CTtans{ quantity of (oid iawhef in

tbb. 1 (ear that it will complicate mat-

ters coosaderably. There should be

some mternahoeal agreement as to its

disposal before the discovery b made
public; otherwise world finance will be

in pare danger of
”

“We shall consider those things

shortly.” interpoacd Dr. Lemorne. “Dtd
this Thoogfat Record tnawit anything
furtherr
“No. It ceased after that.” replied

Ogekborpe, “and the light slowly faded

and disappeared. I don’t knew bow
kag we stood there in the darkness, too
astoaidcri to more. Then Wainwright
ordered Shadow Flower to dmw us the

east tunnrl

“We returned to the shaft. Shadow
Flower turned on the twin brants, and
we descended to the bottom. There we
found the entrance to the tunnel and a
dupbeate pair of beaut projectors di-

rected upward.

“Immediately, are were faced with a
difficulty. The tunne l arms not provided

with lights and neither were we.

Shadow Flower maintained that it was
quite safe to traverse in the dark, as

there were no connecting tunnels or pit-

falls or other dangers, but we conceived

a better plan. We decided to return

to our armor and remove the phos-

phoray bmps . Abo, Hill suggested

that we take the radio lot and battery

from one unit and carry it with us. and
endeavor to call Albemarle Island after

we got outside.

“The (our of us, accordingly, went op

she ascending beam, one after the ocher.

I went up hat. When I had almost
rached the top platform I beard an
outburst of angry voices, and Hill cried.

Look out I It’s Deep Water and he’s

got one of our lances!*
M ^ t- - — Hf- — - a. _

i nen n vxxnra, rxcy>

that crazy idiot t Where <bd he come
from ? Don’t kt him touch (hat twitch.*

"Then the 'beams were extinguished.

“I did not seem to be falling. It

seemed as though I were suspended in

a black void and the air were whistfing

upward past me with rapidly increasing

velocity. Then, abruptly, it stopped and
I saw a vast explosion of firry, darts'

and spangles. I suppose I bit bottom

then."

"Was that aO ?" inquired Dr. . Le-

mojme after a passe.

“Well yes." hesitated Ogekborpe.

“When I opened any eyes again i sms
here."

“There remains one little detail,” in-

sisted Dr. Lemoync. “Tefi os."

Ogekborpe shot him a quick, sur-

prised glance.

. - * j .

“ITS a trivial dung.” said OgeJ-

tborpe apologetically, “but an wvV finite

time after the impact, and before I

opepul my eyes, I beard a voice. It

reused to come from the -ends of the

earth, from an infinite distance, draw-
ing nearer and nearer. It cried. ‘Ogcf-

thorpe. return! Ogekhorpr. return T
It seemed to be your voice. Dr. Lc-

- »• •
XTjO^TOc.

“And after that?"

"There was another voice, very faint,

that wailed remotely. *Wait! Wait! I

can’t get back! I can’t I I can’t
*

and receded into silence."

Osborn started to speak, but was in-

terrupted by the te lephone buzzer, fol-

lowed by a voice from the internment t

"This b Garvin again,” raid the voice.

"We’ve found our men. Osborn. Two
of them are on Indefatigable Island.
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•boot kaKvijr op the outside of the

enter. They aid at by radio; they

My they’re bees inside the enter and
one out through a tunnel. The third

naan. Wiles, got killed somehow. For
a while be was out of his head, they say,

and insisted that bis name was Ogel-
tboepe. And your man says his name
is Wilkesr
"He doesn't now," corrected Osborn.-

"He is quite norma] in retry respect."

“^seer." remarked Garvin. "The
whole affair is queer. Ill be waihr*
your detailed report with mods interest.

Good-by."

."And now," said Ogcfehorpe. address-

ing Dr. Lemoyne. "let me hare the ex-
planation you promised me. How could

I hare another man's experiences ? That
chap on the phone just now aid that

Wiles is reported dead. But it was
really I who fell down the shaft, be-

cause you My that what I supposed was
a dream, really happened. And yet

Wiles' body is somewhere on Inde-

fatigable Island, a thousand miles away,
sand I'm here. How can that be?"

"Something very strange has oc-

curred. invoicing both you and Wiles,"
replied Dr. Lemoyne slowly. "There
has been a temporary interchange of

you and Wiles. The original inter-

change was in tome way effected by rio-m

lent shocks inflicted apoa both of you
at approximately the tame time: the

restoraDoo was accomplished partly by
hypnosis, partly by dynamic en-

dormabon.*

"Modem psychology has long be-

lieved that such interchange is possible,

but it hat never been induced experi-

mentally under laboratory coodrboos

and this is the first foBy authenticated

instance of it. although other similar

cases are bebered to have occurred.

Yout^geographkal separation was evi-

dently no obstacle to the transfer. Why
this should have happened to you and

Wiles particularly, when there were

doubtlessly many other apparently

equally susceptible victims of shock

wilting here and there throughout the

world at the same instant. I cannot My.

It is a mystery. In such matters we find

ourtehes on the frontier of the un-

known."
Ogdthorpe digettec^ tint for several

"You brought me back—brought back

my personality to the body that belongs

to k." he reflected. ".And Wilkes went
Wtr to bis. But Wiles is dead 1

Where did Wiles go?"

"That problem is as old as the human
mind." returned Dr. Lemoyne. "As to

Wiles, we can say only that be has

gone—across the frontier"

Don’t Mill

CALACTIC PATROL
by E. E. 5mith # Ph. D.

THE FIRST INSTALLMENT WILL APPEAR IN THE

SEPTEMBER ISSUE Of ASTOUNDINC.
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NEXT MONTH
“Galactic PatroT by E. E. Smith. Ph. starts ia the September

issue of ASTOUNDING. Go to your news dealer now. while it's

fresh in miod. sad ask him to reserve jour copy foe yom.

And please mate it a point to pass the word along to poor

friends. In accordance with the established policy ofASTOUNDING
STORIES wo will never reprint "Galactic Patrol."

Remember “The Skylark*? "Skylark Three"? "Triplanetary*?

~Spacehoonds of the I. P. C"? and “The Skylark of Valeroe*?

Five stories! Dr. Smith's entire literary production up to nowI

Yet he’s been working on “Galactic PatroT" since 1114 and yon cam

start reading it next month. Wesso did the September cover and

illustrated the story. Don't miss it—and1 don’t let your friends

Jack Williamaaa dropped into the ASTOUNDING STORIES
offer recently, during his £rst visit to New York. His house ia on a
ranch in New Mexico, yon know. tT« have corresponded foe years

and it was like meeting an old friend. He told me how he was “doing"
New York, from Coney Island to the Empire State Building and

from Chinatown to Greenwich Village. His thoroughness was
amazing and his keen appreciation a delight. I know now why he
was able to produce stories like the "Legion of Space,* and "The
Cometeen." I know yen’ll enjoy his “Released Entropy* in this

rd like your reactions to the science article on positrons. I

want to know whether to get more articles of a similar nature.

Please Jet me have your opinions.

This year seems to he shapiag np to a powerful schedule.

Checking back, as I constantly do. I believe it will stand at the

highest peak of interest yet attained ky science-Sction. The fourth

year of the new ASTOUNDING ends next month with the beginning

of “Galactic Patrol." I feel that this one fact stands out like a rain-

bow of promise to* out £fth year under the Street 4 Smith banner.

We have passed through momentous events. Death has ended
the careers of three greet science-tetiou writers—Weinhanm.
Daniels, and

[
Lovecraft. But new and capable talent has been

developing and ia carrying on at a pace which promises great thiags

during the coming year.

And don’t forget “Galactic PatroT starts nest mouth. Tell your
friends, and RESERVE YOUR COPY of ASTOUNDING.

The Editor.
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